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Chapter One: Sat 18th Sept – 2am. 
 

Francis wandered down the dark road and passed the turn off for the chemical plant. The 

faint smell of methane drifted on the air and turned his stomach, he hated the smell, it always 

reminded him how far he had fallen.  And the fall had been hard. 

Kicking a stick across the cracked tarmac, he slipped and fell against a dry stone wall. The 

rough edges cutting into his outreached palm but the warm blood that slowly oozed down the 

creases made him pay no more attention to the wounds than if there was no blood at all. 

“Damn council.”  Francis slurred.  “Damn, bloody island asses, think more of there precious 

stone walls than they damn well do about the fool hardy inhabitants.” 

Francis wobbled on and so turned off the main road and down a dirt track to his house.  His 

head was swaying and he was having trouble putting one foot in front of the other.  It had been a 

long walk from the village, two long hours of hilly road until it finally came out into the marshes. 

The bottle of whiskey swung against his leg and Francis slammed a hand down on it to stop it 

moving around. 

Fingering the film of liquid around the rim of the lid, he smiled. The landlord of the public 

house in Nymvale, was one of the nice one's, always letting Francis leave with a bottle of his 

favourite for his long trip home. 

Pulling the bottle form it's place he clumsily unscrewed the cap, splashes of whisky 

spattered his coat, and drank. The hot liqueur poured down his throat.  He enjoyed the warm 

sensation that spread over him, a feeling he could sink into and forget with. 

The headlights of a car blinded him and the roar of the engine made him jump, the amber 

liquid spilled from the bottle and down his shirt and trousers. The car sped past with a beep and 

Francis heard the shouts of the young men inside. 

“Woopsie Wallace!” They called again and again as the car vanished into the night. 

“Bastard little upstarts!”  Francis condemned.  “Island scum.  Never were worth spit, never 

will be worth spit.” And he spat, a great global of phlegm and whiskey.   He felt anger rising in 
 

him, they would not have dared do that to him only a month ago. A month ago he had been 

respected, commanded respect from both the pupils and the parents.  Now he was belittled and 

slandered.  He hadn't done those things, he would never do those things. 

The thought of it made him sick.  “How could they think I would do such horrendous 

actions?”  He asked himself again, as he had done time and time again.  “A teacher for thirty years 

and never once, never.” 

Turning, Francis started towards his house that stood alone on the western side of the island, 

the only house that stood in the marsh.  It had once been the home of an eccentric hermit and it 

suited Francis' need.  Miles away from the village surrounded by nothing and as long as he only



looked out of the back or side windows, he would not even see the chemical plant. 
 

The dark edifice stood shear black against the star covered inky black sky.  He could hear 

the grasses swaying in the breeze of the sea and the smell of salt over powered the methane. 

Walking up the steps, Francis fell against the door while trying to feel around in his pocket for the 

door key. 

The wood scraped his face, a sharp edge of the moulding cutting into his cheek.  He felt it, 

the pain and blood that dripped down his chin but he made no sound, he just pushed on.  Rattling 

the key in the lock and then throwing the door open he fell into his hallway. 

The smell of methane and ammonia that hit him like a wall and clawed at his throat.  He 

could feel his eyes stinging and his nose felt as if he had just singed the hiars, his stomach churned 

and Francis knew he couldn't hold it back.  His body shook violently as waves of whiskey filled 

vomit spilled onto the carpet below him. The smell of bile only made the smell in the house worse. 

Standing up straight, Francis swayed and fell into what he called 'the drawing room' and 

over the back of a chair.  His head was throbbing and for a moment he lay in the contorted position 

he had landed in, with his head on the floor and his legs hanging over the back of the chair.  His 

vision was cloudy and in the almost pitch black of the room he saw nothing but as he lay, he could 

hear it. A soft breathing sound and then a quite wet slapping.  Looking around, he could make out 

the outline of the Chippendale sofa and the Edwardian tall boy. The curtains were open but the 

starlight was even dimmer than the street light. 

Pulling himself onto the floor, Francis winces as his cheek scraped the carpet.  He could feel 

the warm blood running down his face as he tottered over towards where he knew there was a light 

switch. Walking over his foot landed hard on a soft lump. The squish was sickening and Francis 

lost his balance. Falling forward he hit the lamp and then the wall, bringing the slender night lamp 

down with him. The sound of the carved pole snapping echoed around the room. 

He could hear the sounds again, they were louder and there was movement.  Squinting, he 

saw small black spots moving on the carpet near the window.  His foot slid along the floor as he put 

it down to try and stand.  He cried out as he tried again only to have his foot slide along the carpet 

as if it was coated in oil. 
 

The slap made him jerk, something wet had his his coat.  Another slap, he felt the small 

prod on his leg.  Reaching down his finger tips found a small wet spot on his trouser leg. Another 

strike, this time on his thigh, where the whiskey had fallen.  He could feel a burning sensation in his 

throat and it was becoming harder to breath. 

His mind span with notions, his alcohol drowned brain swayed with images of large bugs 

and water dripping from the ceiling. 

He yelled as pain burnt in his groin. Another strike, this one on his shirt.  Hurriedly, Francis



ran his hand up the lamps pole to find the switch. Another strike hit him on the neck, it was soft , 

warm and moist like a damp sponge.  He could feel the large sticky global on his skin as it began to 

drip down his neck as another strike caught him on the stomach, his shirt adhering to his skin. 

Sweat was running down his face as his fingers found the switch. The soft, wet sponge hit 

his face where he had cut it on the door and he felt the skin come away. Another strike ripped his 

shirt.  He could feel the blood pouring down his cheek as another sponge stabbed into the wound 

sending pain tearing through his face. 

His stomach was churning and he felt the warmth spread across his groin and smelt the 

ammonia as another sponge ripped into his stomach through the gap in his shirt. 

Pain shivered his body and his finger found the pin switch. 

Light filled the room and Francis screamed.



Chapter Two: Sun 20th Sept – 2pm. 
 

Joshua pushed the door open and looked up and down the deck. The waves beating off the 

hull sent spray up and onto the steel deck.  Joshua could taste the salt in the air and as he stepped 

out onto the grooved plates he saw Perry. 

Walking over towards where his brother was stood, he could feel the small ferry swaying 

from side to side.  He had gotten used to the uneasy churn of his stomach but now and then, a wave 

would hit the side of the ferry and the boat would list a little more one way or the other which made 

Joshua feel sick. 

Stopping next to his younger brother who was leaning onto the guard rail, Joshua took a 

deep breath of the fresh salt air.  He saw the island coming closer. The green and purple hills that 

swept down to the yellow shore with the tall white lighthouse standing on an outcrop of rock and as 

the ferry drove on.  He could make out gulls swooping over the white and terracotta buildings with 

red and black roofs that made up the small town of Galbren, one of only two settlements on the 

island. 
 

“Nice, isn't it?” Said Joshua. 

“Yeah, wicked.” Answered Perry. 

Joshua heard the thick sarcasm in his brothers words.  “Okay, so you're pissed.  I get it but 

what are you going to do about it?” 

“Jump over board and swim home.”  Said Perry as he hopped up onto the second bar of the 

guard rail and made to swing his leg over the top. 

Joshua lunged forward and grabbing the collar of Perry's denim jacket he pulled this brother 

off the rail and back onto the deck. His heart was racing as he turned Perry around to face him and 

gripped the shorter man's shoulders.   “Don't ever do anything like that again you little prat.” 

Perry was laughing, his shoulder length brown hair whipped around his face in the breeze 
 

and for a second, Joshua felt like thumping his brother in his well toned gut.  “You believed me, you 

actually thought I was gonna do it didn't you.”  Laughed Perry.  “You duffa.” 

“I'll duff you if you pull crap like that again.”  Said Joshua. 
 

“I'm gonna go get a coke, you coming?”  Said Perry as he walked off towards the door to the 

passenger lounge. 

“You buying?” Asked Joshua as he followed Perry. 
 

“You're the one with the job.”  Perry said as he pulled the thick bulkhead door open. 

“And you're the one with the allowance.”  Said Joshua stepping off the deck. 

The bulkhead door led to a small area with a set of stairs leading up the passenger deck and 

a door that led onto a vehicle deck where Joshua had parked when he had rolled on at Newquay. 

Climbing the metal stairs, Joshua glanced up at his brother.  He knew the fifteen year old was angry



with him, he had been settled in school and had a group of semi decent friends and then he had been 

pulled away from everything, again.   Joshua told himself that it was for the best, for both of them, 

but did he did wonder if either of them believed it. 

Walking out into the passenger lounge with it's white washed metal walls, thin carpet that 

only ran under the squares of seating. The café area, if that's what you cold call it, was just a 

sunken section of wall with a row of hot and cold vending machines. There was a few passengers 

milling around the lounge. A family with two young children had sat themselves in a corner so the 

children could watch out of the windows at the waves. A young woman with straw coloured hair 

was sat with a brief case on her lap as she read through papers concealed in manilla folders. There 

was a few teenagers sat together, all laughing and chatting and a couple more teenagers sat to one 

side, Joshua assumed that the two on their own must be an item. The girl with her long brown hair 

tied back and the guy with his arm around her shoulders had not stopped kissing since before 

Joshua had entered the room. 

“What do you want then?” Asked Perry. 
 

“I'll have a coke.”  Joshua said, fishing around in his pocket.  “Here.” He added, handing 
 

Perry a two pound coin. 
 

“Going halves are we?” Asked Perry, slipping the coin into the machine. 
 

“It's not that much.”  Joshua glanced over at the price.  “Maybe it is.”  He said, reading the 
 

'£2' label beside the punch code for the cans. 
 

The brothers sat in the opposing corner to the young family. The trip was almost over and 

Joshua was getting annoyed that Perry hadn't spoken to him properly for most of the journey.  He 

had uttered a few words that morning while getting ready in the bed and breakfast but had stayed 

silent over breakfast and then only the minimal acknowledgement of his brother while they were 

driving to the ferry port. 

“I need a piss.”  Said Perry before getting up and walking towards the toilet sign. 
 

Joshua watched as Perry walked off, his belt-less jeans threatening to fall to his ankles from 

the thin waits.  Dropping his head back he tried to think of other ways he could have done it.  'Was 

there a way to stay in Boro?'  Joshua asked himself.  'He'd have been happier.' 

“I wish you were here Mam.”  Joshua said to the air as the ferry started to slow on it's 

entrance to the port of Galbren.



Chapter Three: Sun 20th Sept – 4pm. 
 

Closing the door he heard the latch click. The small hallway with it's wooden stairs was 

floored with a thick red carpet. The stone walls had been painted an off white and the pictures that 

hung from the walls were modest oil painting prints of the local countryside. An arched doorway 

led to the main room of the cottage with a large open fire, now home to a electric two bar with fake 

coal and a red and orange flame back ground. The red carpet ran through the main room to the 

wooden floor that had been laid in the kitchen. 

Picking up the bags Perry had left in the hallway, Joshua made his way upstairs. The wood 

creaked as he trod on them, a sound that made him a little uneasy. The landing was, once again, 

covered with the red carpet and as he looked around the small landing he noted the open door and 

the sounds of Perry unpacking coming from the second door around. 

“First one's the bathroom.”  Perry called through as Joshua stepped onto the landing. 
 

Walking into the third room on the landing, Joshua noticed the same red carpet. The bed had 

been made and was set against the wall, in-between two sets of built in wardrobes with a cupboard 

unit stretching between them over the head of the bed. The large window to his left looked out into 

the street and there was a door along the wall opposite the bed. Putting his bags on the bed, Joshua 

walked through the other door and into a small en-suit shower and toilet room. 

“Ace.”  He said.  “Always wanted an en-suit.” 
 

“You've got an en-suit?”  Said Perry walking into the bed room and through to Joshua.  “You 

jammy git. Well, that makes the main bog, mine.” 

“Okay, but you're not knocking a door through to your room.”  Said Joshua watching his 

brother's eyes glint. 

“Spoil sport.”  Perry said as he walked out. “What's for tea?” 
 

“Let's unpack first and then I'll see what we've got.”  Said Joshua, ushering Perry out of the 

small en-suit and into the main bedroom. 

“I saw a chippy in town.”  Perry said.  “I could nip down there while you sort yourself out.” 

“You're sixteen...”  Joshua began. 

“Seventeen next month.” 
 

“You can drive when you've got a licence.”  Said Joshua.  “That would look great wouldn't 

it, first day here and you're pulled over for driving without a licence.” 

“It's small island Josh,”  Perry argued.  “If the cops pull me over, I'll just slip him a fifty.” 

Joshua sighed, he had to appreciate Perry's consistency, he had already decided to apply for 

his brothers driving licence ready for his birthday and had it in an envelope ready to give him, along 

with a couple of 'L' plates.  “Not a chance.”  Said Joshua.  “Now, go and finish unpacking your 

stuff.”



“Dad would have let me.”  Said Perry as he walked out of the room. 
 

“Would he hell!”  Joshua called after him.  “Now get unpacked.”  Joshua breathed in deeply 

through his nose, he could feel the heat rising in his face and empty feeling in his stomach. 

Opening a bag he pulled out a picture of a middle aged couple wearing shorts and t-shirts, 

sat on a wall with the sea behind.  Both were wearing sandals and the woman had a pair of 

sunglasses lodged in her hair. They were smiling and each had an arm around the other. They 

looked so happy just sat there.  Joshua remembered that holiday, it was only a couple of years ago. 

Perry and he were behind the camera, he could still remember the smell of the fish market that was 

just out of shot and the feel of the hot stones under his bare feet. 

'We had fun, didn't we.'  He thought as he turned around and placed the picture on a side 
 

table. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

“Come on,”  Said Joshua.  “You don't want to be late on your first day.” 
 

“I don't want to be two hours early neither.”  Perry said as he hitched his back pack onto one 

shoulder and pulled the door closed. 

Joshua wouldn't say it but he felt a swell of pride at seeing his little brother in his new 

uniform. The black suit was pressed and made the sixteen year old look like a young man, instead 

of reprobate youth, like his old school jumper did. The black shoes had been shined and his long 

hair combed into some semblance of a style.  “Just get your arse into the car.” 

“Yes, Officer Penulf.”  Mocked Perry. 
 

“Don't start.”  Said Joshua turning the engine over. 
 

“It's what I'll have to call you.”  Perry said sliding into the passenger seat.  “Not like I can 

just walk up to you in the street and say 'Yo Bro,' is it?” 

“God, I hope you don't.”  Joshua said, watching in the rear-view mirror as the car backed 

into the road. 

As the car travelled along the narrow roads, Joshua glanced at his brother.  Perry was sat 

with his bag between his legs and was watching the scenery go past. The wild hedgerows and the 

crumbling dry stone walls.  Purple and green grasses stretched out across the rolling land and away 

into the dim distance. The grey clouds that dotted the sky skittered across the sun shadowing the 

land in places. 

“How come they didn't put you in the station housing?”  Perry asked after a while. 

“I don't know.”  Joshua answered.  “Glad they didn't, though.” 

“Yeah, me too.” Agreed Perry.



“Let me guess,”  Said Joshua.  “your glad because it means you can get up to your old tricks 

without having police watching you all the time?” 

“Fat chance of that living with the local plod.”  Said Perry.  “But it's a thought.” 
 

“Well, you can not think it.”  Said Joshua.  “And until you know your way around, don't go 

wandering around and if you want to go into town for your lunch, I'll swing by and give you a lift.” 

He knew Perry would want to get out for lunch, he had got in the habit back in Middlesbrough 

where he could go to the local shops for fish and chips or a pasty, but the local town was a bit of a 

trek from this school and the last thing Joshua needed was his brother going missing. 

“That's gonna look great isn't it.”  Perry said.  “Hitching a lift with a copper every lunch
 

time.” 
 

 
 
 
 
“Well, take it or leave it.”  Said Joshua as he turned the car down an avenue of trees and

 

through a large set of wrote iron gates that lay open. The columns at either side of the gates were 

tall, square brick built with a winged lion on each that looked out towards the road. The walls on 

either side of the gates were just decorative and sloped down as they followed the side of the road. 

Set into the left hand wall was a carved stone circle which read, 'Saxon Boys School' around the dial 

and in the centre there was a winged lion stood holding a sword. 

“Boys school?”  Perry asked. 
 

“Yeah, what's wrong with that?” Asked Joshua. 
 

“You didn't tell me it was a bloody boy's school.”  Said Perry.  “Sex education's gonna be 

boring.” 

“You shouldn't be having sex education.”  Commented Joshua. 
 

“I'm sixteen, what's wrong with it?” Asked Perry, looking over at his brother, who just 

shrugged. 

The avenue soon cleared and Joshua saw the school house looming. The large manor house 

looked impressive. The red brick building was three floors high with a large covered entrance in 

the centre. At the left end of the main building was a clock tower and around the building, in line 

with the bottoms of the windows on each floor was a thin cream stone runner. To the right was 

another brick building, of similar design to the main house, even then cream runner had been built 

into it.  Joshua bared right and heard the gravel crunch under the tyres.  Passing between the main 

building and what he assumed must have been the stables at some time, he pulled the car to stop in 

a parking space marked for the him. 

Stepping out of the car, Joshua glanced around at the tall windows with their arched tops and 

carved shields at their apex.  He could smell the grass and the wind whispered through the trees in 

the quite.  “Lovely, isn't it?” 

“Yeah,”  Said Perry.  “For a loony bin.”



“Come on.”  Said Joshua locking the car.   “Let's go meet the head.” 
 

“Great,”  Said Perry following his brother.  “The last time I met the head, I got suspended.”



Chapter Four: Mon 21st Sept – 10:30 am. 
 

The Ford Focus sped down the road. The houses on either side with their manicured 

gardens soon gave way to the wild grasses and rolling landscape that covered the majority of the 

island.  Long stretches of dry stone wall went by in a blur of grey, green and yellow. Thick, 

unkempt hedgerows, broken in places, stood where no wall did and the smell of methane was ever 

present but only a minor part of the days aroma. 

“So,”  Said Joshua.  “Do you get much crime here?” 
 

“Not really.” Answered Sargent Michaels.  “Mostly kids nicking from the sweet shops.” 

“Not what you'd call a crime hot spot then.”  Joshua said as the car rounded a bend. 

“We've got our share of drugs and assaults.”  Said Michaels.  “And someone robbed the post 

office last year, dumb buggers.”  Michaels gave a short laugh. 

Joshua turned to look at the twenty nine year old Sargent who was driving. The athletic 

build Joshua had noticed when the man was coming out of the changing rooms, was hidden by the 

bulky blue coat with it's silver buttons.  His short blond hair and clean shaven face made him look a 

good few years younger than he was. “You think it's funny, a robbery?” 

“The four would-be robbers walked in with toy pistols, all wearing blue jeans; white shirts; 

orange gloves; black trainers and black balaclavas.”  Explained Michaels.  “It was all going okay 

until the Mildred, the cashier, handed the full holdall back to comment, “Thanks Mum.” 

“What?”  Joshua had heard some stories of daft robbers but this was an odd one.  “He called 

the cashier, Mum?” 

“Yep.”  Smiled Michaels.  “Daft little bugger forgot himself didn't he. Well, we picked him 

up, along with the rest of his little gang. They were all first years at Saxon's, it had been some kind 

of initiation into one of the guilds.” 

“What happened to them?”  Joshua wondered if Perry might get caught up in something like 

that.  He had a sinking feeling that if his brother did, it would be a lot worse than 'armed robbery'. 

“They spent a night in the cells. We pulled in the other guild members for aiding and 

abetting robbery who spent the night with them and then they all went home.”  Said Michaels. 

“What their parents and teachers would do to them was a lot worse than what we could do.” 

Joshua understood the reasoning. This was an island and most likely, everyone knew 

everyone else so it would be a long time before any of them would be pulling any more stunts and 

he could imagine their parents giving all concerned a stiff talking to, if not a clout around the ears. 

“So, that's the extent of the crime here? A few youths pulling off a robbery for a dare.”  Said 
 

Joshua.  “I was expecting a hot bed of illicit sex and murder.” 
 

“You've been watching too much Bergerac.”  Sargent Michaels laughed. 
 

The car sped on down the road and soon, the wide open vista became a street and as Joshua



watched, houses slid past.  Michaels slowed the car down as they passed a sign. 
 

“Nymvale.”  Joshua read.  “Looks better in the daylight.”  He had passed through last night 

when he had arrived. The house the island constabulary had found for him was on the outskirts of 

the village. The houses were all decorated and clean, some had ivy climbing them from pots, others 

sported hanging baskets and window boxes along the main road.  Even the public house had 

window boxes and hanging baskets. The stone face with it's inlaid wooden beams looked like it had 

been built from the ruins of another building, this seemed to Joshua to give it a charm that many 

newly built pubs lacked.  “So, what's the story with this Mr Wallace?” 

“Francis? Well, he's the old head from Saxon's, up until last term.”  Said Michaels. 

“He retired?”  Asked Joshua as the village turned back to rolling fields. 

“No.”  Michaels voice grew cold and efficient, like he was reading a report in court.  “An 

anonymous complaint was received on twenty-sixth of March.  It was passed to D.C.I Foxly who 

arranged some private meetings with a few of the fourth year boys at Saxon Boys School.” 

Michaels took a deep breath and slowed the car a little more.  “It was alleged that Mr Wallace had 

forced ten of his pupils to partake in sordid acts while in detention.” 

“Jesus Christ, I'm surprised you didn't lock him up.”  Said Joshua. 
 

“Well, the problem was, all the pupils making the complaint were known trouble makers,” 

Explained Michaels.  “And there was no evidence found. Yes, a couple of the boys had abrasions 

on their backsides but there was no way of confirming if they had been made by Francis' cane or a 

tree branch.” 

“So, lack of evidence.”  Joshua commented, his attention on the hills that were covered in 

thick green grass that ran along the spine of the island, separating the habitable eastern shore from 

the inhospitable marsh on the western half. 

“There was that and the fact the witness' were compromised.” 

“How?”  Asked Joshua. 'Odd term of phase.' He thought. 

“The boys making the complaint and the supposed witness' were all in the same guild so 

their testimonies were seen as unreliable.  So no official action was taken against Francis but the 

board of governors thought it best that he was retired off.  Here we are.”  Said Michaels as he turned 

the car off the main road and onto the dirt track that led to a large house a little way back off the 

road. 
 
 

The old house was badly in need of paint job and some TLC.  Ivy had taken over one side of 

it and as he walked up to the door, Joshua saw the remains of more than a few roof tiles that had 

come off and smashed on the rutted ground. The once impressive herringbone driveway was now 

weed filled and raised in places were plants had started to grow under the bricks.



Walking up the wooden steps, paint flaked away to reveal the worn wood beneath and the 

door looked no better. The blue paint was pale, sun washed, and large sections had crumbled away. 

About a quarter of the way down the door Joshua noticed a dark stain on the edge of a moulded 

square. 
 

“Mr Wallace!”  Michaels called as he knocked hard.  “It's the police.” 
 

“Who made the call?”  He asked as the door swung open and Joshua gagged at the smell of 

ammonia that wafted out.  “Wait!”  Joshua shouted, pulling Michaels away from the door. 

“What's wrong?” Asked Michaels. 
 

“Ammonia. We'll have to give it a minute to clear.”  Joshua said as he guided Michaels 

back. “Now, who made the call?” 

“Jeremy Hopkins, landlord at The Marsh Eyes in Nymvale.”  Said Michaels.  “Said Francis 

hasn't been in for a couple of days.”  Michaels glanced up at the house and then to Joshua. 

Joshua walked back t the door and gently sniffed. The ammonia was still there but not as 

harshly as it had been, now it just smelt like gents toilets that hadn't been cleaned fro a week. 

“Should be safe enough, but we can't stay to long.”  He said allowing the Michaels to walk in. 

“Mr Wallace.” Michaels called as he stepped into the house.  “Mr Wallace, it's Sargent 
 

Simon Michaels, you in here?” 
 

Joshua walked in behind the shorter man, the smell had almost gone now the air was 

circulating but he could sense another smell, a rancid rotting smell. The hallway was dusty but 

clutter free with only a couple of tables lining the walls and an old style umbrella, coat and hat stand 

against the wall next to the door. Three doorways led off the hallway, one to the left, one to right 

and one at the rear behind the stairs that Joshua assumed must led to a kitchen. The bright sunlight 

was trying to push through the windows but it was losing the battle. There was no sound coming 

from anywhere in the house and glancing up the threadbare carpeted stairs, he saw that some of the 

doors were closed. 

“You check done here, I'll go upstairs.”  Joshua said making his way across the landing. 

“Holy shit.”  Michaels exclaimed from the right hand doorway and then he turn and ran 

from the house. 
 

Joshua walked over, he could hear the officer being sick outside the front door and as he 

looked into the living room, he felt his stomach lurch. The body was laid near the doorway and 

from the position of the right arm, it looked like the deceased had been trying to crawl away. 

Swallowing hard, Joshua walked into the room.  He saw clean white bones, the clothes had been 

torn to shreds and only hung on by threads. The ribs were visible and the face had been striped 

clean leaving three black holes that had once been eyes and a nose. There was bits of flesh left on 

the body, and Joshua felt his stomach churn and looked down at the torn ends of skin poking from



the tops of the socks. The carpet around the body had been turned black with blood and when 
 

Joshua crouched down to check the coat pockets he noticed patches on the wall behind the skeleton. 
 

Walking out of the room with the wallet in his hand, Joshua could hear Michaels talking on 

his radio.  He was asking for assistance from SOCO, some uniformed officers and the coroner. 

“I'd say it's defiantly, Your Mr Wallace.” Said Joshua, handing over the wallet he had found. 

“Sweet Jesus.”  Michael's said opening the wallet.  “Who would have done something like 

that?  Christ, they stripped the poor bastard bare.”



Chapter Five: Mon 21st Sept – 2:15 pm. 
 

Joshua walked into the bar, the smell of fermented alcohol ran throughout and he was sure 

he could smell tobacco. The large room stretched the length of the building and curved in an 'L' 

with a wooden sign proclaiming 'Toilets' pointing to the small area. The wood panelled bar only ran 

along a quarter of the back wall with benches and tables taking up the rest of the space. A large 

black board behind the bar read with a daily menu and Joshua smiled at the prices.  'A damn sight 

cheaper than back home.'  He thought as he walked up to the bar. There was something off about 

the bat but he couldn't put his finger on it. 
 

“How can I help you?” Asked the barmaid.  Her long brown hair tied back in a pony tail 

shone under the spot lights and her pale blue eyes seemed to smile.  He could smell her sweet 

perfume and his stomach shivered. 

“I'm Detective Sargent Penulf.”  Joshua said pulling his warrant card from his inner pocket 

trying to ignore his stomach  “I was hoping to have a chat with the landlord.” 

“Jerry?  He's in the cellar, he'll be up in a minute.”  She informed him.  “Is there anything I 
 

can get you while you wait?” 
 

Joshua was surprised at the question, he had never been offered a drink in a pub before.  “I 

shouldn't, I'm on duty.”  He answered, glancing around at the few customers that were sat drinking 

their pints.  Mostly older men but he noticed a couple of men in their twenties, all wearing dirty 

jeans and high-visibility waistcoats, sitting around a table. 

“You new here?”  She asked. 
 

“Yeah, just arrived yesterday.” Answered Joshua as the young men burst into a roar of 

laughter.  “Noisy lot, ain’t they.” 

“They can be.”  She said as a hatch raised open near her feet and heavy set man about forty 

with thick black hair walked up into the bar. 

“Right, its changed, should get us through till Wednesday.”  Said the man in a rough voice. 

“Jerry,”  Said the barmaid.  “This is Detective Sargent Penulf.” 

“Morning sir.”  Said Joshua reaching into his pocket for his warrant card. 
 

“You're the new lad aren't you?”  Said Jerry, offer his hand.  “Pleased to meet you.  Come to 

get to know your local?” Asked Jerry giving Joshua's hand a firm shake. 

“No, actually I'm here about one of your locals.”  Said Joshua replacing his I.D. “A Mr 

Wallace.”  Joshua noticed the large man's grey eyes dart over towards the side window and back. 

His face looked a little dirty with a days worth of stubble that covered the jaw. 

“Have you found him then?”  Jerry asked smiling. Taking a couple of glasses from the 

upper shelf he pulled himself a pint and poured out a cola.  “Was he in a ditch somewhere, plonked 

out of his mind.  Sleeping it off in the cells no doubt.”



“Well ,no.”  Said Joshua as the cola was placed down in front of him.  “We found him this 

morning at home.” 

“Wasn't hurt was he?” Asked Jerry.  “Let me guess, he fell down those bloody stairs again, 

I've told him not to try getting up them when he's had a skin full, daft old git.” 

“No he hadn't.  I'm sorry Mr Hopkins but...” 

“Call me Jerry.”  Interjected the landlord. 

“Thank you.  Jerry, we found what we believe is the body of Mr Wallace at his home this 

morning.”  Immediately, Joshua saw the light expression on Jerry's face change to one of shocked 

horror. 
 

“Oh...”  Said Jerry.  “Do you know what happened?” 
 

“We're waiting on the coroner's report but in the meantime we have to establish a few back 

ground details about the deceased.”  Said Joshua, taking a sip of his cola.  “You know, his usual 

movements, any unusual activities in the days leading up to his death.  Friends, enemies.” 

“Do you think he was murdered?” The barmaid asked. 
 

“It's too early to tell, it's just routine questions.”  Said Joshua.  “We'll know more when the 

coroner has made his report but if there's anything you can tell me, it would be a help.” 

“Well,”  Jerry began, pulling a stool from under the counter.  “He comes in everyday, has 

several pints and goes home with a bottle most days.”  Jerry was looking towards the seat near the 

window where Francis' would sit.  “The only enemies he had were those little shit stains up at the 

school, the Black Knife Guild, I think they call themselves. They're the one's who made up that 

carp about him touching them.” 

“I've heard about that.”  Joshua said.  “It was the reason he was fired I believe.” 

“Yeah,”  Jerry snorted.  “Thirty years as a teacher gone because of those little...” 

“Can I ask?”  Inquired Joshua.  “What makes you so sure the boys made it up?”  He knew 

that there would be those around here that believed Mr Wallace was innocent and those who believe 

her was guilty but from the tone in Jerry's voice, it was obvious there was more to him than just an 

opinion. 

“Frank Stamp, it was his son that made the complaint.”  Explained Jerry.  “Stampy hated 
 

Francis because of Dolores..” 
 

Joshua could here the anger in the man's voice, it was like he had been part of the trouble. 

“Who's Dolores?” Asked Joshua. 

“Francis' wife and Stampy's ex girlfriend.  She chose Francis over Stampy and Stampy never 

forgave Francis for that.”  Jerry took a large mouthful of his pint.  “Swore he'd get his revenge one 

day, but that was over twenty years ago now so the police who were investigating just ignored it.” 

Joshua didn't really see how this information could help him but he noted it down anyway



and he didn't think the investigating officer would have ignored it.  'Probably never came to 

anything.'  He thought. 

“Well, if there's any thing else you can think of...”  Joshua stopped dead, he had reached into 

his pocket for a car with his number on but found nothing and remembered he was getting them 

tomorrow. So, tearing a slip of paper off the bottom of his pad he wrote his name and number on it. 

“If you think of any thing else, just give me a call.”  Said Joshua, handing over the strip of 

paper.  “Thanks for your time.” 

After draining his glass, Joshua made his way out of the bar.  It wasn't until he got to the 

pavement he realised he had no car.  “Damn.”  He was ready to start walking back to Galbren when 

he heard the pub door open and wooden clips start towards him on the concrete. 

“Excuse me! D.S. Penulf?”  Said the barmaid. 
 

“Yes.”  Said Joshua turning around to see the brown haired barmaid walking over. The 

wooden clips were being made by he sandals as her white dress hugged her slender figure and 

flowed around her pale legs. The breeze jostled her hair and she had to pull a strand off her smooth 

face as she neared. 

“I thought I should say something before you left, I just didn't want to say it in front of my 

father.”  She said, her voice smooth.  “The other night, Stampy, I mean Frank Stamp came in and 

him and Francis had a bit of a row.”  Her pale blue eyes glistened in the sunlight.  “Nothing serious, 

you understand but there was a few threats thrown both ways so I thought you should know.” 

“Thank you, Miss?”  Said Joshua noting it down in his book. 
 

“Hopkins, Tara Hopkins.”  She smiled, her red lips curving up gently at their corner. 
 

“Miss Hopkins.”  Joshua dictated to himself.  “Well, I'll be in touch if I need anything else.” 

“Please do.”  She said and he saw her cheeks turning pink as she turned and walked back 

towards the public house. 
 

Joshua watched the young woman walk back into the cool pub.  Her small feet making a 

sharp clink in her Japanese gasha style sandals and her pale legs disappearing up into her dress. Her 

white dress dimming to grey as she stepped into the doorway and that's when he realised what it 

was that was 'off' about the bar, no music, there was no jukebox playing. 
 

Turning away from the pub's stone and wood frontage, Joshua headed down the road 

towards the small police station house that was in the village with a slight hope that a constable 

would be there with a car, he did not like the idea of walking all the way back to Galbren's station.



Chapter Six: Thurs 24th Sept – 12:45 pm 
 

Tommy left the canteen and walked out into the warm sunshine.  He could smell the 

phosphate and sulphur coming from the vats but after two years of working at the plant, he had 

become immune to the stench. The first day he had arrived he had thrown up every hour on the 

hour.  Being sent home early by the site medic had not been the best start to the job and with lay 

off's that were happening around the island, he needed the job. After a week he had become 

somewhat sickly accustomed to the smell but it had taken a few months for him to be able to eat on 

site. 

 

Looking around he noticed the lack of white overall yellow hard-hatted personnel on the 

gantries. Two years ago the place would be swarming with men in dirty overalls and protective 

glasses, checking dials and adjusting valves.  One hundred safety mangers who rushed around 

shouting at people to 'Put your hat on' or 'Get away from that line'.  Fifty site mangers who hustled 

and bustled in the plant office keeping track of the vats and furnaces and then there was the ten 

plant managers who wandered the site calling out for things to be done properly and then there had 

been the two production mangers, multiple office staff and the runners who rarely left the main 

office.  Now there was only twenty white coats, one safety manger who was also a plant manger, 

two plant manager and even the production manager was part time. The plant was running at shut 

down speed and they were all waiting for the day the production manger gave them the word that 

there weren't needed any more. 

Glancing over at the rolling waves, Tommy sighed.  He had lived on the island his whole life 

and now, maybe it was time to leave.  He knew his mother would understand and there would be 

more options available for him and Sally if they moved to the mainland. 

“Hoy!”  Came the shout.  “Wandering Willy, watch where you're going!” 
 

Tommy turned to see Ennor Sharples, the only plant and safety manager calling at him from 

a gantry above the walkway.  Looking down, Tommy saw a large delve in the soil, a delve that 

would have had him on his face if he had fallen over it.  “Thanks Ennor!” Tommy called back and 

the manger gave a wave of his hat before wandering off along the steel gantry. 

Looking down, Tommy saw the indent was at least a foot deep and from the colour of the 

soil it appeared that the ground had sunk and he saw the still water that had ran in to fill an inch at 

the bottom.  'In a straight line?' Tommy wondered.  'There's no fault lines or load lines around 

here.' As he stepped across the ditch he could smell the methane rising from the long strip. 

Taking his radio from his belt he called the plant office.  “Dickson to P.O.”  He said. 
 

After a few second of silence the voice of Denny Wills broke over the radio.  “P.O receiving, 

what is it?” 

“I'm out by the sulphur silos and some thing’s dug a ditch out here.” Tommy explained.



“Dug a ditch?” Asked Denny who did not sound happy.  “What are you talking about 
 

Dickson?” 
 

“It's roughly six hundred meters long, a foot deep and a foot wide.”  He explained.  “It runs 

along the back of the silos three, four, five and leads out into the marsh.  It stinks of methane.” 

“Sharples had made a report.”  Said Denny dismissively.  “We'll have a shape out there and 

fill it in.” The channel went dead. 

Tommy wasn't sure that 'filling it in' was such a great idea.  He did not know a lot about 

methane but he did know it was flammable and just covering it with soil would just cause it to 

bubble up and burst free.  'Could explode.'   He thought.  'I'll tell Reg, he'll know.' 

Reginald White was the only remaining geological surveyor at the Morass plant and Tommy 

had often found time to chat to the old man about this, that and the other. Tommy had been 

surprised that the sixty-two year old had been so modern. The pair had cooed over Reg's new 

'iPhone' when it had arrived and Tommy always made sure to go to Reg's on match day.  His one 

hundred inch, flat plasma television with cinema surround sound was the best way to watch his 

team trash another. 

As he wandered along the delve he glanced at the lower connecting pipes between the silos, 

they all looked enact. As he reached the end noticed the delve run away into the marsh. The thick 

grasses made it impossible to track the full extent of the stream as it vanished into the marsh. 

Looking around Tommy noticed something moving in the grass near the bank of the delve. 

Watching, he saw the long purple grass shirt and quiver.  Kicking a a few bits of shale that covered 

the ground inside the plants boundary into the grasses Tommy was surprised to see a large green 

and black frog hop up out of the grasses, it's yellow eyes wide. 

“Must have been sunning it's self.”  Said Tommy ready to call over the radio for Reg. 

“Bollocks.”  He cursed, remembering Reg was off today so pulling his mobile phone from his 

inside his overalls he accessed the phone book and quickly found the number he was looking for. 

As he waited for the call to connect, Tommy started kicking wads of earth into the end of the 

delve, blocking off the straight section in the plant from the marsh. Thin clouds of dust drifted into 

the air with ever clump that fell sludging into the thick water.  He heard a croak behind him but too 

no noticed as he waited for Reg to pick up the call. 

“Come on you old git.”  Said Tommy, kicking a final mound of earth into the stagnant 

stream.  “What the?” 

The large frog landed by his foot.  It's green skin glinted in the sunlight with the black 

markings looking like scratches down it's back.  It's large yellow eyes seemed to watch him. 

Tommy gently reached out a foot and prodded the amphibian under it's jaw.  In prodding the 

creature, Tommy noticed that the frog was as broad as his size nine work boot.  It's tongue flicked



out and cleaned one of it's bright yellow eyes and he was suddenly aware of a strong smell of 

ammonia. 

“Go on Freddy,”   Said Tommy, giving the frog another nudge.  “go on, hop it.” 

Tommy heard the line click and a recorded voice speak.  “The person you are trying to 

contact is unable to take your call.”  It said.  “Please leave your message after the bleep.” 

Suddenly the frog let out a loud croak. Tommy stepped back. 

“Damn, bloody thing...”  He heard the beep as another frog jumped out of the grass to land 

near him.  “Oh, hi Reg.  Listen it's Tom, I've found something at work and I think you should 

know... Hey!” 

Tommy spun around feeling the impact on his leg. Two large frogs sat on the warm dark 

shale, both light green with black scratch like marks on their backs.  One snapped out it's tongue, 

hitting Tommy in he groin. 

Tommy yelped and stumbled back, using his free hand to cover his injury.  “Jesus, these 

things are powerful.” 

His eyes were beginning to sting and he could feel his throat becoming dry.  He felt the 

impact on his buttock and heard the overall rip.  “Jesus!”  Called Tommy as he spun around to see 

another four frogs sat on the shale and one on the damn he had just kicked in to the rut.  “You're 

kidding me.”  He said as he watched the frog dig away at the damn. 

Another strike hit his hand and he cried out as hairs on the back of hand were pulled away. 

Looking around at the wide yellow eyes with their black slit pupils he felt his heart thud hard in his 

chest. Anther strike made him whirl around.  He jeans were stuck to his leg and as more of the 

green and black amphibians hopped out of the grass towards him, Tommy glanced around.  He 

couldn't see anyone.  He saw the thin radio mast of the main offices at the other end of the plant. 

Pulling his radio off his belt a rough spongy tongue hit the back of his hand. Tommy dropped the 

radio in shock as skin ripped away, blood ran from the wound. 

“They're attacking me, Christ they're attacking me.” Turning to run he felt the rear seam of 

his jeans give way as another strike hit them.  His voice was becoming horse and his vision blurred 

another frog struck out at him, it's long pink tongue lashing for his face. Tommy felt the rough 

sponge slid across his skin and he yelp as pain shot through is mouth. 

Kicking out at the offending frog he sent the small creature slamming against the large metal 

silo.  He did not need to see it smash against the steel wall or hear the expulsion of air as it's ribs 

impacted it's lungs to know it was dead, but when the remaining frogs croaked again, the deep 

sound sent shivers down his spine.  'If I didn't know better I would be think they know what I've 
 

done.' 
 

The frog jumped, striking Tommy in the side sending him off balance. The shale slid



beneath his feet and seconds later Tommy hit the ground hard, the mobile phone fell from his hand 

and landed above his head.  He could feel the sharp stones digging into his chest and stomach. 

Another strike hit his cheek and he screamed as the skin was torn away.  He could taste the 

ammonia and his stomach lurched, his lungs felt as if they were burning. 

“Help!” Tommy yelled horsely but he knew there was no one around.  He could feel the 

blood pouring from his cheek and then a strike ripped into the back of his overalls. 

Trying to pull himself up, his heart thundering as fear rose inside him, he felt he spongy 

tongue flick through the gap in his jeans hit his buttocks. Tommy cried out, his throat sore and he 

felt the tears roll as the tongue retracted taking the skin with it. The blood ran between his legs and 

he felt it pooling around his testicles. 

Something landed on his back and he felt the course length invade between his legs. 

“God!  Help me!”  Tommy screamed as another tongue sliced into his anus ripping flesh 

away from the inside of him.  His breathing was coming in short raspy gaps and his throat felt as if 

were scotched. 

He saw the blurred figure of a frog through his itchy eyes stood just away from his face, it's 

yellow eyes looking on impassively. Tommy's body shook with ever strike at his bleeding opening 

and he could no longer taste the salty tears that were running down his face. 

“Please.”  He rasped as his bladder relaxed and then the frog's tongue shot out and torn 

through his right eye and everything went black. 
 
 

When they removed his body, the engineers looked on and the managers hastily tried to 

think of reasons for what had happened and what had gone wrong with security. The police issued 

orders that the section of the site was to be off limits to all persons for the duration of the 

investigation. 

The coroner came to remove the body and as much evidence as there could be found, was 

bagged and tagged by uniformed officers but even when the scene was combed for extra inductions 

of foul play, no one gave a second through to the crumpled, decaying corpse of the green and black 

frog that was lodged between one of the silos and a connecting pipe.



Chapter Seven: Thurs 24th Sept – 7:30 pm. 
 

Joshua sat back in the arm chair and breathed out.  His jacket was hung over the back of 

chair and the glass felt solid in his hand.  He could hear Perry riffling around upstairs, something he 

had been doing sine they had got home, he had only stopped for dinner. 

“It makes no sense.”  Joshua said to himself.  “Then again, this early on, what would.” 

Looking out of the window, he watched a flock of birds, like a cloud, cross the orange sky. 

He looked forward to sundown.  Living out here were street lights were as popular as council tax, 

he had the rear opportunity to see the stars shining as bright as they could be. 

“What could link two deaths, miles apart and of two totally unrelated men?”  Joshua asked. 

“Well, they're both men.”  He decided. 

The body had been found that afternoon over at the Kæmalot Chemical plant. The teenager 

had been left with a lot more flesh on his bones than the old man. The coroner was due to give his 

full report in the morning but in his initial assessment he had stated a blow to head that had pierced 

the boys eyes and into the brain. The corner had given his main reason for the autopsy as the 

unusually abuse the man's anus had suffered. 

“It's like someone wanted to rip his innards out of his backside.” The corner had said 

before having the body moved to the morgue. 

Joshua had chosen not to offer his first question, he wasn't sure how well it would go down 

with D.C.I Foxly.  He knew the stories about inbred islanders and how close minded some of the 

inhabitants could be but he wasn't about to start accusing people of such vicious hate crimes, well, 

not until he knew more at any rate.  It did worry him thought.  'If these people are capable of things 

like this to their own,'  He wondered, glancing up a the ceiling.  'What would they do to an 

outsider?' 

The loud thump on the floor above brought his attention back to Perry, who still had not 

found what ever it was he was looking for.  From what little his brother had told him, the school 

was okay if not a little stuffier than his old one; 

“With a lot less totty.'  Perry had said over dinner last night. 
 

“You're not there to look at lasses.”  Joshua had commented. “You're there to learn.” 

“Nice to have something hot to look at while you're learning thought.”  Said Perry, and 

Joshua couldn't argue, in an all boy's school he could imagine there being not being many, if any, 

young women wandering around.. 

Another thud on the floor, this time accompanied by the sounds of things rolling around the
 

floor. 
 

 
 
 
 
“Perry!”  Joshua called,  “What the hell are you looking for?” 

“Have you seen my speedos?”  Perry called back.



“No, why?” Asked Joshua.  “Are you going swimming?” 

“Err... Yeah.” 

The pause that had followed the question and in the unease in his brothers voice told Joshua 

that Perry was lying.  'But what else would he do in his speedos?'  Joshua asked himself. After a 

moment there was a cry of joy and then Perry shouted down the stairs. 

“Found them!” 
 

“Good, now maybe you'll be quiet!”  Joshua called rasping his glass. 

“What's wrong?”  Perry asked coming into the room.  “Is it these murders?” 

“What the hell do you know about them?”  Joshua asked, letting his glass fall away from his
 

mouth. 
 

 
 
 
 
“Kids talk you know.”  Perry answered as he walked towards the kitchen. “First the old

 

peado headmaster and then the local stud.  Someone said they were found torn apart?” 
 

Joshua was half tempted to correct the gossip but he knew the truth would only cause more 

gossip.  His mind was working on Perry's comment about the Dickson case.  “The local stud, what 

do you mean, the local stud?” 

“Oh great, my brother the detective comes out.”  Said Perry as he pulled a can of cola from 

the fridge.  “What you gonna do, shine a bright light in my face or break a few fingers, piggy?” 

Joshua stood up as Perry walked out of the kitchen.  Stepping over to the shorter man, 

Joshua put his arms around his brother, pinning the cola can to the teens thigh. 

“No, I'll just give you a hug every time I drop you at school and yes,”  Joshua continued.  “I 

will make sure we arrive a little late so everyone can see you giving your plod brother a loving 

cuddle.”   Joshua threatened. 

“You wouldn't dare.”  Said Perry, trying to break free of the bear hug.  He could feel the 

water from his brothers glass splash up his back , sticking his shirt to his body. 

“Oh,”  Joshua narrowed his eyes, the water dripping down his fingers, and looked straight 

into his brothers brown eyes.  “wouldn't I? You want to test that theory?” 

“Hell no.”  Perry squealed.  “Okay, I'll tell you, just let me go.” 
 

Joshua released his brother and took a step back.  Swapping his glass into the other hand he 

wiped the water off onto his trousers as he walked back to his chair with his brother following. 

“Now, go on.”  He said. 

“Okay.”  Perry said as he sat on the arm of a chair to face his brother and pulled the ring on 

his can.  “This guy, Tommy, he was going out with this lass, Tally or Ally...” 

“Sally, Sally Manders.  I know this.”  Said Joshua. 
 

“But did you know Tommy was screwing five other women and a guy?”  Said Perry. 

Suddenly, the question he never asked seemed viable.  'Could it be a hate crime?  Someone



taking the law into their own hands.'  He knew it would fit with Mr Walace and he could make it fit 

with the Dickson lad but there was still something missing. 

“Come on then.”  Said Perry.  “Information works both ways.” 
 

“Okay, okay.”  Joshua said, thinking. “One more question and then I'll tell you something.” 

“All right, great.”  Perry said, sitting forward.  “What do you want to know?” 

“You said Tommy Dickson was know to be having affairs, any names?”  asked Joshua. 

“Just two.”  Said Perry.  “Sybil Reeves and Tara Hopkins.” 

Joshua was about to say something but stopped.  'Tara?  Well, it's not the reason I would 

have wanted to go and see her again, but it'll do.'  He thought.  “Right, you want to know 

something, okay...” 

Joshua saw his brothers face light up and his eyes widen.  Joshua leaned closer to his brother 

to imitate the movements of daft spy films of the eighties.  His brother shifted closer.  'He's fallen 

for it.'  Joshua thought with pride.  “Well...”  Joshua glanced around as if looking for someone 

listening.  “Well... You're going to love your birthday present.”  Joshua said and sat back waiting for 

the reaction. 

“You arsehole.”  Perry said sitting back.  “You ten carrot arsehole, I thought we were going 

to tell me something about the case.” 

“You know I cant' do that and what ever info I have on the case,”  Joshua took a sip of his 

water.  “I'm not giving you to spread around the school. I said I'd tell you something you didn't 

know and I have.” 

“You're a wanker, you know that.”  Said Perry as he headed for the stairs. 
 

“And so are you, or have you got yourself a blow up doll?”  Joshua started to laugh. 

“Shit head!”  Perry called back before slamming his door. 

Joshua drained his glass and sat back.  He felt a little deflated, he had thought Tara had been 

so good looking.  Her pale blue eyes and slim figure had looked very attractive and he was sure she 

wasn't a teenager.  'What is someone like her doing sleeping with Dickson?'  He wondered. “I'll have 

to ask her.”  he said out loud before getting up from the seat to refill his glass.



Chapter Eight: Fri 25th Sept – 11:00 am. 
 

Simon looked up at the bright round sun.  He could smell the lavender and roses and the 

methane. Thankfully the methane smell was only slight and now just another smell to him, like car 

fumes were to big city folk on the mainland.  Closing his eyes he stretched out on the white plastic 

lounger, his can of beer on the table beside him was slowly getting warm but Simon didn't care, he'd 

drink it anyway. 

“Are you going to lay there all day?” Asked Tyack. 
 

“Planning on it, yeah.”  Laughed Simon.  “Why don't you join me?” 
 

“I wish I could.” Said Tyack as he walked into the garden.  “You've made a good job of this 

place, you really have. To think it was a patch of gravel when we moved in.” 

“You can make anything look great if you try.”  Said Simon.  “Give me a few months and I 
 

make you look good.” 
 

“You sod.”  Said Tyack, kicking the lounger.  “I look fine as it is, thanks.” 
 

“Yeah, just fine.”  Simon looked up at the man stood beside him.  His shoulder length black 

hair hung lose but crimped in the middle where the band normal went.  His broad torso tapered 

from his waist and his legs, always in shorts, were thick. 

“Right, I've got a class in thirty.” Tyack said as he turned away and headed back towards the 

house.  “I should be back by two, three at the latest.  I take it I'll find you out here when I get back?” 

“Where else would I be?” Asked Simon. 
 

“I don't know.  Hidden in the cupboard knowing you.”  Said Tyack. 
 

Simon laughed remembering the time he had hidden in the cupboard under the stairs and 

waited for the right time to jump out at Tyack.  However humours it would be, Simon had decided 

not to do that again, Tyack had hit out in shock and almost put Simon through the wall into next 

door.  “Hey!”  Simon shouted.  “Put the pond on before you go out, there's a good lad.” 

“What's in it for me?” Asked Tyack at the kitchen window. 
 

“Put it on and you'll find out tonight.”  Simon called back and then, seconds later, the small 

water fall he had built last summer spat into life.  He listened to the water cascaded down the three 

shelf stages of the four feet high fall and then into the pond below. The sound relaxed him and he 

always felt like he was missing something during the cold winter months when he was unable to 

come out and enjoy the flowing water. 

He had hoped to thick of happier times and maybe work out a way to get promotion from 

Sargent, put on a small island like this, promotion was almost impossible unless someone left or 

someone died.  'The new D.S seems nice enough.'  He thought.  'Bloody strong stomach.' 

Simon felt a little stupid about retching up his breakfast in front of the new guy who just 

calmly inspected the dead body. 'I must have made us islanders look so pathetic,'  But it wasn't



everyday you found a skeleton of a man you knew, had talked to only days before. 'And that smell, 

what the hell was it?' 

It had been the smell that had started turning his stomach, the rank odour that had hit him 

like a wall as soon as the door had opened. The house had been so still it had felt like a grave and 

then the body, he had seen bodies and skeleton's before so he was sure it wasn't the skeleton that 

had shocked him but more the knowledge that the skeleton was someone he knew. 

The warm sun beat down on his chest and he could feel the sweat beading all over his skin. 

He knew he would have to turn over soon or he would burn, his hair already bleaching in the light. 

'If I'm not careful,'  He thought.  'I'll end up looking like an albino lobster.'  Something Tyack had 

warned him about before. 

'Then there's the Dickson lad, what the hell happened to him?'  Simon wondered.  'I doubt 

he was murdered by a love rival, okay he was a slut and his dick wasn't in his pants long enough to 

zip his fly but Jesus, no one could that to him.'  Simon had been called to scene the day before by 

Jory, he didn't think he would ever forget the look of horror on what had been left of the lads face. 

It was obvious Dickson had died due to massive trauma to the brain. 

Simon shifted in his seat and tried to forget about it, it was making him feel sick.  Listening 

to the water crash down the stone shelves he imagined himself at the beach with a pick-nick. The 

warm sun beating onto the golden sand and sea gulls squawking over head as children ran around 

burying their fathers in the sand. 

He knew he had a few days holiday to use and wondered if Tyack might want to use some 

his entitlement on a few days away from the island, maybe Brighten or Portsmouth. A nice little 

bed and breakfast run by an old woman who wore her curlers till midday and who's idea of getting 

dressed up was to put on a clean cardigan.  Deciding to have a word with Tyack over dinner,  Simon 

stood up, his back sticking to the warm plastic. After reclining the lounger, he laid on his front and 

let the hot rays cover his back. 

The splash from the pond was loud and Simon looked up towards the glistening oval of 

water. The sun was dancing off the surface as ripples bounced across it but as the water calmed 

Simon saw something green sitting on the stones at the bottom.  Shading his eyes with his hand, he 

tried to make out what the object was.  'Stone?'  He wondered but then he noticed the yellow 

circles.  'Oh, frog.'  He thought before lowering his head again. 'I wonder where they were last 

year?'  He thought but then realised that by the time the pond had been built, the summer was 

coming to an end. 

“Well, make yourself comfortable.”  Simon said to the frog.  “You're more than welcome to 

the pond.” 

Reaching back under the lounger, Simon pulled his mobile phone forward.



“Hello Mr Michaels.”  Said a voice over the fence. 
 

“Hello Rose, you enjoying the sunshine?”  Simon asked the little strawberry blonde girl. 

“Oh, yes.”  She giggled.  “I'm having a party later, would you like to come?” 

“I don't think I'll be able to,”  Said Simon.  “I have to go out later.”  He hated lying but he 

did not want to tell Rose that he would not go to her party, it was easier to lie to the eight year old. 

“OO.”  She exclaimed.  “Did you know you got a frog in your pond, Mr Michaels?” 

“Yes, I did.”  He smiled.  “I was just telling him he could make himself at home.” 

“That's nice of you, wish we had a pond and frogs.”  Said Rose.  “But mummy said she can't 

build one.  Could you build us one, Mr Michaels?” 

“I don't think your mummy would want me to.”  Said Simon, and it was the truth.  He had 

never really gotten along with July, he had assumed it was because her husband had been given life 

and even thought he wasn't part of the team that had caught him he was a copper and  for a lot of 

people, that was reason enough not to like you. A few moments later, he heard July calling for Rose 

from inside the house and so returning to his phone, he set an alarm for one hours time, closed his 

eyes and fell to sleep dreaming of the holiday by the sea.



Chapter Nine: Fri 25th Sept – 12:30 am. 
 

The car pulled up outside The Marsh Eye and Joshua slid out of the air conditioned interior 

and into the warm sunlit afternoon.  Detective Inspector Kevin Foxly stood up from the driver's seat 

and shrugged.  His thin frame blighted the strength the man possessed and the thick brown hair 

knocked at least five years off age to look at him. 

“Lovely weather to be out and about isn't it Penulf?” Asked Foxly, his smooth voice 

enjoying every word of the true sentence.  “Makes a change from all the blasted rain.” 

“Yes Sir.”  Said Joshua as he trod towards the public house doorway.  He wondered if Tara 

would be in or if he might have to come back later, maybe alone.  Part of him hoped to be able to 

come back later, very much alone.  “You sure she's working today, Sir?” 

“Well, it's Margaret's day off,”  Said Foxly as he walked around the car.  “and as far as I 
 

know, Jerry and Lonny are away on the mainland  so that only leaves Tara.” 

“Lonny?”  Asked Joshua. 

“Yeah,”  Foxly stepped onto the pavement.  “he's Jerry's youngest.” 
 

The bar was cool and quiet.  No sign of the rowdy group of young men that had been there 

the other day when Joshua had gone in to ask about Mr Wallace. There was still a couple of faces 

dotted around the he recognised, either from the streets or his previous visit. 

“Hello Tara.”  Said Foxly arriving at the bar. “How are you today?” 
 

“Fine thanks, Foxy.” Answered Tara.  “Your usual?”  She asked as she pulled a half glass 

from the shelf above the bar.  Joshua let his gaze glide down her shapely figure, stopping 

momentarily on the curve of the dress over her hips. 

“Not today,”  Foxly waved his hand.  “we have a few questions to ask, Tara, you okay with 

that here?” 

“Yeah, sure.”  She said smiling.  “Hi Detective Sargent Penulf.” 
 

He could feel her eyes on him and he wondered if she was inspecting him with her eyes as 

he had just done to her.  “Call me Josh.”  He said. 

“Okay, Josh.”  She smiled again, this time at him.  “Nice name. Anyway, Foxy, you wanted 

to ask something?” 

“This is a bit sensitive,”  Said Foxly.  “Are you sure you wouldn't like to go out back?” 
 

The mock expression of shock covered her face.  “Go out the back, with you? What kind of 

woman do you think I am Foxy?”  She started to laugh and Joshua thought how it sounded like 

sweet music. 

“Tara, none of your nonsense.”  Foxly admonished.  “Have you heard about Thomas 
 

Dickson?” 
 

Her expression changed almost instantly.  “Oh God, yes. We had a couple of the engineers



in here last night, what a horrid thing to happen.” 
 

“At least you've heard.”  Said Foxly.  “I need to know if you ever had an sexual relations 

with...” 

“What?” This time the shocked expression was real.  “You are kidding, right?  Me and 

Tommy Dickson, please, I used to babysit the little bugger. Who told you that?  Some kids from 

Saxon's I'll bet.” 

Joshua felt his face redden and he hoped she didn't look at him.  'Why did I listen to him? 

Why did I actually think he might know something?'  He wondered.  He should know his brother, 

the lad didn't know the difference between lies and truth most of the time.  “I'm sorry Miss..”  He 

saw her give him a glance and correct himself.   “Tara. We had to ask, you understand?” 

She started to laugh, he wasn't sure why she was laughing but he wondered if she had 

noticed his burning red ears. 

“Yes, I do but trust me. The only time I saw Tommy naked was when he used to get 

smashed.”  She smiled.  “He had a habit of getting naked and dancing on tables, God only knows 

why, he's as bad as Lonny.  I suppose that's how I'll remember him, full of drink and happy.” 

“Probably best, Tara.”  Said Foxly, turning to leave.  “Thanks anyway.” 
 

“Will you be coming in for the quiz night tonight?”  She asked looking between them. 

“I'll be here with bells on, have to keep my title.”  Said Foxly as he walked out. 

“I'll try and get here.”  Joshua said, trying not to sound too enthusiastic. 
 

“Starts at seven, so come early and get a seat.” Tara said, her smile wide and her eyes
 

bright. 
 

 
 
 
 
“Will do, see you then.”  Said Joshua as he walked out into the sunlight. 
 

Foxly was stood just outside with his face turned towards the sun. Turning, the D.C.I
 

opened his green eyes and looked to the motionless sign hanging above the door.  “Well, that's one 

more off the list.”  He said.  “That leaves two more suspects.” 

“Do you want to go and see them now or...”  Joshua started until his ring tone sounded out 

of his pocket.  “Or leave them till after lunch?” The sentence trailed off as he read the number had 

no I.D. Tapping the screen he put the mobile phone to hi head.  “Hello, Detective Sargent Penulf?” 

“Hello Mr Penulf.” The gruff voice sounded familiar.  “This is Mr Fletcher, headmaster of 
 

Saxon Boys School.” 
 

“Hello Mr Fletcher.  How can I help you?” Asked Joshua. 
 

“I need to see you post haste,”  Said Mr Fletcher, his tone forceful and commanding.  “it is 

regarding your brother's indecent behaviour.” 

'What's he done now?'  Joshua through.  “I can be there in forty-five minutes.”  He said. 

“Well, that will have to be adequate.”  Said Mr Fletcher, obviously annoyed.  “I will detain



your brother until then.” The line went dead. 
 

“Thank yo..”  Joshua heard the silence and stopped speaking. “Sir, can we continue the 

interviews later, I've been ordered to Saxon's School.” 

“That Fletcher, he really thinks he's a lord around here.”  Foxly said, getting into the car. 

“I'll run you back to the station, you can grab your car in case you need to run home. What's 

happened?” 

“I have no idea but it involves my brother, so it's going to be bad.”  Said Joshua. 

“To be a teenager again.”  Said Foxly, giving Joshua's shoulder a friendly pat. 

Joshua glanced at Foxly and sighed.  “Not for me thanks, I hated it the first time 'round.” 

As the car drove off down the road both men started laughing.



Chapter Ten: Fri 25th Sept – 1:30 pm. 
 

Forty minutes after Mr Fletcher had put the phone down on him, Joshua was stood in the 

large reception of Saxon Boys School. The high ceiling was smooth and painted white with 

wooden clad beams dotted at section around the room. The wood panelled walls were adorned with 

paintings of past headmasters but Joshua noticed that one was missing and checking the name plate 

he saw it belonged to Mr Wallace. 

He could feel his stomach turn over as waited to be taken to the headmasters office.  'What 

the hell has he done now?  He wondered.  He had been called up to Perry's old school back in 

Middlesbrough four times. Three times for fighting and one for been caught drinking on the 

premises.  'Maybe it's time to make good on my threat.'  Joshua wondered as the door to the 

reception office was opened and middle-aged woman with greying hair and thick rimmed glasses 

walked out. 

“This way Detective Sargent Penulf,”  She said.  “the headmaster will see you now.” 

Following the portly woman up a grand staircase, Joshua was surprised that the school was a 

public one and not a private one.  He did not want to hazard a guess at the cost per term if it had 

been a private school. 

At the top of the stairs hung a large portrait of  the current headmaster.  His short auburn hair 

was brushed back and he looked something akin to a ghost in the long black robes.  Joshua knew it 

was his imagination but as he walked past the painting he was sure the pale green eyes were 

following him. 

“In here, Detective Sargent.”  Said the receptionist as she stopped at a large door at the end 

of a small, wood panelled corridor. 

The receptionist knocked twice and a few moments later the gruff voice of Mr Fletcher 

called through for her to enter.  Joshua stepped up behind her but waited on the threshold while she 

announced him. 

“Mr Fletcher, Detective Sargent Joshua Penulf to see you.”  She said before stepping aside. 

The first thing he noticed was the stern expression on the old headmasters thin face. The 

room had not changed since his last visit, five days ago. The oak panelling stretched along three 

walls, broken only by the occasional book shelf, which Joshua assumed were filled by the school 

and not the occupant of the office. A large chandelier hung from the centre of the ceiling rose and 

the two windows along the left hand wall were clean and filling the room with the afternoon light. 

As Joshua walked across the long room, the headmaster stood behind his desk and motioned 

for someone to stand who was sitting in a chair facing him. 

'Oh Jesus Christ, you've got to be shitting me.'  He thought because when Perry stood up, 

Joshua felt the urge to march over and hit him as hard as he could around the head.  His brother was



wearing a black bow tie around his neck and his black speedos, and that was it. 
 

“Good afternoon, Mr Fletcher.”  Said Joshua, offering a hand that was ignored by the 

headmaster. 

“Mr Penulf,”  Mr Fletcher said.  “I do not even wish to know where your brother has learnt 

his morality and ethical coeds from, but they are appalling.” 

Joshua glanced over at his brother, who was still stood.  He had often noticed how toned his 

brother's body was but now he also got a full understanding of why so many girls had gathered 

around his brother and he was glad it ran in the family.   “Mr Fletcher,”  Joshua noted how the man 

seemed to grimace at his name.  “I am sorry about this and I can tell you, I will deal with Perry.” 

“I do not believe that simply 'dealing' with Master Penulf will address his abhorrent 

behaviour.”  Said Mr Fletcher.  “He may need corrective punishment.  Something that will distil in 

him a true sense of right and wrong and that coming to lunch in such a Neanderthal attire is highly 

unacceptable and there for wrong.” 

Joshua saw Mr Fitch glance up at a row of canes that were hung like a boarder around the 

room and something inside him sparked.  “Are you suggesting corporal punishment, Mr Fletcher?” 

He asked, ready to jump down the headmasters throat if he even hinted at a 'Yes' answer. 

“I would not think of being so impertinent as to dictate the way in which you should punish 

your charge.”  Said Mr Fletcher. 

'Clever answer.' Thought Joshua.  'Very clever.' 
 

“But,”  Continued the headmaster.  “I would suggest that you take your brother in hand and 

see to it that this does not happen again.  I am willing to overlook this episode, for the most part, 

and regard it as an isolated incident cased by Master Penulf's over zealous attempt to gain 

acceptance.  But I must ask that you not allow him to return to site next week.” 

“Okay, that's fair.”  Said Joshua giving his brother a cold glance.  “I will bring him back 

Monday after next and I think I might be picking him up for lunch every day and at the end of the 

day and maybe a evening job would help him to make friends on the island.” 

The look of mortification on his brothers face was amusing and Joshua had to hold his 

posture to stop himself laughing.  He assumed it was more the idea of being picked up and dropped 

off every day, twice a day more than the prospect of working that had scared hi brother.  'That'll 

teach you, you little shit.'  Joshua thought. 

“I believe that would be a wise course of action, Detective Sargent.”  Said Mr Fletcher, 

holding out his hand. 

After shaking the headmaster's hand, Joshua escorted his almost naked sibling down to the 

car, making sure not to open his mouth on the way in case he said what he thought and he knew that 

would not be a good thing for him to do while still on the school grounds.



The Firebird drove down the road towards Nymvale.  Both occupants sat in silence until the 

sign for the village past and then Joshua had to say something.  He had been holding off but as his 

anger abated he decide it was safe to find out what his brother had been trying to prove. 

“Go on,”  Joshua said.  “explain it to me. Tell me how someone stole your clothes and all 

you had left was that bow tie and your speedos or that someone dared you to do it and as I already 

know, you can't resist a dare.” 

“No one dared me and no one stole my clothes.”  Said Perry. 
 

“So why the hell did you do it?” Asked Joshua trying hard to understand. 

“I'm now a member of the Torn Wolf guild.”  he said with a little pride. 

“You did all this for some stupid club?”  Joshua pulled he car over sharply and slammed on 

the break as the pavement loomed.  “You actually think want me to accept that my brother has just 

acted like a total fuck head for a few new friends?” 

“It's the most exclusive guild in school, I was lucky to be asked.”  Perry retorted. 
 

“It would serve you right if I made you walk home like that.”  Joshua consider it.  “No, that 

wouldn't bother you, maybe naked that would teach you a lesson.” 

“You wouldn't dare.”  Perry cried. 
 

“Wouldn't I?”  Joshua said, narrowing his eyes on his frightened brother. “Get out, go on, get
 

out.” 
 

 
 
 
 
When it was obvious his brother wasn't going to move, Joshua switched off the engine and

 

took the keys with him as he walked around the car to the passenger side.  He saw Perry trying to 

decide if it would do any good locking the door but when he reached the door, his brother had left it 

unlocked.  Pulling the door open, Joshua stood back. 

“Come on, out.”  Joshua ordered and after a moment his brother slid out of the car with his 

rucksack.  “No, leave that.”  Said Joshua, kicking the rucksack back towards the car. 

There was feeling of pity seeing his brother stood almost naked at the side of the road 

waiting to have the remains of clothes removed and be forced to walk home. The air was warm so 

he was not worried about his brother getting cold stood there. 

“Go on, off.”  Said Joshua. 
 

Perry unclipped the black bow tie and handed it to Joshua who stood there. After a second 
 

Joshua glanced down at the black speedos. 
 

“And them.”  Said Joshua.  Perry opened his mouth to speak.  “And them.”  Joshua repeated. 

He watched as Perry slid his thumbs into the waist of the underwear around his hips and 

then he saw his brother looking past him towards the other side of the road. Turning he saw Tara 

stood in the pavement outside The Marsh Eyes. The anger he was feeling towards his brother faded 

and turning back he put a hand on his brothers shoulder.



“Leave them on, there's ladies present.”  he saw the relief wash over Perry's face.  “But this 

isn't over.”  Turning he knew he wouldn't have actually gone through with it, even he couldn't do 

that to Perry, not matter how infuriated he was with him.  “Tara, hi.”  He called over. 

As he watched the young woman walk over the road he felt his heart thud in his chest.  “Put 

some clothes on, now.”  He growled at Perry. 

He heard his brother pulling his shirt and trousers from his bag as Tara stepped up and
 

smiled. 
 

 
 
 
 
“Hello again, Josh.”  She said glancing to Perry.  “and who is this, a naked urchin you're

 

taking in?” 
 

“No, this is my brother, Perry.”  Said Joshua turning to see his brother pulling on his 

trousers.  “Perry, this is Tara Hopkins.” 

“Hello Tara.”  Said Perry, zipping his fly. 
 

“Well, hello Perry.”  She cocked an eyebrow.  “Do you usually get dressed in the street?” 

Asked Tara. 

“Err, no.”  Said Perry. 
 

Joshua saw his brother's cheeks turning red.  'Oh hell, this is all I need.'  He thought. 

“Will you be joining you tonight?”  She asked. 

“No, he's only sixteen.”  'He drinks enough at home, I'd be bankrupt if I took him to a pub.' 
 

he thought. 
 

“Well, I don't think my father would mind, he can sit with us.”  She said. 
 

“With us?”  Joshua asked, the fact his brother would not be going had been side stepped. 

Joshua thought how cute Tara looked with her delicate eyebrow cocked. 

“Well, my father and brother are back so he'll be running the bar and me and Lonny were 

thinking of joining the quiz but we can't do it alone so I was going to ask you when you arrived if 

you'd join us.”  Said Tara with a smile. 

“Well, it's just that Perry has just been suspended for the week.”  Explained Joshua.  “So I 
 

really should ground him and make him do some work around the house or lock him in his room.” 

“Oh, let punishment start tomorrow.”  She said, smiling at Perry.  “Bring him along tonight.” 

“A night out with Joshua,”  Said Perry.  “That's gonna be punishment enough.” 

“Watch it.”  Said Joshua, rounding on his half dressed brother.  “I can still lock you in your 

room and will you put your damn shirt on.” Turning back to Tara, Joshua smiled and leaned in 

close, he could smell her flowery perfume.  “We'll be here for six thirty, just don't tell him.” 

With that, Tara walked back to pub and Joshua had ushered Perry, who still hadn't put his 

shirt on, into the car. He knew his brother wasn't daft so Joshua had no thoughts that his brother 

might imagine a night alone in the house.  He saw the faint smile on Perry's face.



“And you can wipe that off right now.”  Said Joshua.  “You may have got out of it for 

tonight but tomorrow, you're going into town and you're finding a job and then you're going home 

and you're going to clean the place from top to bottom.  Every surface, ever window, every corner 

will gleam before you're finished.” 

“She likes you.”  Said Perry after a pause. 
 

“What?  Pardon, who likes me?”  Joshua had been expecting an argument, not a statement. 

“That lass we just met, Tara.”  Perry waited for Joshua to nod.  “She likes you, she's hot too, 

you should snap her up before she comes to her sense's.” 
 

“You cheeky bugger.”  Said Joshua but he had to admit his brother was right.  She was 

beautiful and she was defiantly what he would have classed as out of his league.  'Never mind my 

league, out of my bloody ball premiership.'  He thought.   “But I'm deadly serious about a job, you 

understand that don't you?”  Said Joshua. 

Perry sighed and nodded.  “Yeah, I understand.  Never know, I might get to do something
 

cool.” 
 

 
 
 
 
“Not bloody likely.”  Joshua laughed.  “I'll ask if we need cleaners at the station, some one

 

to clean out the sick after a Friday night.” 
 

“Don't do me any favours, thanks.”  Perry said as the car turned off the street and onto their 

small parking space.



Chapter Eleven: Fri 2nd Oct – 4 pm. 
 

David walked through the long purple grasses as he did almost everyday.  He could hear 

Gizmo sniffing at the grass behind him and then the shaggy Golden Retriever bounded past him, his 

coat shining in the sunlight.  Popping the last two buttons on his shirt, David felt the fabric fall open 

and the cool sea air circulate around his body. 

“Bet you wish you could do this, don't you pal?” He said to the dog who was panting. 

The green and purple grasses swayed in the breeze and cracked under foot as David 

followed his usual route across the black marsh. Watching a raven circle over head David smiled. 
 

'You looking for a nice mouse or maybe a dragon fly?'  He thought. The smell of methane hung low 

in the air and David saw the tops of the white silos, silver water towers and tall yellow rimmed 

chimney stack that belonged the Kæmalott Chemicals over in Froskin Vale.  He had heard about the 

death at the plant and, for he was saddened to hear about it, he did wonder if this meant an end to 

the old plant. 
 

'Used to be the largest employer on the island.'  He thought.  'Now look at you, a skeleton 

crew watching over a the bones of dying industry.'  It was a dying industry in Britain and one David 

was glad he had never worked for.  He could still remember the news when ICI in Cleveland had 

closed down and then their Welsh plant had ground to a halt.  Everyone know they were moving 

abroad where labour was cheaper but they never admitted it. 'First the mines, then the ship yards, 

then the steel mills and now the chemical works.'  David wondered.  'What's next,outsourcing the 

councils?' 

Gizmo barked and he jumped over a stream and vanished into a patch of tall rushes.  David 

watched as the tall stems bent here and there, some even falling completely as Gizmo made his way 

through them. 

“Gizmo, Gizmo!”  David called before giving a short whistle. 

The large dog's pointed head appeared from between the rushes, his ears stood up straight as 

he listened for his master. After a moment of silence from David, the dog dropped his head to one 

side. 

 

“Here pal, come on Gizmo!”  Called David, patting his thighs. 
 

Gizmo's tongue loped out if his mouth and he bounced out of the rushes, heading straight for 

David.  Barking joyfully, the Golden Retriever bounced around his master, a couple of times he 

hopped onto his back legs and shook his dirty front paws at David who began to pretend to box with 

his dog. 

David was careful not to let Gizmo get too close while they played. A few weeks ago he had 

been boxing with the dog and he had ended up stood over the large animal when it jumped up, 

David had been surprised not to have a broken jaw.  'It sure felt like it was broke.'   He thought as he



rubbed his chin where the thick skull of his companion had made contact. Gizmo had noticed there 

was a problem almost straight away and he had stopped jumping and walked over to David's feet 

and rubbed his head against the man's leg as it if to comfort him. 

Turning to keep pace with Gizmo, David looked out to the ocean as the flat blue surface 

shimmered.  He missed it. The open water, the salty taste and the gentle rock of the boat as it 

bobbed along on the current but most of all, he missed the friends.  Since as long as he could 

remember he had loved the ocean. 

Laughing, he thought about the day he had gone home all those years ago and told his 

mother and father he had gotten a job on one of the local fishing boats.  His father had been so 

proud of him but his mother didn't like the idea. 

“He's got a job Hetty.” His father had said.  “It's better than some, and he likes the ocean.” 

“Yes, well.  I just don't want you getting hurt.”  Said his mother. 

After that day he had hardly been home during season. Weeks on end out at sea and he 

loved every minute of it.  Even the frightening times and the lows, they were worth it for the life. 

However, now in his early fifties, living along in the cottage he did wonder if he had missed 

something.  He had no wife and no children or grandchildren to visit him.  'But I've got Gizmo.'  He 

thought as the dog fell forward onto him. 

Gizmo ran off and David followed at his own pace. The sun was descending and wind 

bustled through the marshes and sent up clouds of dust as Gizmo started to bark. 

“What is it pal?” Asked David as he walked over to the Golden Retriever. 
 

His dog was stood a little way from where a sickly smelling, shallow stream ran into a hole 

in the ground.  The dog bounced in a circle and barked again at the dark hole.  David moved in 

closer and lent over to see the small, misshapen pit. 

The smell of methane turned his stomach and David felt himself getting light-headed.  His 

vision was a little blurry as she stepped back from the crack that was spewing the foul smelling gas. 

The dog barked again, loud and sharp and then he stopped, as if something had caught his attention 

he plated his four paws on the floor and snarled. 

“What is it pal?” Asked David.  “Don't you like that smell either?” 
 

David turned around to see where his dog was looking and felt his balance waver.  Reaching 

his arms out he steadied himself and looked on in the direction Gizmo was pointing his nose but all 

he saw was the purple and green grasses mixed with rushes and tall plants. 

Suddenly Gizmo sank to ground, his tail stretched out behind him. The growl had ceased 

but David still saw nothing. Then a flash of light green jumped in the grass, Gizmo gave a low and 

throaty growl. 

“What is it pal?” Asked David.  “Do you want to go home?  Come on then, come on



Gizmo.” 
 

David began to walk off and Gizmo followed, slowly with his head almost constantly turned 

to face the direction they were leaving.  David suddenly felt stupid for coming all the way out here 

into the middle of the marshes.  Another flash of green in front of them and Gizmo barked. The 

loud, high pitched bark made David jump, he had never heard the Golden Retriever make such a 

frightened noise before.  David felt his skin crawl and the hairs on the back of neck stand up. 

Looking around the purple and green of the black marsh stretched as far as he saw. 

“Come on pal, come on.”  He said as he walked on. 
 

Suddenly Gizmo began to bark wildly, turning in a circle, his tail curling between his legs. 

David stopped and turned to his dog. 'What is it pal?'  He wondered and then the large green frog 

landed beside him and the dog landed hard on his front paws, his head lowered and tail out straight 

as if he was making ready to attack. 

“It's only a frog.”  Said David, stroking Gizmo on the head. 
 

The dog did not move, the yellow eyed creature flicked out it's tongue and licked it's 

eyeballs. David looked down at the green creature with black scratch markings down it's back. 

'You're a big one ain't you?'  He thought. 
 

“Come on Gizmo, lets' go home.”  Said David as he started to walk away but the dog did not 

follow.  His back was at a angle to the floor and his back legs looked read to spring. 

David heard them before he saw them.  Low croaks in the marshes, the sounds of grass 

shifting and breaking.  The large frogs hopped out of the grasses and each time one appeared above 

the swaying blades, Gizmo barked. 

Suddenly a tongue shot out of a thick clump of grass. The large spongy pink cord gave a 

wet smack as it hit David on the stomach.  He could feel his skin sticking to the length and then 

pain.  Blood ran down his abdomen from the wound left by his skin being ripped away with the 

tongue. 

David cried out and staggered back. Another strike caught his arm and as Gizmo began to 

bark furiously David saw the red liquid running down his arm. Another strike pushed him back 

even further and ripped away skin from his side.  Gizmo pounced, a hellish growl emitting from his 

wide jaws as he dived into the grasses. 

David could hear Gizmo barking and snarling as more and more tongues struck his skin. 

His trousers were staining red as he stumbled on over the mounds of grass.  He could smell the 

ammonia, strong and clawing at his throat as a tongue struck his leg, ripping into his thin trousers. 

His foot landed on a mound of grass and as it slipped off, he felt himself turning and falling. 

It was as if time had slowed, he saw the multiple red tongues lashing out of the grass all 

around him and hear the loud barks from Gizmo as the purple and green ground became the blue



sky. A sticky sponge slapped his face and he felt skin pulling away from his cheek as the ground 

rushed up to meet him.  With a hard thud, David landed on his back, his head hitting a rock.  He felt 

dazed and confused, the air in his lungs had been forced out in a cry when he collided with the 

ground.  He could feel the tongues lashing at his bare chest and stomach.  He tried to call out to 

Gizmo but his lungs were burning and his throat felt sore. The smell of methane filled his nostrils 

and he could feel the thick rancid water pooling around his head. 

Pain ripped through his body as his flesh was torn away and he could feel his bladder 

relaxing. Another sticky tongue hit him on the side of the head and with his last breath he cried out. 

“Home Gizmo.  Home.”



Chapter Twelve: Sat 3rd – 11 am 
 

The sun shone in through the window as Joshua walked through from the kitchen with a 

glass of lime cordial.  He could feel the cool breeze flowing around his naked torso and his small 

pink nipples stood erect as a swift breath of cold air whispered around him. 

Placing the glass on the small table next to a set of brown folders, he sat in the arm chair and 

sighed. The house was silent but for the far off sounds of the village outside and the occasional 

squawk of a gull that flew over head.  Glancing over at the clock near the stairs he noted it was 

almost eleven am, which meant Perry would be home in about an hour. An hour in which he would 

have happily sat there thinking about Tara and the meal he had taken her for on Wednesday, leaving 

Perry in the Lonny's company to safeguard him not leaving the house but he knew he had work to 

do. 
 

Taking a drink from his cordial he looked down at the top folder.  It contained copies of the 

coroner’s reports regarding Francis Wallace and Tommy Dickson.  It had been over a week since the 

Dickson lad's body had been found and most of the leads had come up dead. There was one led 

they still had to follow, Sybil Reeves, who had been having an affair with Tommy, had told them 

that Mr Dickson had taken part in a couple of films done by a local amateur film maker, Laurence 

Kipps but Mr Kipps was on holiday, so they would have to wait until next week before they could 

question him. 

He had read both coroner's reports already but he was hoping maybe a fresh look when he 

wasn't rushing around interviewing suspects or keeping track of his brother would possibly provide 

an insight beyond the obvious.  The obvious being that they were both dead. There was something 

odd in the Wallace report. 
 
 

'Multiple sets of small striations on the bones themselves. Arranged in pairs along the left 

and right Fibula, tibula, femur. The sternum was snapped as if something had been dropped on it 

and includes striations.' 
 
 

The report on Mr Wallace continued to include every bone above his ankle and stated that all 

damage was done post-mortem. The coroner had concluded his report with a verdict, in the absence 

of any physical evidence, of death by misadventure but had agreed that is was highly suspicious so 

Detective Chief Inspector Foxly had ordered the case to be kept open and classified as ongoing. 

The report on Mr Dickson was not bedtime reading and while Joshua read through the main 

section again, he wished he'd never stopped drinking. 
 
 

'Sections of the skin and flesh have been ripped away from the torso. Traces of clear viscous



liquid found in and around the wounds. The annul canal has been ruptured and the annul muscle 

snapped. There is evidence of extensive ammonia hydroxide poisoning, possibly due to his 

exposure at Kæmalott Chemicals.' 
 
 

The report had concluded that death had been cause by blunt force trauma to the brain and 

because there was nothing found in or around the body the coroner had stated it was a high 

possibility that Mr Dickson had been the victim of murder but there was something in the report 

that poked at the back of Joshua's mind, something he wasn't seeing. 

Joshua placed the folder onto the table and laid back. The soft fabric cushioning his back 

and head.  He knew there no evidence to link the two cases and he wasn't sure why he felt there was 

one. The next folder was the copies he had taken of the S.O.C.O reports. These had just been 

delivered to the office and Joshua had found it amusing that the coroner had beat Scene of Crime 

Officers to filing his report, in his experience it was usually the other way around. The S.O.C.O 

teams being employed by the police had two days off every fortnight but the coroners, employed by 

the crown, thought that four day weekends were the norm. 

Feeling his stomach rumble, Joshua stood up and walked into the kitchen. The tiled floor 

was cold on his bare feet and Joshua considered slipping on the sandals he had kicked under the 

counter when finding them in the box marked 'kitchen' the other day.  He saw a couple of things that 

maybe didn't below in the kitchen but had ended up in here due to being in his old kitchen. 

After making a couple of bacon and egg sandwiches, Joshua walked back into the living 

room and sat back down in the chair.  He was deciding weather to switch the television on or the 

radio when the door opened and Perry walked in, accompanied by the horrificly strong sent of fish. 

“Hi.”  Said Perry. “What's with next door's dog?” 
 

“What do you mean?” Asked Joshua.  “Jesus man, go get a shower, you stink.” 
 

“You're the one who wanted me to get a job and next doors dog's been sat there since this 

morning and he's whining.” 

“What?”  Joshua stood and followed his brother to the window. 
 

“Look.”  Said Perry, pointing out towards the Golden Retriever who was sat at the end of the 

path to the house next door.  “He was like that when I left this morning, I'm sure he hasn't moved 

and if you listen...” 
 

Joshua turned his ear towards the direction of the dog and there it was, a quiet and almost 

inaudible whine coming from the dog. The street was clear and having a look up and down it, 

Joshua could not see anyone wandering around or coming out of their homes. 

“Thing is,”  Said Perry.  “David never goes anywhere without him.” 
 

“David?” Asked Joshua, walking towards a side window to have a look at the house next



door. Pulling back the curtains he saw the front and side of the house that was set slightly further 

back than theirs.  The curtains were open but no windows were open.  He couldn't see anyone 

moving around inside the house and there was no car on the small driveway or at the curb.  “He's 

probably left the dog outside while he'd nipped into town in the car.”  Joshua said more to himself 

but then he realised, he'd never seen a car near that house and Perry confirmed it. 

“David Ranger, he's the guy who lives next door and he doesn't have a car.”  Said Perry. 

“Josh, should we go over and see if everything's okay?” 

Joshua could feel the cold chill run through him and see his brother shiver as they both came 

to the same conclusion. Was Mr Ranger laying dead, striped of his flesh inside that silent house. 

Turning from the window, Joshua headed for the front door, picking up his warrant car from the 

table on his way.  Perry was walking behind him and as they reached the door, Perry leant down and 

opened his bag.  The smell rose like heat up from the unzipped opening.  Joshua coughed and his 

stomach churned. 

“What the fuck?” Asked Joshua, stepping back towards the door.  “What have you got in 

there, a dead cod?” 

“Well, there are perks to working on the harbour.”  Said Perry, pulling out a polythene bag 

full of white fish meat.  “Gizmo likes crab.”  Said Perry, opening the bag and standing up. 

“Well I don't,”  Said Joshua, walking into the street.  “so keep it away from me.” 

“Wuss.”  Perry said as he shoved his hand in the bag and pulled out a glob of crab meat. 

“Gizmo, here boy.” 
 

Joshua watched his brother walk up to the large dog who seemed reluctant at first and then, 

when Perry's hand was only inches away from his face, turned his head and licked at the thick lump 

of foul smelling meat. 

“You see to Gizmo, I'll have a look around.”  Said Joshua, leaving his brother on the path 

with the content dog. Walking to the front door he turned the handle but the door was locked. 

'Windows.'  He thought and then he started looking though the windows around the house. The 

living room was brightly decorated with wood and cloth furniture. There was no television but 

Joshua saw the large cabinet along the back wall that had speakers at either end. Walking around 

the back Joshua glanced around the garden.  Dog toys littered the lawn and there was a wooden 

deck chair on the patio that ran from the back door. A wooden shed was in the far corner of the 

garden but he saw it was padlocked. The sun disappeared behind a cloud and Joshua shivered as a 

cold wind blew around the side of the house.   “Jeez.”  He said as he shivered. 

Walking towards the back door he looked around to see if any neighbours were looking over 

the fences but there was no sign of life in any of the houses. 'Wonder where they all bugger off too?' 

Joshua wondered as he looked into the kitchen window.



The room beyond was clean and clutter free.  Nothing was out on the counters and he saw 

the whistling kettle sat on a raised plate beside the old style gas cooker.  On the wall he could saw a 

large, ornately carved barometer and a long filigree thermometer both at least four and a half feet 

long. The small dining room was all but bare. The dining table was pushed up-against the side wall 

with it's chairs tucked neatly underneath.  Glancing up, the back was like the front, open curtains 

but no open windows, it was at this point that Joshua knew something was wrong. 
 

Stepping over to the back door, Joshua tried the handle but like the front, this was locked. 

Kocking on the glass door he called. 

“David?  Mr Ranger, I'm D.S Penulf, are you inside?”  Joshua banged on the glass door. 
 

“Mr Ranger, David!”  Joshua called.  “Mr Ranger!” There was no answer and nothing side seemed 

to move. 

Joshua didn't knock again.  He jogged back around to the front of the house. After telling 
 

Perry to keep knocking and shouting he ran into the house and picked up the phone.



Chapter Thirteen: Sat 3rd Oct – 11:15 am. 
 

Joshua glanced over at Perry who was sat stroking Gizmo the Golden Retriever on the front 

step while feeding him crab from a polythene bag beside him.  Every now and again, Gizmo would 

looked towards the marsh and bark but a quick stroke brought him back to the crab.  He had called 

the station and they had sent out two uniformed officers.  Constable Michaels and Dantwild had 

arrived only minutes after the call and had forced entry to the house next door. 

It had only taken them ten minutes to search the entire house and declare that Mr Ranger 

wasn't there.  After calling it in, Michaels had issued a missing persons report. 

“Could he be up the marsh?” Asked Perry. 
 

“What makes up think that?” Asked Dantwild. 
 

“Just Gizmo, he keeps barking that way, just wondered if he might know where David is.” 
 

Joshua had thought the idea was a surprisingly sound one.  'He's normal as intuitive as a wet 

teabag.'  Joshua had thought. PC Dantwild saw the sense as well and asked if Perry wanted to join 

the search party with Gizmo, who had noted, had taken a licking to the young man, if not just 

because of the crab Perry was feeding him. 

Joshua had assumed the dog would be taken to the local pound, but then Michaels had 

informed him that the island had no pound, just had it had no real animal control unit. 

“Never needed one.”  Michaels had said. 
 

“Looks like you're staying here boy.”  Said Perry, giving Gizmo's scruff a rub. 
 

Joshua knew there was no reason why Gizmo couldn't stay.  He'd see to it that Perry cleaned 

up after the dog and walked him.  'Does mean I need to get dog food.' Thought Joshua.  'And a 

good vacuum cleaner.'   He glanced over to cupboard that house the ancient vacuum that his mum 

had given him when he was eighteen and moving into the university accommodation.  He had 

already decided that the old vacuum would not be thrown out, it had been his mum's. 

The two officers had left after arranging to meet him and Perry that afternoon at the raven's 

crook.  Joshua had to ask where that was and Michaels gave him directions.  Soon after, Perry had 

called The Marsh Eyes and enlisted both Lonny and Tara in the search.  Joshua was a little annoyed 

at more civilians being involved but he did not say anything to Perry as the knowledge that he 

would see Tara again made him feel warm inside. 

“Will you please get in the shower?” Asked Joshua as Perry walked out of the kitchen with 
 

Gizmo following. 
 

“I was gonna do that now.”  Said Perry as he turned towards the stairs.  “Here, keep him 

occupied while I'm upstairs.” 

The packet of biscuits landed in his lap and Joshua winced. Almost straight away, Gizmo 

walked over and sat down next to him, not looking at the biscuits but out in front. Joshua heard his



brother bound up the stairs and then he pulled a crumbling circle from the packet. 
 

“Would you like one, boy?” Asked Joshua and then the right hand paw of the Golden 

Retriever gently landed on his leg. The pads were rough but his claws were minimal and Joshua 

stroked the soft fur that covered the dog's paw and then held the biscuit at the dogs mouth. 

Gizmo took the biscuit carefully in his teeth and wandered off into the kitchen to eat it. 

Joshua heard the nails clipping on the floor and glancing through the archway, he saw the long 

fluffy tail slowly swishing across the floor.  Perry had put a pie dish on the floor filled with cold 

water, neither of them was sure what they were going to use as a food bowl but Perry had asked 

Lonny if they had anything that could be used.  Joshua wasn't sure if the lad had answered Perry as 

Perry never said when he came off the phone. 

Joshua had made an agreement with Perry, that the dog could stay until Mr Ranger was 

found, Perry had started to ask a question with 'What if', but had never finished it and Joshua knew 

what the question was.  'What if Mr Ranger's dead?'  Joshua hadn't really thought about what they 

would do with Gizmo if Mr Ranger's was dead and he decided to wait until they knew something 

before answering that question. 

“So much for my day off.”  Said Joshua as Gizmo padded back into the room and sat beside 

his chair again. Taking a biscuit for himself and one for Gizmo, Joshua placed the packet down on 

the table next to him and picked up the S.O.C.O reports.  Giving the dog a biscuit he heard the 

animal wander onto the tiled floor of the kitchen. 

Joshua opened the folder and read the report that had been maid by the three officers who 

had examined the Wallace house. Most of it was standard information and pictures of rooms and 

the placing of the body. A note had been made regarding the six sets of finger prints found within 

the house.  One of which belonged to the deceased, two sets belonged to himself and Michaels 

respectively, there was a set that they had ascertained belonged to one Miss Jasmine Cornby, the 

local district nurse and a set that had belonged to Mr Frank Stamp, who Joshua had already spoken 

to and had admitted to being at the house weeks ago. 

The idea that finger prints could last as long as a week was possible, if not implausible in 

normal circumstances but it was obvious the house had not seen a duster in months so it had been 

taken that, unless any further evidence pointed to Mr Stamp, he was to remain a suspect but not be 

harassed. 

There was one set of prints remaining that had not been identified and the lab had sent them 

to the main land for matching in case the owner wasn't in the islands database. A data base that 

consisted of ten filing cabinets, one belonging to living residents, three belonging to dead residents 

and one draw belonging to non island residents. There was a computer data base but only newer 

officers used it, the older men and women preferred to search by hand, it was a small and, until



recently, quite island where there was hardly ever any need for a quick identification. It just meant 

more time sat at an empty desk looking out of the window. 

Joshua heard the dog move and as he looked down the Retriever had laid out flat on the 

floor beside him and started snoring softly.  He could hear the shower running upstairs and was 

thankful that Perry would finally start smelling like a human being again. 

The room was warm and Joshua could feel the sunlight on his torso.  Stroking a hand down 

his defined body he felt the soft hairs running across his palm.  Scratching a itch on his side, he 

dropped his head back and yawned. 

Dropping the file back on the table, Joshua decided to read it later and closed his eyes.  He 

heard the the shower switch off but neither him nor Gizmo moved.  He listened to the quiet, 

rhythmic snoring of the Golden Retrieve and as the footsteps started down the stairs, Joshua fell to 

sleep.



Chapter Fourteen: Sat 3rd Oct – 1 pm 
 

Mysha Chesterton brushed her long dark brown hair back over her shoulder and slung her 

large hand bag up her arm onto her shoulder. The pink faux 'crocodile skin' bag was not heavy but it 

could be a little cumbersome. 

“See you tomorrow, Patty.”  Said Mysha as she crossed the floor. 
 

“See you tomorrow and happy birthday.  Have fun tonight.”  Said Patty from behind the 

counter. 

“I should do.”  Said Mysha, smiling. 
 

The hot air surrounded her and the smell of salt air filled her nostrils as she walked down the 

street past the row of shops that lined the main street of Galbren.  Most shops had their doors open 

and stalls standing outside to entice costume from the few holiday makers that were staying on the 

island for the weekend. The major tourists trade for the year had returned home just before the 

school year started now the bed and breakfasts and hotels would close down or rely on business 

trippers or weekender’s. 

Turning left on Marble Row, Mysha passed the familiar manicured gardens and blossoming 

flower beds that line the fronts of the houses.  She had always enjoyed walking home in summer 

and gazing at the works of art people could make from the small patch of soil that fronted their 

properties.  One of residents on the other side of the street had built a five and half foot high fairy 

tail castle that poured water from it's drawbridge into the shallow mote that surround it. The 

windows and parapets of the castle its self were bursting with all manner of ivy's. 

Crossing the junction she walked down a narrow cut that led to the street before hers. The 

smell of salt was still prevalent but not as harsh now she had backed off the main street that ran in 

an arch around the harbour. Gulls still hovered above her, gliding on the wind from one roof top to 

another. 

She wondered where Alex was and pulling open her pink leather handbag, she fished around 

for her mobile phone.  Pushing her uniform aside, her finger tips felt around the smooth side of the 

flat screen mobile. After unlocking the screen, she tapped for the last call list and then found Alex's 

number and called. A cool breeze brushed her hair into the air and then the call connected.  She 

heard his deep voice and imagined him stood somewhere smiling as he answered. 

“Hi Alex, are we still on for tonight?” Asked Mysha. 

“Yeah babes,”  He answered.  “I'll pick you up at six.” 

“What should I wear?”  She asked as she came to the end of her street. 
 

“Something easy to get off.” Answered Alex.  “Oh and I'm just about to get in the bath, 

wish you were here.” 

The line went dead and Mysha cursed him.  'He always does that to me.'  She thought



walking past the mown lawns.  'Tells me he's naked and then hangs up the bastard.' 
 

Dropping her phone in her bag she took a deep breath and steadied the fluttering she could 

feel on her stomach.  She had seen Alex naked before, he always liked to tease her with his body. 

Sitting in his room with his parents down stairs he would pull his shirt off and strip down to get 

changed with a quick twirl as he walked over to his wardrobe.  'He knows how to get me going the 

sod, but just wait.' 

She knew he only did it because she did.  She would ware tight tops and lay back on his bed 

and stretch out or find a reason to gently rub one of her nipples. This had all started when they had 

started going out a year and a half ago when she had been fifteen. Alex was sixteen at the time but 

had promised not to do anything with her sexually until she was at least sixteen.  For her, it had 

been a way to test his resolve and she had secretly hoped his resolve would fail but it hadn't.  No 

matter what she did he wouldn't do anything.  She knew it had excited him, she'd seen the evidence 

rise up for herself but when he had started teasing her she had almost gone wild. 

She remembered the sinking feeling she had got when her father had told her they were 

going away for her sixteenth.  He had booked rooms at a hotel in Blackpool for the few the 

weekend of her birthday and told her that they would be leaving on the Friday night. 

She had told Alex, almost cried on his shoulder but he had seemed oddly confused by her
 

state. 
 

 
 
 
 
“It's not as if we were going to have sex on your birthday.”  He had said which had confused

 

her.  She had planned for him to spread her eagle on a bed or floor and screw her so hard she 

wouldn't be able to walk for a week. 

It was on the Friday when he had turned up at her home just as she was getting ready to 

leave that she discovered how devious both her father and boyfriend could be. Her father had 

invited Alex all along but they had both promised not to tell her. 

The night of her birthday he had taken her back to her room after walking along the beach 

and she had almost ripped his clothes off but he had made her sit on the bed while he undressed. 

His muscular body rippling in the light and then he had undressed her, slapping her hands away 

every time she tried to touch him.  'Frustrated wasn't the word.'  She thought remembering what he 

had done next. 

Laying her in the bed he had run his fingers down her sternum and then over her stomach. 

He had touched almost every inch of her body, caressed her buttocks and glided his finger tips 

around the base of breasts before kissing her softly on the lips and then the neck, still slapping her 

hands away if she got to close to his erection. Alex finally pulled her close to him and held her, she 

could feel his stiff shaft between them and her body was going wild with want, her stomach 

twitched, her nipples stung with stiffness and her groin felt as if it were burning but he refused to let



her do anything but stroke his back and kiss his chest. 
 

“I'm not doing anything with your Dad next door.” He had explained. 
 

It had been another week before he had met her at the school gates, him dressed in his black 

suit, the trousers ever so slightly tight and her dressed in her crimson blazer and black skirt. They 

had walked up to the old base and sat on the landing pad looking out at the ocean.  His arm around 

her as the sea crashed below them.  He had kissed her and she had run her fingers up the inside of 

his thigh, all the while expecting to have her hand slapped away when she got too close but it 

wasn't, she felt his groin stiffening as her fingers rubbed it and then they had made love. 

He had started with his fingers and tongue, which had made her shiver all over and then, at 

her request, he had entered her.  It had hurt like hell and a few times she had to remind herself this 

was would become pleasurable.  She didn't say anything to Alex, even when he stopped and asked 

her if she was okay, she just raised her hip and took him deeper. This action had been the first time 

she had felt anything but pain. The pain had still been present but the explosion of heat in her gut 

and the wild pulsing of her muscles was almost too good. 

It hadn't lasted long before Alex had pulled out, rolled over and she had watched the white 

seamen being shot into the air to land on his contracting stomach and chest as he lay panting on the 

cold concrete.  It had still lasted long enough to impair her ability to walk for a while and even 

when her legs worked again, her balanced was a little off and pain still hung in her vagina. 

The next time they had slept together it had been more pleasure than pain and slowly, it got 

better and better and she soon grew to understand the small noises he made and to differentiate 

between the 'keep going' and 'it's nice' noise from the 'this hurts' noise. 

“Dad?”  She called, opening the door into the hallway. The cream walls were cool and she 

was glad to be out of the sun.  “Dad, you in?” 

“Kitchen, my Duchess.”  Her father called through the house. 
 

Closing the door she dropped her handbag onto the stairs and walked through the living 

room. The row of cards sat on the mantel place, all of which she had opened over the past couple of 

days. The coffee table was cluttered as usual with her fathers papers and his seat had become a 

storage unit for the pile of ironing he had brought home with him from his trip.  Glancing up at the 

clock she saw it was just coming to four thirty, so with a good hour and half before Alex arrived she 

wandered into the Kitchen and asked how her father was doing while she made them both a cup of 

coffee.



Chapter Fifteen: Sat 3rd Oct – 2:30 pm. 
 

A line of cars were parked up at the end of the road where the tarmac ceased and the 
 

marshes started.  Joshua wondered how many unlucky or careless drivers had ended up in the marsh 

after coming over the summit and not knowing the road just stopped. 

Climbing out of the car, Joshua smiled at Tara who was getting out of the other side of the 

car.  He heard Perry, Lonny and Gizmo clambering out of the back doors and Gizmo was whining. 

“What's wrong with him?” Asked Dantwild, motioning to Gizmo. 

“No idea, might not like the lead.” Answered Joshua. 

“Right, thank you all for coming out here.”  Foxly said as he walked over with the few men 

he was stood with.  “As you know, were looking for Mr David Ranger. A fifty-three year old male. 

He's about five foot seven with grey hair and light brown eyes. He's worked on the boats all his life 

so he's going to be big.” 

Joshua watched as the other men that had gathered around listened and absorbed the 

information. He knew Michaels and Dantwild.  Both men had chosen to wear jeans but where 

Dantwild had gone for a casual shirt, Michaels was wearing a tight T-shirt that showed off his 

defined body. The man stood next to Michaels was a stranger but he was broad and Joshua 

wouldn't want to be person who had to fight him. 

“D.S. Penulf?”  Michaels walked over, accompanied by the stranger. 
 

“Call me Josh and it's Simon isn't it?”  Joshua held out his hand saw Michaels smile. 

“Yeah, didn't know you knew my name.” After shaking Joshua's hand Michaels turned a 

little to include the stranger.  “D.S... Josh, this is Tyack, Tyack St Llyons. Tyack, Detective Sargent 
 

Josh Penulf.” 
 

Josh felt the strong grip rap around his fingers and for a moment wondered if Tyack was 

going to break his hand.  He noticed that the man gripping his hand had lighter blue eyes than 

Michaels.  “Hello.” 

“Hi.” Tyack responded before letting go of Joshua's hand. 
 

“Most of you know Tara and Lonny.”  Said Joshua.  “This is Perry, my brother.”  Joshua 

turned to indicate his brother who was crouched, stroking Gizmo under the chin.  “Oh, and this is 

Gizmo.” 

“Right,”  Said Foxly.  “I think Perry should lead with Gizmo.  Perry?” 

“Yes.”  Said Perry, standing. “Come on boy.” 

Gizmo made to run and Joshua smirked as he watched his brother almost fall on his face 

trying to hold the large Golden Retriever's lead.  'Is it the lead he objects to or does he just want to 

run.'  Joshua wondered. 

“Wait up Perry.”  Lonny called, jogging up to join him.



“When you asked if I'd like to go on another date with you,”  Said Tara, stepping up beside 

Joshua.  “I thought you meant you were going to take me to the pictures or a pick nick, I wasn't 

expecting going on a missing person's hunt.” 

“I know, but I'm glad you're here.”  Joshua said with a smile. 
 

“I am too.”  Said Tara, sliding her fingers between his.  “That dog looks a bit strong for
 

Perry.” 
 

 
 
 
 
“Yeah, he does.”  Laughed Joshua watching Perry being dragged along. 
 

He could feel the warm hand in his and smell her lilly perfume.  Glancing over, Joshua saw
 

the curve of her breasts through the t-shirt.  Her tight jeans hugged her legs and accentuated her 

thighs. The cool wind blowing off the sea sent waves blowing across the grasses, bowing the long 

rushes that dotted here and there.  Glancing back he saw a large grey building stood near the edge of 

the island with a flat concrete surface that surrounded the building like a moat.  He saw the sun 

glinting off a few windows and a mast stood high above the roof. 

“Is that the old RAF base?”  He asked, 
 

“Yeah, it's called Flatpoint.  Been closed for years now.”  Said Tara.  “No one know what it's 

for, it's not big enough for any air craft to land, well, accept maybe a helicopter.” 

“Could be an early warning station.”  Said Joshua as he looked back to his brother.  “They 

had loads of them dotted all over during the cold war.  Most of them are gone now, decommissioned 

and torn down.” 

“This is rather pleasant.”  Said Tara.  “A nice walk in the marshes and I'm not having to swat 

away flies and mi-gees.” 

Something moved in the grass near them and Joshua glanced over. The green and purple 

grass swayed in the breeze but he couldn't see anything.  Looking forward, Foxly and Dantwild 

were walking together about a ten meters from Gizmo while Michaels and Tyack were walking 

about ten meters to the right of Gizmo.  Perry had now given up on trying to control Gizmo alone 

and Joshua saw that Lonny also had hold of the lead.  Lonny was a few inches taller than Perry and 

boarder.  Both men were wearing three quarter cargo shorts and T-shirts. 

“They get on well, don't they?” Asked Tara. 
 

“Who?”  Joshua asked as he looked around at the three pairs that were walking in front of
 

them. 
 

 
 
 
 
“Lonny and Perry.”  She stated.  “You'd think they were old friends.” 
 

“It's nice to see Perry with a friend who isn't a scruff.”  Said Joshua. The smell of methane
 

was drifting in the air and every now and then he would get a strong whiff of it as the wind blew in 

his direction.   He was glad that Lonny and Perry had formed a friendship, it gave him a good 

reason to ring Tara if Perry was late, or at least that was his excuse. Squeezing her hand he looked



into her pale blue eyes and smiled.  Suddenly he felt his stomach churn and watched her pink face 

turn pale. 

“What's that smell?”  She asked. 

“It's ammonia.”  Caoughed Joshua. 

“It's God awful is what it is.”  Said Tara as she bent over and coughed. 

“Sir!”  Called Joshua.  “Sir, we've got a problem.” 

Joshua saw all of the company coughing as the ammonia gas drifted past them.  Foxly had 

turned to face him, the man's green eyes were watery and his thin frame shook with the force of the 

cough. 
 

“Ammonia, I know.”  Foxly called back between coughing fits.  “We'll have to go back if it 

doesn't ease up.” 

Suddenly Gizmo started barking and Joshua watched his brother and Lonny being pulled 

over the grasses.  Letting go of Tara, he started running after them. The smell of ammonia faded as 

he ran on, the boys were hopping over the large tufts but couldn't manage to leap the tall rushes 

which the Golden Retriever barrelled through.  He could hear the other men running behind him 

and he hoped that one of the foot falls was Tara's. The ammonia smell was replaced by one of 

methane and Joshua felt his stomach churn. 

Gizmo had stopped running and Joshua saw boy young men stood looking down at the area 

the dog was barking furiously at, suddenly Lonny spun around and collapsed to his knees and 

Joshua watched as he evacuated his guts. 

“Fucking hell.”  Said Perry before doubling over and throwing up himself. 
 

Joshua was ready to admonish Perry for his language but when he saw what the boys had 

found all he could think to say was to agree with his younger brother.  “Fucking hell.” 

Joshua heard the others coming up quickly behind him and holding out a hand he called 

back. “Tara, don't come any closer. You really won't want to see this.” 

“Holy shit.”  Said Tyack coming to stop beside Joshua. 
 

The rest of the men came out with similar expletives as they stopped beside Joshua. 
 

After a few minutes, Dantwild and Tyack then took Perry and Lonny back towards the cars 

at the request of Foxly.  Gizmo had stopped barking now and was just whimpering.  He followed 

Perry with little problems.  The air around them still and silent, as if waiting for something. 

“I'll call it in.”  Said Foxly.  “We'll get the coroner down here to remove the body but I don't 

think S.O.C.O's going to be any use, not out here.” 

Joshua looked down at the riven body and he shuddered.  Most of the man's flesh had been 

torn off his body.  His right hand was missing and most of the scalp had been removed. Turning 

away, Joshua's stomach churned and seconds later, the bile reached his throat and he bent over and



threw up, totally unaware he was being watched from the grasses.



Chapter Sixteen: Sat 3rd Oct – 7:15 pm 
 

The long fence still had barbed wire running atop of the it's sections. The chain link clicked 

and rattled as she ran her hand along it. The large concrete building looked stark and old as she 

followed Alex along the fence to the gap they had used almost a year ago. They both knew it would 

still be there, the compound had been abandon for as long as either of them could remember. 

“Here it is.”  Said Alex.  “I'll go first.” 
 

Mysha let go of the big hand and watched as he bent over to creep through the gap that rose 

a quarter of the way up the fence.  His jeans pulled tight across his buttocks and she reached out to 

run her hand up the seam but he moved too quickly and was through before he had chance. 

“Come on.”  He said, reaching and hand through the gap. 
 

Taking his hand she crouched and navigated the narrow gap.  She could feel the cut end of 

the fence scratch past her body and half expected for one to catch on her blouse. The grass was tall 

around the fence and as she felt it brushing against her inner thigh she wished she'd worn jeans. 

Standing up on the other side she slung her arms over his shoulder and pulled on his to 
 

lower his head.  She could smell his musky aftershave and looking into his blue eyes she kissed him 

on the lips.  She could feel his hands on the small of her back and he pulled her a little closer. 

Mysha could feel the heat coming off his body and as she slid a hand from around his neck she 

traced it down his defined torso.  Running her fingers tips around his nipple she moved on.  His 

stomach quivered as she stroked over his abdominal muscles.  She could feel the clasp of his belt 

and was about to flick the panel open to release it when he pulled away. 

“Easy tiger.”  Said Alex before taking her hand and leading her towards the stark grey 

building.  “I wonder what was going on?”  He asked. 

“What do you mean?”  Said Mysha as she let her gaze drop to the bulge in his crotch. 
 

“That police car and the coroners van.”  Explained Alex as he glanced back to the main road. 

“Wonder if they've found another dead body.”  She said and then felt Alex stop dead beside 

her.  “What is it?”  She asked seeing the slightly annoyed expression on his face. 

“I know who to call if I want a mood flattening.”  Said Alex. 

“Sorry.”  She said lowering her head but keeping her eyes on his.  “Let's forget I said it.” 

“Okay.”  He said and then he kissed her on the nose before walking on 

Mysha followed him around the side of the building. At first she thought they were going to 

sea wall where they had first had sex.  She wondered if this was a gesture of romance or a last 

minute idea.  'It is a little lame, coming back a year later for a quickee.'  She thought. And then 

they came around the corner and she saw the sea wall but there was more than that, she saw a 

blanket with stones on each corner and a cool box laid to one side with a pillow tied to it. 

She felt like giggling as he led her to the brown and yellow tartan blanket.  Her cheeks were



becoming warm and she could feel the fluttering in her stomach.  Letting him lead her to the blanket 

she sat down while Alex untied the pillow and put it behind her. Then he opened the cool box and 

removed two plastic glasses and a bottle of wine. 

Mysha smiled broadly as she watched him sit down and pour the wine.  Her heart was 

pounding and she could feel her face warming up as he handed her a glass and placed the bottle 

back in the coll box. 

“Happy birthday.”  Said Alex, clinking his glass to hers. 
 
 
 

For the next few hours they sat, cuddled up on the blanket, drinking and watching the sun go 

down over the Atlantic. The bottle of wine was followed by numbers cans of larger so by the time 

the stars were burning bright and the moon hung high over the sea, Mysha felt a little giddy. 

As Alex folded the blanket, Mysha took the opportunity to nip his buttocks as the denim 

stretched tight across them.  Each time she nipped him he complained but only in grunting noises 

which she took to mean he secretly enjoyed it. When he bent over to tie the pillow to the top of the 

cool box she saw his shirt pull out of his waist band and slipping her hand in she ran her nails up his 

back and then down again. 

She felt him shiver but then stood up and her hand slipped out. Turning around her took 

hold of her hand and guided it down from his throat, across his firm chest and over his abdominal 

muscles.  She could feel the heat rising in her stomach and her thighs tingle but as her fingers 

reached his waist he moved her hand away, picked up the cool box and started walking towards the 

side of the building. 

As they came to the side of the building, Mysha pulled Alex towards a door. With her back 

against the hard, cold steel she rose to her tip toes and kissed him on the lips.  Putting her hand 

around the back of his neck she moved down and kissed his throat.  She could feel her stomach 

fluttering as she slid a hand down his back and gripped his buttock. 

She could hear him moan as her hand massaged his buttock and her lips kissed his Adams 

apple.  One of his hands was planted on the door above her head and the other still held the cool 

box.  Bringing her hand around from his buttock she ran it over his crotch.  She could feel his stiff 

shaft pushing against the material and when she gently pushed on the length, she heard the cool box 

hit the floor. 

He moaned into her hair as he squeezed his erection through his jeans and then she felt his 

fingertips running up the skin of her thigh. She felt her nipples scratching her blouse as his fingers 

found the thin material between her legs. 

“I thought I told you not to wear any.”  His husky voice whispered. 
 

“No.”  She whispers into his throat.  “You told to wear something that comes off easy.”



“Fine.”  He groaned as she squeezed again. 
 

She felt his fingers probing for the side of the knickers.  Her inner thigh quivered as he 

stroked it.  Her heart was beating fast and hard and she could hear his breath, low and laboured. 

His fingers slid into her knickers, she could feel the dampness between her legs and then he 

pulled.  She gasped and squeezed hard to hear him moan when the crotch of her knickers snapped. 

She felt her stomach shudder and ran her fingers up his shift to find the zip.  Pulling the zip down 

she reached in and curled her fingers around him as his finger slid into her. 

She could feel him pulse in her hand as his fingers rubbed against her inner walls.  Pushing 

back to ease the rising heat in her chest she heard the metal she was laid against creek.  She felt his 

fingers pushing deeper and turning her hand she gently twisted her fingers around his erection. 

The groan that issued from his mouth was accompanied by him pushing towards her. The 

metal creaked again and she felt it moved slightly behind her. Waves of pleasure rippled through 

her body as his fingers roamed inside her, his head lowered and kissed her neck. 

Dropping down the door, she felt his fingers retract from her, her hand still around his shaft, 

she slid her hand to it's base and started a rhythmic motion up and down it's length.  Mysha could 

hear him let out a breath as his other hand landed on the door, again it moved a little. 

Running her free hand up inside his shirt she stroked her nails over his shaking stomach. 

Opening her mouth she slid her hand down again, twisting slightly as she went.  His shaft was in 

her mouth and as she ran her lips up and down it's length she felt him drop his head to door, hitting 

it with a dull clang. 

His muscles were twitching below her finger tips.  Contracting and relaxing in a constant 

sway when she let his penis slid out of her mouth.  Standing up, she kissed him.  His hand ran down 

her face and over her breasts, his finger tips stroking her stiff nipples causing her to groan.  He 

pushed forward, her breath beating down on her face, her hand moved down to steady herself and 

she felt the smooth handle. 

Pushing Alex back a little she heard him groan with displeasure but then in gratitude as she 

slid her hand down his length again. Turning the handle behind her she heard the steel door click 

and stepping back she found it had opened. 

Keeping hold of Alex's shaft she leg him forward into the cool dark corridor. There was a 

faint smell in the air but as she stepped back she felt a table push against her thighs. The corridor 

was pitch black and the only light was from the stars outside.  Reaching for his belt she felt it flip 

open and then heard his jeans slide to the floor.  His hands were on her now and his fingers hand 

found the top of her skirt.  She felt his thumbs push into the elastic waist band and start to push it 

down over her hips.  She shivered and the smell of his musky aftershave filled her nostrils.  Her 

stomach fluttered and she could feel her pulse racing around her body.



Lifting his shirt over his head he moaned when he had to raise his arms but soon she was 

dropping is shirt onto the floor.  Leaning forward, she kissed one of his small hard nipples as he 

unbuttoned her blouse and slid it off her arms.  His hands ran down her back and over her buttocks 

sending ribbons of shivering pleasure thought her body.  She felt his lips touch hers and then his 

tongue pressing for entry into her mouth. 

As they kissed, she ran her fingertips over his torso and then his hands gripped the back of 

her things and lifted her onto the table.  She felt the end of shaft touch her stomach and her stomach 

somersaulted.  She could feel her throat was drying and her eyes stung but she just closed them. 

“Alex please.” Whispered Mysha.  “Please do it.” 
 

Mysha groaned as his shift slid down through her course triangle of hair and then slid into 

her.  She could feel it rubbing inside her and the slow swaying of his body intensified the heat that 

was building in her stomach.  Her breathing was laboured and her chest was starting to hurt. 

His lips touched her neck and she gently turned his nipples.  Shivers cascaded over her body. 

Her heart was thundering in her chest as the tickling warmth filled her stomach.  His hands were on 

her back and tracing a line up her spine.  She could feel his hot breath hitting her skin in short gasps 

and then she felt it. 

A shiver ran down her spine, every one of her muscles spasmed and she felt the explosion in 

her groin and she gave out a loud moan as she felt him pulsing inside her.  His groans matching hers 

and his body, shivering under her fingers. 

She leaned her head back against the wall and felt his body heat move closer to her, her 

throat was dry and her lungs felt sore with every breath. 

“Happy birthday.”  Said Alex before pressing his lips to hers. 
 

She had no idea what it was when it first her, soft and wet, she wondered if Alex might be 

dripping but then she realised it was on the outside of left thigh.  Pain ripped through her body as 

skin ripped away from her thigh. 

Mysha screamed as another soft wet patch landed on her arm and yanked away skin. Alex 

was shouting at her, asking her what was wrong and then he screamed. Another strike hit her on the 

breast.  'No!'  her mind screamed just before she felt the flesh of her breast pull away from her body. 

She watched as Alex stumbled back, falling out of the doorway onto the concrete outside. 

As light dimly lit the area around the door she saw bright yellow eyes all around her and then 

something entered between her open legs and as she felt the blood running down her thighs she 

watched Alex stand up and take a step towards her. 

Mysha screamed as something heavy landed on her thigh. With sickening horror she looked 

down into the yellow eyes of the frog that had just landed on her.  In fear she screamed as more of 

her flesh ripped away and the last thing she saw was the wide mouth of the cold creature on her leg



open to display a folded pink tongue. 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 

Alex fell out of the door and hit the hard ground.  His head stung and his body still shivered 

from the orgasm.  His mouth was dry and there was slight burning sensation in his eyes.  Looking 

into the doorway he saw Mysha.  Her olive skin was dark in the dim light and her hair looked black 

rather than brown.  His eyes were dry and he had to blink to regain his vision.  He saw what looked 

like a tight ribbons coming out of the darkness and connect to her.  One of her breasts were torn 

away and as the ribbons pulled back he watched her skin turn black. 

She was screaming, his heart was pounding and he felt his bladder relax. The smell of urine 

fill the air but there was another smell, coming from the doorway.  He wasn't sure what it was but it 

clawed at his throat and he could feel his lungs burning. 

Something below the rim of the doorway shot out a long ribbon that entered Mysha between 

the legs.  He heard her scream as the ribbon retracted and black liquid began to flow across the 

table. 
 

His legs felt like jelly as he pulled himself to his feet.  'I've got help her.'  He thought but 

then something landed on her leg.  It was large and black and as he took reached the doorway, 

Mysha screamed. As the long black ribbon shot out of it's mouth Alex realised what he was seeing 

and in horror watched as it's tongue flicked into Mysha's mouth and she stopped screaming. 

Falling back away from the door a tongue lashed out at him.  He felt it hit the base of his left 

foot and then pain shot up his leg as the skin of arch was ripped away. Alex felt the blood draining 

out of the wound. 

Trying to stand up, his leg shivered when he placed his wounded foot on the floor. Another 

strike hit his buttock and ripped off the flesh to the muscle.   Spinning around, he screamed, 

reaching around with his hand her tried to cover the wound but then he felt a tongue smack into his 

testicles. 

With a howl he felt his skin rip away from his groin.  Looking down he saw his two testicles 

swinging between his legs, blood poured down them and onto the floor. Another strike hit him in 

the chest and ripped away his nipple.  Closing a hand around his testicles he started to run, the pain 

in his foot sending pulses up his leg every time it hit the floor.  Something landed on his back, it 

was cold and clammy and Alex spun around to throw it off. A tongue struck his thigh and pulled 

away more skin. 

Tears ran down his face as the pain rocked his body. Another strike hit him behind the knee 

and he collapsed, flattening the soft sponge between his upper and lower leg. When the skin of his



legs tore away, Alex screamed.



Chapter Seventeen: Mon 5th Oct – 12:25 pm. 
 

Joshua walked into The Marsh Eyes and as Gizmo padded in behind him he looked around. 

The room was cool and the sunlight streaming the window gleamed off the wooden tables. Along 

the wooden beans that ran between the struts silver and gold horse shoes had been nailed up with 

jugs, riding crops, hand scythes and other small medieval farm equipment. 

He smiled as Tara stood up behind the bar, her long brown hair was tied back and she was 

wearing a powder blue blouse. Her pale eyes sparkled and she smiled he walked over to the bar.  He 

could hear a couple of old men in cotton suits chatting at a table in the corner. 

“Morning.”  Said Joshua. 
 

“Morning Josh.”  She replied.  “I see Gizmo's still your shadow.” 
 

“Yeah, I did try and leave him in the house but he just started yapping.”  He said giving the 
 

Golden Retriever a stroke. 
 

“Well,”  Said Tara.  “David used to take him everywhere with him.” 
 

“Looks like I will be too, if Perry's not in anyway.”  Joshua wondered if it was going to be 

possible to have the large dog wander around with him or weather he should consider just leaving 

him in the house. 

“How's Perry?” Tara asked. 
 

“He's okay.  Back at school, I thought a couple of days off would do him good, so he'll 

probably be the centre of attention.”  Said Joshua thinking of ways his brother would use the fact he 

had found a dead body to win praise and maybe get his lunch paid for him. “How's Lonny?” 

“He's okay, a bit shaken but okay.”  Said Tara, running a tap below the counter.  “Now, what 

brings you here?  I'd love to think it was me but somehow I doubt it.”  She said, handing Joshua a 

silver dish full of water. 

“Normally it is you.”  He said smiling at her as he placed the dish on the floor for Gizmo. 

“But right now, I'm on my way to the see Mr Kipps.” 

“Laurence?” Tara asked, taking a glass down form the shelf. 
 

“Yeah, we think he might know the Dickson boy.”  Said Joshua as he watched Tara fill the 

glass with cola and place it on the bar.  He could hear Gizmo lapping up the cold water at his feet. 

“That would sound about right.”  Her distaste was thinly hidden. 
 

“You know Kipps?” Asked Joshua taking a sip of his cola.  He watched Tara push a stray 

strand of hair behind her ear and wanted to reach out and stroke her softly curved earlobe. 

“This is an island,”  She said.  “When there's only a couple of thousand inhabitants, it's hard 

not to know some like Laurence.” 

“He has a reputation then?”  Joshua hadn't heard this from anyone he'd spoken too so far. 

Some had not mentioned his at all.  He had started to wonder what to expect when he met Mr Kipps



and if what Tara was saying was true, that it was hard not know him, he had to ask himself why had 

no one else mentioned knowing him. 

“He's a sick little man.”  Said Tara, walking off towards the till.  “Here, have a look at this, I 
 

caught him trying to sell it in here one night.” 
 

Joshua took the thin DVD case from her. The cover was simple. A picture of the island with 

the sun setting behind the hills. The photograph, Joshua assumed, must have been taken from the 

ferry. The title was in red and blue and read: Island Heat. Turning it over the back was blank, no 

still shots of the film or blurb to inform buyers what lay in-store for them. 

“How he gets people to make this crap only God knows.”  Said Tara. 

“Not a fan?”  Asked Joshua taking a drink of his cola. 

“Of that filth, not a chance.” Tara said as she leaned on the bar.  “Are you free later?” 

He could smell lilly of the valley and as her arms rested on the bar he noticed her blouse 

parting to reveal the smooth creamy skin of her cleavage.  He could feel her breath hitting his shirt 

and when she looked into his eyes she smiled.  “What time do you finish?” 

“Seven.”  Said Tara.  “You can always drop Perry here or Lonny at yours, they can keep 

each other company while we're out.”  She smiled. 

Joshua sighed inwardly.  'She really thinks of everything.'  He thought as he stared into her 

eyes, losing himself for a second.  “All right, I'll pick you and Lonny up at half seven.”  Said 

Joshua. “We'll drop him off with Perry for the evening and we can go see a film, if you want?” 

“Sounds great.”  She said.  “But can we go and see something light hearted?” 
 

“I think they're re-showing some old Disney films, we can go see one of them?”  He asked. 

He watched her stand up and almost leaned over and kissed her, instead he laid his hand on hers. 

“If you like?” 

“Sounds great.”  She said, her cheeks turning pink.  “Oh isn't it Perry's birthday soon?” 

“Yeah, twenty first, why?” Asked Joshua.  He had not really thought about his brother's 

impending seventeenth.  'Wonder if he'll want a cake?'  Joshua thought. 
 

“Well, I was thinking,”  Said Tara.  “Unless you have other plans for the day?” 

Joshua shook his head so she continued. 

“I thought it might be nice if the four of us took a boat out?”  She suggested.  “The boys 

could go swimming and we can lounge in the sun.” 

“Sounds great.”  Said Joshua.  He could imagine them laying there in the boat with the sun 

high above them and the sound of the waves beating gently against the bow.  “I won't tell Perry, it'll 

be a surprise for him.”  He said before giving her hand a squeeze.  “See you tonight.  Come on 

boy!”  He said as he walked towards the door with Gizmo following. 

“Looking forward to it.”  She smiled.



Chapter Eighteen: Mon 5th Oct – 1:30 pm. 
 

Joshua walked into the house and Gizmo dodged past his legs and head straight for the 

kitchen.  He watched the fluffy tail of the large Golden Retriever bob up behind the sofa and then he 

heard the clipping of the claws on the tiled floor. 

Hanging up his jacket on a peg, Joshua pulled the DVD case Tara had given him from a 

pocket and wandered over to the television stand.  He could here Gizmo lapping at his water bowl 

and he noticed the light smell of dog that started to invade the house over the past few days. 

Sliding the DVD into the player, Joshua took the remote and sat in the easy chair. The 

television came to life with the DVD's menus. Three options were available.  'Play', 'Scene 

Selection' and 'Other Titles'. The blank blue back ground and clumsy highlighted text were a clear 

indication that the DVD had been home made.  Selecting 'Play', that was actually spelt PLay, Joshua 

sat back as the screen turned to black. 

When the picture returned it was a shot of a bay and a lighthouse standing on an outcrop. 

Joshua assumed it was one of the four lighthouses that were at points around the island. The scene 

focused in on the lighthouse and then two beach-balls were raised into shot and Joshua realised how 

much like a pair of testicles and erect penis the lighthouse and balls looked as the title, 'Island Heat' 

shimmered onto screen. 

Then the screen turned black again and when the two female police officers walked away 

from the screen, he saw Calibre central police station in shot and the two officers were heading for 

it.  He noticed their belts, the equipment on them was not the inaccuracy he noticed, it was the fact 

they were on the outside of their tunics. The picture then did a clumsy zoom as the officers walked 

into the station. 

Joshua didn't remember the corridor and the quarter wood panelled wall and cream painted 

upper section did look a little out of place from he remembered of the station's interior. There were 

large wooden doors on either side of the corridor and as the camera watched the feet walk down the 

red carpeted floor Joshua cocked his head. 

'High heels?  Please.'  he thought as he looked at the officers foot wear.  'No self respecting 

officer would wear black high heels to work.' 

The two officers walked into a room up ahead and then the camera followed as the door 

closed. The golden plaque on the door read.  Chief Inspector R. Hard, and then the scene cut again. 

The office looked like any normal office, the only hint of a police connection was the picture 

of the queen hung on the wall being the desk and the George cross flag that was hung over the table. 

Joshua didn't recognise the young black haired young man who was sat at the desk and as the 

camera panned in he noticed the badge on the chief inspectors left breast.  It was an oversized gold 

crown and he was sure he had seen something similar adoring a cake in the bakers the other day.



“So,”  Said the young black haired man.  “You passed the test.” 
 

Joshua cringed at the hammy acting and bad sound but it was next line that made him sit up 

straight. 

“Well, why don't you show me your interrogation technique?”  Said the inspector and as 

Joshua watched, the two young women pulled their hand cuffs from their belts and walked around 

the desk.  Handcuffed the man to his chair and started kissing his neck. 

The scene played out and the man cuffed to the chair had his shirt ripped open to reveal very 

well toned torso with a light spattering of dark hair and as his trousers were pulled down, Joshua 

heard Gizmo walk in from the kitchen.  The large Retriever padded up to him and laid his head on 

his lap.  Joshua stroked the animals head, the soft fur sliding under his palm. 

Joshua knew that Gizmo understood what had happened, he did not know how the dog knew 

but ever since they had found Mr Ranger's body, Gizmo had not tried to go home.  In fact he had 

made their house his new home and Joshua had been surprised when Gizmo started following him 

around more than Perry. 

The man's moans and groans were getting louder and then Joshua watched as he ejaculated 

over one of the women's faces.  Stopping the DVD, Joshua felt awkward as his penis started to 

stiffen.  Quickly pressing for the main menu, Joshua selected 'Scene Selection' and tapped along to 

the last choice which read, 'End Credits'.  'At least this way I'll know who to have a chat with about 

this.'  He thought, pressing select. 

But as the screen flicked to life, Joshua was reminded of the home made aspect when, 

instead of a black screen with names rolling past, a man's buttocks came into view.  He saw the 

testicles hanging between the legs and then, as a long black truncheon was slid into the man's anus, 

the camera panned back to reveal his legs spread open and tied to a tables legs  The man was bent 

over the short end of a table. The two woman who earlier had been in uniform were not almost 

totally naked, their uniforms laying on the floor along with a pair of white trousers and a shirt. 

“You did it, admit it.”  Said the woman with black hair. 

Joshua shuddered as the young man squealed when the woman with strawberry hair on top 

wiggled the truncheon.  He could just hear the man speaking over the sounds of groans but the 

women.  He kept saying 'No, not me.'  and Joshua eased himself forward to hear the voice a little 

better. 

 

Suddenly the young man cried out.  “I did it!” 
 

The scene moved around the table as the man was stood up and lent back a little by the 

women. The camera was focused on his lower torso, his stomach shivering with tension and his 

erection as a truncheon was slammed across it's base, pinning the throbbing member to the man's 

stomach.  Suddenly the man groaned low and throaty and ejaculated up his torso.  As the erection



stopped throbbing and spilling out ejaculate, the scene rose up the defined body, the skin glistening 

with sweat and baby oil, to a sweaty reddened face, a face Joshua recognised.



Chapter Nineteen: Wed 7th Oct – 10 am. 
 

Mr Fletcher stood at his window looking out across the grounds of his school. The 

manicured laws with well placed trees spread out before him.  He saw the wood that encompassed 

the grounds like a wall of pure nature against the filth of the world beyond. 

He enjoyed his world and he intended to let no one sully it's richness or virtue.  He had just 

dismissed Master Penulf and he was annoyed, it was a quarter past four but there was no helping 

that, he was unable to removed the young man any earlier than his last lesson without causing any 

more disruption than the events of the past few days had already caused him. 

“Master Penulf.”  He had began.  “Should I come to hear that you have bestowed any 

knowledge of what you, no doubt, happily chanced up in the marsh on Sunday evening, I shall, with 

no hesitation, expel you immediately.  There is no requirement for the inclusion of others regarding 

your repellent actions. Am I understood?” 

The boy had nodded but Mr Fletcher was unsure if he should trust the disruptive adolescent 

or if he should prove his intent by remanding the juvenile into Mrs Smiggins care for the remained 

of the week, if for no other reason than to instil in him that one should not just chose to grant 

themselves a long weekend, no matter the reason.  Her authoritarian hand would straighten out the 

kinks in the young boys demeanour. 

'I am not willing to have my school run by the hand of anarchists.'  He thought.  'This is not 

a day centre for maladjusted adolescent psycho-socio-paths.' 

It had taken him some time to reassure the ignorant parents that the follies of the retired 

headmaster were not shared by him in any way.  He even threatened to remove sexual education 

from the school's syllabus, it was a vile subject that only taught one thing, carnal intentions. The 

board of governors had overruled him and he was sure that was due to the pressure applied by the 

local councillor for education from the main land. 

'Mainlanders.'  He thought.  'They are always involving themselves in the affairs of the 

island with no cause or provocation.' 

Mr Fletcher had grown up on the island, he had attended the Saxon Boys School before 

becoming a teacher.   He had hated having to leave the island to do the mandatory university course 

but he was thankful for Mr Applegaurd, the venerable headmaster who had ruled the school like a 

military state when he had been in attendance.  Mr Appleguard had offered him a position on his 

staff, a subject Mr Fletcher relished, extrema endurance training. 

It gave him a sense of pride to watch a group of twenty elven to eighteen year old boys 

slowly collapse, one by one due to exhaustion.  He had noted a slight change as the years passed. 

Most of the boys did manage to endure more laps or longer exorcises but none of them could ever 

complete an entire training session, or lesson.



'I made men out of those boys,'   He thought.  'I took them from unfit excuses for human 

beings and turned them into exemplary specimens of man hood.'  Looking around the room he felt a 

swell of pride at the rows of pictures of young boys in their white shirts and polo shirts who he had 

personally trained.  Many of which had joined the armed services upon leaving the school, one or 

two had even chosen to avail themselves of maintaining correspondence with him until such time as 

they were no longer able. 

Looking out of the window, Mr Fletcher watched a group of four fifth year boys in their 

silver ties walking across the grass en-route to the lake.  He felt a slight anger at their flagrant 

ignorance of his wish for no one to walk across the front gardens.  It left unhealthy marks in the 

grass and upon several occasions, the janitor, Mr Carson had informed him of disregarded refuse 

that had been discovered on the neatly manicured lands. 

'Mr Wallace may have allowed such abhorrent behaviour, but I shall not.'  He thought, 

making a metal note of the urchin's appearances so he may remove them from their classes and have 

them placed in isolation for their wilful disregard for his orders.  'I shall have their ruffian ways 

whipped out of them.'  He thought, glancing back at the riding drop hung on the wall. 

He had been appalled at the sate of abandon he had discovered upon securing the position of 

Headmaster of Saxon Boy's School. The teaching faculty were disorganized and many were over 

sympathetic to the wasteful actions of the youth and many had to be dismissed.  Many were 

mainlanders sent here by the education authority, just as the old head had been.  'And that should 

prove that they should be allowed no influence in staff positions here.'  He thought. 

He had heard the rumour’s regarding Mr Wallace and upon discovering that the man was to 

be removed, he applied for the position.  Giving his request directly to his sister, Bathora, who was 

a highly respected member of the board of governors.  His placement had been swiftly agreed to 

and with only minor complaint for the education authority. 

He noticed the child running across the grass almost immediately and, swinging the large 

window open on his ageing hinges, heard a metallic squeal. 

“What do you think you are doing there child?”  He shouted down.  “You!  Boy, what are 

you doing on the lawns?” 

The young man turned and looked up, Mr Fletcher was sure he had seen the boy swallow.  “I 

require an answer child. What do you believe you are doing, running across the lawns in such a 

caviller manner?  Do you not listen during assembly? Were you unable to understand my orders? 

Should I ask Mrs Smiggins to make a seat available for you in her next rotation?” 

“I'm sorry, Sir.” The boy stuttered.  “My mother's waiting for me in the car-park, Sir.” 

“And when has your mother's location been of interest to me, child?”  Said Mr Fletcher. 

“My dad's on the next ferry sir, we have to get there before he...”



“I do not care for your father's activities or ask to know his agenda?” 

“Sorry sir.”  Said the boy. 

“You shall report to Mrs Smiggins, tomorrow morning for a weeks lessons in reform class.” 

“But sir, please I...” 

“Two weeks of reform class!”  Bellowed Mr Fletcher.  “And another complaint will grant 

you a month of reform class.  Now get out of my sight, and walk!” 

Slamming the window closed he watched the boy walk slowly around to the front of the 

building. Glancing over towards the lake he saw a young boy walking towards the building.  He, 

thankfully, was not running but Mr Fletcher did not agree with his being on the lawns to begin with, 

so, as the boy drew closer, Mr Fletcher swung the window open again. 

“What are you doing on the lawns boy?”  Called Mr Fletcher. 
 

“Sir, there's no other way back form the lake but to cross the laws.” Answered the brown 

haired boy. 

Mr Fletcher knew that he had no recourse against the answer, it was an accurate one, but he 

did have recourse against the boy being on the lawns to cross to the lake to begin with.  “You should 

not have crossed the lawns to the lake, will you sit for the remainder of the week in isolated lunch.” 

“Yes sir.”  Said the boy. 
 

This immediate compliance gave Mr Fletcher two conflicting feelings.  One of pride that the 

boy had not tried to argue with one who was obviously his superior but an feeling of anger at not 

being able to chastise the child any further.  “What are those boys doing?”  Said Mr Fletcher, 

waving towards the lake. 
 

“Blowing up frogs, Sir.”  Said the boy.  “I think it's horrible.” 
 

“Did I ask for your uninformed opinion?” Asked Mr Fletcher. The boy shook his head. 

“Then you had no place to avail yourself of it, you will sit in detention until the end of the week.” 

He ordered, and then, turning his attention to the boys at the lake.  'I do not like those horrendous 

amphibians but there is no reason for those boys to 'blow them up'.'  Mr Fletcher decided.  “Who 

are the hoodlum's who are doing such atrocious acts to the frogs?” 

“I don't know who they are, sir.”   Said the boy. 
 

“You are a liar, why would you join a group of which you have no knowledge?” Asked Mr 
 

Fletcher. 
 

“I heard them say they were going to do it as they passed my in the corridor, sir.” The boy 

answered. 

“Very well.”  Mr Fletcher took a sharp breath in.  “Be about your business and I shall see 

tomorrow evening after school for your detention.”  He said and then the boy walked off. There 

was a certain humour in this, he had no idea who the boy was and yet, the child would still arrive



for detention due to the fearful and stupid belief that Headmaster knew every boy. 
 

Closing the window, Mr Fletcher stepped back, his gaze never leaving the boys at the lake. 
 

'I could have Mr Carson go over and march them to me?'  He thought and then he walked over to 

his desk and picked up the handset of his phone.  Punching the buttons for the janitor's office and 

pager he allowed himself to carefully chose the manner in which these adolescent's would be 

punished to give himself the most pleasure at their expense.



Chapter Twenty: Wed 7th Oct – 6 pm 
 

Joshua walked into the bar of The Marsh Eyes and glanced around. The old men from 

earlier were still sat at their table.  Half full pints in front of them looked almost fresh with their 

thick white heads still tall.  In the small annex down the side of the room, Joshua could hear several 

girls chatting, their high pitched voices echoing around the room so even the old men could hear the 

conversation about how good their boyfriends were in bed. 

Walking up to the bar, Joshua pulled his shirt down slightly and rearranged his cargo 

trousers so that his mobile phone no longer stuck into his right buttock. 

“Hello Josh.”  Said Jerry.  “They should be down in a bit, you know what women are like. 

Can I get you anything while you wait, on the house.” 

“Just a coke, thanks.” Answered Joshua.  Looking around at the back of bar he saw the long 

mirror with it's array of old beer mats was as clean as usual.  He had once asked a publican why 

they always had mirrors behind the bar and he had been told it was when they were getting a shot or 

working at the till, they could still see the room and what was going on. 

“So,”  Said Jerry, leaning an arm on the bar after placing the cola down.  “I hear you don't 

drink?” 

“No, not for about a year.”  Joshua said as he sipped his cola. 
 

“Very admirable, you don't often find a young man who doesn’t have a skin full and trash 

the place once a week.”  Said Jerry.  “I hear you're after that Kipps, strange little man he is.” 

“Well, we just need to ask him a few questions.”  Said Joshua.  “You know, routine stuff.” 

“Yes, routine with three murders.”  Jerry said with a raised eye brow. 

“Mr Kipps is only linked to one of the bodies and the link is minimal.”  Explained Joshua. 

He glanced around and tried to think of a way to steer the conversation away from the ongoing case 

and thankfully one presented it's self when Lonny walked through from the apartment upstairs. 

“Lonny, how are you?” 

“I'm ready, got a few games I think Perry'll enjoy.”  Said Lonny as he smiled and patted his 

rucksack. “Tara's just putting her face on.” 

“Oh, I didn't know it was detachable.”  Said Joshua smiling as he watched Jerry walk to the 

end of the bar to serve one of the old men.  “Lonny, can I have a word.” 

“Yeah.”  Said Lonny as he followed Joshua towards the other end of the bar.  “What is it?” 

Joshua slipped his hand into the inner pocket of his jacket and pulled out the DVD case he 

had been given by Tara earlier. As soon as Lonny saw the it his smile faded away and he looked 

terrified. 

“Where did you get that?” Asked Lonny, lowering his head as if inspecting his trainers. 

“Your sister and yes, I watched it.”  Said Joshua.



“Has Tara?” 
 

Joshua saw the fear in the young man's eyes and shook his head.  “And I won't show her 

either but you I will have some questions for you about this.” 

“Okay.”  Lonny nodded.  “But please, not in front of Tara.  She'll kill me.  I just did it as a 

laugh and it was good money for fifteen minuets work.” 

“I can bet.”  Said Joshua.  “I'll catch up with you lunchtime tomorrow, all right?” 

“Okay,”  Lonny nodded.  “I get off at one.” 

Glancing up, Joshua saw the door to the apartment open again so he quickly slid the DVD 

back into his pocket and smiled as Tara walked across the room, her jeans hugging her thighs and 

her lose top hanging from her breasts. He felt his stomach flutter as she drew closer holding her 

small white purse gently in her hand.  “Good evening.” 

“Hello Josh.”  She said. 
 

Her hair was lose and flowed down her back and the hint of make-up did more for her than 

if she had layered it on.  “You look amazing.”  Said Joshua and then he heard Lonny make a 

gagging sound.  “Watch it.”  Joshua said to Lonny and then, taking Tara's hand, he led them out of 

the public house and over to his car. 

As the Firebird drove down the road, Joshua noticed Tara glancing around as though she was 

looking for something.  “You lost something?”  He asked. 

“Have you cleaned out this car?” Asked Tara, looking down at the carpet. 
 

“No...”  He said and then,  “Well, maybe I took the rubbish out and... maybe I wiped it
 

down.” 
 

 
 
 
 
“He's cleaned the back seats too.”  Said Lonny.  “They feel really soft.  Hey, Josh, you got a

 

packet of three in the glove box, hey?” 

“Logan Hopkins!” Tara yelled back. 

He could hear Lonny laughing and Joshua was glad that it was dark in the car, he could feel 

his face heating up and he knew his cheeks were quickly turning a deep shade of red. Turning the 

wheel quickly he served the car, Tara squealed as she was gripped onto the dashboard and he 

watched with pleasure as Lonny slid across the seat to collide with the door on the other side of the 

car.  “Sorry, vole in the road.”  Said Joshua, trying not to laugh as Lonny sat up. 

“Josh.” Said Tara.  “There are no voles on the island.” 
 

“Oh, well.”  Said Joshua, smiling as he turned his car onto his road.



Chapter Twenty-One: Wed 7th Oct – 8:45 pm. 
 

The small helicopter kept low to the ocean as it made it's approach towards the island. The 

sound of the single engine resounded through the small bubble cock pit and Philip looked out over 

the dark side of the island.  He saw the waves cresting below them in the moonlight and the marshes 

they were heading for seemed to shimmer. 

Far to the right he saw the tall silos and chimney that belonged to chemical planet. The 

immediate area of marsh around it was lit but the harshness of the powerful lights washed all the 

colour from the grasses. 

The helicopter banked and Philip saw Flatpoint base where they were headed to make their 

routine inspection.  It's stark flat walls looking pale in the white light of the moon that high behind 

them. The thick concrete platform with it's painted landing pad and faded car parking spaces 

protruded over the edge of the cliff by roughly three foot and he saw how the sea had worn the rock 

face so it now sloped inward as it descended into the sea.  Philip had never been to Flatpoint before, 

it had been closed down years before he had even signed up to the RAF.  He had been told it was an 

old early warning facility, closed down due to becoming obsolete.  He had asked why it had not 

bothered to ask why it had not been sold or torn down, there were hundreds of decommissioned 

bases that were still standing due to equipment that was still inside that either could not be removed 

or they had not had the time to remove. As the base drew closer, he wondered which category 

Flatpoint fell into. 

Flight Lieutenant Sullivan had not said a word since they had took off from St Morgan. 

Philip had grown accustomed to the older man's hours of silence some moths ago when he had first 

been attached to the squadron.  He had not asked to be attached to the Black Lions but someone had 

seen him in training and decided he would be an asset to the unit.  He had yet to see any air time in 

battle but no matter how annoyed he got over this fact, Laura always reminded him how glad he 

was to be able to see her almost every weekend. 
 

The small helicopter came to a halt over the landing pad and then started to descend. 

Looking around the immediate area, Philip shivered, he wasn't sure if it was the apparent isolation 

of the base or just an attack of the jitters but a sickly feeling was rising in his stomach. He could feel 

the up-draft from the propellers and a shiver ran down his spine.  As the helicopter bumped to the 

ground he heard the motor slowing and Philip pulled off his mask and helmet. 

“Go have a look around, Levene.”  Sullivan ordered, switching off the lights.  “Check the 

door's locked and report back.” 

“Yes Sir.”  Said Philip as he watched the sharp blades slowing above his head. Turning in 

his seat, Philip dropped out of the aircraft and keeping his head down he ran towards the building. 

The sound of the engine had ceased and only the blades cutting through the air could be



heard as he glanced over at the sheer drop into the ocean at the end of the concrete platform the base 

had been built on. He could smell the methane and his stomach churned. 

The cold concrete wall was chipped in places and he could make out small dots near the roof 

which he assumed to be bird droppings.  Making his way along the wall the sound of the propellers 

came to a gentle stop and the silence surrounded him.  It was dark and cold and Philips eyes had not 

adjusted to allow the moonlight to be any use.  He wanted to stop and wait for his eyes to adjust be 

he knew he could not, so keeping his right hand on the wall, he followed it around. 

After a moment he felt the wall dip inwards and then the cold steel of the door frame ran 

under his hand.  Glancing back he saw the outline of the helicopter and then a light sparked in the 

cockpit and then he saw the small red dot glowing. 

“Lucky bastard.”  Said Philip. 
 

Feeling for the door his eyes were adjusting now and he saw the grey rim of steel that was 

the re-enforced door frame but as he looked, all he saw was black where the door should have been. 

Being careful not to fall, he lifted his leg and stepped over the rim and then planted his foot 

on the floor inside the old base, something he assumed had not been done since its closure. Turning 

right he felt along the wall for a switch. The smooth wall slid under his fingers and as he moved 

further inward he realised that there was going to be no light switch. 

“Great.”  Scoffed Philip.  “This is all I need.”  Feeling around the back of his belt he pulled 

the small micro torch from its place and switched it on. A small dot of light hit the dusty wall in 

front of him. Turning the neck of the torch the circle of light grew and soon he saw a table pushed 

into the corner where the corridor turned.  Philip breathed in and out slowly as he felt a tingle of 

fear rising in his gut. Walking along the corridor, he moved slowly and reached down for his pistol 

and pulled it from its holster. 

As he walked down the corridor he passed office doors that were closed, signs written in 

numerical coed led this way and that and there was only two of the coeds he understood.  One was 

for the command centre and the other was for the sleeping quarters. 

Philip could feel his heart beat quickening and taste a something foul in his mouth. 

Following the signs for the command centre, Philip was surprised to come to a flight of stairs that 

led down and not up.  Descending the stairs he swung the torch light around the stairwell.  He could 

not see or hear any sign that there was another person in the building but he did noticed the dark 

spots that dotted the walls. 

As he reached the bottom of the stairs he heard something, a low thumping sound like 

something soft landing on a hard floor.  Swinging the flash light around there was nothing in the 

stairwell but he gripped his pistol tighter in his hand as his pulse raced through his body. 

Walking through a set of double doors he found himself in another corridor.  In front of him



was another set of signs. This time he could read three of them. The command centre was to the 

left, the sleeping quarter to the right and the other sign pointed to the door next to it and read, stores. 

Feeling his stomach shiver he could feel his throat becoming dry.  Stepping forward he 

pushed open the door to the stores, the smell of aircraft fuel hung in the air, thick and chocking. the 

room was dark but as he swung the light all around he saw hundreds of black metal barrels. All of 

them stamped with the 'explosive' symbol. Each one was  covered in dust and the floor looked grey 

with the thick layer but as he looked down he saw small shield marks off all sizes in the dust. 

Crouching down, Philip inspected one of the marks that was near the door. 

“It looks like a lizard's foot print.”  Said Philip.  He heard another thump from somewhere in 

the darkness along the corridor and he stood up. The flash light waved down both ends of the 

corridor but he could not see anything. 

The sound was so muffled he wasn't sure he had heard it but as he walked back to the stairs 

he heard it again, a gun shot. “Shit, Sullivan.”  Philip said as he ran up the concrete stairs. 

Another shot rang out as he ran down the corridor. When he turned the final corner he froze. 

The light from his torch illuminated the body he had not seen on his way in.  Her skin was white 

and shrivelling.  Her eyes had gone and he saw entrails hanging from between her legs. 

He felt his stomach somersault as he made his way past her and out of the building.  His 

torch lit something else, it was white and laying on the concrete about six meters from the doorway. 

Raising his torch he noticed the body laying naked on the floor and it looked like it was cupping it's 

groin. 

 

Turning around, his flash light lit the helicopter. The green and black creatures that were 

swarming over it sent shivers running down his spine. The Philip heard the scream and the light 

found Sullivan, his face half torn away and most of his jumpsuit gone.  Gaping holes riddled his 

torso and blood ran thickly down his body.  Philip watched in horror as one of the large creatures 

flicked out it's tongue and the long pink appendage slid through a wound in Sullivan's stomach. 

Sullivan screamed as Philip watched the tongue pull away with a large piece of intestine 

attached to it. The commanding officer raised his left arm, the other one lay lip and almost skeletal 

by his side.  Philip raised his pistol and fired as another tongue intruded Sullivan's body. 

Philip could feel his heart thundering in his chest, the sweat ran down his face and the smell 

clawed at the back of his throat.  He could hear sounds of soft landing behind him on the concrete 

as a tear ran down his cheek.  His eyes were stinging and as the green and black frogs turned to face 

him he turned to see a multitude of large green frogs with black scratch markings on their backs just 

sat motionless in front of him, their mouths wide showing the pink skin inside. Their yellow eyes, 

malevolent and cold, glinted in the light that sweat across them. 

“This can't be real.”  Said Philip as he looked at one frog that just stood watching him. The



body was smooth, pulsating and massive, it's mouth wide and the two teeth stood up like sharp 

stakes from the centre of its lower jaw.  'They have teeth? Since when do frogs have  fucking teeth?' 

Philip's mind screamed. 

His breathing was laboured and his lungs were starting to sting.  He could smell the 

ammonia in the air and knew he had to get away. Turning from the horde of oversized amphibians 

he ran, firing off shots at the creatures as he went.  He felt the sticking sponges slapping his body, 

he could hear his clothes tearing and then he felt his skin being ripped from his leg and then another 

piece of skin torn from his buttock.  Pain coursed up his body and Philip cried out in frustrated 

terror.  Firing wildly, Philip ran past the helicopter, he could feel his throat burning and his vision 

was blurring. 

An explosion near the helicopter made him stumble to his left.  He felt the hard lump hit his 

back but kept running.  He could hear them hopping towards him, their large feet slapping hard on 

the solid floor and then one hit his shoulder as it fell.  Glancing back he watched one launch its self 

off and land on a blade, its heavy bulk bending the metal. A tongue stuck to his stomach and Philip 

screamed when the skin torn away, blood ran down over his trousers but he kept running, his legs 

burning with pain.  Firing at a frog that leapt over him and landed near the edge of the platform he 

almost fell over when the frog exploded with a loud pop and a burst of flame. 

As several tongues lashed out at him, searing pain shook his body, the sticky slaps striking 

drown from his head to his calf, he jumped towards the sea and off the platform.



Chapter Twenty-Two: Wed 7th Oct – 9:45 pm. 
 

The early October night was cool and the breeze blowing in off the sea tossed Tara's hair as 

Joshua led her from the Hardigan cinema and over to his car. Above them the stars looked like 

quicksilver carelessly thrown onto black velvet and the cold round moon seemed to sail along on a 

passing cloud. 

As they got into the car they were both still laughing. They had come on the night when the 

cinema had chosen to show either Aladdin or Cinderella.  Joshua had felt a little awkward when he 

had discovered he would have to shout out for his favourite and but the auditorium had been full of 

adults and when the manager, one Mr Bryant, a small balding man with thick rimmed glasses, had 

shouted back. 

“I can't hear you.”  In a pantomime fission, all pretence of being adults had left the patrons 

had they had cried out for their films with child like fervour and tenacity. 

Aladdin had won out right, with all of the men and at least three quarters of the women 

calling for it and as the reel turned, Joshua put his arm around Tara's shoulders. 

When the Gene appeared the audience once again reverted to children with an audible 'Woo' 

sounding around the room which made Joshua laugh.  It had been a long time since he had just 

relaxed and enjoyed himself. 

Joshua had pulled Tara closer when Jafar had turned into a gene and one woman squeaked in 

the front row, which caused laughter to ripple around the room.   He had felt her hand rest on his 

inner thigh as she leaned into him and his heart had started to beat out a quick rhythm, which would 

not have been too bad, if it had not been joined by a stiffening in his trousers. 

When the film had ended, Tara had slid her hand into his and walked with him out of the 

auditorium and passed the closed concessions stand where they had bought drinks and popcorn 

earlier. 
 

“It's been a long time since I had such a cheap night at the pictures.”  Joshua said.  “I am 

surprised Disney are letting them show those films.” 

“It's cheap because Jacob isn't showing them for profit, he's just showing them.” Tara 

explained as the car moved off. 

“But it must have cost him a bomb, the rights to show those film I mean.” 
 

“It'll have cost him nothing.”  Said Tara.  “They'll all be the original reels from when the 

films were on the first time.” 

“You know, I'm sure that breaks some law.”  Joshua said raising his eyebrow. 
 

“He paid for them, he can show them.”  Said Tara.  “Now, do you want to go and pick up 
 

Lonny?” 
 

“Why?” Asked Joshua as they passed the police station.



“Well...” Tara looked around at street moving past and then turned to face Joshua.  “We're 

going the wrong way.” 

Joshua did not answer, he just smiled as the town ran out and dark fields took the place of 

houses and thick hedges sprang up along the roadside. He did not want the night to end.  'Not yet.' 

he thought.  'I'm having too much fun.'  He knew Perry was all right, his phone had not vibrated all 

night.  “I thought we could go and have a look at the old lighthouse out on... Err, Maidens point?” 

“Maidens Point!” Tara looked shocked.  “You want to take me to Maidens point, so Lonny 

was right about why you cleaned the car out.” 

“What?” Asked Joshua, he was confused.  'Thought it was a romantic idea, going up to see 

the lighthouse.' 

“My Gran used to say 'the only reason young girls go to Maidens bay is because of the evil 

in their hearts.'”  Her impersonation of an old woman was rather good but it hadn't answered 

Joshua's question. 

“I don't understand.” Admitted Joshua, still keeping a steady speed towards the black 

silhouette of the lighthouse that was getting closer on the tip of Maidens point. 

“You are sweet when you're being naïve.”  She smiled and stroked his cheek with the back 

of a finger.  “Maidens point is the islands version of make-out point.”  She explained.  “But 

Maidens bay is where the real action happens, so I've heard.” 

“Well, if you think people will talk I can turn around.”  He suggested, although he did not 

take his foot of the accelerator 

Tara glanced out at the black fields as if looking for people.  “Oh, who cares.  I've never 

seen the lighthouse at night, and to listen to the ocean would be nice.”  Said Tara as she squeezed 

his thigh.  “I'm sure Lonny and Perry will be okay 'till be get back.” 

“Yeah,” Agreed Joshua, a warm feeling spreading out from his stomach.  “I'm sure they will
 

be. 
 

 
 
 
 
Joshua pulled the car to a stop as the dirt track ran out and became a gravel path that led on

 

up to the lighthouse.   Climbing out of the car he walked around to Tara and held her hand as she 

got out and then closed the door behind her. 

“Such a gentleman.”  She cooed before dropping her voice to a deep whisper.  “What you 

after?”  She asked before laughing. 

“Nothing, just...  I give up.”  Said Joshua as he took her hand and walked beside he along the 

gravel path towards the black and white lighthouse.  It's beam of bright light swung around to alert 

ships of the danger down in the bay.  He could hear the sea beating against the rock wall below and 

the cool wind sent a shiver down his spine. 

He saw Tara in the moonlight.  Her dark hair black in the nights darkness but her skin was



pale and milky white.  He wondered if mermaids looked like this at night.  'I'd run aground for her.' 
 

He thought and then.  'I'm so whipped.' 
 

“I've been meaning to ask,”  Said Tara as they walked around the large base of the 

lighthouse.  “What brought you to the island?  I mean, you moved from the other end of the country 

down to here.  Moving from north to south is far enough but why onto a small island where the 

most exciting thing that happens is a bar fight?” 
 

Joshua saw her pale eyes looking at him, her lips curled in a smile and her hair waving out 

behind her in the wind.  He could smell the salt in the air coming off the sea and above that, her 

sweet perfume.  'I can't smell the marsh.'  He thought. 

“I wanted to get away from 'Boro. It wasn't a good place for me, or Perry.”  Said Joshua as 

he looked around at the rolling waves.   “I heard about the post on the island and thought it was as 

good a place as any to make a new start.” 

“A new start?  For you or Perry?”  She asked. 
 

“Both of us really.” Answered Joshua.  He could feel her warm hand in his and squeezed. 

“After mum and dad died, everything went to hell.” 

“Your parents are dead?”  She sounded shocked and a little embarrassed.  “I'm sorry, I didn't
 

know.” 
 

 
 
 
 
“Why would you, I never told you.”  Said Joshua smiling at her in the hope that it would

 

ease any feeling of stupidity that she may be sensing. 
 

“Is that why you moved here? To get away from the memory?” Asked Tara, laying her free 

hand on his arm. 

“Well, kind of.”  He explained.  “Their deaths hit Perry the hardest, he really ran off the 

rails, I just hid in my work.  It's why I made D.S. So quickly.  I should have been looking after him 

better but I was having problems looking after myself.”  Joshua sighed.  “It was the day Perry was 

brought home by a couple of PC's I knew that it hit me, it wasn't working.  I couldn't keep hiding in 

my work and letting him run around like an orphaned lunatic, so I decided to move. I stopped 

drinking, this job came up, I explained it to Perry and we moved.” 

Joshua turned away from the ocean, the memories still looked fresh in his mind but the pain 

that usually accompanied them had dulled to an ache, he looked into Tara's eyes.  He saw she was 

searching for the words to say and even with the visions of his parents laid out on a slab, a bin full 

of empty whiskey bottles and his brother stood between two police constables, Joshua could still 

think how beautiful she was.  “Not exactly a date conversation, is it?” Asked Joshua, smiling at her. 

“I'm sorry.”  Said Tara.  “I shouldn't have asked.” 

“It's fine, I would have told you at some point, why not now.” Turning he led Tara towards 

the edge of the cliff.  “I always wanted to live somewhere like this, somewhere quite, peaceful.”  He



stood at the cliff edge and listened to the waves crashing against the rocks below.  Putting his arm 

around her shoulders, he felt Tara slide her arm under the jacket and around his back and put her 

other arm over his chest with her hand under his jacket. 

“You cold?” Asked Joshua. 

“A little.”  Said Tara. 

Taking his jacket off he swung it over Tara's head and down onto her shoulders.  Her eyes 

were glistening in the moonlight and as he closed the jacket around her, his hands holding the collar, 

he pulled her close to him and as the powerful bean of light swept over head, he kissed her.



Chapter Twenty-Three: Thur 8th Oct – 12: 30 pm. 
 

Walking up the main street, Simon nodded to the landlord of The Old Keep, the thirty-six 

year old man looked older than his years.  His short black hair brushed back and his shirt seemed to 

making a very poor attempt at hiding the broad muscular build the man had gained through years of 

working on the fishing boats before taking over from his dying father as the landlord of the family 

public house. 

“Morning Merryn.”  Said Simon. 
 

“Morning Sir.”  Nodded Merryn as he walked on. 
 

The fresh salt air felt invigorating and Simon plodded on.  Looking around he saw the usual 

islanders going about their business, older one's sitting in the warmth of the October day and 

chattering about how different life was now compared to how it was when they were growing up. 

He could hear the gulls squawking over head and the shouts of the fish market drifting up from the 

harbour. 

Simon glanced at his watch and considered dropping in on the heath spa and if Tyack was 

ready for something to eat, Simon knew he was himself, he would suggest they maybe wander 

down to the Raven's Nest for lunch. 'Haven't surprised him at work in a while.'  He thought.  'Might 
 

be fun.' 
 

As he walked on past the bakers he noticed a poster in the window.  It was a missing persons 

pamphlet that had been printed on a home computer of a young girl, Mysha Chesterton.  He had 

seen the news bulletin on the notice board in the station and the one with the the young man. 

Alexander Padbury, they had both gone disappeared on Sunday night. A lot of people had already 

come to the conclusion that the young lovers must have run away together.  Simon wasn't so sure 

though.   Swatting away a cloud of flies with his foot that had ganged around a dropped piece of 

cake, Simon walked on.  'Wish people would clean up after themselves.' 

“No you can't keep it!”  Said the familiar voice. 
 

Simon looked up to see his next door neighbour, Julie walking along holding her daughters 

hand.  Her long strawberry blonde hair was tied back in a ponytail and her paint stained jeans 

looked more fashionable than she realised, he assumed. The young girl beside her was carrying a 

glass jar with something small and green inside it. 

“Miss Thorp said I could keep him.”  Rose argued.  “She said he would make a great pet.” 

“I don't care what Miss Thorp told you,”  Said Julie.  “You are not keeping that slimy little 

thing in my house.” 
 

“It's not slime, it's mucus.  Miss Thorp said so.”  Said Rose. 
 

As the pair grew nearer, Simon saw what they were arguing about. At the bottom of the jar 

of water that Rose had suspend by a line of string, there sat a small green frog, it's round yellow



eyes staring out at the passing street with little attention. 
 

“I don't give a damn what Miss bloody Thorp said,”  Julie huffed.  “That is a slimy, ugly, 

repulsive reptile.” 

“It's not a reptile, it's an am-phi-bi-an.”  Said Rose with a smile.  “Miss Throp told us.” 

Simon saw Julie's face turning a deep shade of red at yet another mention of the teachers 

name but he couldn't help but smile as he watched the eight year old getting the better of a thirty 

year old. 

“You are not keeping it!”  Said Julie. 
 

“Mr Michaels, Mr Michaels!”  Cried Rose as she looked up at him. 

“Constable.”  Said Julie looking up. 

“Mrs Sanders.  Rose.”  Simon said, nodding to each of the women and he noticed a glint 

appear the mothers eye.  He had a feeling he knew what was coming as Julie leaned over to her 

daughter. 

“Ask the constable, he'll tell you.”  Said Julie.  “Frogs are not pets.” 
 

Simon sighed. 'The only time she wants to know me is to tell her daughter she can't have a 

pet, what a piece of work.'   He thought.  'I should tell Rose there's no reason she can't have the 

frog, I should but I won't.' 

“I'm sorry Rose but your mother's right.”  Said Simon watching the little one's face sag. 

“Frog's are not pets, they're wild animals.”  He felt sick, it really grated on him to tell a small child 

'no'.  “But,”  He continued, seeing the worried look on Julie's face.  “If you leave him behind my 

bin, I'll put him in my pond and then you can see him whenever you want.”  'Thank God for 

mediation training.'  Thought Simon watching Rose's face light up again and the nod from Julie. 

“Thank you Mr Michaels.”  Rose squealed.  “Thank you.” 

As the pair walked past him, Julie whispered to him. 

“Thank you.”  She said. 

Simon nodded in reply and then, as the women turned up the side street towards their road, 

he turned and continued on his way home. 

He never gave it a second thought when he got home that night and, looking behind the large 

green dustbin, found no sign of the glass jar, or the frog.



Chapter Twenty-Four: Thur 8th Oct – 2:15 pm. 
 

The house Joshua found himself standing in front of would have never struck him as the 

home of man like Mr Kipps. The thatched roof, powder blue painted window frames, cobble stone 

path and immaculate wild flower garden that even had a real wishing well  looked more like the 

home of an elderly lady or couple in their retirement.  'Doesn't look like the house a porn king to 

me.'  Joshua thought as he walked up the black cobble path and through an arched trellis that had 

been hung with a sign.  'Winterstone Cottage' was carved into the wood in a filigree font with ivy 

vines painted delicately around the boarder. 

Turning to look back the car, Joshua saw Gizmo sitting up in the passenger seat, looking a 

little annoyed about being left in the car.  Knocking on the door he heard a shocked gasp from the 

open window of the front room.  There was a moaning sound and then someone was clattering 

around on a wooden floor. 

“Where are they?”  Said a woman's voice.  “Law, where the fuck are my knickers?” 

“On the fire, tasty.”  Said a deep male voice. 

“Oh, great.”  Said Tasty.  “They were fifteen pounds a pair those, real silk with little 

diamonds.” 

Joshua listened as foot steps walked across the wooden floor and out of the room.  He saw 

shadows on the small glass panels the arched at the top of the door and then the door was pulled 

open. 
 

“Hello, Miss Reeves.”  Said Joshua. 
 

He watched the young woman's face drop as she looked into the face of the man she had met 

last week and as the full realisation dawned on the half naked woman she stammered. 

“D..D..D..”  Said Sybil. 
 

“Detective Sargent and I think I'll be calling on you later, Miss Reeves.”  Said Joshua as he 

stepped aside to allow the woman who was only wearing a leather mini skirt and lace bra.  Her face 

was red and as he watched her walk away he felt like telling her to put some clothes on but decide 

to leave her to it. Turning to the open door he pulled out his badge. The man who was stood naked 

in the door was about five foot ten with a good eight inches standing erect.  His tanned body was 

defined but not overly muscular.  “I'm Detective Sargent Penulf, I take it you're Mr Laurence 

Kipps?” 

“Yeah, how can I help?”  Said Mr Kipps, stepping aside and motioning for Joshua to walk
 

in. 
 

 
 
 
 
The house smelt clean and Joshua noticed that there were no pictures hung on the white

 

washed stone walls in the hallway. Turning as he heard the door close he looked into the man's 

hazel eyes.   “Mr Kipps...”  Joshua stared.



“Call me Law, every one does, in here.”  Said Kipps, walking into the front room. 
 

“Mr Kipps,”  Joshua continued as he watched the Kipps' tanned buttocks tense and relax as 

he walked. The small face of a devil tattooed on Kipps' lower back smiled  “Do you know a man by 

the name of Thomas Dickson?”  The front room was the same white was as the hall and again, no 

pictures. Along one wall was a red leather sofa that was still indented. The fireplace looked 

original to the house and bookshelves had been built into the alcoves on either side of the chimney 

breast.  Each shelf had DVD's from end to end. 

“Slong Tom,”  Said Kipps.  “Yeah, I hear he's dead, shame, he was really good at the cum 

scenes, not many can cum buckets.” 

“Mr Kipps, you do know it is against the law to produce a pornographic film in the united 

kingdom for any other use than personal private use?”  Said Joshua, trying not to look at the man's 

softening shaft. 

“They are used for personal private use, the personal private use in the homes of the people 

who watch them.  If you know what I mean.”  Said Kipps.   “Look, buddy. There not hurting 

anyone and I don't use anyone who isn't eighteen or over, so what's your problem?” 

Joshua did not really have a problem with Mr Kipps, he knew the argument made sense. 
 

'What business is it of mine if people want to get screwed on camera for someone else to walk over.' 

And he knew he could not take the high morality road as he had watched more than a few women 

being penetrated in every orifice for his pleasure.  “When was the last time you saw Mr Dickson?” 

Asked Joshua. 

“The last thing he was in was 'rent a hole' and that was about two months ago.”  Said Kipps 

as he leaned back against the fire place, his arms reaching out end to end.  “I've seen him a couple 

of times in the street since but not spoken to him, if that's what you're asking.” 

“This, 'rent a hole',” The images were already flooding through his mind.  “Were there any 

problems with the filming, friction between the other actors...” 

“There was a lot of friction between the actors.”  Said Kipps laughing.  “But nothing that 

wasn't all in the cause.  Look, let me help you out here.  Slong got on well with all the other actors, 

maybe had a bit of thing with Alex but that wasn't really major just...” 

“Alex? Who was she?” Asked Joshua, quickly making notes. 

“He.”  Corrected Kipps.  “Alexander Padbury, lives up on Keeps Watch. They started 

fucking after 'Sands of Glory', and no, their girlfriends didn't know.  Like I said, nothing heavy just 

met up a few times, came 'round here and banged each other's brains out.  Got some sweet shots 

too.” 

 

Joshua was not sure if he wanted to arrest Kipps or just kick the man in his very exposed 

groin.  He did not seem to care at all that one of the men he was talking about was dead and that the



murder could be connected to the films.  “Mr Kipps, can you think of anyone who may have wanted 

to kill Mr Dickson?” 

“Hell no.” Answered Kipps.  “I just said, everyone loved him, he was a fucking stallion.” 

“What about his girlfriend, I don't think she would have been too pleased to find out her 

boyfriend was doing these films.”  Said Joshua, he was finding it increasingly hard not to glance 

down at the flaccid penis that Kipps was now waving gently from side to side as his body switched 

into auto pilot and started swaying to keep the blood flowing correctly. 

“Sally.  Christ man, of course she didn't know.  Okay, she may have put me onto how 

awesome Tommy was in the dick department but she had no idea what he was doing.”  Said Kipps. 

“Sally's a major prude when it comes to watching sex, she can't do it.” 

“But enough of the island must know he's in these films, one of them could have told her.” 

Said Joshua. 

“She wouldn't believe them, her Tommy was whiter than cum.  He could have shot in her 

face and she would still think he was a fucking angel.”  Kipps snorted.  “She is one blind bitch.” 

“I'll have to confiscate all your DVD collection...” 
 

“Don't bother, I have copies, I'll just give you one of each.”  Said Kipps as he walked out of 

the room. 

Joshua was glad that the man had finally left.  He had never thought a naked man would 

make him uncomfortable.  He had always prided himself on being open minded but having a guy 

waving his penis about the room had made him feel a little insecure.  'Not that I've got fuck all to be 

insecure about.'   He thought. 

Joshua heard a door being banged closed and moments later, Mr Kipps walked back into the 

room carrying two piles of DVD's which he placed down on the sofa. 

“You want a bag for these?” Asked Kipps. 
 

Joshua nodded, he didn't like the idea of walking to his car with a stack of pornographic 

DVD's on display.  He then realised that even in their bags, people living around would still know 

what they were.  'I'm gonna look like a right pervert.'  He thought as Kipps walked back into the 

room with a plastic carrier bag.  “I'll need the names and address of anyone who worked on your 

films.”  Said Joshua, looking around the room as Mr Kipps bent over and filled the bag with the 

DVD's. 

“Are you yanking me?” Asked Kipps. 
 

“We may need to speak to them, a copy of your employee records will do fine.”  He said. 

“Employee records, where the fuck do you think is? The tax office.  I ask to see ID to prove 

there old enough and then that's it.”  Scoffed Mr Kipps.  “I know who they are, Christ I grew up 

with most of them but like shit are you going around asking them questions.”



“Mr Kipps, if you don't give me the information...”  Joshua started but Mr Kipps cut him off. 

“Look, Penulf.”  Mr Kipps said, standing and rounding on Joshua.  “I'm not giving you their 

names, not even if you take me into the station so drop it.” Then Mr Kipps smiled.  “If you watch 

these you probably recognise a few faces so you won't need me.”  Mr Kipps handed Joshua the bag, 

his still smiling face was oddly charming. 

“If there's anything else you can think of, here's my card.”  Said Joshua, taking a card from 

his back pocket.  He noticed Mr Kipps glanced down at his crotch as the material pulled tight.  “If it 

is something to do with your films, it would be in your best interest to co-operate.” 

“Well, if I think of anything... Joshua.”  Said Mr Kipps, reading off the card. “Hey, if you 

ever fancy a bit of fun, I pay five hundered a shoot, no pun intended.” 

“I don't think so.”  Said Joshua, making his way towards the front door. 
 

“Hey, if you're as big as you look down there, I'll pay you a grand to watch you get jacked 

off.”  Said Mr Kipps as Joshua opened the door. 

“Good bye, Mr Kipps.”  Said Joshua walking out into the bright sunlight.  “I'll be in touch if 
 

I need anything further.” 
 

“Don't watch them all at once, you might strain your wrist.”  Mr Kipps called after him. 

Joshua sat in his car.  Gizmo had moved to the back seats after giving Joshua a lick on the 

face as a greeting. The bag of DVD's were on the passenger seat, there had been something Mr 

Kipps had said that had sparked a memory but it was vague and cloudy like coffee when you had 

just poured in the milk and then it was gone.   Looking across at the bag he had to decide what to 

do.  'If I give them out at the station, god only knows who might see someone they shouldn't.'  He 

thought.  'I already know Lonny's been in one so that's not gonna surprise me and I know neither 

Perry or Tara are in them so, fuck it, I'll watch them.' As he drove the car along the road towards 

home he pulled his tie lose and wondered if he could get Perry to stay at the pub tonight while he 

made a start on the films.  'I'll come up with something.'   He thought as he turned the car towards 

the main road.



Chapter Twenty-Five: Fri 9th Oct – 10:15 am 
 

The sun was just climbing into the sky when Jarred started ambling down the path that led to 

the long stretch of beach along the south coast of the island.  He could smell the methane as always 

and as the wind blew in from the Atlantic, he could smell the rotten egg sulphur and pungent garlic 

phosphorus. The combination of the smells was truly sickening.  'Damn worse than the marshes, 

that'll turn you green.'  He thought. 

The rocky track that led down to the beach was well trod and had worn through the soil to 

the bedrock below. As Jarred glanced around he saw the tall edifice of the southern lighthouse or 

the break heart lighthouse as the local fishermen called it. 

“I'll be glad to get back out there.”  Said Jarred as he looked out at the rolling ocean. 

Jarred hated being land locked. He loved the ocean and the feel of the waves rocking the 

boat.   He had once compared it to “making love to a good woman.  She'll blow you all day, make 

you sick at times but always rock you to sleep”. 

Glancing back the rising hills that separated the marshes from the farm land, he saw the old 

keep tower, it's lighter stone shining in the morning sunlight.  Jarred smiled as he remembered the 

many hours he had spend up at the old keep with friends over the years. 

He had loved to play 'Roman Invaders' with this friends.  One of them being the local Celts 

and the others would be the Romans invading, it kept them all fit, running up and down the hill side. 

Then as they had all gotten older, it had become just a place to hang out, a sort of unofficial club 

house.  It was one of two places, after the harbour, the island children would congregate, the other 

being the old military base, but Jarred had never been keen on the grey concrete building, he always 

thought it felt creepy. 

Of course, when he hit puberty, the old keep took on another use.  He had taken his first few 

girlfriends up to the old keep.  He remember the last woman he took up to the keep, it was Susette 

Marshall, she was the head girl at Elbridge, a real holy than though kind of girl, butter wouldn't melt 

kind of appearance.  'But shit, she was a dirty cow.'   Jarred through.  'The stuff she like to do was 

unreal.'  And to his memory, very pleasurable.  It had been Susette that had made him the way he 

was.  'It's her fault Katherine left me.'  He thought. 

Katherine Hopper had been the daughter of his first boss, over twenty years ago now when 

he had started working on the harbour.  She'd been the harbour hottie, in her low cut tops and short 

skirts.  He didn't know many men who hadn't looked up to watch her walk past.  Her long black hair 

changed from permed to straight every few days and her 'less is more' approached to make-up was a 

refreshing change from the girls at Elbridge who wore the stuff like a mask. 

They had started dating when he had been taken on as a deckhand on one of the father's 

boats.  Jarred remembered their trip to the mainland and their weekend in London.  'That was



expensive.'  He thought.  'didn't like it either.  Too crowded.' 
 

He had tried to keep his rather obscure tastes a secret from her but she had got wise to how 

he was just going through the motions, so one night, had told him to do it the way he liked.  She 

hadn't minded being tied to then bed, or even tying him to the bed and fro a while, that became the 

staple of their sex lives but then he got too comfortable and took it too far, too quick.  Maybe it 

wasn't the the vibrator that had caused the fuss but the answer he had give her. 

“No, it's for me.” 
 

He had never seen anyone run as fast as she did that night. After that, he had taken to 

staying out at sea for as long as he could, even signed on to a few Arctic runs. The less time he 

spent on the island, the less he thought people would stare at him or whisper things behind his back. 

Now, after slipping on wet deck plate and falling into the ships hold, he was left land locked until 

his leg and arm healed.  'Five fractures,'  He thought.  'Thank God there was no breaks.' 
 

The sand along the beach was a light yellow and the few rocks that rose up through it looked 

to him like jagged islands along the sea of sand.  He saw the monsters teeth, a line of sharp rocks 

that led out in an arch from the far end of the beach, the cold blue water was smashing them sending 

white foam up and over like saliva. 

It was then Jarred noticed them, someone was clinging to one of the monsters teeth.  Jarred 

was still a way up the beach but he was sure it was a person clinging to the jagged mound as the 

harsh Atlantic waters battered against it. 

“Holy Jesus.”  Said Jarred as he stared to run for the rocks. 
 

The sand was damp from the recently receded tide which made his going easier. The sand 

underfoot just compacting and hardening. As he drew closer he saw the pale hands holding onto the 

rock, the tattered grey shirt flapping in waves. 

Pulling off his jacket and kicking off his shoes, Jarred ran into the swell. The cold water bit 

at his skin and made him shiver inwardly.  Cursing himself for staying away or so long, he knew if 

he'd have not let himself acclimatise to the island heat the water would not feel as cold as it did. 

Ducking under a wave that was powering straight for him, Jarred pushed himself on.  He 

could feel the current pulling towards the rocks. Although it was making his outward trip easier and 

quicker, he knew the current would hamper his rescue effort. 

As he surfaced near the rock, he saw it was a young man that had clung to the jagged tooth. 

His short brown hair was cut military fashion and Jarred noted the rank insignia on the man's 

epaulettes. The grey shirt had been almost torn off the body and Jarred saw what looked like 

abrasions all over the young man's back. 

Pulling at the large pale hands, Jarred received only a grunt to indicate that the man was still 

alive.  Rapping his arms around the man's chest, the head on his shoulder, Jarred pushed off the rock



and swam as hard as he could.  His leg, still not completely healed, stung as he kicked against the 

current.  He could feel the young soldier’s faint heartbeat thought his palm and as he pushed on, he 

willed the man to stay alive. 

Standing up in the shallow water, Jarred hauled the young brown haired man onto the sand 

and away from the lapping waves. The shirt hung open, the trousers were almost torn away 

completely at the back and bottoms.  Resting his ear on the man's defined chest, Jarred felt a wave 

of relief when he still heard a heartbeat and looking up to the pale wrinkled face, he watched as the 

pale hazel eyes opened. 

The young man was trying to speak, he was trying to move and Jarred noticed how he was 

glancing frantically around in fear. 

“Shh, don't try and speak.”  Said Jarred.  “I'm going to run up to heart break and get help.” 

The hand gripped his shirt hem, it was weak and feeble but he saw the anguish in the pale 

hazel eyes. 
 

“They killed him,” The man coughed.  “They killed him.” 

“Who killed him?” Asked Jarred.  “I have to get help.” 

“They killed him, they attacked me.” 

“Who did? You have to lay still, relax, I'll be back in a minute.”  Jarred said as he made to 

stand up but then the man pulled him closer and gripped his shirt collar. The fear that was burning 

in the young man's eyes was frighting and Jarred felt like pushing him down but then he spoke. 

“The frogs.”



Chapter Twenty-Six: Sat 10th Oct – 6 pm. 
 

Joshua walked into the kitchen with the plates and slid them into the sink.  Glancing around 

he noticed Gizmo, laying in his bed with the fresh bone that Perry had bought him from the 

butchers yesterday. The house smelt of stir fry and glancing down, he noticed a dribble of light 

brown down the front of his shirt. 

“Bollocks.”  Said Joshua trying to wipe away the Worcestershire Sauce satin but only 

managing to make the stain bigger.  Glancing up he wondered if he could make it up stairs, change 

his shirt and back down before Tara had finished in the bathroom.  'Women take ages.'  He thought 

and then headed through the living room to the stairs. The soft padding of feet made him glanced 

down to see Gizmo walking beside him. 

It had been a fun night, dropping off Perry at The March Eyes to spend the evening playing 

games with Lonny, he had collected Tara and walked her back, with Gizmo acting as chaperone, for 

a “Chinese style fry up”, well that's he'd said it was. 

Just before serving the meal, he had lit the couple of candles on the table and taken Tara to 

her chair.  He had not acted like a gentleman before.  Never pulled out a chair for a girlfriend or 

opened the car door for one, they would have probably thought he was weird but Tara was different, 

she enjoyed being treated like a lady. 

The conversation over dinner was light hearted, neither of them wanting to make the same 

mistake as their last date. They had told stories of funny situations they had been in and recounted 

embarrassing tales from their miss spent youth's and when Joshua had gotten up to take out the 

plates and see to desert, she had excused herself and vanished upstairs to use the toilet. 

Joshua walked up the stairs as he unbuttoned his shirt, turning at the top of the landing he 

glanced back to see Gizmo sitting at the bottom, his head cocked as if asking why Joshua was 

changing. 

Walking into his bedroom he dropped his dirty shirt onto the bed and pulled a clean one 

from the wardrobe.  Kicking a pair of boxer shorts under the dressing table and out of sight, he 

walked back onto the landing and headed for the stairs. 

He was just slipping his shirt on when the cistern flushed and the bathroom door opened. 

Tara looked shocked for a moment and then she saw the smile creeping across her face as she took 

in the sight of his uncovered torso. 

“Dinner and a show, nice.”  Said Tara with a smile. 
 

Joshua laughed and motioned for her to go down first. As he followed he watched her long 

hair sway and he could smell the roses and jasmine of her perfume.   Her thin white skirt fluttered 

about her smooth calves and her sandals made a quite clipping sound on the wooden stairs. 

Walking into the living room he finished buttoning up his shirt and as Tara walked into the



dining room, he walked into kitchen and took the two home made trifles in cut glass bowls from the 

fridge.  It was the one of the things his mother had taught him to make, that he still remembered 

how to do. 
 

Sitting at the table he placed one of the trifles in front of Tara.  Sitting down he felt Gizmo 

beside his legs and glancing beside him, he saw the Golden Retriever had laid down beside him. 

“This looks nice.”  Said Tara.  “Where did you learn to make trifle?” 

“Mum taught me.” Answered Joshua. 

“Oh, sorry.” 
 

Joshua saw Tara looking a little embarrassed but he swept it aside by asking if she thought 
 

Perry would want to come home when they had finished. 
 

“Depends,”  She said. “I know what Lonny's like when he gets into his games.  Knowing 

those boys, they'd happily play till dawn.” 

“Wouldn't we all.”  Said Joshua before realising what he was saying.  He heard Tara laugh 

when he turned red and looked down into his trifle. 

“Any news on that man fished out of on Knights Landing?” Asked Tara. 
 

“Well, he's in a critical condition in St Olaf's.”  Said Joshua.  “By the way, who's Saint Olaf, 

is he someone special on the island?” 

“Oh no, nothing to do with Morass.” Tara started laughing.  “He's the patron Saint of 

difficult marriages.  Don't ask why they named the hospital after him.” 

They both laughed and Joshua liked the tinkling sound of her laughter, he was enjoying just 

sitting there with her.  Glancing at the clock he wished time would stop but it was already well past 

seven. 
 

“Do they have any idea what happened to him?” Asked Tara.  “Goliath, said he heard the 

man was babbling about frogs when Jarred pulled him out of the sea.” 

“That's what I've heard too but there's nothing official.”  Said Joshua.  “He passed out before 

he got to hospital and the doctors won't let anyone near him 'till Monday.” 

“Do they even know what he was doing in the Monsters Teeth?” Asked Tara. 
 

Joshua looked up and started laughing.  “You know, you have some bloody strange names 

for places 'round here.  Flat Point, Knights Landing, Ratkin Cove and now, Monsters Teeth and let's 

not forget the harbour that's actually called Blood Bay.”  Joshua had to laugh at the oddity of the 

names, there was no uniformity and they all sounded weird.  “Who named these places? The 

Marquis De Sade?” 

“Well, at least you know where you are.”  Said Tara starting to laugh.  “That was lovely, 

thank you.”  She said, laying her spoon in her empty glass bowl. 

“Glad you enjoyed it.”  Said Joshua, glancing up at the clock he saw it had turned to half



past eight.  'So it does fly.'  He thought.  “Would you like another glass of wine?” Asked Joshua. 

“Okay.” Tara answered, handing him her bowl as he stood. 

“Do you want to come through to the front room?” Asked Joshua as he walked through. 

“It's a bit more comfortable.” 

“All right.”  Said Tara.  “We can sit and sip wine on the sofa.” 
 

“Sounds like fun.”  Said Joshua walking back into the living room with two glasses of red 

wine.  Sitting next to Tara on the small sofa he wanted to put his arm around her.  Leaning over to 

the Ipod that was sat in it's dock ready for use, he pressed play and Journey started singing 

'Midnight Train'.  Sitting back he felt Tara's warm body against his as she laid back on his chest. 

Gizmo had taken up his position beside the sofa, and Joshua could hear him gently snoring.  Laying 

his arm over the back of the sofa, Joshua stroked Tara's arm with his finger tips as she laid her free 

hand on his thigh. 

They sat together sipping their wine while the play-list ran on.  Joshua ran his fingers 
 

through Tara's soft hair, the strands falling from his palm to lay down the back of the sofa.  He could 

feel her hand through his jeans as she stroked her fingertips up and down his inner thigh.  Her hand 

was slowly getting high with every stroke and he could feel the heat in his stomach intensifying. 

He felt her head move on his chest and looking down her saw her pale blue eyes looking up 

at him.  Leaning his head forward he felt her lips touch his.



Chapter Twenty-Seven: Sun 11th Oct – 3:15 pm. 
 

Laurence had returned from Amsterdam feeling great.  He had secured a distributor, 

arranged for delivery of the current twenty films in his catalogue to be done over a period of six 

months and then subsequent deliveries on an ad hock basis.  He had also returned home with a few 

idea for future productions. 

Having called Sybil, he had got the place ready and when she arrived set about getting her 

clothes off.  They had been in full swing, his penis throbbing inside her and his load ready to pop 

when the police had turned up. 

Laurence  understood how terrible it must be for the island to have three suspicious deaths 

and two missing teens but that wasn't his problem, so, he had rounded up a couple of old faithfuls, 

Sybil and Monny and he had set about shooting for his next film.  He did find it a problem when he 

realised Alex had gone.  Laurence used to enjoy working with the the guy. Alex was big, well 

defined and knew how to hold it in until the right moment. 

After a couple of enquires, Monny had suggested a lad called Colin Stamp. After having a 

quick chat, Laurence gave him the once over and told him to bring his passport or birth certificate 

when he came back for the filming. When Laurence had seen the birth certificate earlier that day, 

he had felt like sending Colin home, he was seventeen. 

'But he'll be eighteen in four days,'  Laurence thought.  'So by the time the film came out, no 

one would ask any questions.'  He decided. 

The camera was set up and the lights were switched on.  He had taken shots of Sybil and 

Monny walking up to the cave on the west side of the island and a shot of Colin walking in after 

them when they arrived so now he was up to the bit he enjoyed the most. 

Sybil was naked and bent over with Monny taking her from behind.  Her loud groans 

echoing around the cave walls as the five foot eleven rugby player thrust harder and harder. 

“What the fuck's that smell?” Asked Sybil. 
 

“Walkers probably use this place to take a piss.”  Grunted Monny 
 

“Just shut up and get fucked. Monny, slow down.”  Said Laurence.  “Reach over and grab 

her tits, go on, give them a nice squeeze.” 

Laurence was glad the camera was on a tripod when Monny, still thrusting, reached over and 

took Sybil's wobbling breasts in his large hands and squeezed them.  Sybil moaned and Laurence 

felt his groin stiffening.   He could taste something at the back of his throat, it was clawing a harsh. 

After a few minutes of watching Sybil drop her head and throw it back in every exaggerated 

pleasure, Laurence turned the camera around and onto Colin, who had been stood against the cave 

wall. 

 

“Colin,”  Said Laurence as the other two stopped moving.  “Stroke yourself, like you were



earlier.” 
 

With the camera trained on Colin, his body hidden inside a lose t-shirt and jogging bottoms, 

Laurence watched as the new comer rubbed in crotch until it stood erect. 

“Take your t-shirt off and get it out, play gently. Don't want you shooting too soon.” 

Laurence said as Sybil moaned and Monny groaned to keep the feel After a few moments, he 

turned the camera on the pair still locked together and as they got going again he told Sybil to look 

over at Colin and give him a 'come here' command with her fingers. When she had done this, 

Laurence turned back to Colin.  His toned body tense as he shivered with every stroke.  His light 

brown, almost blond hair was sticking to his forehead with sweat and his body glistened as he 

walked over to Sybil. 

Monny smiled at Colin as Laurence unzipped his jeans to let his hard shaft drop out. 
 

“Stand in front of Sybil.”  Said Laurence, his throat was dry and his eyes itched.  “Sybil, you 

know what to do to him.” 

Sybil pulled Colin's joggers to the ground and taking hold of the boys erection, pulled him 

closer and then slid it's length into her mouth.  Laurence was rubbing himself now as Monny 

groaned with another thrust and Colin sighed as his shaft was slid in and out of Sybils mouth. 

Focusing in, Laurence watched the pink cylinder sliding in and out of the mouth and then, panning 

up he saw the expression of pleasure on Colin's face. 

Turning to Monny, Laurence panned the camera down from the man's spiked black hair, 

over his stubble covered face and down his muscular, fury body. The muscles, developed from 

years of playing rugby, twitched and ran with sweat. 

Then Colin yelled, a painful out cry and not a sound Laurence had head any of his cast make 

before. Turning to see what the problem was, he hit the 'zoom out button' and swore. 

“I didn't do anything.”  Said Sybil.  “I.. yuck.” 
 

Laurence watched as Colin ejaculated over Sybil's face and then he saw the blood.  It was 

running down the back of Colin's legs. Again the boy cried out, this time jumping forward and 

knocking into Sybil. 

Sybil squealed as she fell and Monny yelped as his hard shaft was wrenched sideways when 
 

Sybil fell to the hard stone floor. 
 

“Stupid bitch!” Shouted Monny.  “What do you think...” Then he screamed. 
 

Laurence looked on as something long, thick and pink whipped out of the shadows and 

wrapped its self half way up Monny's nine inch shaft. When the inch thick pink ribbon whipped 

back, Laurence felt his bowls relax as he watched Monny's penis ripped away leaving only a torn 

wound pouring with blood between his legs. 

Sybil was screaming and when Laurence looked down, she had rolled onto her back,



massive sections of flesh missing from her body.  Her once beautiful body was a mess of bloody 

wounds and even her left nipple had been torn away.   Laurence coughed, his lungs were burning 

and his vision was blurring but he still heard Colin running past him and out of the cave. 

Laurence felt his stomach churn, his heart was pounding and he heard Monny cry out for 

help.  Glancing over, the board man was shaking, holding his hands over the blood flowing hole 

where his manhood and one been.  Sweat was pouring done his face and fear ran through every vein 

as another pink ribbon struck out of the darkness and ripped away three fingers on Monny's hand. 

As Laurence watched, urine and excrement running down his thighs, more and more long pink 

ribbons spat out of the cave, each one ramming through the gap in Monny's fingers and into his 

bleeding groin. As each ribbon pulled away, Monny's screams got more desperate as large chunks 

of flesh were taken with them. 

He could feel the sweat running down his body and glancing over at Sybil, her motionless 

form now stained red with blood, Laurence threw up, the foul tasting bile burning his throat. He 

heard Monny hit the floor but he too was dead.  Laurence turned away from the cave and ran. 

The cold air off the Atlantic hit him and as he looked around, his eyes were blurry and 

stinging but he could still make out the half naked figure of Colin Stamp running off towards the 

car, the back of legs now grey and red. 

Laurence could feel his heart pounding his his chest and as he tried to suck in air his lungs 

sent spasms of pain through his body.   He tried to cry out for help but only a horse scratching sound 

came out.  His vision was getting worse, the purples and greens of the marsh swam before his eyes, 

blurring with the blue of the ocean and then his foot struck something solid and he fell face first 

onto the hard ground. 
 

He could hear croaking sounds, horrible low croaking sounds filled the air and as he sat up 

something slammed his back sending him tipping forward.  His head struck the ground and pain 

throbbing through his brain.  His back ached from the impact but then another impact hit him on the 

buttock. Reaching out, Laurence tried to pull himself along the ground.  Something soft and wet hit 

the side of his face and then pain coursed thought him as his cheek ripped away. 

He tried to cry out again but nothing came out as another strike ripped away his shirt, 

exposing his skin to the lashing pink ribbons.  His body emptied of urine as blood poured down his 

sides from the wounds being made down his back.  Laurence felt the tears running from his eyes 

and then something landed on the small of his back.  He felt pressure on his buttock through the 

denim and then pain ripped through him as the fatty tissue was torn away.



Chapter Twenty-Eight: Mon 12th Oct – 9 am. 
 

Mr Fletcher walked into his office, the room with its long windows and array of implements 

for corporal punishment made him feel at home.  He looked along the row of canes above the wood 

panelling and sighed inwardly.  He knew if it was still customary to use such implements , the boys 

would remember their mistake clearer than just being forced to write a line several hundred times. 

He prided himself on having not ever given any teacher reason to strike him with the 

wooden correctional tool.  He had, however, seen many misguided young men being bent over and 

struck servilely and on occasion, his house mates would return from the Headmasters office unable 

to use a stood or seat without the aid of a plump cushion. 

The 'lines' he had forced the eight miscreants to write were simple and to the point, there for, 

not giving any way for them to misunderstand their meaning. And he did feel a slight pleasure at 

seeing many of them leave the room holding hands that had cramped and would require many hours 

of relaxation before their abilities would return. 

The pupils had been sent for only moments prior to lunch and brought to the isolation room 

below the kitchens.  Once a large cellar stocked with wine and spirits it had been refaced during the 

two world wars. Thick concrete and metal walls had been erected and a five inch thick door had 

replaced the old wooden one, it had served as a major air raid shelter for a little over the ten years. 

Some time later, in the nineteen eight-three, the walls had been pulled away and rebuilt with new 

materials and a thick lining of lead, the door was also changed for one that was lead lined and 

hermetically sealed the room when it was closed. A new kind of shelter for a new kind of war.   For 

many years after hostilities subsided the room was used for storage. 

Mr Fletcher had used it for many years as an unofficial isolation room for his own unruly 

students but only upon becoming  Headmaster was he afforded the power to make the ruling school 

wide.  Pupils who it had been deemed required removing from normal lessons, would be sent to the 

isolation room for a time.  Usually they were alone and would only spend, at the most, four hours 

inside before it was time for them to return home.  Only two had been placed inside from the 

beginning of the day and left until the end.  Mr Fletcher had received complaints about his use of 

the isolation room, one parent called it barbaric but Mr Fletcher only recycled the paper. 

The eight pupils had been sat a desks placed a distance apart to halt any interaction and each 

had written the statement:  'I shall no longer slaughter poor unfortunate amphibians.'  twenty-five 

thousand times.  It had taken them many hours and as the moon rose above the woods that walled 

off the school, Mr Fletcher looked out at the still lake and the flat laws.  He knew there would be 

complaints tomorrow, some of the more liberal parents would complain of his 'heavy handed tactics' 

but he was not bothered with the shortcomings of such people who could not understand the need 

for rule and order.



Mr Fletcher wondered if his in ability to have children that possibly contributed to his 

revulsion of stupidity among his pupils but then he realised he would not permit such stupidity in 

his own children, should he have any. 

“Youth is no excuse for ignorance.”  Said Mr Fletcher.  “And these children will not be 

ignorant.” 

During a short discussion with the eight amphibian murders he had decided to show them 

what it was they were torturing.  He had decreed that they would each dissect a frog, under his 

guidance, and learn that which they are mindlessly slaughtering. At first this news had been 

received with delight, Mr Fletcher had forgotten how pervertedly macabre young boys could be, so 

he had also deemed that the frogs would be brought to the school, living and the boys must end their 

lives, but by their own hand directly and not using a straw or other such implement. 

“It may be amusing for them to inflate these poor creatures until they burst but let us see 

how they handle looking into the animals eyes as they use their own hands to commit mindless 

murder.”  Mr Fletcher smiled.  “I shall make them wish they had never seen a frog, I shall send 

them all home in tears.”



Chapter Twenty-Nine: Mon 12th Oct – 1:30 pm. 
 

Joshua slumped in the seat of the Firebird and slammed the door which caused Gizmo to 

jump up from the back seat and yap loudly.  Joshua had been stood knocking at the door of number 

sixteen Trevithick road waiting for Miss Manders to answer when a neighbour, Mr Leeson, from 

number fourteen had come out to complain about the noise and informed Joshua that, “Sally left for 

the mainland two days ago.” This would be the second house he had found empty.  Even Miss 

Reeves had gone away, or so her landlady assumed. 

“This is just great.”  Said Joshua to Gizmo.  “A lying suspect and a possible suspect, both
 

gone.” 
 

 
 
 
 
Staring the engine, Joshua glanced along the road and pulled out.  He wasn't sure if he

 

should go back to the station or maybe drive around for an hour.  He had also gone around to the 

home of Alexander Padbury. 

The young man who had gone missing two weeks ago along with his girlfriend. The parents 

had said the usual things, great kid, loved by his friends and family.  Nothing they said gave any 

reason for him to run away.  Even his relationship was happily received, so the idea the young 

couple had eloped did not even make sense.  'Unless they just ran off for the hell of it?'  Thought 

Joshua. 

When it had become clear that Mr Padbury's parents knew nothing about his staring in Mr 

Kipps' pornographic films, Joshua decided not to tell them.  He had finally watched all the DVD's 

Mr Kipps had given him, some had awkwardly aroused him but many had not.  He had made a note 

of the looks of all those involved and had asked a local artist to draw sketches from his notes. 

Joshua knew that the film link didn't work, not really, there was three bodies, Mr Francis 

Wallace, Mr Thomas Dickson and Mr David Ranger and only one of them had been involved in Mr 

Kipps filming.  'But unless we're going to steak out the Marshes, we have to start somewhere.'  he 

decided. 

The only lead regarding Mr Wallace had been the animosity between the old Headmaster 

and a local named Mr Frank Stamp but Mr Stamp's alibi had been corroborated, he had been in 

Exeter from the fifteenth until the twenty-second and Mr Wallace had died between the eighteenth 

and twenty-first and Mr Ranger had been murdered up on the Marsh. 

'If I didn't know any better, I'd think there was nutter running around the Marsh' Thought 

Joshua as he drove on.  'A nutter who was offing people and stripping there bones bare.' After a 

moment Joshua turned the car into the police station car park.  'Well,'  He thought.  'it makes about 

as much sense as any other theory so far.' 

The theory about it being linked to Mr Kipps films was just as unlikely but at least it was 

something solid.  It did raise a question for him though. Was Logan safe?  Joshua had already



spoken to Loonny and made it clear that he should not go wandering around on the Marshes, and 

that had gone for Perry as well.  Joshua was worried about them and even if it was a crazy person, 

they were still in danger. 

Both men had promised not to go wandering around on their own and Lonny had agreed to 

let Joshua know if he thought someone was acting suspicious around him but like Joshua, Lonny 

thought the film link was wrong and..  “I've only been in one, if the killer's whacking actors, he's 

got a lot to get through before he gets to me.”  Lonny had said. Which Joshua knew was true but he 

was still a little worried, especially not being able to tell Tara about it. 

'Oh Jesus, what is wrong with me?'  Joshua wondered as he though about Tara.  'The night 

had been great and then...' After he and Tara had started kissing on the sofa, they had both made 

moves to go a little further.  Joshua defiantly wanted to.  'My cock was like a bastard barge pole.' 

he remembered but when he had ran his hands up Tara's body he had the overwhelming sensation 

that something was not right.  Not with Tara, she was beautiful and not with the meal or the 

surroundings, but there was something wrong and he just couldn't place it. 

He had felt so uncomfortable as his erection had started to sag, his stomach still burning and 

pulsing with readiness but his shaft was unwilling.   Joshua had cursed himself and had made moves 

to keep them laid together on the sofa and hoped that she would not notice his problem.  If she had, 

she had not made any mention of it and she had seemed happy just to lay there in his arms listening 

to David Bowie. 

“What the hell's wrong with me, she's stunning?”  Joshua asked as he stepped out of the car. 

“Christ, I should be ragging her brains every time we meet.” The fact Joshua had not had sex for a 

little over a year was not forgotten either.  “Hell, Gizmo, by now they've probably changed the 

damn rules.”  He said to the Golden Retriever as he closed the car door and walked up the steps of 

the station and into the door, holding it open for a moment for Gizmo to walk in. 

“Hi Chris.”  Said Joshua as he passed the desk. 

“Hello, Sir.” Answered Chris Manning. 

“Call me Josh.”  Joshua called back as he walked through to the main station. 
 

Joshua had started down the corridor towards the stairs that led to the CID office on the 

second floor, the dog's claws clipping on the tiled floor, when Michaels walked out of the changing 

rooms with his tie hanging off one side of his collar waiting to be fixed in place. 

“Hi.”  Michaels said as Joshua walked past.  “Oh, Hey, Josh.” 
 

Joshua turned around and faced the shorter man.  His dark blues eyes fixed on Gizmo who 

was stood next to him.  Giving Gizmo he stepped over to Joshua. When Michaels spoke he looked 

up and smiled. 

“Me and Tyack are having a bit of get together on Wednesday, just wondered if you'd want



to come?” Asked Michaels, clipping his tie in place.  “You can bring your Perry, the more the 

merrier, Gizmo too if you like, he's no trouble.” 

“Thank you.”  Said Joshua.  “I'll have a chat with Perry and let you know.” 

“Okay then.”  Michaels smiled.  “Starts at six, fifty-two Raven row.” 

Joshua was about to acknowledge the address when he heard someone shouting in the 

reception area, The deep voice sounded angry and he could hear Manning trying to calm the man 

down.  Following Michaels, Joshua ran towards the door he had just walked through, closing it 

behind him so Gizmo could not follow. 

When he stepped out into the reception area he noticed the young man first.  Standing a 

meter behind the reception desk, he looked uncomfortable and scared.  His short light brown hair 

was a mess and his pale face was gaunt. The boy had his hands balled over his groin and his toned 

torso was streaked with dirt. The man who was shouting was Frank Stamp, the same light brown 

hair and green eyes as the boy. 

“Frank, what's going on?” Asked Michaels walking over to the red faced man. 
 

“I want that fucking pervert arresting, I want the dirty bastard hung!”  Frank yelled. 
 

Joshua walked around and headed for the young man who had not moved.  His green eyes 

remaining on the floor as if he were looking for a hidden crack that would swallow him up. 

“What's happened, Mr Stamp?” Asked Joshua. 
 

Mr Stamp pin-wheeled around to face Joshua.  His face contorted in rage and Joshua took a 

small step back in-case the slim man swung for him. There was no particular reason for this but 

Joshua had seen too many men hit out in rage and confusion.  But as Joshua readied himself for a 

fight, Mr Stamp turned again and looked at his son. 

“Colin, come here!”  He ordered and the young man walked over, slowly.  “Look at what he 

did to my son.” 

Joshua watched as Mr Stamp spun his son around by his shoulder to face away from the 

police and Joshua saw the black stains that ran down the boy's grey jogging trousers.  Suddenly Mr 

Stamp took hold of waits band around his son's hips and yanked the joggers down to the floor. 

“Look, fuck sake who dose this to children?” Asked Mr Stamp. 
 

Joshua heard Michaels suck in a sharp breath and Manning cough.  He saw the black, 

congealed blood had run down the boys muscular thighs from between his buttocks. There was dirt 

and scratches covering the backs of Colin's legs as well.  “Mr Stamp, who do you think did this?” 

Asked Joshua, already having a idea of what the answer was going to be. 

“That fucking pervert Laurence, Laurence Kipps.”  Barked Mr Stamp.  “Filthy twisted 

bastard.  Colin's sixteen for fuck sake and that sick'o's buggered him.” 

“Chris,”  Said Michaels.  “get on to St Olaf's and have a doc come and look at Colin.”



“I'll go and see if Mr Kipps is in.”  Said Joshua turning towards the door. 

“I'm coming with you.”  Said Mr Stamp.  “Colin stay with Simon.” 

Joshua turned around to face Mr Stamp.  He knew the man would want revenge, 'Chirst, I 
 

would if it was Perry'  Joshua thought.  'I'd cut the fuckers balls off with a butter knife.' 
 

“Look, Mr Stamp,”  Joshua said calmly.  “You need to stay with you son, he needs you right 

now.  I'll go and bring Mr Kipps in for questioning.” 

“Questioning!”  Screamed Mr Stamp.  “You're going to ask that twisted shithouse some 

questions?  He's ripped my son's arse to bits and you want to ask him some questions?”  Mr Stamp 

started to walk again and pass Joshua.  “I'm gonna tear his arse to bits.” 

Joshua put his arm out to stop Mr Stamp and looked directly at him.  Using his calmest and 

authoritative voice he could muster, Joshua said.  “Mr Stamp, if you attack Mr Kipps, he can charge 

you with assault, possibly GBH.”  He saw Mr Stamp about to complain so quickly continued.  “And 

if you leave this station I will take it as interfering in a police investigation and arrest you.  Now, 

either willingly stay here and look after your son, or I'll arrest you and you'll stay here in a cell 

while your son is sent to hospital, alone.” 
 

Joshua knew it was a risk, he knew he had no grounds to hold Mr Stamp on any charge, 

never mind a trumped up charge of interference.  He just hoped that either Mr Stamp didn't want to 

be arrested or that it gave the man time to reconsider leaving his son alone here. 

After a few seconds, Mr Stamp turned around and walked back to his son and as Joshua 

walked out of the reception area he heard Michaels leading Mr Stamp and Colin through to a 

private room, moments later Gizmo ran out to the car park and over to the car.



Chapter Thirty: Mon 12th Oct – 2 pm. 
 

The car sped down the road passing the houses with their flowering gardens that were only 

now showing signs of autumns advance across the island. The summer had been long and hot 

across both the mainland and the Morass but as the winter drew ever closer the cold air had brought 

with it a something worse than a little snow, it had brought a malignant odour and one that 

threatened to sweep across the island like a plague. 

Joshua gunned the engine as he turned onto Keeps View.  He had been shocked at the state 

of the Colin Stamp's legs and he could well imagine the condition of the poor boy's annul tracked. 

'Who the fuck roger's a kid?'  He asked himself.  'So much for Mr Kipps, “I ask to see ID to 

prove there old enough.”  Wanker.'   Joshua thought as he stopped the car at the gate that lead to the 

Kipps' house.  “Stay.”  He commanded Gizmo before getting out. 

Walking up the path he glanced a the windows. The curtains were open and a small window 

was open on the upper floor.  Looking around at the wishing well, Joshua considered making a 

wish.  'I wish I wasn't here.'  He thought as he reached the door and knocked hard on the wood three 
 

times. 
 

“Mr Kipps, Mr Laurence Kipps?”  Joshua called but got no answer.  Leaning over he 

glanced into the large bay window, the room with it's leather sofa was deserted.  “Mr Kipps, this is 

Detective Sargent Penulf.” Again he knocked hard three times but still there was no sign of life 

from within. 

Walking around to the side of the house, Joshua had to reach over to unlatch the round top 

gate. The side of the cottage had the powder blue painted windows and the path was the same 

uneven cobbles as the front.  Glancing in the small window Joshua saw nothing to indicate any one 

was home. 

Walking out into the back garden he saw a childes paddling pool but he knew it was not for 

the use of any children and the large plastic play house, it's yellow walls and red roof was familiar. 

He could remember a scene from one of the films he had watched where a young woman, dressed 

strikingly like a fiver year old girls doll being on all fours inside the house and a young man, made 

up to look like one those green plastic toy solider, taking her from behind.  He was sure the film had 

been called 'Toys Playtime', Toy Story for adults. 

The rear of the house matched the front with it's painted windows and cobbled patio. 'At 
 

least he has pride in his home.'  Thought Joshua as he glanced around. The large patio doors looked 

into a kitchen come dining room, all very clean and well presented.  He had the distinct feeling he 

was looking into a show home. The door was locked but, pressing his hand around his face to look 

through the glass he saw a notice board.   It was a shopping list, a shopping list for Anne Summers. 

Making a quick note of the list, just in case it was important, but he couldn't see how 'Lube;



extra strength condoms; baby oil or cases'  could have any relevance on the case. Walking back 

around to the front of the house, Joshua locked the gate and headed for his car. 

“He's not in.”  Said a clipped female voice.  “And if you know what's good for you, you 

won't come back.” 

Turning, Joshua saw a woman in a summer sitting in a peppermint striped deckchair on the 

lawn next door.   Stepping over to the waist high wooden fence, Joshua pulled his warrant card form 

his pocket and leaned over towards the woman with long grey hair. 

“I'm Detective Sargent Penulf, Miss.”  Said Joshua but the woman only gave him a glance. 

“Do you have any idea when Mr Kipps will be returning?” 

“No, he'd probably with his deviant friends making them perform unspeakable acts with one 

another for his own pleasure.”  She said. 

“Well, thank you for your time.”  Said Joshua as he walked back to the door and slid his card 

through the letter box. 

Walking back to his car he pulled open the door and glanced up and down the street.  'If 

everyone knows what he does,' Wondered Joshua.  'why doesn't Foxly do something about it?' To 

Joshua, the fact that it was illegal to make pornographic films in the United Kingdom should have 

been enough to shut Mr Kipps down and with the obvious local distaste fro what he was doing, it 

would only strengthen a case against him. Turning, Joshua walked up to the garden where the old 

women was laid in her deckchair. 

“Excuse me?”  Said Joshua but the old woman did not acknowledge him.  “Excuse me, can I 

just ask?”  He didn't wait for her permission, he knew she wasn't going to give it.  “Have you ever 

complained about Mr Kipps' activities to the police?” 

“What on this earth for?”  Replied the old woman.  “What would they do?  His fathers the 

local judge.” 

“What?  Judge Franklin?”  Joshua had not met the Judge Franklin yet, he was away in 

London and would be until the new year, which did make it clear how little crime there was on the 

island. 
 

“Yes.”  She sounded impatient.  “Kipps' is his mothers maiden name, poor thing.” 
 

“If you want to make a complaint, I'll follow it up personally.”  Said Joshua, he knew it 

sounded like a hollow promise but it was something.  He was surprised when she started laughing. 

“You young uns.”  She said.  “You really think you can make a difference don't you? The 

world turns and turns again, we're only here for a short time and then we're gone.  He's a sick little 

child and always will be but he'll get what he deserves, maybe not in this life but he will get it, mark 

my words.” 

And with that, Joshua turned around and walked back to his car.  Pulling the door open he



sat in the drivers seat.  Gizmo poked his head between the seats and Joshua gave him a stroke.  He 

only really had one place he could go and that was back to the station to check on Colin Stamp. As 

he turned the engine over his mobile phone rang out. 

“Detective Sargent Penulf.”  Said Joshua. 
 

“Sir,”  Said PC Manning.  “The doc's been, he's taking Colin to hospital and Simon's 

arrested Frank, we've put him a cell to cool off, went insane when the doc told him the damage.” 

“Probably for the best, let him cool off and give us time to find Kipps before he does.”  Said 
 

Joshua. 
 

“Well, that's the thing.”  Said Manning.  “Simon's been on to the usual haunts but no one's 

seen him since Saturday.  Should we put out a missing persons?” 

“Why, who's gonna see it?” Asked Joshua, pulling a bacon chew from the side pocket and 

giving it to Gizmo.  “Did Colin tell any one where he'd been when he was assaulted?”  It was a long 

shot and he knew it, the state of the boy clearly indicated that he was not in any shape to talk. 

“No, he didn't say a word all the way though the check up.”  Said Manning.  “Poor bugger 

cried his eyes out when the dock stuk his...” 

Joshua cut him off before he said another word, it was not the kind of image he needed right 

now.   “I can guess.  Send Watling down to the hospital, maybe she can get it out of him.” 

“She's already gone, Sir. Went with him when the doctor came.”  Said Manning. 

“What about the boy's mum?” Asked Joshua. 

“Carline Stamp ran off years ago, Sir.”  Manning informed him.  “Met some rich young 

tycoon from Canada and just uped and offed one day, it'll be about ten years ago now.” 

Joshua still found it amazing how people seemed to know so much about the lives of others 

on the island but had no idea when a crime was committed.   “Right, well.”  Said Joshua.  “Let me 

know if Watling finds out anything that might help us.  I'm going to have a look around.” 

'Look around where?'  Joshua asked himself.  'Where can you look that they already 

haven't?'  He did not have an answer but, in view of the lack of any other route, he thought looking 

around might help in some way. 

“Oh, Sir, before I forget.”  Continued Manning.  “Taylor Monmath, he's a part time tug pilot 

out in the harbour, his sister says he's not come home since yesterday morning.” 

“Isn't that normal for a tug pilot?” Asked Joshua.  “To be gone for a few days at a time?” 

“He wasn't at work, he left to meet Laurence Kipps.”  Manning informed him.  “Thought 

you should know, Sir.” 
 

“Okay, thanks Chris.”  Said Joshua as he hung up.  'Sweet Jesus'  He thought.  'Now that 

makes three people missing, connect to the films.  Kipps, Padbury and now Monmath.'  but as 

Joshua ran through he names of the people who were missing and had a connection to Kipps



another name suddenly came up.  'Reeves, Sybil Reeves is missing too.'



Chapter Thirty-One: Mon 12th Oct – 3 pm. 
 

“Hi Tara.”  Said Joshua, answering the call.  He was heading past Elbridge School for Girls 

when the call came in.  “I was just heading to you.”  He kind of lied.  'I am heading in her 

direction, just wasn't heading to the pub.'  He thought. 

“Is it true about Law?  Has he really raped Colin Franks?”  She asked. 
 

“Shit, how do you know?”  Joshua asked exasperated, he knew news travelled fast and bad 

news faster still but this was a stretch.  “Are you all psychic on this island or something?” 

“Billy Tate told me.”  She explained.  “He plays tennis with Martin Piper who's daughter 

lives next door to the Stamp's.  She heard Frank screaming at his son for letting Law bugger him.” 

Joshua sighed, Tara did sound concerned and more about Colin's welfare than the gossip. 

Resting back in his seat he smiled.  “I'll be with you in two minutes, have a coke ready for me.” 

“Okay, see you soon.”  Said Tara and he could hear the smile in her voice. 
 

Ending the call he was soon parking up outside The Marsh Eyes public house. The building 

looked bright and cheerful even in the cooling light of autumn. 

Walking in with Gizmo, he could smell the stale beer and once again, there was the old men 

sat in a corner hovering over their pints. 'Do they have homes?'  He wondered as he walked up to 

the bar. 
 

Tara was stood behind the long oak bar, her rosy face split into a warm smile as he 

approached and in front of her was a glass of coke.  Her low blouse showed her smooth cleavage 

and Joshua could feel a stiffening run along his shaft. 

“You all right?” Asked Tara she held his hand across the bar. 
 

“Yeah,”  He said, taking a sip of coke.  “Just a little tired.  I've been chasing missing persons 

all day.”  Joshua sighed and looked into Tara's pale blue eyes. They were shining at him and he 

could feel the warmth coming from her hand and into his. 

“You need some rest, maybe an early night.”  Said Tara. 
 

“If people stopped going missing, I might get one.”  He said.  “And before you ask, there 

has been a complaint made against Kipps but we're waiting on the doctors report.” 

“I know Law is a bit of pervert but I don't believe he would do something like that.” Tara 

said, her voice hushed as if the old men would listen.  “I mean, raping a sixteen year old boy, it's not 

like Law and he's always been more for the girls, any girls in fact.” 

“Well, all I can tell you is, Colin's at the hospital with W.P.C Watling and Frank's cooling his 

heels in a cell for now.”  Said Joshua. The coke felt cold and refreshing as it drained down his 

warm throat.  He saw the line of Tara's waist through her blouse and again wondered why he hadn't 

been able to make love to her. 'Christ,'  He thought  'don't say I'm going off women, hell no.' 

“You've arrested Frank?” Tara was shocked.  “Why?”



“Why'd you think?” Answered Joshua.  “He was going to do what any self respecting parent 

would, rip Kipps a new one.” 

“Can't blame him, I'd kill if anyone did anything like that to Lonny.” Agreed Tara. 
 

Joshua felt a ill, his stomach twisted.  He wanted to tell her but he knew he couldn't, not only 

had he promised Lonny he wouldn't and it wasn't any of his business.  'If it hadn't been for this 

case, I would never have know.'  He told himself.  'So I'll pretend I don't.'  He decided before 

saying.  “I'd impale the basted that laid a finger on Perry.” 

Joshua grumbled as his mobile phone rang in his pocket.  He had wanted to spend some 
 

more time with Tara, maybe chat and arrange another date.  Glancing down he read the ID: Station. 

“Hello, Penulf.”  Said Joshua. 

“Hi Josh.”  Said Michaels.  “Just got a call from Watling, they were filming up at Traitors 

Cave, that's all she got before Colin threw himself into a corner and started gibbering about 'things 

in the darkness'.  No idea what that means.” 

“Okay, thanks Simon.”  Said Joshua, making an effort to say the man’s first name. 
 

“Do you know where it is? Or do you want someone to swing by and show you?”  Michaels
 

asked. 
 

 
 
 
 
“I have no idea where it is, I'm at The Marsh Eyes.”  Joshua informed him as a reference for

 

the meeting place. 
 

“Okay, I'll have Chris come and show you.”  Said Michaels before hanging up. 
 

“Listen, Tara.”  Said Joshua, looking into the woman's eyes.  “I need you and Lonny to 

watch yourselves.” 

“Why?”  She asked. 
 

“These deaths, there's just something not right, there's something missing.”  He was not sure 

what he was saying, he knew what he was feeling and that was uneasy, a feeling that had suddenly 

come over him since the call from Michaels.  “I need you and Lonny to be careful. We have no idea 

what's going on and I'd feel a lot safer if you were on warned.” 

“Okay...”  Said Tara, her confusion obvious. 
 

“I know, it's probably nothing.”  Said Joshua, he doubted it but he didn't want Tara thinking 

he was crazy.  “Over active mind looking for explanations, but I'd sooner say something than not.” 

He smiled and hoped this would ease he confusion and it did.  She smiled back and seemed to 

understand. 

“Coppers hunch, I get it.”  Said Tara.  “If you're worried, do you want Lonny to pick Perry 

up from school?” 

At first Joshua was going to decline, his brother had made it clear he didn't want picking up 

from school, but that had been by Joshua and with the way he was feeling, Perry was getting picked



up so probably best if it was by his friend and not his big, police officer, brother.  “I can imagine 

he'd love it.”  Said Joshua.  “That would be great, just until I feel a bit better about this whole 

thing.” 
 

“That's fine.”  Said Tara.  “So, what do you 'have no idea where it is'?” 

“Traitors Cave,”  Explained Joshua.  “We think that's where Kipps might be.” 

 
 

  
 
 
 

The car past the turn off door the chemical plant and drove on.  P.C. Manning was watching 

the road intently, as if he expected someone or something to jump out into the road.  Joshua sat in 

the passenger seat and thought about his next date with Tara.  He had asked if she would like to a 

restaurant, maybe in Newquey.  She had thought it was a great idea so they had set the night for 

Wednesday. Again they had arranged for Lonny to sit with Perry, and it was then it occurred to 

Joshua.  'He's sixteen, seventeen in eight days, do I really need to get a babysitter for him?' 

As the car drove on, the old Wallace house stood out of the over grown marshes, it looked 

like a long forgotten derelict and not like a house that was lived in up-until a month ago. 

“Wonder when they're going to close it down?”  Said Manning. 
 

“Eh, close what down, Chris?”  Joshua asked, having not been paying attention. 
 

“The plant,” Answered Manning.  “They’ve been slowly winding down for ages now, one 

of the reasons there was no camera footage of the attack, they took all the security off line months 

ago, budget cuts. Terrible business all the same.” 

“Yeah, worst bit, we have no leads.”  Commented Joshua. 

“Yeah.”  Manning Agreed.  “Here we are. 

Joshua glanced around,he could not see any cave.  Beside him the marsh continued a about a 

hindered meters until the sheer rock face of the islands hills ascended. All the way along the 

western side of the island the hills were just an undulating sheer face that dropped at least six 

hundred feet from top to the marshes below.  'Wonder if the two sides were the same at one time?' 

He thought.  Both side being like the rolling, slightly slopped like the eastern side.  'And over 

hundreds of years, the side facing the battering Atlantic winds was warn down to the marshes and a 

sheer face.' He thought.  'Thank you national geographic.' 

“It's up here, Sir.”  Said Manning as he got out of the Ford Focus. 
 

Joshua followed the taller man as he walked towards the rock face.  His short blond hair 

seemed fine and shaggy, bouncing slightly as he walked. The man, choosing to leave his tunic with 

his hat in the car, gave Joshua an opportunity to analyse him. The white shirt was pulled tightly 

over a developed back and when he turned to walk backwards so he could address Joshua, he



displayed the muscular body that was a little large for the shirt.  Joshua assumed the man must lift 

weights as opposed to swimming or jogging because he was bulky more than athletic. 

“It's over here, Sir.”  Said Manning. 
 

“Call me Josh.”  Said Joshua as he walked on over the Marsh. 
 

The cave mouth seemed to come out of no where.  Hidden in a delve in the rock face it was 

one of those places you never saw unless you were looking. 

“Fucking hell!”  Said Chris. 
 

Joshua heard the officer exclaim and as he walked up to the cave, Chris was hunched over 

throwing up against the cliff face.  Inside the cave there was a faint smell of ammonia, Joshua saw 

the remains of two people.  Mostly skeletal but there was flesh here and there still attached. 

Manning was retching again as Joshua walked into the cave, he was glad he had left Gizmo with 

Tara as he looked around at the bones.  His stomach churned as he looked towards the body of Sybil 
 

Reeves laid spread out on the floor.  One side of her body was still hanging on but most of the 

breast tissue had been removed. The only section of the body that hadn't been totally ripped apart 

was her head.   Glancing over he saw that this one too still had it's head and face almost perfectly 

intact. He saw the blind white eyes looking out at him and as he turned away he had the horrible 

notion that these killings were a message, a warning. 

“Sir, Josh!”  Manning called from a little way off in the marshes. “There's another one here.” 

As Joshua walked over he already knew who it was going to be. The marshes smelt of 

methane but he could still smell the vomit that had spattered Chris' trousers. 

“Christ,”  Exclaimed Manning.  “It's Laurence Kipps, I'd recognise that smile anywhere.” 

And as Joshua looked down at the tattered remains he saw the smiling mouth of the tattooed 
 

devil.



Chapter Thirty-Two: Tue 13th Oct – 2 pm. 
 

Paula looked out over the wall and down at the waves lapping at the beach of Knights 

Landing. The wind was picking up as she wondered but she had waited months to come here and 

had a walk around the old keep and she was not going to let a bit of wind stop her. The silence was 

wonderful up there and Paula signed knowing she would have to leave, there was not even any birds 

crying above her head, it was nice.  Harry was looking down at the Marsh and as she glanced over 

she saw his tall frame bending over the wall. 

“Be careful, Harry.”  She said.  “If you fall down there I don't know what I'd tell your 

parents.” 

Harry looked up and smiled.  His bright silver eyes glinted reflected sunlight and made him 

look a little like a cat.  She had always thought he was too handsome for an archaeology student and 

he worked out at the guy far too often for a man who was going to spend his time among old ruins. 

'Like me.'  She thought.  'I'm an old ruin, god knows why he asked to be in my class,'  But he was 

her best student and hence the reason she had asked if he would like to join her on her trip. 

“Paula, this doesn't look like a Roman fort.”  Said Harry as he walked over.  “It's in the 

wrong place for a Roman fort. And where would the garrison be?” 

“It's not a Roman fort.”  Said Paula, taking a deep breath of his musky aftershave. “It was 

first built by the Vikings and then refortified when the Norman's took over around ten ninety.”  She 

explained.  “It's probable that Romans did have a garrison here and they may have used the fort but 

they didn't build it.” 

She heard him step around her and brush against her back pack.  She enjoyed his company, 

he was an intelligent you man and his handsome features did not hurt the eyes.  'He'll make 

someone a good husband.'  She thought. 

“Are we going to see if we can find the entrance to the caves?” Asked Harry as he walked 

back over. 

“Well, we have the time, so why not.”  She said as she checked her watch.  “We can always 

hike back to the village and get a taxi back from there if we're too tired.” 

“Tired from doing what?” Asked Harry with a cheeky grin. 
 

Paula sighed.  “Not that, I thought you had a girlfriend anyway?”  She was sure she had seen 

him with one of the freshmen, a young psychology student with long dark hair. 

“Yeah, she's great too.”  Said Harry as he headed for the stairs back into the Keep.  “But 

she's not as clever as you.” 

“Creep.”  Said Paula before laughing.  Harry was nineteen and she was forty seven so even 

thought she did enjoy the attention from him, and she did enjoy it, she knew nothing would ever 

happen.  She was his teacher and her was here to learn.



“How come Mr Selby didn't come?” Asked Harry as he led the way down the narrow 

staircase. 

“He's got a presentation at Oxford.”  She said, trying not to let the bitterness seep into her
 

words. 
 

 
 
 
 
“Oh, well he's missing a great treat.”  Said Harry. 
 

'The old bastards probably sliding in and out of some grad student.'  She thought.  'would
 

serve him right if I show young Harry what my husbands missing.'  But as Harry turned and looked 

up, his short mousy brown hair messed up from the wind she was reminded of Toby, who was older 

than her student.  “Yes, yes he is.”  She agreed as they came out into the main chamber. 

The old stone was still relatively smooth, being protected from the elements. The patterned 

floor still visible through the dust had dulled over the years. The reds and yellow now only vague 

washes of their former colours. The large fire place with it's carved pillars either side of the hearth, 

she knew these had been added later, was whistling with the wind going across the chimney top. 

She felt Harry's strong arm around her shoulders. 

“Bet it's lovely just laying on a carpet in front of that thing when it's going.”  Said Harry. 

“It would have to be a hot fire to keep you warm in here on a night.”  Said Paula glancing 

around at the empty windows. 
 

“Yeah, but all you do is cuddle up real close in the sleeping bag.” 
 

She could hear the cheeky rouge in his voice and felt like putting her hand behind him and 

squeezing a buttock, she knew he would jump out of his skin but that would also be inappropriate. 

Even as a joke. 

“So,”  She said pulling away from him.  “Where's this entrance then?” 
 

“Oh, right.”  Said Harry, swinging his back pack off his shoulders and onto the floor.  “The 

map shows it to be over there, I think that would make it in the kitchen.” 

Glancing over at the map he had pulled from his pack she had to agree, the symbol marking 

the cave entrance was in the kitchen. As she walked through to towards the old kitchens she did 

have to ask if they were even going to find anything.  'After this many years, it wouldn't surprise me 

if the whole things collapsed.'  she thought as she led the way down a narrow passageway and out 

into a roofless room with a recessed section at one end where the cooking fire had once been. 

Glancing around she couldn't see anything that would mark a hidden door or even a hatchway on 

the floor. 
 

“Here, it's meant to be here against the wall.”  Said Harry walking over the where a flat 

topped boulder was resting. 

The boulder had been worn down by the years of use if had gone thought and the weather 

that had battered the inside of the room since the roof had gone. As Paula looked around the stone



she couldn't see anyway that it could be moved.  “Even if there is an entrance under it or behind it, 

we can't move this thing.” 

“Who says.”  Said Harry, throwing his bag off again. 
 

As he turned to rummage inside the large army style back back, Paula caught herself looking 

at the seat of his jeans pulled tightly over his firm buttocks. As he crouched to unzip a pocket she 

watched his thigh bulged in the denim and had to turn away.  She felt embarrassed and could feel 

the warmth filling her face.  'So, he's good looking and rather tasty, there's nothing wrong with 

looking.'  She thought as she turned back. 

Harry had pulled a thick crow bar from his bag and a pair of heavy duty gloves. 

“What on earth are you going to do with them?” Asked Paula. 

“Move the chopping board.”  Said Harry with a smile. 
 

As she watched he pulled on the gloves and walked over to the large boulder. The crow bar 

made a nasty metallic squeak as he pushed it into a small gap between the boulder and the wall. 

“Very Indiana Jones.”  Said Paula.  “What's next, we run away while the place falls to bits?” 

“God, I hope not.”  Said Harry.  “If the place collapses, how can we show anyone what we 

found.” He smiled and took hold of the crow bar. 
 

She watched his body tense, his biceps bulging in this shirt as he pulled and pushed at the 

crow bar. The wind whipped around the room and Paula shivered. Harry was groaning with the 

strain and she considered telling him to give up but she had been young once, she knew he would 

not give up so easily and then it moved. 

Harry yelped and Paula stepped back. The large boulder was moving, it was sliding away 

from the wall.  She watched as Harry continued his masculine feat and then, after another loud 

groan the boulder shifted again, this time it was a good twenty to thirty inches away from the wall. 

“Shit, what's that smell?” Asked Harry. 
 

“Probably marsh gas.”  Said Paula, not able to smell anything.  “There must be a vent 

through the rocks from the marshes.” 

“Yeah, but it smells like urine.”  Said Harry as he lent over.  “Hello!” 
 

Paula heard the echo as it rang down through the tunnel that was under the boulder.  He 

turned and looked her, his brown eyes sparkling and a smile from ear to ear.  She smiled back and 

then he jumped around the boulder and started on the other side. As Harry moved the boulder more 

and more she started to smell something.  It was rancid and it did smell like urine.  She was 

coughing as more of the foul vapours plumed out of the hole.   “Harry, wait.”  Said Paula stepping 

forward and pulling him away by the arm. 

“What? What is it?”  He asked, confused. 
 

“Harry, that's ammonia.”  Said Paula.  “That's really bad ammonia and I'm sure you don't get



ammonia gas in marshes.  Methane yes, sulphur possibly but not ammonia. 

“At least lets' see how big the hole is?” Asked Harry. 

As she looked up at him she saw the childlike enthusiasm that was covering his face. It was 

the same childlike enthusiasm that covered every archaeologist when they found something hidden 

for centuries.  She was in half a mind to say no and tell him they would come back tomorrow when 

the gas would have cleared when he furrowed his brown and playfully stuck out his lower lip. 

“Okay, fine. We see how big the hole is today and come back tomorrow when the gas has cleared to 

have a look down.  But if your throat starts to get dry, you come back here, straight away.”  She 

ordered. 

Paula watched as Harry practically bounced back to the boulder and started again on pulling 

it away from the wall.  He had give up on the crow bar and had started using his own body strength, 

which as she saw, was rather impressive. The rock was moving again, further and further away 

from the wall. The smell of ammonia was still coming from the hole but with the wind that was 

whipping over the top of the building, it was being pulled straight up and off into the atmosphere. 

After a few minuets Harry stared to cough and Paula stepped forward.  Placing her hand in 

his bulging arm she pulled at him gently. When he turned she saw the sweat running down his red 

face. 
 

“Give it a rest.”  Said Paula. 
 

“I'm done.”  Said Harry motioning behind the boulder. 
 

Looking down Paula saw a hole in the floor and down one side, something that looked like a 

ladder attached to the rock walls. The first few feet were illuminated, moss had grown all over the 

walls and the smell of ammonia was strong. 

“We should leave it until tomorrow,”  Said Paula.  “Come back when the gas has cleared.” 

“Okay, but I want to take some measurements.”  Said Harry pulling a builders retractable 

tape measure from a pocket on the pack.   “Only take a few minuets.” 
 

“Okay, just don't lean over the bloody hole.”  Said Paula as she stepped back and looked 

around through part of the wall that had once been a window but was now missing the upper section 

of the wall.  She could hear Harry moving around behind the boulder, the metallic slick of the metal 

tape measure being pulled out and withdrawn echoed down the rock shaft.  'He found it,'  She 

thought.  'One of my students found the escape tunnel used by the Normal lord when the islanders 

revolted.'   She had heard the story and knew of the fabled hole but no one had found it, not that 

many had looked, but it had never been documented and now it would be and the names 

emblazoned in history would be Paula Selby and Harry Stokes. She took a deep breath and let her 

chest swell with pride and then Harry yelped. 

“What's wrong?” Asked Paual turning around.  Harry was still crouched beside the hole, she



saw his firm buttocks hugged by his jeans and his mess of brown hair above the boulder. 

“Some thing’s down there, some kind of animal.”  Said Harry. 

“It's probably just some rat or tunnel dwelling mole.”  She suggested, both sounding as 

stupid as the other but she was not a botanist and had no idea what might live in the hills on the 

island. 
 

“It's no bloody rat.”  Said Harry and then he squealed and fell back onto the stone floor. 

“Jesus.” 

“What's wrong.” Asked Paula and then it became clear, the glove on Harry's right hand was 

missing large section from it's side.  “What did that?” 

“I don't fucking know.”  Said Harry trying to push himself away from the hole.  “It was pink, 

looked like... It looked like a tongue.” 

She saw the question on his face as he turned to look at her and there was a ripping sound 

and Harry screamed.  Glancing down towards the hole she saw a section missing from his jeans and 

through it she saw blood. 

Harry leaned forward to cover the wound with his hand and Paula dropped her pack onto the 

floor to pull out the first aid kit.  “Get back from that hole, for Christ sake, get back Harry!” 

He cried out again and when she glanced up he was trying to scramble away from the hole 

but there something attached to his arm, it was long and pink and then it was gone and Harry was 

screaming.  Blood poured from his arm and when she walked over she saw the wound where his 

skin and flesh had been torn away. 

“Come on, get up.”  She said, trying to help him to his feet.  “Come on, we've got to get out 

of here.” 

She could feel her throat getting dry and as she heaved Harry's arm over her shoulder she 

had to blink away an itchy feeling from her eyes.  She heard something soft landing on the boulder 

and glancing back she saw a large green frog.  It was bigger than any she had seen before, like 

something you saw on a natural history program, it light green skin was dry and smooth.  She 

shivered as the pink tongue liked at the large yellow eyeballs with their thin back slits running from 

side to side. 

Harry cried out again and stumbled.  Glancing back she saw blood pouring from his ankle 

and his right foot was dragging uselessly along the ground.  “Come on, you can do it.”  Said Paula 

trying to pull the large man towards the narrow passageway. 

Something hit her in the back, it was hard and as it connected with her she tipped forward. 

She felt dizzy and her lungs felt like they were burning.  Harry yelled and she heard the impact. 

Glancing over her shoulder she saw a long gash down his back and a frog sitting on the ground 

behind them, the black strips down its back pulsed as it breathed.



“This isn't real, this isn't real.”  Said Puala.  She couldn't believe that they were being 

attacked by frogs.  Then another one launched it's self from the hole and landed on the ground 

behind them to join it's four green and black friends.  She felt like screaming, their open mouths 

displaying four teeth, two at the bottom and two at the top.  The one sat on the boulder croaked, a 

low and throaty sound filled and Paula shivered. 

Suddenly two frogs jumped at her and the others flicked out their tongues. The impacts of 

the heavy amphibians knocked her off balance, the tongues struck her calves, as she fell her legs 

stung and she heard the material of her jeans being torn away.  He head it the walls and she slid 

down it, her arm that had been around Harry bent awkwardly and she felt her elbow give, pain shot 

up her arm, burning pain that filled her body. 

Harry was screaming.  Paula looked over, her eyes itching and her sight was blurring, Harry 

was laid on his back, his clothes had been ripped from his torso to expose his pink skin and then a 

set of tongues slapped against his exposed side and she shuddered as the flesh ripped away and the 

boy screamed. 

He was reaching out to her, his fingers searching for her hers and as reached out and took his 

cold hand he screamed. 

She saw the muscle tensing as Harry writhed in pain and then a pink tongue sliced into the 

red muscle spiting it and she felt the bile rising in her throat. Another tongue struck Harry just 

below the first and broke a rib.  Harry's screams were dying down and then a tongue sliced into his 

rib cage. 

Paula could hear the wheezing that was coming from Harry's punctured lung. Watery blood 

ran form the wound and onto the floor.  Paula leaned her head forward and the taste of vomit filled 

her nose and mouth. When she looked back Harry was twitching, his body shaking violently as 

more and more tongues tore into his muscles and ripped them away. 

The wind burst from her as a large frog landed hard on her chest and as she sucked at the air 

another fell on her.  She a felt a rib crack as another of the large frog landed on her chest.  She could 

feel her throat burning and she knew her lungs would be collapsing when another amphibian landed 

heavy on her stomach. 

The warm liquid that spilled out between her legs was the last thing she felt, her fingers 

gripping to Harry's dead hand and she closed her eyes.  She did not see the lager frog leap into the 

air and fall towards her head.



Chapter Thirty-Three: Wed 15th Oct – 4 pm. 
 

Joshua walked down the white corridor with it's blue boarder. The smooth walls had 

paintings of the local area dotted along them and Joshua admired them as he walked on towards 

ward two, room one, where the man fished out of the sea was recuperating. 

The receptionist, pretty young girl with straw coloured hair and a pert figure, had informed 

Joshua, after he had shown his warrant card, that the patient was conscious and where he was. Also 

she had told him where Colin Stamp was and Joshua was happy that the boy was also in ward two, 

it meant less shoe leather.  He'd worn enough of that away yesterday when he had gone looking for 

two dead people and one who had skipped the island. 

Joshua huffed when he thought about his conversation with Detective Inspector Foxly, who 

up until this point, had done nothing but wander around telling everyone “there's nothing to worry 

about” and that “it was an isolated incident.”  But as often as Foxly could, he'd bark at Joshua to 

“close the case.”  Joshua was trying to figure out how six suspicious deaths and two missing 

persons was an isolated incident. He had considered reporting Foxly's attitude to the Chief Inspector 

but Dantwild had told him that Chief Inspector Hollingham was on vacation, fishing so he was left 

to deal with Foxly himself. 
 

“Stupid old prat.”   Said Joshua as he walked through into ward two.  Glancing up he looked 

to the nurses station but didn't find any great surprise when he found it unmanned.  Looking around 

he saw the cleaning room open and next to it a white door that had a the number '1' stuck on in glass 

beading.  Knocking lightly he opened the door. 

The room was white, as he'd expected, with an aqua green chair stood in one corner. The 

bed was in the centre of the room and the blinds at the large window had been closed against the 

dim sunlight and to stop prying eyes. 

Looking to the bed Joshua saw a young man with short brown hair and a pale face sat up. 

The bed sheets were over his waist and his lack of top left his athletic muscular torso open to the 

warm air. 

“I'm Detective Sargent Penulf,”  Said Joshua as he walked over to the bed.  “I'm here to ask 

about you're appearance on the island.” 

The young man held out a hand and Joshua shook it. 
 

“I'm Levene, Philip.  Senior Aircraft technician.”  Said Philip almost by rote, his voice was 

scratchy and he sounded horse. 

“R.A.F?” Asked Joshua as he pulled the chair over. 
 

“Yeah, and I wouldn't bother sitting down, you won't be staying long.”  Said Philip. 
 

Joshua could here the hopelessness in the technician's voice.  “What makes you think that?” 

“Look, buddy,”  Philip said.  “I've had two doctors and your D.I in here and none of them



have wanted to know, so why would you be any different?  I just want to get out of here and get 

back to base.” 

“Tell me what you're doing on the island and I'll leave you alone.”  Said Joshua, he could 

imagine how the technician had been treat, so many people around here seemed to not care. 

“Routine inspection of the base.”  Explained Philip.  “We do it every so many years.” 

“Did you do your inspection?” 

“Yes.”  Said Philip.  “But I don't know what it's got to do with you?  Raf property, nothing to 

do with you local civies.” 

“So what made you jump into the ocean?” Asked Joshua and he felt a slight pride as the 

technician's face distorted in confusion for a second. 

“How did you know I'd done that?”  Philip asked, turning to look at Joshua for the first time. 

“You were out on the base, that mush you said yourself and then you wash up in Knights 

Landing.”  Joshua explained his detection.  “Now, there's been no search party over the ocean so 

you didn't go down in your helicopter so the only other way you could have got into the ocean was 

to have jumped into it, so, why did you jump into the ocean?”  Joshua saw the surprise on the 

technician's face, the pale hazel eyes widening as he spoke. 

“Well... I...”  Philip fumbled for words. “Hold on, how the bloody hell did you know I came 

here by helicop...”  Philip stopped.  “The platform's not big enough for a plane, is it. Even a Harrier. 

That's how you knew.” 

Joshua nodded.  “You still haven't answered my question. Why did you jump in the ocean?” 

“To get away.”  Said Philip before looking away. 

“From what?”  Joshua couldn't understand what would make a military man throw himself 

at least six hundred feet off a cliff into a freezing cold ocean that could have killed him.   “Look, 

there's been a lot of murders around here, if you know anything...” 

“What?”  Philip coughed.  “What? You think I'm a killer?  I thought you're bosses were nuts 

but you're a piece of work.  Oh, I get it, fit up the non local, is that the idea.” 

“If you haven't noticed by my accent,”  Joshua breathed.  “I'm not from 'round here, either. 

Now, what were you running from?  Straight answer or I walk out of that door and let them lock 

you in the loony ward.”  'What ever he's told the doctors is bloody weird or he'd have told me by 

now and he believes I'm gonna think he's off he's up a tree, safe bet the doctors do.'  Joshua thought. 
 

“The what?”  Philip said shocked.  “You can't do that, you can't just lock someone up like
 

that.” 
 

 
 
 
 
“We can, it's under the mental health act.”  Joshua stated.  “Any persons deemed as a viable

 

risk to the safety of themselves or others around them may, at the discretion of the local psychiatric 

authority, be placed in a safe environment until such time as a proper evaluation can be made and



presented to the court.”  Joshua wasn't sure how much of that he had made up and how much of that 

was true, he knew there was something in the law which meant you could lock someone up there 

and then, if they were raving like a mouse in a mosh-pit but as for the court bit, he had no idea. 

“And seeing as our local Judge is away 'till next year, you'll be here a while.”  Joshua stayed 

seated fro a moment and then stood up.  “Suit yourself.  Say hi to Nailhead for me would you.  Nice 

chap just don't let him get too close, he can take your eye out.” 

“Wait, wait...” 
 

Joshua stopped.  He saw the look of fear on the technician's face.  Joshua saw the young 

man was weighing up whether or not to trust him.  He looked towards the door and then to the 

windows, he seemed to looking for someone watching or listening to them. 

“They attacked the Flight Lieutenant first, he stayed in the chopper while I went on the 

reccy, I heard the screaming...”  Philip shivered.  “They were ripping him to bits, I mean actually to 

bits, their tongues just lashing out and ripping his fucking flesh off. Probably the same way they 

killed the other two.” 

“Other two? What other two?” Asked Joshua, he saw the young technician losing control. 

His pale eyes were glazing with tears and his chin was trembling.  'What ever he's seen, it was 

fucking hellish.' Thought Joshua. 

“There were two other bodies, one was in the base and the other was laid out on the car park, 

they'd been stripped bare, no flesh.” 

Joshua inwardly gasped. There was a pattern but he still couldn't see it but the young 

technician knew the answer, he knew the bit of the puzzle Joshua needed.  “What was it?” Asked 

Joshua. 

“They were ripping Sullivan to bits, just ripping his skin off with their tongues.” 
 

'Tongues!  What?'  For a second Joshua thought he had misheard. 
 

“They were lashing at him with their tongues, they got me too when I ran.  I had to shoot 

him, Sullivan, I had to.” Philip stopped and Joshua thought the man was going to flood over with 

emotion.  “I shot a few of the bastards, exploded like little bastard bombs, I got some of them.” 

“What were they?” Asked Joshua.  “Senior Aircraft Technician Levene, what was attacking
 

you?” 
 
 
 
said it. 

 

 
 
 
 
Joshua watched as the pale brown eyes looked up at him. The face trembling and then he 
 
 
 
“Frogs.”  Said Philip.  “It was the frogs.”



Chapter Thirty-Four: Wed 15th Oct – 6 pm. 
 

Joshua walked into the house, he could hear the shower in his en-suit running, and glanced 

around, Gizmo padded in behind him and sat at the bottom of the stairs looking up. The house 

smelt clean and from what Joshua saw, every surface had been polished. The kitchen floor was 

clean and the mop stood inside the living room. 

“Perry?  Perry you in?”  Called Joshua as he closed the door and walked into the living
 

room. 
 

 
 
 
 
There was a sound from above in and then Perry appeared on the landing.   He was wearing

 

a towel and his hair was stuck to his head.  Joshua could still see the water droplets falling down his 

brothers muscular build.  He looked guilty and his brown eyes kept darting between Joshua and 

Gizmo, who took off bounding up the stairs and then started to lick Perry's wet leg. 

“Josh, err, I didn't think you'd be home yet, I was just...”  Perry stammered. 
 

Joshua saw his brothers face turning red but that didn't matter.  “Perry, come here, I need a 

chat with you.” 

“Two seconds.”  Perry said, darting into his room. 
 

Joshua walked through the living room and into the kitchen.  Pouting himself a glass of lime 

juice he thought about what he had been told at the hospital.  Firstly, there was Philip Levene, the 

Airman, who had said he was running from frogs who had just torn his senior officer apart and two 

other's he had found in the base. Then there was Colin Stamp, still shaken and very scared, who 

had also blamed frogs for the killings of Sybil Reeves, Taylor Monmath and Laurence Kipps. 
 

Walking out of the kitchen, Joshua sat down in his chair and sipped his lime cordial. 
 

The coroner had confirmed that what ever had killed Miss Reeves, Mr Monmath and Mr 

Kipps was responsible for the deaths of Mr Wallace, Mr Dickson and Mr Ranger. He had gone on to 

tell Joshua that the same residue that had been found in the Wallace residence was found on the 

bodies of most of the victims and in the wounds sustained by Philip Levene and Colin Stamp. 

Joshua had asked about their conditions and been told that the technician was all ready 

recovered and that Colin Stamp would recover in time, his annul passage would heal but he may 

never had feeling on the left hand side of it again where all the flesh had been torn away.  It was the 

burning to both men's lungs, nasal passageways and trachea would take a much longer time to heal. 

Joshua heard the six footfalls on the wooden stairs and glanced over to see Perry, now 

wearing a pair of grey cargo shorts and trainers walking down the stairs with the large Golden 

Retriever, who was now theirs.   He watched his brother walk across the floor and then stop beside 

his chair.  Gizmo continued on to lay beside the chair. 

“Sit down, Perry.”  Said Joshua.  “I need to talk to you about something important.” 

“Okay,”  Said Perry looking up.  “So I used your shower, no need to have a full, sit down



there, conversation.  Christ, I'll never use your shower again if you're that touchy.” 
 

“It's got nothing to do with the shower,”  Said Joshua. “actually, I'm surprised I haven't 

caught you in before now.” 

“I'm just good.”  Said Perry smiling.  “Is this about Tara?”  Perry sat on the sofa. 

“Why would it be about Tara?” Asked Joshua, slightly confused. 

“Well you two did get it on the other night, didn't you? Will she be moving in?” Asked
 

Perry. 
 

 
 
 
 
“No she won't and no we didn't, what the fuck is that do with you?”  Joshua felt the anger

 

rising in him, had Tara said something to Loony.  Had his inability to perform suddenly become 

local gossip?  Joshua felt sick. 

“I was just asking, you get on really well with her and I just thought... That when she came 

over and I was at Lonny's.... that you...”  Perry stumbled and stopped talking. 

“Well, we didn't, okay.”  Joshua could not hide the anger and pain her was feeling. 
 

“How come?” Asked Perry.  “I mean, she's really hot and she likes you so how come you 

didn't...” 

“What the fuck's it got to do with you?”  Joshua yelled.  “What business is it of yours if I 
 

can or can't...”  Joshua stopped, he didn’t want to have this conversation with his younger brother, it 

was his problem not his brothers. 

“You couldn't, could you?” Asked Perry, his voice low and concerned. 
 

“What? No.. I mean yes.. I just...”  Joshua faltered.  'I promised not to lie to you you little 

shit but this is too far.'  he thought.   “I want to talk to you about something that's happening on the 

island, I want to know you'll be safe because...” 

“Fucking hell Josh.”  Perry cut in.  “You've been single for how long? A year, more, since I 
 

moved it I haven't seen a single piece of arse leaving your room.” 
 

“What has it got to do with you?” Asked Joshua, realising this conversation was going to 

happen whether he wanted it to or not. 

“Everything.”  Said Perry. 

“Pardon, how?” Asked Joshua. 

“Fuck sake.”  Perry said looking up into his brothers face.  “Josh, for a year you've looked 

after me, you've done everything to make it easier for me.  Jesus, you even moved here so I wasn't 

faced with the memories every day.” 

Joshua wanted to interrupt, he wanted to tell his brother that he had it a little wrong and that 

they had moved as much for him to get away as they had for Perry but he let his brother continue. 

'Why spoilt his idea that I'm the greatest brother in the world, who has done it all for him.' 
 

“Josh, you need to relax.  I'm seventeen, almost, and it's about time you stopped looking out



for me.”  Said Perry.  “You need to live your life, you need to stop worrying about me because that's 

what the problem is, you're so worried about what I will think, say or do if you move on and have a 

life, you can't.” 

“And when did you become doctor Phill?” Asked Joshua. 
 

“When Lonny told me Tara and you had asked him to pick me up because you were worried 

with everything that was going on, and then you told me you hadn't got 'close' to Tara and it's self 

explanatory really.”  Said Perry as he laid back onto the sofa. 

“You're a clever little bastard, you know that.”  Said Joshua.  “I don't know if you're right 
 

and once again, I don't know what my love life has to do with you but what you said is very clever.” 

“Just promise me something Josh?” Asked Perry, leaning forward again. 

“What?” Asked Josh. 
 

“That you'll stop worrying about me and worry about yourself instead?”  Perry asked.  “Tell 

you what, you do that for me and I'll do whatever you tell me to if it's to keep me safe, so you won't 

have to worry. You can pick me up from school, run me to friends and back just so you know I'm 

safe.”  Perry said holding out his right hand. 

“Why do I feel like I'm being shafted?” Asked Joshua as he shook hands with his brother. 

“If you stop worrying about me, you might just get lucky enough to be.”  Laughed Perry. 

After a few words Joshua finally got around to telling Perry what he needed to, about the 

dead bodies and about his belief they had something to do with the local frogs.  Perry had 

commented about seeing one a few days ago but it looked small and he'd just kicked it into the lake 

at school. 

“Don't go near them, stay well away from them.”  Ordered Joshua.  “This is for your own 

good so you have to do it.”  Joshua smiled.  “I need you to go over Tara's, have a few cokes till I get 

back, and take Gizmo.” 

“Why?” Asked Perry as Joshua stood up. 
 

“I have to go out, I have to go and check something?”  Joshua said as he reached for his car
 

keys. 
 

 
 
 
 
“What and where?” Asked Perry, standing up. 
 

“The old base.”  Said Joshua as he crossed to the door.  “I have to see if what Airman
 

Levene is true.” 
 

“Hold on.”  Perry dashed across the room and pulled his small denium jacket off a peg.  “I'm 

coming with you.” 

“Like hell you are, I told you.”  Said Joshua, rounding on his brother.  “It's for your own 

safety. You're going to Tara's, you promised.” 

“And if you think I'm going to let you go out there on your own,”  Said Perry standing toe to



toe with his taller brother.  “you're out of your fucking tree. What have you just told me about killer 

frogs and you expect me to just wait and hope you're okay?  Get a brain Josh, I'm coming.” 

“Well,”  Joshua knew he couldn’t argue.  “you stay in the car.” 
 

“I go where you go, don't even bother, I go where you go.”  Said Perry opening the door. 

“Well, at least stay behind me and if I say run...”  Perry cut him off. 

“I'll already be running, I'm not letting you go alone, I didn't say anything about sticking 

with you.”  Said Perry as he began to laugh and Gizmo wandered out of the house and over to the 

car.



Chapter Thirty-Five: Wed 15th Oct – 6:45 pm. 
 

Pulling the Fire bird to a stop at the high wire mesh gates, the small helicopter was sat on the 

landing pad at the far end of the base and Joshua saw the window had been spattered from the 

inside and he saw bit's of what looked like a body. 
 

He had seen the other car almost immediately, a small black mini cooper was parked 

between a hedge and the fence.  It then made sense why no one had seen the car.  Not only was this 

part of the road rarely used, 'If you didn’t come to the gates, you'd never seen it.'  he thought. 

Reading the registration he knew who's car it was. 

“So, this is where they ended up.”  Joshua said. 

“Oh Christ.”  Said Perry,  “Is that a skeleton?” 

Joshua looked across to where Perry was pointing and sure enough, a few hundred meters 

from the large concrete base, laying on the car park was a dirty skeleton and a little way from that, 

laying on its side was large blue cool box.  Joshua felt his heart thud and from the look on Perry's 

face Joshua knew his brother was beginning to regret forcing his way on the trip. 

“You want to stay in the car?” Asked Joshua and for a moment, Perry seemed to being 

evaluating his options. 

“No.”  Said Perry, with on a hint of uncertainty. 
 

Joshua stepped out of the car, the air was cool and the wind had died down.  He walked 

around to the boot where he took a large pair of bolt cutters. The car bobbed as Gizmo lopped out 

and sat at Perry's feet.  Joshua thought about asking his brother to stay with the car. After all, what 

he was about to was breaking and entering and into a military installation.  'I'm sure I can be shot 

for this.'  Joshua thought as he closed the boot and as he looked over the car at the gates he saw the 

sign that was hanging by one corner. 

MOD PROPERTY: TRESSPASSERS WILL BE SHOT! 
 

Joshua swallowed hard and walked around the car.  The gates creaked as he slid the nose of 

the bolt cutters between them and around a thick chain that held them closed. 

“Josh?” Asked Perry from behind.  “Josh, we've seen the body, can't we just leave?” 

“I have to check it out,”  Said Joshua.  “Perry, you can stay with car, I won't be long.” 

Gizmo barked and Joshua heard Perry run over to him. 

“Fuck that, I'm not staying here on my own.”  Said Perry.  “And anyway, you might need me 

to back you up.” 

“Against what? A wet paper bag?” Asked Joshua with a laugh. 
 

The chain broke and the gates swung open with a squeal. As they walked across the car park 

and past the guard house, Joshua heard his brother's heavy breathing, Perry was only inches behind 

him.  Stopping he felt Perry bump into him with a yelp.



“Sorry I was... Err... Watching the skeleton.”  Said Perry.  “Can you smell that?” 

Joshua could, it was ammonia and there was a faint hint of petrol.  “Come on.” 

Joshua saw the helicopter and its occupant.  A skeleton with no flesh remaining.  His 

stomach churned and Joshua glanced back to see the Perry's pale face and his eyes locked on the 

skeleton on the car park. 

Joshua turned around and found he was looking through a door and laid on a table just inside 

was another skeleton.  “Jeez.”  Said Joshua, 

“What?”  Asked Perry as he turned around.  “Sweet mother of God.”  Perry stepped back. 

“Holly shit.  Christ! ” 

Joshua turned to see his brother looking directly through a clear section of the helicopter's 

windscreen. Putting his arm around Perry's shoulders, Joshua turned him around so he was 

looking back out towards the car, he could hear his brother hawking and see him trying to hold back 

a wave of nausea.  “Come one, we're getting out of here.” 

“Thank God.”  Said Perry. 
 

The smell of ammonia suddenly filled the air and Joshua heard faint croaking sounds 

coming from inside the base.  Gizmo began to bark violently at the doorway.  'Why did I bring him 

here?'  Joshua wondered as he looked at his younger brother's white and frightened face.  Gripping 

the back of Perry's denim jacket,  Joshua kept him close as they ran for the gate. The croaks were 

getting louder, Gizmo was still barking at the base when Perry glanced back. 

“Gizmo, here pal!”  Called Perry. 
 

Moments later Gizmo ran up to Joshua's feet as something green hopped out of the doorway 

and landed with a squishy thud on the concrete. 

“Holy shit there here.”  Said Perry.  “Josh they’re here, Josh they're coming!” 
 

Joshua could feel the sweat running down his face and as they ran through the gates to see 

three green frogs on the concrete.  His legs were aching with the sudden exorcise but he was glad to 

out of the compound. As he looked back he saw that none of the frogs were moving but they were 

all watching. As Joshua reached the car he pulled the passenger door open and Gizmo jumped in 

and swiftly slid into the back seats as Perry clambered in. 

Joshua ran around to the drivers door, his heart was racing and his stomach churning as more 

green frogs, these bigger than the first, hopped out of the open base doorway.  Pulling the car door 

open he jumped in.  Gunning the engine, Joshua slammed the car into reverse and watched dust 

billow out front as the car sped backwards. 
 
 

Just as the car tuned onto the main road Perry cried for the car to stop.  Joshua pulled over 

and Perry flung the door open, leaned out and spilt the entirety of his stomach content onto the



black tarmac.  Joshua could only rub his brothers back and issue words of calming reassurance. 

“It's okay, you're safe now bro,”  Said Joshua.  'But is it safe?'  He wondered. 

When Perry laid back in his seat Gizmo leaned forward and started licking him.  Joshua was 

about to tell the dog off but decided that Gizmo must have his reasons and, like him, was probably 

worried about Perry. 

'What the hell am I supposed to do?'  Joshua wondered.  'What the hell can anyone do?'



Chapter Thirty-Six: Wed 15th Oct – 7 pm. 
 

Simon pulled the door open to see Anna Watling and Christopher Manning smiling up at 

him. The night had turned cold as he issued them entrance a cold wind whipped in and he could 

feel his nipples harden.  “Just go through to the dining room. Tyack's outside, he insisted we have 

the barbecue.”  Laughed Simon. 

“Hiya Merryn.”  Said Manning as he walked through to the living room. 
 

Simon walked in and passed Manning who was stood talking to Merryn Brooke who had sat 

in the easy chair with a can of larger.   In the dining room, Anna was cheerfully saying hello to a 

few of the local shop keepers. 
 

“Hey, Si?” Tyack called through.  “Is that D.S coming do you know? Oh, hello Anna.” 

“I doubt it.”  Answered Simon.  “He called the station earlier.  He broke into Flat Point. 

Foxly's gone atomic.” 
 

“Holy shit.”  Said Dantwild.  “What was he thinking?” 
 

“He did find the missing kids, Alex and Mysha.”  Commented Anna. 
 

“Yeah, there skeleton's and that's only if he's right.”  Said Manning from the living room. 

“Okay, okay.”  Said Simon,  “No more talk of shop, let's just enjoy ourselves. Anna would 

you like a drink?” 
 

After getting everyone another drink, Simon walked into the back garden and stood with 

Tyack. The air was cold but stood by the barbecue he almost believed it was still summer.  He could 

smell the salt being carried by the wind and as he slid his arm around Tyack's waist he sighed. 

“What's up, Si?” Asked Tyack, flipping a burger that was charcoal black on one side and 

pink on the other. 

“Just life.  Have you ever thought about getting away from here Tyack?” Asked Simon.  He 

was not sure what Tyack's response would be, the man had lived on the island all his life and even 

thought Simon had lived here since the age of ten, he still didn't feel at home. 

“Where would we go? What would we do?” Asked Tyack. 
 

“You could start a little fitness club and I could just moved constabularies or even set up a 

security business.” Answered Simon, he had been thinking about setting up a security firm for a 

few years now.  His own little business where he didn't have to take orders or run around after other 

people.  'Just can't do it here, nothing to secure.'  He thought. 

“Are you serious?” Asked Tyack. 
 

Simon felt the broad man turn to face him and as he looked into light blue eyes that were 

dancing with the red light from the coals, he could swear to being totally serious. “Yes, Yes I am.” 

Tyack was looking into his eyes, the inch high difference almost unnoticeable between them. 

Simon could feel the warm breath on his neck and then Tyack leaned in and laid his head on



Simon's chest. 
 

“If you really want to,”  Said Tyack.  “As long as I'm with you, I don't care.” 
 

Simon wrapped his arms around the man's broad torso and smiled.  “You won't be saying 

that when I'm old, grey and fat.” 

“Well, you're getting their already, I can see a grey from here.”  Laughed Tyack. 

“And fuck you too.”  Said Simon giving Tyack a nudge. 

After the food had been cooked on the barbecue, Simon slipped it into the oven to finish off 

and then handed out plates of food to anyone who wanted one. The evening had been arranged as 

casual gathering.  Some of Tyack's fitness class had turned up and all but two invited guests.  Simon 

knew Foxly would never show but he had to ask him and with what had happened today, it was no 

surprise that Penulf had stayed away.  'He's probably at home waiting for a suspension notice. 

What a pillock, breaking into MOD property, no matter how unused.' 
 

Simon did feel a little sorry for the D.S.  He had always been friendly and had really made 

an effort to fit in and learn everyone's names instead of what Foxly had done when he had been 

transferred here, insist on rank and surnames and always bragged about how great he was. 

'It's not hard to keep order on a tiny island.'  Thought Simon but as chance would have it, it 

had become a little more difficult lately.  Simon could not remember a time when the island had 

been so overrun by violence. 

'Hope Josh doesn't start blaming himself.'  He thought.  'It's be bloody easy to think it had 

something to do with you.' 

“Hey, Si?”  Said Tyack walking up.  “So, are we going to tell everyone our news?” 

“News?”  Asked Simon, his thoughts vanishing like mist on a hot summers day. 

“Yeah, our news about the future?”  Reminded Tyack. 

Simon suddenly understood what the man was talking about.  Clinking his glass Simon 

called the room to order and as he looked around at the faces of people he had known for years, he 

suddenly realised how hard it was going to be to leave. 

“Mr and Tyack have had a chat and we've decided to move.”  Said Simon, the reaction that 

followed was stunned silence. 

“Where, Nymvale?” Asked Merryn. 
 

“No,” Answered Tyack.  “To the mainland.  I'm going to open a health club and Si's going 

to start a security business.” 

“Holy hell.”  Said Manning.  “You two are serious, aren't you?” 
 

Simon nodded at his friend.  “It's about time we did something different.”  He said.  “Morass 

will always be our home but we believe it's time we spread our wings.” 

“Maybe we'll come back one day.”  Said Tyack.  “When we're rich.”



The room laughed and chatter started about where they could go and how often would they 

be coming back.  At some time or another, Simon promised they would return once a year for their 

holidays and then promised Merryn that they would stay at the Old Keep. 

Simon found himself in a conversation about Colin Stamp and the man that had been 

dragged out of the water last Friday but he kept his comments reserved, he didn't like the idea of 

throwing around rumour and half baked speculation. 

It had passed nine when Simon heard the banging from next door, it was not a hammering 

on the wall it was just a few thuds in quick succession.  Simon wondered if Julie had dropped 

something and considered going around but considering how she had always ignored him he chose 

not to.   Manning offered him a fresh can and Simon found himself engrossed in a conversation 

about some new belief that the Raven's were leaving the island. 

“Yeah,”  Said Dantwild.  “Some professor at Elbridge has said she has noticed how few 
 

Raven's there now compared with a year ago.” 
 

“Bloody crap.”  Said Merryn.  “Dose she see the shit on my windows.” 
 

“That's from the seagulls.”  Explained  Simon.  “Nothing to do with the Ravens.” 
 

“Don't care which set of feathered bugger do it, I just wish they wouldn't do it when I've just 

cleaned them.”  Merryn complained and the room started to laugh. 

“Hey, Si.”  Said Manning. 
 

Simon turned around to see Manning holding back the curtains and looking out of the 

window.  “What's up Chris?” Asked Simon. 

“Do you know your next door neighbours?” Asked Manning. 
 

“Well, I talk to her now and then but I don't think she's too keen on my 'life style', if you 

know what I mean.”  Explained 

“Bull shit.”  Said Tyack.  “She fancies the arse off you and you don't even noticed her.” 

“What?”  Simon turned to look at the broad man stood in the kitchen doorway.  “You've got 

to be kidding.” 
 

“Nope, she told me one day.” Tyack said.  “You know before I moved in, she was asking me 

all about you and told me how she had always liked you, thought you had a really cute arse, I had to 

agree, and then told me she didn't care if you were 'one of them'  she still liked you.” 

“Holy buggery.”  Said Simon. 
 

“Well, Simon.”  Manning interjected.  “The little girls on the front... hold on, she's climbing 

over the wall.  Jesus, she's crying, Simon!” 

Simon ran to the door with Tyack and a number of other guests behind him.  Opening the 

door he looked down at Rose, who was in a heap on the floor crying. Walking down the steps, 

Simon knelt down beside the strawberry blonde girl.  He saw the worry on her face, she was



confused and a little scared. 
 

“Rose,”  Said Simon.  “Rose, what's wrong? Where's your mum?” 

“Hebithernowshewon'tgetup.”  Said Rose blubbering. 

“Rose, say that again, Rose, you know I'm a police man, tell me what's happened, I might be 

able to help?”  Simon said to the little girl who was sobbing into her dress. 

“I'm going in.”  Said Tyack and before Simon could protest, the broad man was over the 

wall and into the house, swiftly followed by Dantwild. 

“I'll check up stairs, Jury, have a look down here.” 
 

“Rose, come on, tell me what's wrong?” Asked Simon holding out a handkerchief Anna had 

just handed him from her bag.  “Tell me slowly.” 

“He bit her now she won't get up?”  Rose said a little slower. 
 

“Who bit her Rose, did someone bite your mother?” Asked Simon and he saw Rose nod, her 

blonde hair bobbing.  “Who was, who bit her?” 

“Harvey, Harvey got out and bit her.”  Said Rose. 
 

“Call an ambulance!” Tayck called down from the upper floor of next door. 
 

Simon heard someone behind him running into the house to make the call but he didn’t take 

his attention away from Rose.  “Rose, who's Harvey?” 

“My frog...  My frog bite my mummy.”  Said Rose as she burst into sobs and flung herself at
 

Simon. 
 

 
 
 
 
Tyack walked out of the door, his face ashen, and leaned over the wall.  Simon could feel the

 

hot breath in his ear and then Tyack whispered.  “She's dead.”



Chapter Thirty-Seven: Thurs 16th Oct – 3 pm. 
 

“Don't you understand what I'm saying or are you ignoring me?” Asked Joshua.  He had 

been stood in the CID office for twenty minutes trying to explain, as best he could, what he knew 

about the dead bodies that have been turning up around the island.  Joshua was getting more and 

more aggravated with every passing moment, Detective Chief Inspector Foxly just did not seem to 

be listening or care. 

“I'm ignoring your absolutely insane idea's.”  Said Foxly, resting back into his chair.  “Do 

you honestly expect me to take it seriously, killer frogs?” 

“I know how it sounds.”  Said Joshua and he did.  “But Sir, the teeth marks on the bones and 

the lab did test on the saliva found on the bodies, it's from a species called Rana ridibunda...” 

“OO! Sounds very scary.” 
 

Joshua breathed out through his nose, trying to ignore Foxly's sarcasm, he continued.  “It's 

the common marsh frog, do you understand what that means? This island is almost fifty percent 

marshland and it's populated by thousands of frogs...” 

“And you're saying these frogs have turned what, feral?” Asked Foxly. 
 

“To put it bluntly, yes. There's two witnesses who have seen...”  Joshua was cut off when 
 

Foxly turned and looked at him. 
 

“Witnesses, you're really out of your depth.  One of those witnesses is young man who is 

suffering from exposure and the other is a mental challenged young boy.”  Said Foxly. 

“Exposure, mentally challenged! Are you kidding me, since when?” Asked Joshua.  'Is he 

really going to try and debunk them by calling them nutters?  How far will he go?'  he wondered but 

it became all too clear how far Foxly was willing to go. 

“I have had Doctor Phines arrange for both Mr Levene and Master Stamp to be put in the 

safe ward, for their own protection.”  Said Foxly.  “When Judge Franklin returns from London, he 

can order a full psych evaluation for both of them.” 

“The R.A.F will never allow that.”  Said Joshua. 
 

“And why would we need to inform the R.A.F?” Asked Foxly, his eyes narrowing.  “Or 

would you like to tell them you forced entry and trespassed on Ministry Of Defence property?” 

'You slimy bastard.' Thought Joshua.  “So, as long as I drop it, you don't inform the MOD?” 

Joshua watched as Foxly nodded and then sat back in his chair.  “I don't see why we have to 

cause a panic on the island.  It’s be half term next week, we don't want to frighten all the families 

away who will be coming to spend their money in our shops, do we?”  Foxly said. 

“Well, at least bring in some specialists to check around., please inspector Foxly.”  Joshua 

said, trying to plead to reason more than rant insanely.  “Then at least we'll know what's going on.” 

“You seem to think we're the Met or maybe Cleveland Constabulary,”  Said Foxly.  “Look,



city boy, we don't have the resources to bring any one in and there's no one on the island who would 

even have the first clue about the crap your spouting.”  Foxly turned towards the window.  “Now, I 

think you best take a few days off, I'll let you know what we find at Flat point.” 

“Flat point? What do you mean, what you'll find?”  asked Joshua.  'he's not going to send 

someone out there, no please.'  he thought. 

“A couple of uniforms are going up with the coroner to collect the bodies you found.”  Said 

Foxly.  “I don't think we'll find any teeth marks or saliva, just a few unknown skelteton's that have 

been there for years.  Now, get out and don't come back until the Chief Super sends for you.” 

“I don't believe you, I don't fucking believe you.”  Said Joshua.  His stomach was churning 

and he felt a pain behind his eyes.  “Don't you care about people's lives?” 

“Of course I do and how dare you insinuate...  I care about the lives and lively hoods of 

those on this island. Now get out!”  Foxly stood up and motioned towards the door. 

“Don't send any one up to that base, please Sir, don't.” Joshua wanted to reason with him 

but when Foxly picked up the phone.  Joshua knew he either left of his own accord or Foxly was 

going to have one of the constables come and remove him. 

When Joshua walked out of the office, Gizmo stood up and padded to his side. Turning 

towards the stairs, Joshua saw Michaels, Manning and Watling quickly walking down into the 

stairwell.  Joshua could feel the heat in his face, his hands were trembling as he walked towards the 

stairs. 
 

'He's actually going to cover up the deaths.'  Joshua thought, taking the stairs three at a time. 
 

'Don't the families of those two kids deserve to know what happened to their children?' 
 

As he made his way past the front desk he turned to the four officers who were chatting
 

quietly. 
 

 
 
 
 
“I don't care if you all think I'm crazy,”  Joshua said.  “but Anna, please don't let them

 

section Colin, he's not unstable and please, don't any of you go up to Flat Point with out back up.” 

Joshua watched them nod slowly, he was not sure if they believed him and at that moment, 

he did not even care if they did or not but he did hope they listened to him.  Opening the door to the 

car park he heard Michaels cough. 

“Sir,.. Josh.”  Michaels said.  “For what it's worth, even if you're wrong, we all think you're 

doing the right thing.” 

“Yeah,” Agreed Manning.  “At least you're doing your job.” 
 

“Well, I think you're way off base, come on Sir.  Killer frogs.”  Said Dantwild. 
 

“I'll do what I can to stop them sectioning Colin, I'll try and get his dad to take him home.” 

Explained Watling. “Oh, and after what happened at Si's last night, I think there may be some truth 

to your frog theory.”



Joshua asked Watling to explain what had happened the night before and then he left the 

station. After glancing back at the station doors as the Golden Retriever jumped into the back seats, 

Joshua slid into the drivers seat and drove off. 
 
 

  
 
 
 

Joshua was still angry when he dropped Perry and Gizmo at The Marsh Eyes, he was still 

trying to understand Foxly's blatant disregard.  'Okay, so it is a little outrageous.'  Joshua thought. 

'But he could have at least done something about public safety.  Old arsehole.' 
 

His temper subsided when he walked into the bar and to see Tara sat on a stool in a pale pink 

trouser suit, with her long brown hair flowing in ringlets over her shoulders.  He saw a young 

woman sat with her and they seemed to have been engrossed in conversation until Gizmo padded 

over and licked Tara's fingers. 

“This is Josh,” Tara said.  “Josh, this is Cassandra.  She's an old friend.” 

“Hey, not so heavy on the old.”   Laughed Cassandra. 

Joshua stood with the two friends as they laughed about old times and told him stories of 

their childhoods on the island. There were hints to rather raunchy summer evenings spent on 

Knights Landing but Tara soon stopped that conversation by mentioning the name 'Goliath' and 

'Ratkin Cove'.  Joshua decided not to ask for an explanation and, finishing another round of drinks, 

he lead Tara out to the car and drove her to the restaurant. 
 
 

The Caladvwlch restaurant was quite, their small wooden table were all circular and covered 

in white clothes with a red dragon motif. Tall thin copper candle holders, that looked like that had 

been forged over a hundred years ago stood on the centre of each with long thin tapering candles. 

An array of wild flowers was set around the candles and as Joshua sat down opposite Tara he 

noticed how the high backed chairs were engraved with names in an old English style. 

“I'll have the cod and the lady will be having the salmon.”  Said Joshua to the young waiter. 

“And can we have a bottle of Faiveley Pinot Noir Mercurey, please?”  Joshua's French was terrible 

and when he heard Tara tittering he could feel his ears burning but the waiter did not seem to care 

and smiled as he walked away. 

“Okay, so it's been a while since I had to speak French.”  Said Joshua, he could feel his 

cheeks warming up as he looked at Tara smiling at him over the flickering candle flame. 

“When was the last time you used French?”  She asked.  “It sounds like it was during the 

Napoleonic wars.” Tara laughed and when the waiter returned with the wine and offered Joshua 

and Tara a taste she tried and it said.



“C'est beau, je vous remercie .”  In perfect French. 
 

Joshua knew his jaw had dropped open, and he felt like and even bigger fool as his cheeks 

and ears burnt furiously. “Now that's just showing off.”  Said Joshua. 

“I know.”  Said Tara with a smile.  “I stayed in France for a year when I was eighteen.” 

“Ah, so you cheated.”  Said Joshua raising his glass. 

Her hand reached across the table and Joshua could feel her stockinged foot sliding up the 

inside-leg of his trousers.  Taking Tara's hand, he smiled.  Her pink smooth cheeks were dimpled 

and he imagined her red lips touching his, warmly, passionately. 

“I heard about that poor woman, lives next door to Simon.”  Said Tara as the meal arrived. 

“Yeah.”  Said Joshua.  “The little girl's staying with W.P.C Watling until her uncle comes and 

picks her up, should be here tomorrow morning.” 
 

“Oh, where's he coming from?”  She asked as she sliced into her pink salmon on its bed of
 

lettuce. 
 

 
 
 
 
“Portsmouth.”  Joshua said.  “Oh, I asked Perry about your idea for his birthday.” 

“Humm?”  She enquired with a mouth full of fish. 

“He thinks it's a great idea and I might just wait 'till we get out in the middle of the ocean
 

before I give him his present.”  Joshua smiled crookedly as he imagined Perry's reaction to getting 

his present in the middle of sea, where he couldn't even touch it. 

“Oh, what have you got him?” Asked Tara.  “You know, I have no idea what to get him.  I 
 

think Lonny's got him a game, Call of War of Gears of Duty, something like that.” 
 

“He'll like that and I've got him this...”  Joshua said as he pulled the envelope from his inner 

pocket.  “I was hiding it in my bedroom but he's been using my shower and he used to have a habit 

of borrowing stuff, so I don't want to risk it.” 

He handed Tara the envelope and as she opened it he took a slice from the breaded cod and 

chase a few peas around with his knife before securing them to the four prongs. 

“Perpagilliam?” Tara asked.  “His name's Perpagilliam?” 
 

“Yeah.” Answered Joshua, suddenly wishing he had not shown Tara the present.  “Mum was 

a bit nuts when it came to names.”  He explained. 

“You've got a normal name, Joshua.”  Said Tara.  “It's nice...” 
 

She tailed off as Joshua pulled his wallet from his pocket and handed her it, flipping it open 

to show his driving licence through the small plastic window. 

“Joshua Adric... Adric?” Tara looked bemused. 
 

“Mum loved Doctor Who, raving nutter about it.”  Joshua smiled.  “Adric and Perpagilliam 

were companions to The Doctor and if Mum had got her way, Adric would have been my first 

name.”  He explained.  “It was my dad that added the Joshua, after his father but my brother, wasn't



as lucky.” 
 

Joshua saw Tara tying not to laugh and he had to admit, being named after a fiction character 

would not have been too bad, if the names had not been obscure.  'She couldn't have liked the 

brigadier could she, called us Alistair and Gordon.'   He thought and then as Tara started to laugh, 

unable to hold it back any longer, Joshua turned a little red.  He felt the heat rising in his face but he 

had expected this, every time he told someone about their names, he got this reaction. 

“I'm sorry, I shouldn't laugh.”  Said Tara calming herself.  “After all, my brother's named 

after a character from a film.”  She explained.  “Logan from Logan's run, dad loves it.” 

“And what about your name?” Asked Joshua.  “Tara, that must have come from 

somewhere?” 

“Knowing mum, it was probably next doors dog.” Tara said and then started laughing again. 

Joshua smiled as Tara made over exaggerated panting faces and begging faces.  He felt 

comfortable and as the evening wore on, he stopped thinking about Foxly and all the murders. As 

he looked into Tara's pale blue eyes, the candlelight shimmering in her black pupils, the thought the 

world had receded and that they were the only two people in it.



Chapter Thirty-Eight: Fri 17th Oct – 9 am. 
 

Joshua took his jacket from the peg and picked up his keys. The early morning sunlight was 

spilling in through the windows and Gizmo was laid against the bottom of the sofa, his head up and 

his large deep brown eyes watched him.  Stuffing the carrier bag in the leg pocket of his tan combat 

trousers, Joshua turned and picked up the childes fishing net, the kind that are sold at every shop in 

a seaside town, a bamboo pole with a tatty bit of brightly coloured net attached to a thin piece of 
 

metal. 
 

“Where you going?” Asked Perry from the top of the stairs. 

“Out.”  Answered Joshua, taking hold of the door handle. 

“Where, out?”  Perry asked taking a step down, his shorts flapping open at the waist. 

“Just out, go back to bed.”  Joshua did not want Perry along on this one, it had been 

frightening enough, the thought of losing him, when they were up at Flat Point.  Joshua wasn't 

prepared to for another experience like that. 

“Josh, either tell me where you're going or I'll call Tara and tell her you've gone up the base 

again.”  Threatened Perry as he made his way to the ground floor. 

“You wouldn't dare and that would be a lie.”  Rasped Joshua, turning away from the door. 

“Where are you going?” Asked Perry, again. 

Joshua saw the concern in his brothers brown eyes.  “I'm going up the marsh.” 

“To do what?  Catch a frog?”  Perry asked, eyeing the net. 

“Yes.” Answered Joshua.  “Now you stay here, I'll be back as soon as I can. Get a shower or 

something, you seem to like doing that when I'm out.” 

“I'm coming with you, Gizmo too, come on boy.”  Said Perry, garbing his denim jacket as 

the Retriever padded over.  His shaggy gold coat catching the sunlight. 

“Like hell you are.”  Said Joshua, taking the jacket out of Perry's hands and putting back on 

the peg.  “Not this time, you're staying here where it's safe.” 

“No where's safe around here.”  Said Perry.  “At least with you I have a chance and don't 

argue, I'm coming.” 

Joshua walked out of the house, quickly followed by Gizmo and then Perry who was pulling 

his jacket on and closing it against the cold wind that whipped around his naked Torso. 

“Shouldn't you go get a shirt on?” Asked Joshua as he slid into the car. 
 

“Not on your life,” Answered Perry, letting Gizmo into the back seat.  “You'll just fuck off 

and leave me.” 

Joshua cursed under his breath.  'Clever little sod.'  He thought as he started the car. The sun 

was low in the sky, sending brilliant reds and oranges onto the clouds that were skittering across the 

light blue sky.



The Firebird left the village and headed out towards the marsh. The net was waged down 

the side of the drivers seat and Joshua caught it with the back of his hand every time he changed 

gear. The old Keep was standing tall on the end of the hills, it's tall main building dark and cold 

looking as the mist rolled in off the sea. 

“It's like a fucking horror film.”  Said Perry.  “If you see a pirate shit coming towards us in 

the mist, turn around and put your foot down.” 

“Sure thing.”  Said Joshua. 
 

“What are you gonna do if you catch a frog, Josh?”  Perry asked. 
 

“Take it to the hospital.”  Joshua replied as the white silos and chimney appeared from 

behind the hills.  It's large expanse glinted in the sunlight and the smoke rising form the stack was 

wispy and was blown to nothing as soon as it rose a foot above the yellow rim. 

“What, so the doc's can have a look at them?” Asked Perry as he glanced out towards the
 

ocean. 
 

 
 
 
 
“Exactly,”  Said Joshua.  “maybe if we know what we're dealing with, we can fight it.”

 
 
 

The car stopped at the end of the tarmac, the green and purple marsh land stretched out in 

front of him and the Flat Point base was just a grey blob on the cliff.   Stepping out of the car, 

Joshua felt the cold wind blowing off the Atlantic and glancing over, he saw Perry shiver. 

“Come on boy.”  Said Perry. 
 

Gizmo jumped out of the car and padded along between Joshua and Perry.  Joshua held onto 

the fishing net and walked slowly through the marsh grasses towards Traitors Cave.  He knew he 

was on edge, every little sound made him twitch and from he saw Perry do, he knew his brother was 

just as anxious.  Gizmo had not left their sides and Joshua was thankful for that. 

“If you smell anything, start barking, okay pal?”  Said Joshua, giving the large Golden 
 

Retriever beside him a stroke as the cave came into view. 

“Please tell me they moved the bodies?” Asked Perry. 

“Yeah, they did.” Answered Joshua as he continued towards the dark jagged archway that 

looked not to dissimilar to an open mouth with two large front teeth. 

The sound in the grasses behind them made both men spin around and Gizmo give out a 

loud yap.  Joshua place his hand on his brothers chest to hold him back and then, slowly stepped 

forward himself. 

The small mound of dark purple grass was shivering and he knew it was not the wind 

causing it.  He could hear a chipping sound as he drew closer.  His heart was speeding up as it 

pumped adrenalin around his body, sweat was beading on his forehead and, using the blunt end of 

fishing pole, Joshua prodded the grass clump. He saw his hand shaking and breathing deeply to



keep his body steady he prodded the purple fountain again. 
 

With a squawk, the Raven battered hopped out.  Joshua jumped back and Perry yelped as the 

mess of black feathers and red innards flopped onto the ground.  Joshua felt sick, the beak was still 

attached and he saw the small muscles that worked it twitching.  One side of the head had been torn 

away and the small pale yellow eyes hung limp on it's nerves. 

One wing was snapped and flapped around uselessly, the other had very few fathers 

remaining. The bird's painful squawk churned Joshua's stomach as the small creature convulsed on 

the ground, it's tiny rib cage open to the air and one of the clawed feet was missing, the stump only 

slightly protruding form the ripped flesh. 

Joshua raised his foot and closed his eyes.  Bringing his foot down hard on the birds head he 

heard the crack as the skull crushed under his heel and the body stopped shaking. Turning away he 

tasted the bile in his throat and then it spilled out of his lips. 

Joshua could feel Perry stood next to him, a hand running up and down his back while his 

abdomen contacted in waves. The smell of sick filled his nostrils and the taste filled his mouth as 

he coughed the last glob of bile onto the dry ground.  His body ached from the force of the 

convulsions and the world felt as if it were spinning without him.  He could feel Gizmo's rough 

tongue lapping at his chin. 

Standing up straight, Joshua felt Perry's arm around his back. 
 

“Jesus, Josh.” Said Perry.  “Are you all right, never seen you spew before.” 
 

“Yeah,”  Joshua spat.  “I'm okay.  Come on.”  He said before leading the way towards the 

mouth of Traitors cave. 

Walking into the stone hollow, Joshua glanced around. The S.O.C.O team had cleaned up 

everything and he was sure they had even swept the floor. The cool wind that blew from the back 

of the cave smelt of ammonia but Gizmo only growled low. 

“Wonder where this leads?” Asked Perry. 
 

“There's caves running all the way along this end of the hills.”  Said Joshua.  “Most of them 

are too small for anyone to get through, probably old water ways and more than likely why that side 

of the island,”  He motioned towards the marshes.  “is marshland, all the water must drain west.” 

As he walked on, Joshua could feel the unease returning.  He was not sure if it was the cave, 

the smell of ammonia or the bird he had just had to 'put down' but he could feel his stomach tensing 

and sweat beading on his forehead. 

“Please tell me you brought a flash light.”  Said Perry. 
 

“I didn't actually think we'd be coming in here, thought we'd have seen one of the little 

bastards in the grass.”  Explained Joshua.  “If we don't see one soon, we'll go back, if it gets too 

dark, we'll not see them anyway.”



The cave floor was smooth, a few boulders had fallen here and there but nothing that 

hampered their progress deeper into the cave. The smell of ammonia was not getting any stronger 

and Gizmo had not made a sound until Perry kicked the thick base of a broken stalagmite. 

“Fuck! Bastard!”  Perry yelped, hopping around like a demented rabbit. 
 

“Perry are you...”  Joshua stopped as Gizmo barked. The loud sound echoing down the cave 

and back was almost deafening. Then there were the other noises, moist slapping sounds that were 

coming from the rear of the cave.  Sickening echoes like wet leaves being dropped onto stone that 

were coming closer out of the darkness and with it a wave of gut churning ammonia. 

Joshua breathed long and low.  “Oh... shit.”  He could hear the quite croaks as the creatures 

got closer.  Hitting Perry on the shoulder he breathed.  “Run.” 

Gizmo was barking aggressively and growing at the darkness when a cloud skimmed across 

the sun dropping the cave into a murky darkness. 

“Come on!  Perry, run!”  Joshua called, trying to grab his brothers jacket and pull him along. 

“Gizmo, come on boy, Gizmo!”  Screamed Perry as he heard the Golden Retriever yelp 

painfully. 
 

Joshua saw the marshes, a few flies hung at the entrance, his finer tips were curled around 
 

his brothers jacket when something struck the left leg of his combats.  He heard a ripping sound and 

could feel the tattered material flapping against his calf as he pelted towards the marshes and the 

car. 
 

“Gizmo!”  Perry called out into the darkness. 
 

Joshua could hear the fear and pain in his brothers voice and he felt his stomach churn as his 

mind flashed with images of the large dog laying on the floor with half his fur ripped away like the 

Raven ad been. The marsh was only a few meters away when he felt the soft slap on the skin of his 

exposed calf and then pain, searing pain pulsed up his leg as his skin was torn away. 

Joshua fell forward, the solid floor coming up fast. 

“Josh!”  Perry yelled. 

Joshua slammed onto the stone, his arm below his chest, air exploded out of his lungs.  He 

felt Perry pulling at his shoulders, trying to lift him up, the young man's voice filled with  fear and 

panic. 
 

“Get up, Josh please get up!” 
 

He could feel his eyes beginning to itch and his throat was drying.  Joshua heard another 

sound, it was something clipping on the stone and as he moved he felt pain shake his right arm and 

when glanced down he saw the a small bump half way up his fore arm. The clipping sound was 

getting closer and suddenly he felt the snout jam up between his legs. 

“Gizmo, Gizmo.”  Perry was crying.



Joshua pulled himself up, his throat felt like sand paper as he hopped towards the cave 

mouth. A pink tongue caught his exposed side where his shirt had ridden up.  Pain rocked his body, 

he could feel the skin being torn away and then blood ran down his trousers. 

Perry screamed and stumbled. 
 

'Sweet Jesus, this is it.' Thought Joshua but Perry stayed upright and kept on pulling them 

both on. 

Gizmo was barking and running from Joshua's side to the mouth of the cave. Suddenly they 

burst out into the open and before even thinking about it, Perry headed for the car.  Joshua's left leg 

was burning every time he used it be he had to, he knew Perry could not carry him all the way to the 

car.   Glancing down he noticed the blood running down his brothers shorts. 

The car was only a few meters away, the frogs had not followed out of the cave. Joshua 
 

could feel his lungs complaining at being used.  His body pushed on and as they reached the tarmac, 

he fell against the car bonnet.  Perry swiftly followed him giving out a low groan as he slammed 

into the metal.  Joshua saw the bloody back of Perry's cargo shorts and leaning back a little he 

noticed the right side of his brothers shorts had been torn away and with it, a layer of flesh form his 

buttock. 

Perry winced as he sat in the seat and Joshua felt his leg shiver as he put pressure on the 

clutch pedal.  Gizmo sat on the back seats and was watching out of the window at the swaying 

grasses of the marsh. 

“So,” Asked Perry.  “What now?” 
 

“Hospital.”  Said Joshua putting the car into reverse.  He remembered what Watling had told 

him about Julie Throp an dhow she's died after being bitten by a frog.  'God, I hope there saliva 

isn't poisonous.'  he thought, glancing over to his brother who had rested back in his chair and 

closed his eyes. 

“Perry!  Perry, don't go to sleep, for fuck sake don't go to sleep.” 
 

“Fat chance.”  Coughed Perry.  “I don't think I'll be able to sit down, never mind lay down.” 

Perry gave out a yelp as the car jolted and Gizmo leaned forward to receive a stroke form 

both men as the car sped on towards the village.



Chapter Thirty-Nine: Fri 17th Oct – 10 am. 
 

Entering the laboratory style classroom, Mr Fletcher locked the door.  He could hear the 

croaks sounding quietly around the room. After a short conversation with Doctor Merchant, Mr 

Fletcher dismissed him, informing the rather perturbed middle-aged teacher that he was not required 

for this particular lesson. 

Even in light of this, Doctor Merchant was nonetheless, determined to make a formal 

complaint to board of governors regarding what he believed to be 'gross indecency' on the part of 

the Headmaster, for allow 'such a horrendous form of torture to be inflicted on both the passive 

amphibians and the adolescent pupils.' 

“This is sick, Headmaster, absolutely sick.” Were Doctor Merchant's parting words. 

Mr Fletcher did not care about the spineless beliefs of someone obviously born of 

objectionable breeding.  “This is my school,”  Mr Fletcher had said.  “and I shall run it the way I 
 

see fit.” 
 

The boy she had sequestered from their own classes were stood around the main desk. 
 

'Twelve young ruffians ready to be moulded into men.'  Mr Fletcher thought as he walked over. 

“Benton! Smith! Brown!”  Barked Mr Fletcher.  “Stop that at once.” 

Mr Fletcher watched as the three boys stepped back from the cadged frog that they had been 

antagonising with a length of splint. To Mr Fletcher’s confusion, he noted that the large creature 

had not moved to a safer section of the barred cadge, instead, it seemed to be watching them three 

miscreants.  'None sense.' Thought Mr Fletcher, brushing the through from his mind. 

“Now, all of you boys are here for one reason,”  Said Mr Fletcher as he walked around the 

front of the table.  “you were all apprehend, performing unspeakable acts of puerile violence upon 

members of the amphibian genus.  And as you all seem to have a perverse delight in the macabre, 

you will now have your chance to exorcise this debased morality.” 

He had previously informed the boys that they would be participating in the scientific 

dissection of amphibians, but what he had chosen to leave then unaware of, was his intent for these 

boys to also commit the act of murdering these defenceless animals prior to their dissection. As Mr 

Fletcher looked around the room he felt a warm glow inside as the boys slowly realised what they 

would have to do. 

“Now,”  Said Mr Fletcher.  “You shall each take a position in relative to a caged amphibian, 

now, do it now.” 

He watched as the small group split up and each of them walked slowly towards a cage.  He 

saw them giving one and other worried glances. As the last boy, Peter Foreman, a sixteen year old 

with long untidy hair and a mud smeared face, reached a frog, Mr Fletcher took a deep breath in 

through his nose and gave the order.



“You are all now, to remove the bolt form the cage trap and then expedite your creatures 

from their incarceration and then, in a manner of your choosing, that dose no damage to the main 

thorax if the animal, end its existence.” 

As he watched, each boy removed the lock from their cage and opened the trap to allow 

their hands to slide inside.  Glancing around the room, he soon discovered none of the heathenish 

youths had even attempted to remove their frogs.  Sliding the bolt form the cage in front of him on 

the main desk, Mr Fletcher pulled back the track and gently slid his hand in and around the frogs 

rough body. 

“Children, it is very simple.”  Said Mr Fletcher, holding his own amphibian out to show 

them.  “Now, do it and should a single one of you refuse to acquiesce to my request, you shall all 

spend the remainder of the term in isolation, and that dose mean you will spend every day from zero 

eight hundred hours until sixteen thirty hours, everyday until Christmas, so if you believe one of 

your fellow class-men is not going to perform under this pressure, you had best do it for them, or 

give them a very clearly understood reason to perform.”  Mr Flecther grinned, he knew exactly what 

he was saying, 'Make your friends do it or beat the living hell out of them.'  It made a nice 

symmetry that their own friends should be the ones to deal out the punishment for their cowardice. 
 

As Mr Fletcher scanned the room he saw a few of the pupils still a little hesitant to slip their 

hands into the cages, 'No doubt through fear of amphibian retribution.'  He thought. 

“Come now, there,”  said Mr Fletcher.  “Put your hand into the cage and get a good grip of 

your frog and remove it from the its bondage.” 

He saw four of the pupils were still stood with their hands hovering above their cages. 
 

“So, Mr Kingdom, Mr Chaplet and Mr Grant wish for you all to spend remainder of the term 

in isolation, it appears.”  Said Mr Fletcher. 

“Come on Nicky.”  Said Graham McCrimmon from the next table.  “Don't be a puss.” 
 

Mr Fletcher watched as the young Mr Chaplet slowly slid his hand around the frog. With a 

shudder, the boy withdrew his hand.  His short blond hair was quivering along with the rest of his 

body as he brought the frog up to his face. 

“I did it.”  Nicky said.  “There you go, Sir.” 
 

Mr Fletcher was surprised that the boy could be so proud of himself when all he had 

accomplished was the removal of an amphibian from a steel barred cage.   “I am still awaiting you 

Mr Kingdom and you Mr Grant, I shall give you two more minuets and then this class will be over 

and you shall all spend the term in isolation.” 

Fletcher heard the whispered threats and the rising voice of dissent against the two boys. 
 

'Turn them upon on and other and they shall eat themselves whole.'  Thought the Headmaster. 

“Look,”  He heard Chaplet saying.  “You can make them open their mouths if you squeeze



their bodies.” 
 

There was a murmur of laughter as the pupils turned to watch Mr Chaplet forcing his frog to 

open and close it's mouth while he entertained himself as a vet who was looking into the throat 

cavity of the creature. 

Suddenly Chaplet screamed. Mr Fletcher looked up and as Chaplet turned to face him the 

Headmaster felt his stomach lurch as he looked at the melting face of the boy. The frog that had 

been in his hand was now on the floor.  The once blue eyes were dribbling down the bows bubbling 

cheeks. 

There was more screams and amphibians were dropped onto the floor.  Mr Fletcher watched 

in horror as Edward Jackson kicked one of the creatures into the wall, it's soft body imploding with 

the impact and that smell. The room was filling with it, a rancid smell like urine stained sheets. 

Chaplet fell against Mr Fletcher’s table and the Headmaster staggered back as the boy's 

disintegrating face impacted and burst on the table top and bone, brain and sinew spattering the 

table, the teacher and the frog. 

There were more cries and Mr Fletcher saw his pupils running towards the door, the door he 

had locked.  His throat felt dry and his lungs were painful.  Long, pink tongues fired form the 

mouths of the amphibians now on the floor and table tops.  He heard something slam against the 

wall beside him and screams echoed around the room as flesh ripped from it's place and blood 

spattered the walls. 

'Oh Lord in heaven, why is this happening?'  Mr Fletcher asked himself.  'This is my school, 

MY SCHOOL, and I will not allow it.'  Stepping forward he called for order.  “Stop your insentient 

bellowing.”  He said, his voice horse and raspy.  Looking around at the dead bodies that were 

littered around the door, all missing mass amounts of skin.  Some where shivering and others were 

convulsing in the last throws of death. Two boys were still screaming as they lay on the floor, their 

legs striped of flesh, blood pooled on the floor like an overflowing sink. 

“This is my school and I am the Headm.. He...!”  His voice was going, looking down he saw 

the tongue of the large frog in his hand flick out over it's own eyes.  Opening his mouth he tried to 

scream.  “HEL...” 

The amphibians tongue struck out, the sponge length entering Mr Fletcher’s open mouth 

and then as the Headmaster gurgled through a brunt throat, the frog ripped the upper palette from 

his mouth.  He could taste the blood pouring down his throat, his breathing was becoming laboured 

and as he leaned forward he spat blood across the frog who wiped his tongue across it's splattered 

face.  Mr Fletcher cried out, a retched liquid gurgle as the tongue struck out again, whipping into 

the mouth and up into the soft brain tissue.



Chapter Forty: Fri 17th Oct – 11:30 am. 
 

Joshua sat up, his leg was bandaged heavily and he could still feel the slight sting from the 

iodine they had used to clean it out.  His arm had been set, the break had been clean and so the 

doctor had just wrapped a circular splint dressing around it and added metal ties so that it couldn't 

just be removed at leisure. 

Perry, who had been laying on his front in the bed beside him, had faired a little better, 

maybe not according to Perry himself, who had spent the better part of the last two hours with 

nothing covering his buttocks. 

'Literally in the case of his right one.'  Joshua thought.   Joshua had felt so sorry for his 

brother but could not help a short laugh when his brother buried his head in the pillow and a rather 

nice nurse with long yellow hair and pert breasts had started rubbing iodine all over the upper thigh 

and inner thigh. 

“This is so unfair.”  Perry had said.  “First time a cute lass gets her hand on me and it's 

because my arse has been ripped at by a fucking frog.” 

“Ask for her number?”  Joshua had commented.  “Not like you'll have anything to surprise 

her.”  Joshua had started laughing, his leg and arm sending waves of pain through his body. 

“Yeah, thanks ya, prat.” 
 

It had taken a long time for them to be seen to, which Joshua expected had something to do 

with Doctor Phines and his odd behaviour around them.   Joshua had noticed the tall thin man 

hovering around them like a ghost soon after they had arrived, speaking to the nurses and doctors 

who were attending them.  Joshua was glad he'd told Perry not to mention the frogs and run with it 

being a walking accident.  He had asked what kind of accident could take the skin off your backside 

and Joshua had just told him he slid down the rock face. 

They both knew no one believed them, but both he brothers also had an idea what Dr Phines 

was hovering around for. 

“What does he want?”  Joshua asked Dr Carter, the pathologist, as he walked into the room. 

“What, Freaky Phines?” Asked Carter, glancing over his shoulder at the tall grey hard 

psychologist who was still hovering in the corridor.  “Wants to have you both sectioned.” 
 

The short pathologist closed the door and but left the blinds open and then walked across to 

Joshua.   Doctor Carter had been the man who had discovered the teeth marks on the bones and the 

saliva, he was possibly the only man in the system that didn't think Joshua was insane.  Joshua saw 

the messy silver haired man glance over at Perry with his large blue eyes. 

“He's okay.  Doctor Carter, this is my brother.”  Joshua introduced.  “Perry, this Doctor 
 

Samuel Carter, pathologist.” 
 

“Hi doc.”  Said Perry with his head still in the pillow. “Any idea what I get my duds back?”



“Perry, he's a pathologist, not a bloody nurse.”  Said Joshua.  “What have you found?” 

“Well, nothing new.”  Said Doctor Carter.  “I've made a copy of my report, here.” 

Joshua took the manilla envelope and slid it into the inside pocket of his jacket that was 

hung over a chair beside the bed.  He saw the pathologist's blue eyes darked from side to side as if 

expecting the door to open at any moment or someone to come in through the window and he 

understood the worry.  If someone caught him passing unofficial copies of autopsy records out, he 

would not only lose his job but he even be imprisoned. 

“I'll see if I can get you're brother some trousers and then you two can get out of there before 
 

D.C.I Foxly turns up.”  Said Doctor Carter heading for the door. 
 

“Foxly?”  Joshua looked up.  “What's doing coming here?”  Joshua did not enjoy the notion 

that the D.C.I was coming to find out how he had ended up in hospital.  'That slimy piece of shit.' 

“That's the other thing I came to tell you.  He's coming to talk to the two boys.” Answered 
 

Doctor Carter. “They're the only witnesses to what happened at the school.” 
 

“What happened at the school?” Asked Perry as he tried to run over.  “Is anyone hurt?” 

“Eleven have been killed,”  Said Doctor Carter.  “Ten of pupils and the Headmaster, Mr 

Fletcher.” 
 

“Shit.”  Exclaimed Perry. 
 

“What happened?” Asked Joshua, realising that could have easily been Perry in the 

mortuary. As he waited for the pathologist to answer he noticed the agitation on the man's round 

face. The attack would be common knowledge in about ten minuets, the whole island would know 

about it.  'So why do you look so fucking scared?' Wondered Joshua.  “Samuel, what is it? What the 

hell happened?” Asked Joshua. 

“I'm not saying this is fact, it's just what one of the nurses told me, what the boys.. err, Tyler 

and Kingdom..” 

“Kingdom?  Nate Kingdom?”  Perry turned over quickly and then yelped when his raw 

buttock scraped the bed sheet. 

“Yeah, that's him, Nathaniel Kingdom.”  Doctor Carter confirmed. 
 

“Do you know him Perry?” Asked Joshua, cradling his arm that was aching slightly. 

“He's my Guild Master.”  Said Perry.  “Is he okay?” 

“He will be.”  Said Doctor Cater.  “From what I've heard, he's got ammonia burns in his 

lungs and throat, both boys have.. Thing is Josh, I'm finding the same ammonia burns on all the 

dead pupils and there the same burns that were on the three heads from the cave, the body from the 

swamp and the body from the plant.  Josh, for the past few weeks, if they haven't been skeleton's, 

they've been brunt with ammonia.” 

“There's got to be a connection.”  Said Joshua.  “Every time I've seen those frogs the air's



stunk of the stuff.” 
 

“I can't explain it.”  Said Doctor Carter.  “There is nothing in that swamp to create ammonia 

but guess what, Foxly wants me to make something up, he wants an explanation.” 

“What did Nate say?” Asked Perry.  “You said it what you came to tell Josh, what id he
 

say?” 
 

 
 
 
 
Joshua opened his mouth to tell Perry not to interrupt but then he closed his mouth as Doctor

 

Carter stepped closer. 
 

“The boys said they were in detention, being made to dissect frogs.”  Said Carter in a 

whisper.  “And the frogs attacked.” 

“Why do I have the feeling Foxly's gonna try and have Phines put them in the funny ward.” 

Said Joshua. 

“They can't.”  Said Doctor Carter.  “I made sure of that.” 
 

“How?” Asked Joshua. 'What's he done?'  He wondered.  It was obvious that, for all he 

may be worried about breaking the law, he wasn't above bending the rules.  Joshua knew the doctor 

would tell himself that all he had done with the autopsy was give them to a police officer, 'Sod the 

fact I'm...  What am I?'  Joshua hadn't thought about it until now,  'D.C.I Foxly can't suspend me, 

that takes the Chief Inspector.' 

“I phoned their parents, told them I was a teacher from the school,”  Said Doctor Carter, a 

sliver of pride showing through for his actions.  “Told them that there had been an accident their 

children had been taken to the local hospital.” 

“What did they say?” Asked Perry. 
 

“They just thanked me, understood it was too early to give them any details but the fact 

there children were alive and then they hung up.”  Explained Doctor Carter. 

“Right, well that might buy them a few hours but once they start talking frogs, Phinnes will 

lock them up.”  Said Joshua standing up. 

“He'll need perinatal consent first. There not islanders, they just live at the school.”  Doctor 
 

Carter explained. 
 

“Come on Sam, you know what that twisted mother fucker's like.”  Said Joshua trying to put 

his jacket on.  “Him and Foxly'll have them in that ward before their parents even call and then they 

can't do bugger all till Judge Franklin gets his arse back here next year.” 

“Like hell they will.”  Said Perry.  “If Phines needs consent, Nate's folks won't give it and if 

he just throws Nate in there, Judge Franklin's gonna be back a lot sooner than Christmas.” 

“Where the hell do you get from.”  Joshua asked as he pulled a pair of scrubs trousers from a 

draw and threw them at Perry.  “Here, put these on.” 

“Nate's granddad's Lord Skelton, you know, that place in Yorkshire that we used to drive



through every Sunday to go see Nana. The one with the fucking huge mansion.”  Perry said, trying 

not to cry out as Doctor Carter and Joshua tired to help him into his scrubs.  “Well, if Phines and 

Foxly go pissing around with the grandson of Lord, I bet they'll soon know about it.” 

“He's got a point Josh.” Agreed Doctor Carter.  “Maybe those kids won't be wheeled down 

just yet.” 

“Come on.”  Said Joshua, motioning to the door.  “There's not reason for us to stay here.” 

“You need to go home and rest.” Said Doctor Carter. 

“Look, Sam, thanks but...”  Joshua cried out as his leg bucked and he almost fell on the 

floor.  He could feel the four hands grabbing him under the arms and trying to steady him. 

“Thanks.” 

“Josh, those boys ain't going anywhere for a while.”  Said Doctor Carter.  “Now, go and get 

some rest.” 

Joshua opened his mouth to complain.  'There's not enough time for me to just sit about 

doing nothing.'  He thought.  'I have to find out what's going on around here before any more 

people die.' 

“Don't worry doc.”  Said Perry.  “I'll just tell Tara he's on bed rest for twenty four, he won't 

dare move.” 

Joshua turned and looked at Perry.  'How can you do this to me?'  He wanted to ask. 'You're 

my brother, you're supposed to stand with me not against me.'  Joshua looked at the crooked smile 

that was breaking over Perry's face and all he could was sigh.  “Make it twelve and you've got 

yourself a deal.”  Said Joshua as they walked out of the room. 

“I'll make it one night if you let me drive the car?”  Bartered Perry. 
 

“Not on your...”  Joshua winced as pain shot thought his leg.  “Fine, one night and you get to 

drive home, but if you so much as nudge the curb, you'll be walking home.”  'Well, we'll both be 

walking home,'  Joshua thought as a fresh wave of pain shot up his leg. 

“So,”  Said Perry as he slid into the drivers seat.  “Pick up Gizmo and then home?” 
 

“No.”  Hissed Joshua as he sat in the car.  “Home, I'll call Tara and asked her to walk Gizmo 
 

'round.” 
 

“Okay.”  Said Perry as he started the engine, pushed the car into first and drove off 

smoothly. 

“Okay,”  Joshua said as he watched his brother navigate the roads with ease.  “Where did 

you learn to drive?” 

“Is that my brother asking or D.S Penulf?” Asked Perry as he glanced in the rear view
 

mirror. 
 

 
 
 
 
“Your.. brother...”  Said Joshua slowly.  'If he has to make a distinction between me and



home and me at work, I'm not going to like what he has to say.'  He thought. 
 

“In port and the sands road.” Answered Perry.  “Me and Guy used to take cars out there and 

have some fun.” 

“Guy?” Asked Joshua.  “Wait, Guy Starvo, you used to joy ride?” 
 

“Your my brother remember, I haven't just made a confession to a copper.”  Said Perry.  “It 

was a long time ago, anyway, before Starvo got sent down.” 

“You went joy riding?”  Joshua said again, 'No matter how many times I say it, it's never 

going to sound any better.'  He thought. 

“Josh, your my big bro,”  Perry said.  “When little brothers tell their big brother's stuff like 

that, stuff they've done in the past, no matter how wrong or stupid, the big brother just says, 'okay, 

you're a dick but I still love you'.” 

For a few minutes, Joshua just looked out at the passing town, the hospital was on the north 

side of town and Nymvale was on the south.  Passing the police station Joshua smiled. 

“Okay, you're an absolute dick head but I still love ya.”  Said Joshua, as the car drove out of 

the town and along the winding road.



Chapter Forty-One: Fri 17th Oct – 2 pm. 
 

Kevin swung the door of his Nissan Primera open so hard the car jolted.  Throwing his 

cigarette onto the ground he crunched the heel of his shoe hard to extinguish the embers.  His 

conversion with the Master Kingdom and Master Jackson had gone exactly as he thought it would. 

“Stupid little kids, what do they know?”  He asked the air as he kicked the cigarette butt into 

the long purple grass beside the road. 

Looking up, the large Kæmalott Chemicals silos, the white cylinders gleamed in the cold 

sunlight, Kevin saw that the security office was deserted, the plant now on shut down until the end 

of there own investigation into procedure. The black and yellow security tape had been stretched 

across the open gates three times, at three different highs making it very clear that there was no 

access. 
 

Walking over to the gates the wind whipped up and the grasses bowed in waves up the land 

from the sea.  The smell of rotten eggs and garlic filled air and Kevin felt his stomach lurch. The 

harsh cloying smells wafted up his nose and seemed to cling the thin hairs that lined his nasal 

passageway. 

Ducking down, Kevin slid under the middle banner and walked on towards the area of the 

site to north where Thomas Dickson had been killed.  Kevin took in a breath and his lungs filled 

with the rancid smell of sulphur.  His stomach churned and he had to pull his handkerchief from his 

pocket and cover his mouth. 

Walking on towards the silos, he could smell a faint hint of ammonia. The tall white silos 

rose up either side of him. The clouds were low as they drifted across the sky casting deep black 

shadows on the landscape. 

The long steel gantries that ran around the silos above his head creaked in the wind.  Dead 

grass and leaves skipped over the ground and as he walked on, Kevin cursed the island. 

'Lived here five years, never had a major crime and now, now in four weeks there's been 

twenty-one fatalities.'  Kevin thought as he walked on, oblivious to the heightening smell of 

ammonia. 

“It's that fucking D.S,”  Said Kevin.  “He's the one who should be behind bars.”  He knew 

full well that the logic did not work, the first person to die was at twenty-four hours before Joshua 

had arrived.  “Still, he could have nipped over, killed old Wallace and nipped back, only to come 

over and be officially greeted the next day.”  Said Kevin as he turned right and walked through the 

lines gap in the silo lines. 

“Frogs, fucking frogs?”  Kevin snorted.  “Where does he think he is?  Jesus, we're not a 

backward savage tribe who still believe that angering the great water god will stop the rain.” 

Kevin had already decided to make an official complaint about the new D.S. to the Chief



Inspector.  'I want that wanker removed, striped of his rank and thrown off this island...  Killer 
 

frogs.' 
 

In five years, D.C.I Kevin Foxly had prided himself that the worst thing to happen had been 

a fisherman who had got drunk and feel over board into the propellers of his boat.   Now there was 

killing spree going on and Penulf wanted to run around and tell everyone, he wanted to do a full 

investigation.  “Who cares about a few perverts and a couple of old men?”  Said Kevin, as he 

thought about the deaths.  “Those little sick freaks got what they deserved.  Coming out here and 

screwing children.  Old Franklin won't care, his son was a waste of spunk, and everyone knew it.” 

Kevin walked out into the wind.  Pulling his coat closer to his chest he glanced around. The 

delve that had been discovered the other week with the body was longer, it had original only 

reached to the fourth sulphur silo along the back row, but as Kevin looked to his feet and away.  He 

saw that it ran all the way past the five sulphur silos and further, past the five rear phosphorus silos. 

The smell of methane was thick and the viscous liquid that sludged around at the bottom of the 

channel was stagnant. 

“What in hell?”  Said Kevin looking along the channel again to see it run away into the 

marsh.  “Who the fucking hell's done this? What prick has been here?” And then it hit him. 

“Penulf, you slimy sadistic son of s bitch.”  Kevin started to kick at the walls of the dyke to collapse 

it.  “This was you wasn't it Penulf, first you try and ruin my life and now you're going to try and 

pollute the God damn Marsh.” 

A wave of nausea retched his body as a the pungent smell of rotten eggs spilled over him 

and again the smell of ammonia was there.  It was stronger this time and Kevin looked down to 

make sure it wasn't him.  “What the hell's going on here?”  Kevin said, holding back a cough. 

As he turned he saw it. 
 

“Let me guess?”  Said Kevin walking over the gravel.  “You're a killer.” 
 

The small light green frog sat on the gravel and just looked at Kevin. The large yellow eyes 

made him shiver.  'It's like you're watching me.'  Kevin grunted.  'Oh God, he's got me doing now.' 

“Killer are you.  I'll show how much of killer you are.”  Kevin took a run up and swung his 

right leg as hard as he could. 

His shoe caught the frog in the soft underbelly and Kevin watched the small green animal 

with the black scratch marks down it's back ascend into the air. The green blob finally began to fall, 

faster ans faster and then, with a frog bursting squish, Kevin heard it hit the ground. 

“Yeah, really killer you are.”  Kevin said as he turned to look back at the original crime
 

scene. 
 

 
 
 
 
The loud croak sent a shiver down his spine. The low and throat sound that seemed to

 

vibrate the silos. A few Ravens took flight from the tops of the silos and headed for the east side of



the island. Another croak sounded, this one was different, a low rumbling sound. 
 

Kevin turned around to looked out at the marsh, the grasses waving in the wind and then, as 

if in time with some unseen conductor, the croaks spread across the land around him. The low 

sounds echoed off the steel of the silos and made the dim even louder. 

Kevin began to step back towards the tall white containers and then he saw it.  Something 

jumped high into the air and landed in the grasses only meters away from him.  More of the green 

amphibians were hopping now, hopping high into the air. Ten, twelve feet up into the air. They 

were coming fast, advancing at least  fifty meters in one bound. 

Kevin felt the connecting pipe at the base of his spine and glanced around to find a way out. 
 

'What the hell are they?'  He wondered and then one landed next to him, it's large green body 

smooth, at least a foot across and the eyes, the large yellow eyes with their thin black pupils that slit 

across the middle of the yellow. 

“What are you?” Asked Kevin.  “You're, you're not a frog, you're too big to be a frog, you're
 

too...” 
 

 
 
 
 
The large amphibian lasted out, it's long pink tongue striking Kevin in the gut.  Kevin

 

screamed as his shirt ripped open to expose his thin tanned body.  Running towards the gap in the 

silos Kevin skidded to a halt as another massive amphibian landed in his path.  It's tongue lashed 

out as he turned and Kevin heard his coat ripping down one side, he took no notice of his wallet that 

fell from the ripped pocket and to the ground. 

“Help!”  Kevin clambered over the connecting pipes and into the gaps between he silos. 

“God.  Someone please help me!” 

His heart was thundering in his chest, his lungs were stinging and as he breathed heavily he 

could taste the ammonia.   Coughing harshly, Kevin pushed himself on through the silos.  He could 

hear things landing around him and the silos were resounding with impacts.  “Please, please don't 

let me die.”  Kevin begged. 

The pain rushed up his back and he could feel the skin being torn from the small of his back. 

Crying out in fear, Kevin forced himself on. Another surge of pain and he slipped, the skin of hand 

was flapping and he saw the ligaments moving with the bones. 

Another round of strikes hit the silos, something creaked above him.  Pulling himself up 

using the pipes the tongue slice across his cheek.  Flesh and blood spattered the white silos around 

him and he spun, slipping back his head slammed hard into the tall white cylinder behind him. 

His throat was burning, he could no longer see properly and his eyes were itching. Another 

strike hit him in the side, he felt the flesh rip away, blood was running from the wound and then 

another strike penetrated the wound. 

Kevin cried out as he felt something being ripped out through the wound.  Clamping his



hand over the gaping wound he could feel something slick and lumpy hanging by his side.  Looking 

down he saw intestines, his intestines hanging out of his side. 

“No... No.. No!”  Cried Kevin as he threw himself over the connecting pipes and into 

another gap.  Glancing around he saw open space just one more gap away. And looking around he 

saw his car parked on the other side of the barrier. 

More tongues lashed at the silos, the clanging sounds echoed like thunder around him. 
 

'What are they doing?'   His mind screamed to be heard over the din. 'Why are they attacking the 

silos?  Why atack...  No!  No, God No!' 

Kevin wept. Tryig to pull himself over another connecting pipe he felt his fingers snap 

under his weight and he fell.  His head hit the pipe and as laid dazed between the gigantic silos he 

heard a metallic creak, something was breaking. 

“No... plea.. No.”  He tried to speak but his throat was so dry he could feel his vocal cords 

cracking.  “No... Go.d.. N..” 

The screaming sound of metal buckling filled the air and as the rancid smelling liquid began 

to swirl around him, his stomach convulsing, Kevin shook with pain. 

Sulphur was spilling out of one of the silos, the large gash like a broken blister on the side of 

the smooth metal.  Kevin choked as fumes filled his head. The rotten smelling liquid was lapping 

into the wound in his side and around the fleshless hand.  Pain shook his body and as he slid into 

unconsciousness he saw a large green frog hop between the silos and land on connecting pipe in 

front of him. 

“Ki... me..”  He pleaded as his bladder and anus relaxed. 
 

The tongue lasted out, long, powerful and with purpose aimed for Kevin's throat.  He could 

feel the blood oozing down his neck. The wet gasps of air being drawn in through the wound were 

sickening and made Kevin's stomach churn again.  Blood was pouring inwards too, his lungs were 

filling with the thick liquid and as Kevin tried to scream with the pain his lung collapsed.



Chapter Forty-Two: Sat 18th Oct – 9 am 
 

Joshua walked out of the hospital into the cool morning air.  His walking stick clunking onto 

the tarmac with every step. The dark clouds skipped across the sky and the round yellow sun hung 

low in the sky. 

Glancing over to the car Joshua saw Tara and Lonny sat in the red Firebird. Tara's long 

brown hair was swept back over her shoulders and her pale blues eyes looked out towards him full 

of concern.  In the back seat, Gizmo sat up and barked and Joshua smiled. 

Joshua had been in the hospital of an hour chatting the two young boys who had survived 

the attack at the school. At first they had not wanted to talk to him, both of them feared being 

locked up for sounding insane but Perry had asked him to leave for five minutes and then, when he 

returned both boys told him the whole story.  How they'd been blowing up frogs a few days ago and 

been caught by Mr Carson and had been given the punishment of killing and dissecting the animals 

by Mr Fletcher. 

Both Mr Kingdom and Mr Jackson told the same story.  How it had started by Mr Nick 

Chaplet having his face burnt off when, the frog he was holding, spat in his face. Then the frogs 

went wild and attacked everyone.  Joshua asked how they had managed to survive and had been 

told that they were both stood near the equipment cupboard so Mr Kingdom, after throwing his frog 

against a wall, had pulled Mr Jackson in while the others ran for the main door that Mr Fletcher had 

locked.  They had come out when they heard the door being broken down and shouts from 

members of staff in the corridor. 
 

“That pompous bastard.”  Said Joshua as he clunked towards the car. 
 

“I can't believe Fletcher locked the door, he as good as killed them.”  Said Perry. 
 

Joshua looked over at his brother. The young man's expression was a mix of frustration and 

anger.  His brown eyes were wide and his nostrils flared with every breath he exhaled.  He wanted 

to put his arm around Perry's shoulders and comfort him but his arm still twinged when he moved it. 

“He couldn't have known.”  Said Joshua.  'Why am I defending the old son of bitch?'  He 

wondered.  'For Perry, I'm doing it for Perry.'  Joshua decided. As they reached the car, Lonny 

jumped out of the passenger seat and into the back. 

“By the way,” Asked Joshua. “What did you say to those two to get them to talk to me?” 

“The truth about how you got a broken arm and why I still can't sit down.” 

“Oh, clever.”  Complimented Joshua as he engineered himself into the passenger seat. 

“How are they?”  Asked Tara as she switched the engine on. 

“Okay, considering.”  Said Joshua.  “Right, I need to go to the station.” 

“Hey.”  Said Lonng as Perry climbed in to the back seats. 

“Hey.” Answered Perry as he sat.  “Ahh, ya fucker.”



“The Chief Inspector wants to have a chat with me.”  Said Joshua as Tara swung the car 

around and headed for the main road.  He could hear Gizmo licking Perry. “I can imagine what he's 

gonna say.  Suspension.” 

“They wouldn't?” Asked Lonny.  “What grounds?” 
 

“My belief in the frogs did it, will probably be enough.”  Said Joshua. 

“You up for some COD tonight?” Asked Lonny. 

“I was thinking of lasagne.”  Said Joshua to which the other three occupants began to laugh. 

“What? What's so funny?” 

“He means Call Of Duty, Josh.”  Explained Perry.  “Not the fish.” 

“Oh.”  Said Joshua as the car turned onto the police station car park. 

“I'll be back as soon as I can.”  Promised Joshua as he walked towards the main doors. 
 
 
 

The office smelt of old tobacco and the ashtray on the Chief Inspector Hollingham's desk 

was full of cigar butts. The sunlight streaming in through the window lit up the white and blue 

room. A picture of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth was hung on a wall to his left and the union flag 

was hung on the opposite wall. 

The Chief Inspector sat behind a large desk with a white telephone, name plate and mess of 

papers on it. The man himself was broad and gaining a little weight, his short blond hair was 

combed back and his grey eyes watched Joshua as he walked across the room. 

“Sir.”  Said Joshua.  'Go on, suspend me.'  He thought. 
 

“Detective Sargent Penulf.”  Began Chief Hollingham.  “How long have been on the 

island?” 

“Four weeks exactly, Sir.” Answered Joshua. 
 

“In four weeks, exactly, you have managed to not only aggravate D.C.I Kevin Foxly,”  Chief 

Inspector Hollingham's voice remained contestant and low.  “but break into a ministry of defence 

installation,  fabricate an absurd story that the islands frogs are killing people, and not even solve 

the Wallace case.” 
 

“Accidental death?”  Joshua was confused.  'What accidental death?' 
 

“It is obvious to me that the death Mr Wallace was accidental.”  Chief Hollingham said as he 

turned towards the window.  “Every body knew he was a drunk, he must have fallen and hit his 

head heard on the floor, that is what D.C.I Foxly concludes.” 
 

“What about the fact his flesh was missing?” Asked Joshua. 
 

“I am sure any doctor will tell you that the marsh gas is capable of stripping the bones.” 

Said Chief Hollingham, turning back to face Joshua.  “Now, as of this morning D.C.I Foxly has 

been unreachable.  I will be sending some P.C's to search for him, however, until Kevin's return, you



are the only member of C.I.D so I have no alternative than to keep you on duty but consider 

yourself restricted.” 

'Restricted?  Restricted to what?'  Joshua wondered. 'Desk duty?' 
 

“You will only speak to witnesses with the accompaniment of another officer and for the 

remainder of the day, consider yourself on leave.”  Said Chief Hollingham, standing.  “And due to 

your unfit state, this would seem the best course of action.  Now, go home and I will have Sargent 

Michaels collect you on Monday at ten hundred hours to continue your investigations.” 

“Sir...”  Joshua began, but the Chief Inspector cut him off. 
 

“Good bye Detective Sargent.”  Said Chief Holligham, motioning towards the door. 

“Consider yourself lucky that I do not fully suspend you.” 

“Yes Sir.”  Said Joshua as he turned and left.   “What about the school, Sir?” 
 

“Horrific accident due to the gross incompetence of the Headmaster.”  Said the Chief 
 

Inspector.  “Good bye.” 
 

“Sir.”  Joshua walked out of the office and towards the lift.  'Horrific accident my arse.'  He 

thought as the hobbled down the stairs.  'Gross incompetence, Jesus.  He might have been a fucking 

overbearing streak of piss but he was not incompetent.' 

As Joshua walked out of the door into the cool air he noticed the Senior Aircraftman, 

technician Philip Levene, walking across the car park. The man was still wearing his torn and 

tattered grey and black uniform, his hair was flattened to his head and he was wearing odd boots. 

“Senior Aircarftman Levene.”  Greeted Joshua.  “What are you doing here?” 
 

“I wasn't letting that quack put me in solitary.”  Said the Airman, as he walked past.  “Your 
 

Chief Inspector must be told, so I'm here to give him my report.” 
 

“It won't work.”  Joshua called as the technician walked into the station. 
 

“I am a member of the Royal Air Force, he has to listen.”  Said the technician.  “And I can 

always call St Mawgan and have some of our guys here in an hour.” 

Joshua felt his blood run cold, if the RAF turned up, he'd be arrested for trespassing.  'Looks 

like I'm damned if I do and damned if I don't.'  He thought as he heard the car door open and, 

glancing across, he saw Perry walking over to him with Gizmo in tow.  Looking back, the 

technician had gone.  “He'll not get anywhere.” 

“Who won't?” Asked Perry. 
 

“Oh, no one.”  Said Joshua patting Gizmo on the head with his cane.  “Come on, I have to 

rest up for the day.” 

“Sounds like a plan.”  Said Perry as they headed for the car.  “I'll cook if you want?” 
 

“I'm bad enough all ready, I don't need you trying to finish me off.”  Said Joshua and as he 

slid into the car, he started laughing.



“Bollocks, I can't even hit you.”  Said Perry as the car drove off the forecourt.



Chapter Forty-Three: Sat 18th Oct – 1 pm. 
 

Joshua laid back on the soft pillows, his arm was stinging and his leg itched under the splint. 

The effort of having to take his clothes off had caused his whole body to hurt. The smell of lasagne 

filled the house and he could feel Tara's warmth against his body. The sun was sinking fast outside 

and the windows were already growing dim. After dinner, Joshua had made his way up to bed and 

with the help of his brother, undressed and laid down. Tara had followed soon after with a cup of 

tea.  She had been ready to go downstairs but Joshua had asked her to stay and over the next hour, 

she had made her way from a chair beside the bed to the bed its self. 

“It was nice of the boys to wash up.”  Said Tara. 

“Yeah,”  Said Joshua.  “Wonder what he wants?” 

“What do you mean?” Asked Tara, laying her head on Joshua's chest. 
 

“Whenever he does something he wants something.”  Said Joshua.  “Probably wants to start 

driving the car on Tuesday.” 

“Oh, ye of little faith.”  Said Tara.  “Josh, have you ever thought,”  She sat up and looked 

into his eyes.  “he might be just trying to help out, what with you being off your feet.” 

“I suppose.”  Said Joshua as a roar of laughter rang out from the stairs. 
 

A few moments later, Gizmo bounded up the stairs looking a little forlorn, followed by Perry 

and Lonny.  Joshua thought how odd they looked together.  'Perry looks like a swimmer and Logan 

looks like a weightlifter.' 

He watched as the two boys came to a stop at the bedroom door.  Perry still wearing his 

three quarter Bermuda shorts, baggy enough to fir comfortable over the large pad on his right 

buttock, and trainers.  Lonny on the other hand was wearing a pair of combat trousers and rigger 

boots.  Both of them had their shirts hanging from their waist bands behind them. 

“Why are you two topless?” Asked Tara. 

“Water fight.” Answered Lonny. 

Joshua smiled as he looked over the defined, slightly hairy, body of his brother and the 

smooth developed muscles of Lonny's torso.  'Yeah, chalk and bloody cheese.'  He thought.  “What 

are you two doing now?” He asked. 

“Unless you need anything, going to play COD.” Answered Perry. 

“We're fine, thanks.”  Said Tara.  “You two go and have fun.” 

“Perry,”  Said Joshua.  “I may need you to run me around tomorrow.” 

“I get to drive?” Asked and excited Perry. 

“No, you don't.” Answered Tara and then she turned to Joshua.  “You're too ill to be running 

around, you should stay in bed.” 

“And who's going to look after me? Perry?”  Joshua asked and then saw her pale blue eyes



glanced from him to his brother a few times before he answered. 

“No.  I will.” 

Joshua smiled mischievously and said.  “That include bed baths?” 

“Maybe.”  She answered. 

“Aww, come on guys.”  Lonny said.  “Brothers in the room.” 

“So leave.”  Said Joshua laughing. 

“Come on.”  Said Perry, giving Lonny a nudge.  “Let's go kill some Nazi zombies.” 

Joshua chose not to ask as his brother what he was talking about as he shut the bedroom 

door and led Tara's brother form into another room. 
 

He could smell the lilly of the valley perfume and relaxed.  His skin felt cool and his head 

felt light. The itch under his splint had subsided but his arm was aching.  Laying it beside him, 

Joshua felt Tara move, her hand stroked his stomach and her finger nail circled his navel.  He felt a 

pleasurable shudder run through his body and sighed. 

“When do you have to get back?” Asked Joshua. 
 

“Not for a while yet.” Answered Tara, breathing across his chest. 
 

Joshua closed his eyes as the hairs on his stomach quivered and his stomach fluttered as her 

nail ran along the waist band of his boxer shorts.  He could feel his groin twitch and heat rising in 

his gut. Stroking the bare skin at the base of her spine he fingered the waist of her jeans.  Her lips 

brushed his stiffening nipple and he could feel his heart quickening. 

“You realise I can only really lay here.”  Joshua said. 
 

“Good.”  Said Tara as she kissed the small pink stud.  “More fun for me.” 
 

Joshua felt the waistband of his shorts move as her hand reached inside and drew patterns in 

his course patch of hair.  His body shivered with every movement and he could feel his penis 

stiffening.  'Oh my god, please let me be able to go through with this, I so want to.'  Joshua thought 

as her nails ran across his stiffening shaft sending tingling spasms along it's growing length. 

Sliding his hand under her blouse and up her back, Joshua unclipped her bra, allowing her 

breasts to push against his body.  Reaching his hand around, he stroked the side of her smooth 

breast and felt the long breath on his chest sending waves of tensing pleasure down his torso. 

His shorts were being pushed down his tights and could feel the cotton encased elastic 

running his shaft and pushing down. The ribbed bar rubbed across the sensitive head of his shaft 

and he moaned.  Suddenly his hard shift slapped back against his tense stomach. 

From the room next door he could hear laughter and the sounds of gun fire.  His stomach 

shivered as he nails gently dragged up the inner thigh of this right leg and his erection jerked. 

Joshua felt the firm nipple at the peak of her breast and thumbed it.  Her groans sending fresh 

pleasure through his body.



The heat in Joshua's stomach was spreading out down his thighs and into his chest as Tara 

closed her hand around the base of his erect penis and started to slowly stroke up and down the 

length.  His groans were deep as Tara twisted her hand slightly with every stroke. 

His stomach trembled and he could feel the heat rising up his firm shaft as Tara kissed his
 

nipple. 
 

 
 
 
 
'Not yet, please not yet, this is so good.'  He thought as her hand slid to the base of his shaft

 

and his body tensed.   Joshua could hear her moans deepening and sliding his hand over her 

stomach he felt he shudder. 

Pulling at the button at the top her jeans he felt it give and slid his fingers through her hair. 

Another wave of pleasure ride up his body as he felt her legs part.  Running his finger tips around 

her lips he felt the pressure on his shaft intensify and as he slid a finger into her soft opening he 

groaned as her fingers closed around his testicles and squeezed. 

Joshua moaned and he heard Tara grown as his fingers moved deliberately inside her.   He 

could feel the moist velvet under his finger tips.  Every movement sending shivers through her and 

into him. 

Joshua leaned his head forward and hissed her hair as his shaft began to pulse.  Her hand slid 

up and down it's long length and as she raised her head and hissed him softly on the lips he felt the 

heat reach his tip and then her hand slid to his base, pushed down hard and he groaned into her 

mouth as his body pulsed with tension and his erection throbbed, spitting warm liquid up his torso.



Chapter Forty-Four: Sun 19th Oct – 10 am. 
 

Mitchell picked up the hay-bale and threw it onto the back of the trailer that was being 

pulled by the tractor.  His biceps were aching a little from the repetitive strain and his chest was 

getting tight.  He could feel the sweat running down his back and chest, his grubby t-shirt clung to 

his broad body, the lines of muscles traced by the damp material. 

“Roll on midday.”  Said Mitchell as he heaved another bale onto the trailer. 
 

The cold morning was doing nothing to cool him down.  He had been working since six that 

morning and had not taken a break for longer that two minutes. They had cleared one field and had 

moved onto the next.  Each field having between twenty and thirty bales and there was a third field 

left to go. The summer had been long and hot, Mitchell had been surprised that the crops had 

grown at all. 
 

“Mitch.”  Said Tony.  “Have five, I'll go drop these off.” 
 

“Aye Tony.”  Said Mitch as the red and grey tractor turned and headed towards the 

farmhouse. Walking up to the tall thorn bushes that ran like walls around the fields, Mitchell 

glanced back and looked at the small village nestled between at the bottom of the hills.  His little 

house would be silent as it had been for a year. 

Stepping back he felt the sharp barbs pushing into his back.  Running a hand through his 

short raven hair he sighed.  He had been Tony's farmhand since he was ten, then it was weekends 

and school holidays but now it was full time. Tony had taught him everything about running a farm 

and Mitchell often wondered why.  'It's not like I'm gonna take over this place.'  Mitchell had 

thought.  'He'll be leaving it to his son, okay they guy moved to the mainland but he's still his son.' 

Mitchell could feel the tightness in his bladder and turning around he glanced up at the Keep 

and then around the field. The red and grey tractor was making it's way back up the field and apart 

from a few Raven's, that was the only life for miles. Turning to face the hedge, Mitchell unzipped 

his flies and felt the pressure in his balder ease. 

Something moved under the hedge, something was rustling the dying leaves.  'Bird, won't 

come near me.'  He thought but as he watched the stead stream of yellow liquid splashing onto the 

branches he noticed the bush judder, closer this time.  'What the?' 

Something pink flicked out and into the stream of urine.  Mitchell stepped back when he saw 

the small green and black frog hop into the pool of urine that was forming on the ground.  He could 

smell ammonia, it was stronger than normal and as frogs yellow eyes looked up at him, Mitchell 

shivered.  “I've heard about you.”  Mitchell said as he backed away.  “You're a vicious killer? Tara 

must have been on something.” 

Mitchell had just covered his groin with his hand when the long pink tongue whipped out 

and struck his flesh.



“Shit!”  Mitchell yelled as skin ripped from the back of his hand.  His heart was pounding 

and Mitchell could taste the ammonia in his mouth.  He could hear the tractor getting closer and 

Mitchell staggered back.  His hand was bleeding and as he looked down he saw the thin pink 

tendons in twitch through the wound. 

The frog struck out again, this time hitting Mitchell's jeans.  He heard the denim rip and the 

cold air circulated around his thigh.  Mitchell turned to run as the tractor came up behind him. 

Jumping onto the foot board Mitchell could hear the bushes rustling and the smell of ammonia was 

growing stronger. 

“What's happened?” Asked Tony glancing at Mitchell's hand. 
 

“Get out of here, move!”  Said Mitchell as another frog hopped out of the bushes.  Larger 

than the first, it's black scratch marks pulsing as it breathed. 

The tractor swung around, Mitchell on the field side, protected from the barrage of tongues 

that whipped out of the bushes.  His chest was hurting and he could feel his eyes itching. 

Tony cried out and Mitchell saw the three pink tongues attached along his arm. The sound 

of tearing flesh filled the cab and Tony screamed as the flesh along his fore arm ripped away. 

Mitchell watched n frozen horror as more tongues lashed out.  He could hear Tony 

screaming, the forty two year old trying to turn the large tractor to get him away from the bushes. 

Mitchell shuddered, his chest stung with the thundering of his heart.  His lungs were burning as a 

fresh wave of ammonia blew across the field. 

Looking up, Mitchell saw Tony's face.  It looked normal, the greying hair tufting up and the 

deep lines furrowing his brow but then the round face turned, the pale silver eyes looking straight at 

Mitchell. 

Mitchell yelped and fell back off the foot board as he watched Tony's cheek muscles move. 

The white jaw bone showing through the gaping hole in the man's face where his cheek used to be. 

He was trying to speak but all that came out was raspy, guttural sounds. 

Mitchell stood up, his wide chest heaving, the sweat running down his body soaking his t- 

shirt and jeans.  He was ready to run to the tractor and pull Tony free when a large frog, about a foot 

in diameter launched its self  out of the bush and into the cab. 

Mitchell heard the aerated scream and watched as the tractor pulled to the left.  More frogs 

were hopping out of the brown and black bushes, landing on the jagged shafts of wheat that 

remained from the harvest.  Each of them were watching him, their large yellow eyes locked on 

him. 
 

“Tony!”  Screamed Mitchell as he watched the red and grey tractor slid into the dyke along 

the side of the field. The sound of smashing glass and bending metal resounded as the tractor 

pushed it's self along the side of the dyke for a moment and then came to a halt.



Mitchell was glad he'd just relived himself because he knew what he saw next, would have 

done the trick.  The bone and sinew hand reached out of the cab, it was grasping at the air like a 

dead body rising from the grave.  Several frogs hopped into the air and landed on the fallen tractor. 

Each firing their long pink tongues into the smashed cab. 

The hand shook, twitched and then dropped against the tractor. Mitchell felt his stomach 

churn, he could taste bile in the back of his throat but then a frog hopped closer, landing near his 

boot, kicking it hard he watched it glide through the air and hit the underside of the tractor with a 

loud thwack and then it exploded in a small burst of flame, another shot out its tongue that struck to 

his jeans and he ran. 

He didn't dare look back, his lungs were burning and his throat was dry.  He could feel his 

heart threatening to break from his chest and his stomach somersault.  His foot caught a stone and 

Mitchell cried out as he fell forward.  Slamming into the ground the air screamed from his lungs 

and his stomach heaved the rancid bile into his mouth. 

He tried to suck in air and spit the sick from his mouth.  His lungs were stinging and his legs 

wobbled as he stood.  He could not hear the frogs landing on the field and glancing back he couldn't 

see any of the small green creatures anywhere. The tractor had come to a stop and he was sure he 

cold still see the skeletal hand protruding from the cab. 

Running for the house, his legs ached.  His mouth still tasted rancid and the smell of the 

vomit in his nose made his stomach churn again. The farm house and out buildings was getting 

closer, the gate to the yard was still open and Mitchell saw the trailers with their cargo of bales 

parked in a row against the barn wall. 

As he reached the house and as he fell against the porch, sucking in lung fulls of fresh air, 

the smell of ammonia gone, his legs gave way and he slid to the stone steps, tears running down his 

cheeks.



Chapter Forty-Four: Sun 19th Oct – 1 pm. 
 

Joshua laid back on the sofa and stretched his legs out front.  Gizmo padded in from the 

kitchen and laid down on the right hand side of the chair.  'Clever bugger.' Thought Joshua as he 

stroked the large Golden Retriever with his good hand.  He could hear the shower running in his 

room above and smiled.  “That's why he helped me down stairs, is it.” 

A couple of hours ago, Perry had appeared at Joshua's door and asked if he wanted a hand 

getting down the stairs.  Joshua told Perry he could do it himself at first but the act of getting off the 

bed to find his underwear had cased his leg to cramp and when Perry re-entered the room, Joshua 

was sat on the bed trying to pull his shorts up with one hand and trying not to scrape his tender calf. 

“What happened to the dressing?” Asked Perry. 

“It came off in the night.” Answered Joshua.  “Now bugger off while I put my shorts on.” 

Joshua tugged at the waist of the shorts and yelped at the rough elasticated waist rubbed against his 

calf. 

 

“Christ sake, here, I'll do it.”  Said Perry walking in. 
 

At first, Joshua complained but Perry didn't listen. When Joshua mentioned his nakedness, 

Perry reminded him they were brothers who had lived together for the better part of their lives and 

had seen one and other naked many times. 

“So shut up, stand up and stop being a baby.”  Said Perry as he crouched and started easing 

the shorts up his brothers legs.  “And anyway, mines bigger than yours.”  He had said as he walked 

towards the door. 

Joshua hissed at him and turned to find his trousers. After pull on a pair of light green cargo 

shorts, he headed down the stairs with Perry on the step behind him. 

“Gonna be a while before I can walk properly.”  Joshua had said as he sat down. 
 

“At least you can sit down, I have to lay on my front over the bean bag.”  Perry had said as 

he walked off up stairs. 

Picking up the glass of lime cordial, Joshua took a swig.  letting his mind drift back to 

yesterday afternoon and recalled the way Tara had pleasured him.  He could feel a trembling in his 

stomach when he envisioned her masturbating him. 

'That was fucking great.' Thought Joshua.  'I can't remember the last time I came like that.' 

And he could not.  He could remember the last time he had sex, it had been in a back alley and it 

had been over in a couple of minuets and she had cost fifteen pounds, that did include her fee for 

the information she had given him.  So he had offset the prostitution with the arrest he had made the 

next day. That had been a week before the accident on the bridge, a week before his life had 

changed forever. 

Looking over to the picture on the table beside the television he saw the smiling faces of his



parents looking out at him.  He had not been allowed to work on the case but he had followed it and 

he had been in court on the day they had sentenced the lorry driver for vehicular manslaughter. 

“Five years, he got five years.”  Said Joshua.  “For the murder of two people.” 
 

Stroking his hand along Gizmo's furry back he felt the dog move, his head had lifted and he 

was watching the stairs as Perry walked down in a pair of jeans that had seen much better days.  His 

hair was stuck to his head and and his body glistened with moister. 

“Why do you keep them?” Asked Joshua seeing the hole in the seat of the jeans that looked 

straight through to his brothers buttocks.  “And don't you wear underwear. 

“I like these jeans, they remind me of mum and dad.”  Said Perry walking into the kitchen. 

“And, like dad, I only wear shorts in winter.” 

“It is winter you dick.”  Commented Joshua. 
 

“Not for another two months.”  Said Perry walking in with a can of cola.  “Winter starts on 
 

December twenty-first.” 
 

“So I have to put with your buttocks 'till then?”  Joshua asked as Perry sat in the chair and 

stroked Gizmo. 

“It means less washing and if you don't like my rock hard arse,”  Said Perry making an over 

exaggerated tensing motion so his muscles firm across his torso.  “don't look.” 

Joshua and Perry started laughing.  Gizmo was happily wagging his fluffy tail as he sat and 

got stroked. The television clicked over to the new, supposedly local but it only ever dealt with 

mainland Cornwall. There had been a robbery in a jewellery shop and a spate of muggings that 

were causing concern amongst holiday makers. 

Gizmo raised his head and looked towards the door, seconds later Perry was walking over to 

answer it. 

The cold air that rushed in through the open door made Joshua shiver and wish he had worn 

a shirt.  He noticed how it did not seem to bother his brother, the only sign that the young man was 

even feeling the cold was the pertness of his two pink nipples. 

“Hi.”  Said Perry. 
 

“I'm looking for Detective Sargent Joshua Penulf.”  Said a familiar voice.  “The bar maid at 

at the pub said I'd find him here.” 

“He's in here.”  Perry stepped back and looked over at Joshua. 
 

Joshua stood up as the Senior Aircraftman walked in. His clothes still the same as they had 

been the day before, torn and tatty and his boots still mismatched. As the man walked in, Joshua 

saw him shiver and he wasn't surprised. 

“Senior Aircrafman Levene isn't it?” Asked Joshua holding out a hand. 
 

“Yeah, Philip's fine.”  Said Philip, shaking Joshua's hand.  “Detective Sargent...”



“Josh.”  Said Joshua as he waved Philip to a seat.  “And this is my brother, Perry.  Perry, put 

the kettle on.” 

“Tea would be great, please?” Asked Philip. 
 

“How do you have it?”  Perry asked, walking towards the kitchen. 

“Milk and two please.” Answered Philip. 

Joshua watched Perry walk into the kitchen and then the kettle began to rumble as sounds of 

cups being taken from the cupboard tinged through to the living room.  Joshua glanced over the 

young man who was sat in the chair opposite him.  Gizmo was sniffing away at Philip's torn 

trousers and Joshua was about to call Gizmo off when Philip started stroking him. 
 

“You were right.”  Said Philip.  “Your Chief didn't want to know.  In fact, he's banned me 

from having any contact with the mainland.” 

“But you're on mission, won't they notice you haven't come back and come looking for 

you?” Asked Joshua, not surprised at Hollingham's attitude. 

“And they'll fine the chopper, the commander's dead body and assume I'm dead too.” 

Answered Philip.  “They won't mount an investigation, they'll just fill the place with concrete and 

scratch the base.” 

“They won't find a body.”  Said Joshua as Perry put a cup of tea down in front of Philip and 

took his seat.  “Hollingham is sending people up there to removed them, probably push the copter in 

the ocean while they're there.  No evidence.” 

“But what about the frogs? They're dangerous.”  Said Philip, taking a drink of his tea. 

“You're not going to tell me they won't do anything about them,what about the school?” 

“Isolated incident, caused by inept management.”  Said Joshua.  “Basically, an accident 

because Mr Fletcher was incompetent. 

“And was he?” Asked Philip. 
 

“No.” Answered Perry.  “Just a wanker.  He can't have known it was going to happen.  He 

was a absolute ten carrot arsehole, but he wasn't a fucking idiot.” 

“Someone has to do something.”  Said Philip. 
 

“Why don't you just go back to H.Q and tell them?” Asked Joshua, who was surprised the 
 

Raf man hadn't already done that.  “You make a report and get them to send someone.” 
 

“They wouldn't.”  Philip said.  “They'd just think I was barking and I'm not allowed to leave 

the island, yet.” 

“You're not what?”  Joshua asked. 
 

“Your Chief has charged me with terrorism.”  Said Philip.  “He's circulated my picture to the 

port and told them not to allow me passage off the island until his enquires are finished.” 

“Terrorism?  How the hell did he come to that one?” Asked Perry, sitting forward to stroke



Gizmo. 
 

“Everyone entering or leaving has a valid ferry ticket, the fact I haven't is supposedly 

evidence that I arrived in secret with some nefarious motive to cause fear on the island.”  Said 

Philip.  “Have you ever heard something so stupid?” 

“That's these guys for you.”  Said Joshua. “They've lived in a quite little word for years and 

now some thing’s come along to shake that up, they would sooner blame outsiders than think 

something on the island is at fault.” 

Perry glanced over at Joshua and then back at Philip.  “You look like shit.”  He said finally. 

“Thanks,”  Said Philip,  “I feel like it too. Those cell's aren't the most comfortable.” 

Joshua looked to his arm, the pain that ran up it every now and then a constant memory of 

his own near miss with the blood thirsty amphibians.  'They're confined to the marshes, so at least 

that's something.'  He thought.  'Maybe we won't have to do anything, maybe if we just stay away 

from the marsh, we'll be fine?' 

The ringing of Perry's mobile brought Joshua back to the room form his thought.  His 

brother was still sat down and Joshua then noticed how it must look to Philip. The two men topless 

laying around the house. 

“You're fucking kidding me.”  Said Perry to the person on the other end of his call.  “Up at 

the old Keep... Two of thee.... Yeah, I'll tell Josh, thanks Benny.”  Perry hung the call up and turned 

to Joshua.  “They've found two more bodies, up at the old Keep.  Back packers or walkers or 

something, they were both stripped bare and one had her skull crushed.” 

“That can't be the frogs, can it?” Asked Philip.  “I mean, the Keep's on top of the hill, why 

would the frogs walk all that way around and then up?” 

“They didn't.”  Said Perry.  “From what Benny's said, the hills are riddled with passageways, 

they probably made their way up through one of them.” 

'That's five in the marsh, three at the base, one in the plant, one in town, two at the keep and 

the eleven at the school.'  Joshua counted up.  “There's no pattern.”  He said aloud. 

“To what?” Asked Philip. 
 

“The frog attacks, there random.” Answered Joshua. 

“No, no they're not.”  Said Perry as he thought. 

“If you discount the school and the woman who lived next to Simon,”  Parry explained. 

“Because the school had the frogs brought from the marsh and from what I've heard, the woman's 

daughter got her frog while on a trip with the school. The rest have been at the marsh.” 

“But that doesn't answer why.”  Said Joshua.  “We still don't have the first clue as to why 

they're attacking.” 

“You didn't ask for an explanation, you asked for it to stop being random. Well it's not.”



Said Perry as he sat back and kept thinking. 
 

“Your brother's right,”  Said Philip.  “You wanted it to not be random and it isn't, they're 

attacking in the marsh, unless someone moves them.” 

“We still don't know why.”  Said Joshua as he laid back and took a sip of his lime cordial. 

“Anyway. That doesn't change the fact that someone has to do something?” 

“And by someone you mean us?” Asked Philip. 
 

“I was referring to myself...”  Said Joshua just before Perry shot forward. 
 

“Like shit. You can't even get down the stairs on your own.”  Said Perry.  “There's no way 

in hell you're going to take on those frogs on your own.” 

“Perry,”  Joshua was little annoyed at his brother trying to tell him what he could or couldn't 

do.  “I'm the only member of the police around here that can do something, the others are to scared 

of the chief to act, they...”  Philip cut him off. 

“He won't be doing it on his own.”  Said Philip.  “I'm here and it's not like I'm going 

anywhere.  Maybe my training will come in useful, not that the Raf trains you to deal with 

carnivorous, man eating amphibians but I have at least had experience with them.” 

“That settles it then.”  Said Perry.  “Now there's the three of us.” 
 

“You have got to be joking?”  Said Joshua.  “Perry, there is no way on this earth I am 

letting...” 

“My arse hurts.”  Said Perry.  “You have a broken arm and no skin on one leg, if you're next 

words are, 'letting you come along', I'll show you how fucked you are by actually knocking you on 

your arse for once, please Josh, say it.”  Perry said.  “I've never won a fight with you, I'd love to 

knock a couple of your teeth out.”  Perry smiled to show the gap where his third from centre tooth 

should be. 

“Fine, you come,”  Joshua said.  “but Philip or me tell you to do something, you fucking 

well do it.”  Joshua waited for Perry to nod and then turned to Philip, who seemed oddly amused at 

this sibling banter.  “Do you have somewhere to stay?” Asked Joshua. 

“No.”  Said Philip.  “I didn't come here expecting to stay so I can't even get a hotel till your 

chief lifts the ban.” 

“Why don't you stay here?” Asked Perry. 

“Well, I was going to...”  Philip tailed off. 

“What?” Asked Joshua.  “Sleep in a field?” 

“Well, yeah.” Answered Philip.  “If you don't mind me staying, I'll just hunker down in your 

spare room for till this is over.” 

“We don't have a spare room.”  Said Perry.  “But there's a spar bunk.” 
 

“When are you going to get a proper bed?” Asked Joshua.  “You've slept in bunk-beds since



you were five.” 
 

“I like them, take up less space and,”  Said Perry.  “if I didn't have the bunk-beds, we 

couldn't offer Philip a bed.” 

“I see your point.”  Said Joshua,  'I do see your point, I just think it's about time you got a 

bed that you didn't injure yourself every-tine you fell out if when you were drunk.'  Thought Joshua. 

“Philip, why don't you go and have a shower.” 

“Thanks.”  Said Philip, draining his cup.  “I could do with one, last wash I had was the 

bloody ocean.” 

“Perry, show him where it is.”  Joshua said to his brother and then watched the two men 

walk up the stairs.  Philip's shirt was just tatters and his trousers were almost no better.  'Wonder if 

he have an old shirt that's fit him?'  Thought Joshua, he assumed his clothes would fit as the 

younger man was only a couple of inches taller and not much bigger built. 

Joshua stroked Gizmo's head as he listened to the shower running upstairs.  Perry had 
 

nipped down after showing Philip to the shower and was now in the kitchen making a cup of tea for 

Joshua.  Joshua noticed how his brother hadn't mentioned the frog problem or how they were going 

to stop it, if they even could.   Joshua listened to the sound of the shower and was glad to have 

someone else as an allies, even if it wasn't someone from the island, it was at least someone who 

was trained for combat situation and Joshua had a horrid feeling, that is what this was going to 

become. 

Gizmo barked and wagged his tale, moments later the front door opened and Tara walked in. 

Her long brown hair left louse down her back. The cream jumped she was wearing was a little too 

small and pulled tight over her breasts and her jeans clung to her curves as she crouched to stroke 

Gizmo. 

“Hi Josh.”  She said.  “I thought I should come and tell about this morning.”



Chapter Forty-Five: Sun 19th Oct – 3 pm. 
 

Joshua shifted in his seat and watched Tara walk over to him.  She glanced up the stairs as 

she walked past and then came to sit next to him on the sofa.  He could smell her perfume and 

running his hand around her neck, pulled her closer to him and kissed her.  He felt her kiss back and 

her fingers stroking across his stomach. 

“Josh.” Said Tara as he pulled away. “There's been another attack.” 
 

“What? Where?” Asked Joshua.  He had hoped she had come to tell him that someone had 

won the big prize in the pub quiz or that her father had over slept.  Leaning his head back, Joshua 

closed his eyes.  Her pale blue eyes still hung in the darkness behind his eyelids. 

“It was Tony Bradshaw, he owns the farm out the back of the village.” Tara said, her voice 

sad and breaking.  “Mitch came running in this morning, he was all over the place, he'd looked like 

he'd been crying for hours and when he fell against the bar and told my dad what had happened.” 

She stopped, tears rolling down her pink cheeks. 

“Hi, Tara.”  Said Perry walking out of the kitchen.  “What, what's happened?  Is Lonny
 

okay?” 
 

 
 
 
 
“Yeah, he's fine.” Answered Joshua as he put his arm around Tara and felt the wet drips

 

running down his chest.  “A farmer, Tony Bradshaw's just been killed.” 
 

“Holy shit.”  Gasped Perry as he sat down.  “He was a lovely guy.  Only spoke to him a few 

times. Told me if I ever want to cut across hi fields to go up the old Keep, I could, as long as I kept 

to the edges.” 

“Poor Mitch, he doesn't know what to do, he's told me what happened but he daren't tell the 

local police.”  Tara said as he sat up and calmed herself.  “He knows what they'll think, Josh. 

They'll think he killed Tony but he didn't.” 

“Where is he, Mitch I mean?” Asked Joshua. 
 

“At home,”  She said.  “He's sat in the beck room with dad.” 
 

“Perry, ring the pub and tell Jerry to keep Mitch there.”  Said Joshua.  “Tell him not to let the 

police take Mitch into custody without a valid reason and tell him Perry, that 'for questioning' is not 

a valid reason under these circumstances.” 
 

“What's happened?” Asked Philip walking down the stairs.  “Hello. Miss...” 
 

“Oh, Hi Lonny, listen is your father there?” Asked Perry when the call connected. 
 

Joshua noticed the glances Tara was giving the three men in the room and then he smiled, 

despite the horror that was unfolding around them, the look of confusion on Tara's face was still 

amusing. 

“What is this?” She asked.  “Topless day at the Penulf house?” 
 

Joshua glanced around and started laughing.  He was sat in just his shorts the sofa, Perry was



sat on the back on the chair in just a pair of short and Philip, who had just come down form the 

shower, had only pulled his tattered trousers back on, his toned torso still slightly wet.  “Yeah, we'll 

be having it weekly, maybe put a paddling pool out the back.”  Said Joshua. 

“Well, don't ask me over on these days, Lonny'd probably love it.”  Said Tara. 
 

“Yeah,”  Perry said.  “Don't let the cops take that guy into custody... Yeah, Josh said they 

weren't allowed anyway.” 

“So, what's going on?” Asked Philip. 
 

“There's been another attack,”  Explained Joshua.  “Local farmer, just up on the fields.” 

“Holy Jesus. They are moving closer to town.”  Said Philip. 

“He said they just came out of the hedges, just hopped out and started attacking.” Tara 

recounted the story as best she could. When she had finished she looked around. 

“Exploded?” Asked Joshua,  “He said one of them exploded?” 
 

“They do.”  Commented Philip.  “I shot a couple at the base and they just ignited, like were 

full of hydrogen.” 

Joshua glanced around.  He could remember Philip mentioning this before but it hadn't 

seemed to add together.  'Why are they exploding?'  He wondered.  “There's frog at the station, the 

one they picked up at the school but unless we can find a way to get to the mainland and to a lab, 

it's useless.”  Said Joshua, he was trying to think of a way to get the frog tested. 

“What about Cassandra?” Asked Tara. 
 

“Who?” Asked Joshua before remembering.  “Your friend, what about her?” 
 

“She's a biology teacher at the boys school.” Tara explained.  “She did her thesis on the 
 

local frogs.  She had to chose native species to study and she wanted to come home so she chose the 

frogs.  She go to come home for a year and still do her work.” 

“If I can get into the station, I can get the frog.”  Said Joshua.  “It''l be in the canteen 

freezer.”  He was trying to think who would be on the desk.  He didn't want any awkward questions 

or anyone trying to stop him or telling the chief.  'If Michaels or Watling are on I'm safe.'  He 

thought.  'Not sure about Manning and if Dantwild's there, I won't even get past the door.'  Joshua 

could not blame the officer, he would only be doing as ordered and he had admitted to not believing 

the story about the frogs.   “But even if I can get it, would your friend look at it for us?” 

“I'll ask her.”  Said Tara, pulling her mobile phone from her pocket. 
 

Joshua sat back and stroked Tara's neck as she dialled and waited.  He saw Philip and Perry 

looking between themselves as if waiting for one of them to say something.  Joshua had been 

surprised to see Philip but it did make sense.  Everyone on the island that the Airman spoke to 

thought he was nuts but Joshua knew he wasn't. 

“Hi Cass, I have a favour to ask?” Tara said.  “If  Josh brings you a frog, can you do a little



science and tell us what it is?”  She paused. 
 

Joshua breathed in and out slowly. This hole plan hinged on them finding out what these 

frogs were and then it hit him.  'Foxly told me there were no experts on the island, so what the fuck 

is Cassandra?'  He wondered.  'Not only is she a scientist, she's a local and had researched the 

bloody frogs.  Christ that arsehole.' 

“I'll explain later, but can you.  For me?” Another pause.  “Great... When?.... tomorrow.... 

okay, I'll let him know.”  She hung up. 

Joshua felt Tara move beside him and then felt her warm breath on his chin.  He could smell 

her hair and fell her warm hand on his stomach.  Part of him wanted to ask Perry and Philip to leave 

so she could stroke him again but he knew this wasn't the time.  “What did she say?” 

“You can take the frog tonight but you'll have to go back in the morning for the results. That 

and the police have closed the school 'till then.”  Explained Tara.  “But she'll do it, she even had her 

old research so she can compare.” 

“Great.”  Said Perry.  “So all we need to do is get the frog from the station.” 

“Can you drive, Philip?” Asked Joshua. 

“Yeah.” Answered Philip as he ran the towel over his head. 
 

“Well, if you run me down the station, we can pick up the frog and come back.”  Said Joshua 

as he tried to stand up.  “I need to get dressed first.” 

“What about me?” Asked Perry, taking his brother's right hand and helping him up. 

Joshua looked around.  “Wait here, I won't be too long.  Only about a hour max.” 

“I'll get Lonny to come over and keep you company.”  Said Tara as she stood up, kissed 
 

Joshua and headed for the door.  “Please to meet you.”  She said as she passed Philip. 
 

Joshua smiled as he watched her gently curving buttocks walk out of the door.  Gizmo was 

sat beside Perry who was stroking him.  His brother did not look happy about being left at home but 

Joshua knew it was for the best.  'If the three, or four including Gizmo, roll up, they're going to 

know some thing's going on.'  He thought. 
 

As he walked past Philip on his way to the stairs he glanced around at the young man who 

stood in a tattered pair of blue trousers with his ruined shirt tucked into his waist band.  “Philip, I 

think I've got a shirt that'll fit you.”  Said Joshua.  “If you around wearing that one, someone's going 

to say something.”  Joshua motioned to the rag of grey hanging down Philips leg and then led the 

way upstairs.



Chapter Forty-Six: Sun 19th Oct – 10 pm 
 

Joshua left Philip in the car and walked towards the stations to the rear door.  He had never 

had cause to use it yet as it lead straight to the unmanned custody suite.   Glancing back he saw 

Philip moving off slowly and driving the car around the front of the station. The white shirt Joshua 

had lent him seemed to fit, maybe a little small around the neck as the airman had left the top two 

buttons undone. 

Joshua pulled the keys from his pocket and unlocked the large metal door. The custody suite 

was dark and empty. The long metal desk was clear and all the screens that showed the cells were 

off.  It was strange to see an empty room.  He was used to a bright, thriving suite, full of police 

officers and persons being arrested or being released. The ghostly quite that filled the emergency lit 

room sent a shiver down his spine.  It felt like there had been an apocalypse and someone had 

forgotten to tell him. 

Walking through to the main station, Joshua was glad to see the back of the closed circuit 

television cameras.  The station had been outfitted with them during a renovation a few years ago 

but Chief Inspector Hollingham had decided that they were of no use within the station its self and 

so had saved thousands of pounds from the islands police budget through only putting the cameras 

in public areas of the station. This money, of course had not gone back into the budget to be spent 

the next year but on an entertainment fund for the Chief Inspector and the Judge. 

The long strip light were dark and the 'emergency exit' signs cast deep red light along the 

corridor. Walking past the typing pool, the room stood empty, as it should be at that time of the 

night but Joshua realised he had never seen anyone walking in or out of it yet.  Neither had he heard 

of any typists.  'But someone but type up all the reports?'  Thought Joshua.  'What frigging reports?' 

Joshua asked himself,  'The officers in this station don't file reports, there's no crime here is there.' 

Joshua thought bitterly. 

Walking down a short dark corridor, his cane clicking on the tiled floor, Joshua wondered if 

Perry was all right sat at home waiting for Lonny. The field where the farmer had been attacked 

was about a mile or so from their house so there was now a real chance of having the frogs 

attacking the houses. 

Walking towards the canteen, Joshua wasn't surprised to see no one walking around in the 

half light but he was surprised that the officer on duty hadn't come through to see what he was 

doing there and why he had chosen to use the rear entrance.  He felt a little uneasy with the silence 

of the station. 

“If they as, I'll just tell them I left something in my office.”  He decided.  Joshua had already 

decided he would leave by the front doors. Easily saying he had been dropped off at the rear.  'They 

won't ask, they won't care.'  he thought.  'As long as it's not Dantwild.'



Walking into the small canteen, it's seating area was capable of accommodating at least a 

hundred but Joshua wondered if there had ever been that many officers at the station. The 'exit' 

lights sent long shadows across the floor.  The white tables were laid out in rows with cushioned 

seats and flowers on them. At one end was a rack for dirty trays and a dust bin for waste and at the 

other was a kitchen that looked as if it never got used. 

“Caterers are either very conscientious or they don't exist.'  Joshua thought remembering 

that he had never actually been in the canteen before. Glancing around he noticed that the flowers 

that were in small pots on each of the tables were all fake. 

Walking around the counter he froze. Was that a foot step he heard?  Looking around he 

could not see anyone through the small glass holes that looked out onto black corridors in either of 

the two sets of doors that lead from the canteen.   His heart was beating a little quicker as he turned 

and surveyed the room and he could feel sweat beading on his forehead. 

The two round, recessed power saving lights lit up the small kitchen in a pale yellow.  He 

could hear the fridge and freezer humming in the dark silence of the rear store. 

Turning to look over his shoulder he was sure he had heard a sound, a metallic sound like 

heel savers clipping on the tiled floor.  Shrugging off the sound, Joshua turned and walked over to 

the large silver freezer and pulled it open. 

There were cling-film wrapped meals and soups enclosed in Tupperware containers, each 

had a name stuck to the top.  Some of the names he had never heard, PC's past that Joshua assumed 

had left their food with no regard to it's use. 

On the top shelf he found the plastic bag with the taped seal. The transparent polythene 

coffin that house the large amphibian was sat on the shelf between a two pre-made males and a 

ready meal. 

Taking the frog from it's shelf he slid the frozen creature into the inside pocket of his long 

coat, chosen special for its large, deep pockets.  Closing his coat over he felt the frozen amphibian, 

cold seeping through his shirt and he shivered as he rested his broken arm down against his pocket. 

Closing the freezer he made his way towards the doors he had not entered through. The 

cane clicking on the tiles as he walked down between the rows of tables, their fake flowers looking 

dead in the dim light.  Pulling the door open he stepped out into the corridor. 

“Josh?”  Said Michaels.  “What are you doing in the canteen?” 
 

Joshua spun around as the lights in the corridor spat into life to see the Sargent walking 

down the corridor towards him. The man's shirt open from in 'V' down to his heart.  Joshua felt his 

heart begin to race as the cold creature sent a shiver thought his chest. 

“I just came to have a look around the bits I've never seen before.”  Joshua said, trying to 

keep his voice even and ignore the ice seeping into his chest.  “I've never been in the canteen



before.” 
 

“That's because we don't use it.”  Explained Michaels.  “Not really, most of us get our meals 

in the pubs and café's around here.” 

“And your custody suit, it's like it's never used.”  Said Joshua.  “Let me guess, it's not.” 
 

“You got it.”  Said Michaels.  “It got built in the renovation some years back but we've never 

had a reason to use it really, just the cells.” 

“Okay.  I'm just not used to seeing a station so... dead.” Commented Joshua as he walked 

towards the front desk.  When Joshua shifted his aching arm he felt the frozen amphibian shift in 

his pocket and had to stop him self from gasping as one of it's rigid legs brushed against his nipple. 

“Well, we don't get much crime on a night.”  Said Michaels.  “Even closing time is a quite 

affair around here, mainly because it's not 'till three am and by that time, they all just crawl home.” 

He laughed. 

Joshua laughed along, trying not to give away his fear at being caught. The sweat was still 

beading on his forehead and a he walked he felt a droplet run down his nose and fall to the floor. 

“Hey, you okay?” Asked Michaels. 
 

'Shit,' Thought Joshua.  “Yeah, I'm just still a bit ill from the... this.”  He said motioning to 

his splinted arm.  “Simon,”  Said Joshua, changing the subject as they came to the receptions inner 

door.   “Any news on D.C.I Foxly?” 

“Nope.”  Said Michaels as he held the door open for Joshua.  “Jory, Chris and me are going 

to have a look for him tomorrow.” 

“Any idea where he'll be?” Asked Joshua as he stepped across the room. 
 

“Well, he mentioned something about the plant, so I think we'll start there.” Answered 
 

Michaels.  “Well, good night Josh, hope you get back on your feet soon.” 
 

“Yeah. Thanks Simon.”  Joshua said.  He noticed Michaels glance over to the car and he 

knew the Sargent had recognised the driver and was glad when Michaels just walked back into the 

station and did not mention  Philip or ask why he was there. 

“You get it or did he take it off you?” Asked Philip as Joshua slid into the car. 
 

“I got it.” Answered Joshua, patting the frog through he coat.  “Come on, this thing's 

freezing my fucking nipple off.” 

Joshua heard Philip start laughing as the airman pulled the car off the police car park and 

glancing back, he noticed Michaels watching them through the large wood and glass doors of the 

police reception.



Chapter Forty-Seven: Mon 20th Oct – 8 am. 
 

The small laboratory was quite. The white tiled walls were clean and Joshua was sure he 

smelt bleach as he walked over to the lab-coated young woman who was stood at a work bench. 

Her long red hair was tied up and fanned out above her head like a peacock's tail feathers. 

Tara had re-introduced them and then gone on to introduce Philip, who was wearing a pair 

of Joshua's jeans, a shirt and blazer. 

Perry had joined them in the laboratory and was wearing his school uniform.  Joshua had, at 

first been against his brother coming in with them but after Perry had beseeched Tara and explained 

that he'd look like a fool sitting outside so early, Joshua had been left with very little choice but to 

let Perry join them. 

On the work bench in front of Cassandra was the frog, sliced open and with it's skin pinned 

back on a crock mat in a metal tray.   Joshua looked down and saw the long pink worm like 

stomach, two small pink lungs, a large intestine, a large bladder and a large murky green sack that 

seemed to wrap across the frogs back just under the skin. 

“So, what did you find out about the frog?” Asked Joshua. 
 

“It's a Morass marsh frog.”  Said Cassandra.  “And it's common. Ten years ago when I did 

my study, there I only came across small one, but this must be a deep marsh dweller.” 

“So, it's just a common marsh frog?” Asked Joshua.  “Just a really big one?” 
 

“That's about the size of it.” Answered Cassandra.  “There is one big difference between the 

one's I catalogued back then and this one. These.” 

Cassandra pulled a metal dish from below the counter. Inside Joshua saw a selection of 

small ovals, pink and grey, all with thin red tendrils sprouting off.  As he looked closer, the petal 

shaped markings that covered the ovals became clear. 

“What are they?” Asked Perry. 
 

“They are filters. The Morass marsh fog has evolved to filter out the chemicals from it's 

habitat.”  Explained Cassandra.  “They filter them out and circulate them around the body but these 

are odd, they're a lot smaller and in a frog this size they should be a lot bigger.” 

“What could account for that?” Asked Philip. 
 

“I supposed what ever chemical that used to be there have gone or are being used up.” 

Cassandra turned and pulled a clip broad from the bench behind her.  “Ten years ago, I found 

kerosene and sulphur in the glands.” 

“You mean they adapted to the chemical plant?” Asked Tara. 
 

Joshua was surprised at the idea that common amphibians could actually evolve to have a 

resistance to man's interference.  He had been expecting a to be told that these frogs were mutants 

or a genetic experiment and that there was nothing like them.  But to be told they were common.



“But where are they getting the kerosene from?” Asked Joshua. 
 

“Flatpoint.”  Said Philip.  “It was used to run the generators when the place was running, 

there's still gallons in the store, I saw it when I went in.” 

“Now, these frogs have grown to find a use for the chemicals, they seem to feed them to 

parts of their brain.”  Explained Cassandra.  “They grew to depend on the chemicals.” 

“So,”  Said Joshua.  “Now that the base is closed and the chemical plant is shutting down, 

they're, what?  Running out?” 

“I think it's more the sulphur.”  Explained Cassandra.  “If what Philip has said is true, that 

there is gallons of kerosene still in the base, then that supply's fine but I don't think it's just the plant 

shutting down that's the problem, about four years ago there was a major sulphur leak and the plant 

was over hauled.  Made safer so less sulphur was lost.” 

“So, now there supplies are running low?” Said Perry. 
 

“That would explain the dyke.”  Said Joshua.  Frighteningly, it was starting to make sense, 

the frogs were trying to catch as much sulphur as they could but it did not explain the deaths.  “But 

it doesn’t explain the killings.” 

“Over the last thirty to sixty years, give or take,”  Said Cassandra.  “The frogs have become 

reliant on the chemicals that poured out of the base and the plant but now the chemicals have 

stopped and not like they began.  Dribs and drabs drained into the marsh, the frogs had chance to 

adapt, to evolve to regard the chemicals as we regard pollution. We live with it. They became 

reliant on the man made chemicals.” 

“And now they've stopped, like going cold turkey.”  Said Perry.  “Jesus Christ, they're on a 

come down.” 

“Perry, don't be stupid.”  Said Joshua. 
 

“He's not.”  Said Cassandra flatly. “He's right.  Just as humans become irritable and violent 

when they are going through withdrawal of a life time addiction, so do animals.” 

“So, these frogs are on an extreme downer?” Asked Philip. 

“With major munchees.” Added Perry. 

“Exactly.”  Said Cassandra. 
 

'She's out of her fucking mind.'  Joshua thought.  'A frog on a come down, what next, a frog 

that's paranoid and thinks the grass is talking about him?' 

“But that can't explain the humans they've attacked?” Asked Tara. 
 

“Frogs are carnivorous, Tara,”  Said Cassandra.  “they eat meat, flies etc.” 
 

Joshua shuddered, in one sickening moment the whole twisted puzzle slotted into place. The 

murders made sense and even the random spatter pattern of attacks became a road map of blood. 

“They're fighting.”  Said Joshua.  “They’re fighting for food.”



“What?” Asked Perry.  “Don't they have enough, I mean all those insects that infest the 

marsh?” 

“There isn't any left.”  Said Joshua.  “Tara, remember what you said on the marshes?” 

Joshua watched Tara open her mouth and then close it again as her brow furrowed. 

“You said, it was nice, no insects.”  Joshua explained, turning to Perry.  “And that bird we 

found?” 

“Yeah, don't remind me, that was sick.”  Perry lurched. 

“The frogs have eaten all the insects,”  Said Joshua. 

“I don't think they've just eaten them,”  Said Cassandra.  “we've had a long, hot summer and 

the marsh is drying out so less bugs to go around.” 

“Still, less bugs,”  Continued Joshua.  “and they've tried eating birds but no birds will go 

near the marsh, so what's left on the island?” 

“Humans.”  Said Philip.  “You're not serious?” Asked Philip.  “The frogs are attacking us 

for food?  But how could they have known people would go up to Flatpoint?” 

Joshua opened his mouth to speak but found he did not have an answer.  'How did they know 

people would go up to the base?'  He wondered. 

“They didn't.”  Said Perry.  “They're acting like a drug baron and protecting stash.” 

Joshua suddenly felt cold. The frogs had gone from opportunist killers, stand alone 

amphibians that hopped from lily pad to lily pad, catching the odd fly to an organised crime group 

in a matter of weeks. There hunger and heightened aggression had brought them out of the depths 

of the marshes. They had started by attaching Mr Wallace, using him for food and then Mr 

Dickson, he got in the way of their plans for the sulphur.  Mr Ranger, the walkers in the Keep and 

the group filming the pornographic movie in the cave had just been in the wrong place at the wrong 

time. The teenagers and Philips commander were attacked because of the kerosene. 

“The attack on the farm.”  Said Joshua.  “They're moving. They're running out of food in the 

marsh, no one's been there in ages since the kids got killed in the cave, the frogs are having to 

spread out.”  Joshua explained this by pin pointing the deaths on a map that was hanging at the back 

of the class.  “Look, the marsh. The tunnels run under the hills, I'll bet there's a tunnel near the filed 

where the farmer was attacked.” 

“So, they're coming for food.”  Said Tara.  “What do we do?  No one's going to listen to us?” 

“So, we deal with it ourselves.”  Said Philip.  “These frogs are full of ammonia, kerosene 

and sulphur, that's why they explode, we just go around shooting them.” 
 

Joshua felt a light growing in the darkness of his mind but he knew there was something 
 

they were missing. The idea of blowing the frogs up was great but it was the how that did not work. 

He did not have a licence for a firearm and the island did not exactly have an armoury, unless.



“Were there any weapons left in the base?” Asked Joshua.



Chapter Forty-Eight: Mon 20th Oct – 11:30 am. 
 

Stepping under the cordon, Simon glanced over at Dantwild who was pulling his collar up 

against the cold wind. The smell of rotten eggs was over powering and with the wind blownoff the 

sea, there was no escape.  The sun was still trying to reach over the horizon and casting the clouds 

in violent pinks and oranges. The white silos of the chemical plant were cast with the burning 

colours of the sky and as Simon lead the way across the deserted car park, the dry grasses creaked 

in the breeze. 

“I hear we're in for some rain.”  Said Dantwild. 
 

“Not that it's really needed on an island like this.”  Said Manning.  “The sea spray does all 

the work.” 

“It'll be good for the local farms though.”  Said Simon. A shiver ran down his spine when he 

remembered the call they had received this morning about old Tony Bradshaw.  Simon had gone to 

interview Mitchell at The Marsh Eyes.  He wasn't at all surprised that Jerry wouldn't let Mitchell 

leave because the D.S had told him not to.  Simon had known that D.S Penulf would have been 

informed and with everything that was going on around the island, another case of frog attack 

would only heighten suspicions. 
 

Walking through the silos, Simon felt the cold wind whip paste him and he shivered. The 

cold blue ocean was rippling far off shore and Simon was sure he had seen a small boat bobbing on 

the horizon for a moment. 

“Lord Christ!”  Said Manning. 

Simon held out his hand to stop Manning walking backwards into him. The man's face was 

ashen and he was shivering.  The smell of sulphur was stronger in that area and Simon had to force 

the bile back down when he stepped around the P.C to see what was laying in a gap between the 

silos. 

 

The body lay with it's hands reaching out to the connecting pipes. The skin was still mostly 

intact and he could see the eyeless face of Detective Chief Inspector Foxly. The clothes were torn 

and the flesh on his legs and lower torso were melted away.  Simon could feel his stomach churn 

and his heart thump. 

“What the did this?” Asked  Dantwild.  “What could do this to a man?” 
 

“Sulphur.”  Explained Simon as he looked over to see a hole in one of the silos.  “Sulphur 

can be corrosive.” 

“But look at him for Christ sake.”  Said Dantwild.  “Someone attacked him, he's been 

slashed with something, look.” 

“I'll call the coroner, he can do an examination.”  Said Simon, as he pulled out his mobile 

phone.  Dialing the hospital he waited for the call to connect.  'Those rips, they're the same as the



others.' Thought Simon. 
 

“What's that noise?” Asked Manning. 
 

“What noise?” Asked Dantwild.  “I can't hear anything?” 
 

Simon listened, he could hear the electronic ringing buzz that told you the call was waiting 

to be connected, the wind in the grass and another sound.  'What is that sound?' As he listened he 

heard a quite thumping sound as if something soft was being dropped on the hard ground. 

“Hello St Olaf Hospital,”  Came the voice of the receptionist.   “how can I direct you?” 

“I'd like to speak to Doctor Carter.  Can you tell him it's Sargent Michaels calling?”  Said 

Simon and then the line went quite and he listened again to the soft thudding coming from the 

marshes. The sound seemed to be getting closer, Simon watched the purple and green grasses as 

they swayed in the wind. 

The first frog landed just inside the plant area.  It's yellow eyes seemed to glanced from one 

office to the next and Simon shivered. There was something about those inhuman eyes, something 

evil. 
 

The line connected and Simon heard Doctor Carter's greeting. 
 

“Hello Doc,”  Said Michaels. The frogs eyes fixed on him.  “We've found what we think is 

the D.C.I, we'll need you to come down and take the...” 

His sentence cut off when Dantwild yelped.  Looking over, Simon saw the long pink tongue 

that had stuck to Dantwild's hand. The frog it belonged to was still in the grasses.  Dantwild 

screamed and Simon shivered when the skin from the back of Dantwilds had ripped away. 

Another tongue struck out and Manners yelped when it connected with his trousers and 

ripped away the leg from the knee down.  Simon heard the hollow clang when Manners fell against 

the large silo and then turned and ran. 

“This can't be happening.”  Said Michaels. 
 

“What can't be happening?  Sargent, what is going on out there?” Asked Doctor Carter. 

Several more of the green and black creatures hopped from the grasses and onto the 

gravelled plant.  Simon stepped back when a frog as large as his fist landed next to his foot.  It's 

large yellow eyes were wide and the black slit that ran through them was narrow.  Simon could hear 

Doctor Carter repeating himself asking for an explanation when the frog lashed out. The long pink 

tongue struck just below his belt, he felt the mucus sticking to the hairs on his legs through his 

trousers and then sharp pain shook through his body and material ripped. 

Staggering back, Simon looked down at the torn hole in his trousers and the patch of hairless 

skin at the top of his leg. The frog sat on the ground, happily chewing the hairy cotton in it's large 

jaws. 
 

“Jesus Christ, we're under attack!”  Said Simon hearing Dantwild scream.  “Where's Chris?



Where the fucks Chris?” 
 

“Sargent, I'm going to call the sation, I'll have them send back up.”  Said Doctor Carter. 

“There is no back you!” Yelled Simon as another strike slapped his trousers to his buttock. 

“Chris!  Chris!” 
 

Looking around, Simon saw Dantwild had started running for the panda car that was parked 

on the road outside the cordon. The pain made his scream when the a sliver of skin was torn from 

his left buttock.  'Josh was right, oh my God, Josh was right.'  Thought Simon when he set off to 

follow Dantwild. 

Soft wet 'hwaps' hit Simon's tunic and he heard the material tearing and getting lighter as 

more and more of the thick jacket was riven away.  He saw Dantwild at the car, the tall blond man 

was just stood at the bonnet and as Simon drew closer he could see something moving in the grass 

beside the road. 

Ducking under the plastic cordon, the sounds of soft thumps filled the air behind him.  “Jory, 

get in the...” 

Simon froze. The hand was stretched out toward the car, it's skin had been stripped off and 

when he followed the mess of flesh to the arm he saw the black of police uniform. The short blond 

hair still covered the head of what was once Police Constable Christopher Manning.  His face had 

been ripped to the bone and Simon saw there was only one brown eyes remaining. Across the torso 

the skin had been ripped away to reveal the muscles and Simon felt the nausea rising when a frogs 

tongue sliced into the large twitching pectoral and ripped away a chuck of the red meat. 

The soft thumps were almost at the cordon and when he looked around, Simon saw a 

multitude of green frogs of all different sizes, hopping in great bounds towards the gate. 

Simon felt his bladder relaxing, the army of amphibians were closing in on him and 

Dantwild and when they reached them, Simon knew both men would be torn to pieces. Thumping 

Dantwild hard in the back the tall man turned and stepped forward with his first clenched. 

“Get in the fucking car, now!”  Said Micheals, walking to the drivers side. 
 

Pulling the door open, he dropped into the seat and, hearing Dantwild closing his door, 

revered the engine and drove back hard in reverse as the first line of frogs reached the gate.



Chapter Forty-Nine: Mon 20th Oct – 1 pm. 
 

Joshua watched as Perry walked into the living room carrying the tray of drinks.  Reaching 

over he took the glass of cordial from Lonny and sat back. The air in the room was cool and the 

sunlight that was shining through the windows was dim. 

Looking around the seats, everyone was enjoying their drinks. They had been sat there for 

three hours trying to work out a plan of action.  Up to that point all the plans that had been discuss 

had as quickly been disregarded. 

The idea of shooting the frogs had quickly been shelved when Perry had asked how they 

were going to get the weapons. 

“From the bases store.”  Philip had said. 
 

“The base that's under frog control.”  Perry had stated and that's when they had started to 

rethink. 

About two hours ago, much to Joshua's dismay, Tara had left to return to the public house 

and open up for her father.  Shortly after, Lonny had arrived to join the group.  Joshua had asked if 

Tara knew he was there and he had answered 'yeah', but Joshua knew he was lying.  'She wouldn't 

let you come here, not to be involved with what we're planning.'  He thought but without calling 

Tara to check, and that had it's risks, there was nothing he could do, the lad was eighteen and old 

enough to make his own choices. 

Philip had considered calling his superiors but decided against it and Joshua understood 

why.  Neither D.C.I Foxly or C.I Hollingham had wanted to know about the frogs, so it was 

unlikely that the British air force would be any more receptive. 

“Hold on,”  Said Lonny.  “Philip, you said they exploded when you shot them.” 

“Yeah, well they’re full of ammonia, kerosene and sulphur.” Answered Philip. 

“So, blow them up?”  Suggested Lonny. 

Joshua sighed.  'We're back to exploding amphibians, great.'  He thought. The situation 

looked hopeless, anything one suggested the others would find fault with.  Poisoning them would 

only kill all the other life in the marsh.  Burning the marsh, once again, would kill everything in it. 

Perry had come up with the most unique suggestion of 'overdosing them'.  Flooding the 

marsh with sulphur and petrol. 

Joshua liked the idea, although it would once again kill more than the frogs, it was not as 

heavy handed as setting light to the marsh.  'If they are overdosed, they'll just die.' Thought Joshua. 

'All we do is tip gallons of sulphur and kerosene into the marsh.'  Joshua felt a little better. There 

was a ray of hope in the darkness. 

“But they will just syphon off what they need and keep the rest for later.”  Said Philip. 

“Remember, this was leaking, that stopped years ago. They've been living off stored chemicals for,



well, we don't know how long.” 
 

Joshua slumped, 'Another plan failed'.  He thought. The only consolation that Joshua could 

take from the myriad of plans that lay in crumples in backs of their minds was that they had not 

learnt that hard way.  'We haven't lost anyone through a failed plan.'  He thought.  'Whatever we do 

has to work, first time.  There's no room for second chances.' 

The hammering on the door made Joshua jump and spill his cordial onto his trousers. 
 

Gizmo barked furiously but Joshua noticed the dog had no real aggression, he hadn't even stood up. 

Glancing around the room he saw the shocked expressions on everyone's face's. The pounding 

came again. 

“Who's tha...”  Started Lonny. 
 

“That's a bobby knock.”  Stated Perry. 
 

“How do you know that?” Asked Joshua as Perry stood. 
 

“It' show you knock on my bedroom door every morning.”  Said Perry, as he walked into the 

hallway, followed by Gizmo. 

Joshua watched heard the door open and an exchange of quite words before Simon Micheals 

and Jory Dantwild walk into the living room, escorted by the large Golden Retriever. Joshua saw 

both men were shaking and looked pale.  Joshua ignored the pain and stood up.  “What's 

happened?”  He asked. 
 

“It's the D.C.I,”  Said Michaels.  “and Chris, they're dead.” 

“How?”  Asked Philip. 

Jory spoke through clenched teeth with his body shaking.  “The frogs, the fucking frogs.” 

“Sweet Jesus.”  Breathed Lonny.  “Where?” 

Joshua smelt the acrid scent sulphur in the air and did not need to be told.  Instead, he sat 

back down and asked Perry to make the new arrivals a drink.  He heard Perry offer the usual. Tea, 

Coffee, squash or cola and then, for some reason Perry just asked if they wanted a whiskey. 

“We don't have whiskey.”  Said Joshua looking at his little brother. 

“I do.”  Answered Perry before he run up the stairs. 

“I gave it to him.”  Said Lonny.  “I know you don't drink but it was an early birthday present 

for him.  He said he'd keep it out of the way, Josh, don't have a go at him.” 

“I wasn't going to.”  Said Joshua, motioning for the two police officers to sit down. 
 

He heard the door to Perry's room close and the foot falls hit the stairs. When his long 

haired brother walked into the room, Joshua saw the bottle of amber liquid he was holding. 

After the drink were poured and the two officers had been given a chance to calm down and 

explain what had taken place, Joshua was swirling his drink when Michaels spoke. 

“How do we kill them?” Asked Michaels.



 
 
work.” 

 

“We're trying to to work that one out.” Answered Philip.  “Everything we think of won't 

“We're trying to to work that one out.” Answered Philip.  “Everything we think of won't 
 
 
 
“Can't we just burn the bastards.” Asked Dantwild. 
 

Joshua breathed out through his nose, he knew that the young man was just trying to think of
 

anything but that idea had been tabled and shelved.  Joshua felt sorry for the two men sat before 

him, everything they had believed for years had just fallen apart. 

“That would work.”  Said Perry.  “They are combustible.” 
 

“Perry,”  Said Philip.  “We can't set fire to the marsh, it would destroy the entire place.” 

“And if the fire caught the plant, the island and most of Cornwall could become 

uninhabitable.”  Commented Lonny.  “Now, I want rid of the bastards, but I don't want to lose my 
 

home.” 
 

“I don't mean that, listen.”  Explained Perry.  “We set them on fire, not the marsh. The frogs 

themselves.” 

Joshua wanted to hear the conclusion to this idea of his brothers. The young man had a 

talent for being both as bright a star and as dumb as a wasp at a window.  'This plan will either be 

something new or his mind re-hashing an old plan.'  Thought Joshua, secretly wishing for the 

earlier. 
 

“We use welding torches.”  Perry said.  “We can get them from the harbour, you know 
 

Lonny, the one's they use for fixing the boats?” 

“Yeah.”  Replied Lonny. 

“We carry the cylinders on our backs and just run the hoses over our shoulders. We'd need 

the gloves and masks.” Said Perry. 

“And you think the fishermen are just going to hand over the equipment?” Asked Joshua. 

“Well, if they don't, you can always commandeer it.” Answered Perry. 

Joshua wasn't sure if this idea was a good one or a crackpot one. The thought of them 

walking over the marshes setting fire to frogs was a rather ludicrous one but it did seem to work, 

theoretically. 

“The police can't commandeer things in the U.K.”  Said Dantwild. 

“Actually, we can.”  Said Joshua.  “I commandeered a taxi once.” 

“I didn't know we could to day.”  Said Michaels.  “I thought it was only in the U.S?” 

“There's the odd thing, in the States, it's in the movie's.”  Said Joshua.  “The normally police 

can't commandeer a vehicle, too much legislation.  I still don't think they're just going to hand over 

the oxy.” 

“And those frogs have fucking long tongues.”  Said Dantwild.  “How are we supposed to get 

close enough to set them alight without getting out selves ripped to shreds first.”



“We take the long arms.”  Said Lonny.  “They're longer extensions to the torch heads, reach 

out about two foot.” 

Joshua let the conversation wash over him, his arm had started to hurt and his leg was 

sending shivers of pain up his body. What ever they were going to do, they were not going to do it 

today. As Joshua took a sip of his cordial, he rested his hand down the side of the chair and stroked 

Gizmo. The soft hair ran through his fingers and he felt the strong muscles twitch when the 

Retriever laid his head down on his paws and sighed. 

“We'll need to go down to the harbour tomorrow morning, early.”  Said Joshua.  “and pick 

up the stuff we need.”  'That's if they'll even give it to us.'  He thought. 

“Tammy'll give us a hand, I'm sure he will.”  Said Perry. 

“Who's Tammy?” Asked Joshua. 

“Oh, he's one of the boat captains,”  Explained Perry.  “He's okay and I think he'll be up for 

helping us.” 

“Well need to come up with a plan of attack.”  Said Philip.  “We'll need to know where to hit
 

them.” 
 

 
 
 
 
“Well, there's loads at the plant.”  Said Dantwild.  “We could start by torching those

 

fuckers.” 
 

“We can't.”  Said Michaels.  “If the plant ignites, the island will become a waste land.” 

“We'll have to corral them.”  Said Lonny.  “Get them all into one place.” 

“How do we do that?” Asked Dantwild.  “Wave a lamb shank around the island and hope 

they follow?” 

“We attack Flatpoint.”  Said Philip. 
 

Joshua had only been half listening until this comment.  “How the hell do we do that?” 

Joshua saw in his mind the six of them walking into the base like Rambo, all in camouflage trousers 

and painted faces, large machine gun's strapped over their chats and just firing at everything that 

moved. 

“What about the copter?”  Explained Philip.  “It should still have a good half a tank, we 

could blow it up.” 

“What!”  Joshua almost spat the cordial across the room.  “How the hell do we blow up a 

helicopter?” 

“Piece of cloth into the tank.”  Suggested Perry. 
 

“That won't work.”  Said Lonny.  “They've got safety screens to stop things being pushed 

into the tanks, only lets fuel in.” 

“So we tap the tank, all we'd need is a hammer and chisel.”  Said Michaels.  “Small hole, let 

the petrol drain a little, light it and stand back.”



“Petrol doesn't ignite.”  Said Philip.  “Not like that.” 
 

“So we torch it.”  Said Perry.  “Any thing’s gonna light under that heat.” 
 

“We'll have to be careful, once we start attacking, they are going to come running.”  Said 

Joshua.  “And then what do we do?”  Joshua had been more shocked at the idea that the base could 

still have high explosives in it that the notion that the six of them were about to embark on a 

possibly fatal plan. 

“Simple, isn't it.”  Said  Dantwild.  “Blow the kerosene, send the bastards back to hell.”



Chapter Fifty: Mon 20th Oct – 7:30 pm. 
 

Joshua walked into the bedroom.  His calf was stinging and he had a server itch on his arm. 

Philip was sat in his boxer shorts on the bottom bunk, his athletic muscles stretched out as he 

reached up and gripped the safely runner along the top bunk and as Joshua watched, the airman 

raised his feet and stretched out his legs.  Joshua saw the thigh and calf muscles tensing, the man's 

entire body was tensed and for a few minutes, Philip held the position and the he relaxed, lowering 

his strong legs first and then dropping his arms down.  Joshua felt a stab of jealousy at the younger 

man's muscular prowess. 

“Hi Josh.”  Said Perry, walking in from the hallway.  “Everything okay?” 

“Yeah, I just need a chat with you.”  Said Joshua. 

Philip stood up and headed for the door.  “I'll leave you too it.”  He said.  “Could do with a
 

bath.” 
 

 
 
 
 
Joshua could smell the sweat as the younger man passed.  His body was riddled with tracks

 

of liquid that had drained down along the lines of the muscles over his torso. 

“Thanks.”  Said Joshua as Philip walked into the bathroom. 

Joshua walked over to a computer chair and eased himself into it and heard Perry drop into a 

bean bag. The air in the room was hot and smelt of male sweat.  Breathing in slowly he tried to 

decide how best to approach the subject with Perry. 

“Do you still think about mum and dad?” Asked Perry, his voice low and his head bowed. 

“Yes.” Answered Joshua, slightly surprised at the question.  “All the time, why?” 

“I didn't.”  Said Perry.  “I didn't want to remember them.” 
 

“Perry, how can you say that?”  Joshua was astonished, up until now, he had thought his 

brother had never stopped thinking about their parents and the night the Sargent had arrived to tell 

them about the accident. 

“I didn't want to know.”  Replied Perry, his hands scrunched into a ball between his legs. 

“Shit Josh, I wanted to believe they were still alive, Christ I even imagined them coming to yours 

one day and taking me home.” 

Joshua heard his brothers voice breaking and he saw the tears start to fall.  “Why didn't you 

ever say anything?”  He asked. 

“Because I sound like a fucking tard, that's why.”  Said Perry.  “I sound like a total shit head. 

I don't want to remember my parents, I don't want to cry, I don't...” 

Joshua stood up, his brother had pulled his knees in and wrapped his arms around his legs. 

Joshua walked over to young man and laid his hand on the soft hair.  'What do I say?'  He 

wondered.  'How do I tell him that's he's not alone?'   “There's nothing wrong with you Perry, you 

think I found the bottom of a bottle everyday because I thought it was a good idea?”  Said Joshua.



“I ignored you for months, you lived in my house, you're my brother and I ignored you because you 

reminded me of them and I didn't want to remember.  If you thought you were alone, that was my 

fault, I should have opened up to you, talked to you but I am now.” 

Joshua closed his eyes.  'Bit fucking late now.'  He thought.  He felt Perry's head moved back 

and when he opened his eyes, his brother was looking up at him, tear streaks running down his face 

and his eyes were a little blood shot and red.  “I don't want you coming tomorrow.” 

“Why?” Asked Perry.  “Josh, I'll be seventeen, I'm not a child any more and I don't need you 

to look after me.” 

“It's not that.”  Said Joshua.  “You're all I have left and if something happened to you, I don't 

think I could handle it.” 

“You selfish son of a bitch.”  Perry said, standing up.  “You don't want me to go in case you 

lose me but it's all right if you die? What, you think I won't miss you?” 

“I never said that.” Answered Joshua. 'Shit, this isn't how it was meant to go.'  He thought, 

Joshua had run this scene over in his mind countless times since they had agreed what they were 

going to do tomorrow and now it was happening, Perry was being unpredictable.  “Perry, I don't 

give a fuck if you reach a hundred but you'll always be my little brother and I'll always  look after 

you and I don't give a shit whether you like it or not, I'm gonna do it.” 

For a moment Joshua had expected Perry to complain or have another go at him but instead, 

Perry just stood there and then swung his arms around Joshua.  Joshua winched as pain tingled up 

his arm and then Perry released him.  The tears rolled down Perry's face and Joshua put his free arm 

around his brothers shoulders. 

“I can't stop you from going tomorrow.”  Said Joshua. “But if you want to, you're not 

leaving my side, is that okay?”  Joshua saw Perry nod. After taking his arm from around his 

brother's shoulders he reached around to his back pocket and pulled out an envelope.  “Happy 

birthday, Perry.  Dad always said you should get it when you were seventeen, like I got mine.” 

Joshua smiled when Perry open the envelope and slid out the driving license. Watching the 

smile that crept across his brothers face made Joshua smile too. 

“So, I can drive now?” Asked Perry. 
 

“You'll need lessons first and pass your test but I have some 'L' plates in the kitchen so we 

can put them on the car if you like?” Asked Joshua, to which his brother nodded.  “I'm sure there'll 

be an instructor on the island but, do as your told and I'll let you drive me around.” 

“Mr Welberton's the island instructor.”  Said Perry.  “And Lonny's gonna take me out too.” 

Joshua laughed.  “So, you've been looking into it, have you?”  Joshua wondered why he 

shouldn't have realised before that his brother would check out driving instructors but Joshua wasn't 

keen on Lonny taking Perry out.  “Well, I'm glad you like it.”



“Joshua.”  Said Perry.  “I wish dad and mam could see this, me with my driving licence.” 

“They'd have been proud.”  Said Joshua and then he heard the bathroom door open. Turning 

to face the door, he saw Philip stepping onto the landing with a towel around his waist. 

“Everything okay with you guys?” Asked Philip. 

“Yeah, everything's fine.”  Said Joshua as he turned and left the room.  “I'll put the kettle 
 

on.”



Chapter Fifty-One: Tues 21st Oct – 9 am. 
 

Joshua looked out of his window as the car drove along the main street and out towards 

Maidens Point.  In his rear view mirror he saw Michaels silver Ford Galaxy driving off toward 

Nymvale and the Keep.  In the boot of his Firebird, the eight cylinders rattled and the Brown Ale 

case rattled with the petrol bombs Perry and Lonny had made earlier that morning. 

It had been easier than he had expected to get the welding equipment. There had been a few 

questions but none that were particularly hard to answer. Tammy had been true to Perry's word 

and had helped the group secure enough gear to supply them. 
 

It had taken a little over an hour to fill all the tanks, arrange gloves and masks for each 

person and then load them into the cars.  Joshua had been a little uneasy with the idea of eight, 

highly explosive cylinders being laid in the boot and had asked if they could be secured, to which 

he was thrown a length of string by one of Tammy's deck hands. 

“So,” Asked Philip.  “When we get to Flatpoint, are we waiting for those guys to start?” 

“We'll need to start.”  Said Joshua.  “If they get the attention of the frogs first, they could all 

be dead before we really get going.” 
 

The silver Galaxy had vanished down the road and Joshua wondered how many of the four 

men inside he would see again, if any. They had arranged to meet at the base but it was a long way 

around from the old Keep and Joshua did not believe the group would have the time to get from the 

old Keep to the base between the first explosion and the end of the fight. 

'Bet they don't beat the frogs.' Thought Joshua. 

Joshua inhaled sharply when a shot of pain ran up his arm.  He was not sure how much he 

would be able to do in his condition and had thought about not going.  'I can still work the torch, 

just can't throw fuck all.'   He thought.  He heard Perry and Lonny talking quietly in the back seats 

and looking back, he realised how odd it felt not to have Gizmo's gold furry lump visible on the 

seats. 

 

“What you two talking about?” Asked Joshua. 
 

“Just trying to work out how we're supposed to get to the Kerosene once we've attracted the 

frogs.”  Said Perry. 

“I've been wondering that too.”  Commented Philip. 

“What have you come up with?” Asked Joshua. 

“One of us will have to be down there before we start the attack.” Answered Philip, his 

voice flat and worried. 

Joshua glanced over and saw the concern that was furrowing the young man's brow.  He 

opened his mouth to say something but, glancing into the back, he chose not to.  Joshua already 

knew the answer to his question.  'But that don't mean I have to like it or assume it's the only way.'



He thought. 
 

The car jolted when it left he main road and onto the track down to the base.  Joshua winced 

when a sharp stabbing sensation ran up his leg.  He saw the base getting closer, it's grey concrete 

walls looked cold and lifeless as the car crunched to a halt outside the open gates.



Chapter Fifty-Two: Tues 21st Oct – 10 am. 
 

The Sun was just climbing over the eastern horizon and the cold wind was whistling through 

the old Keep's empty buildings when they made their way into the large central chamber that had 

once been the living room for the knight in residence. Simon glanced around at the stone work, the 

inside walls were still smooth and sections had retained their colours as had parts of the floor. 

The harness that secured the cylinders had shifted on his back with the motion of the climb 

from the car and he had to shift it back, the thick seam that strengthened the harness had shifted 

from running down his spine and was digging into his shoulder blade. 

“Come on.”  Said Simon.  “The pit's through here.”  Simon led the way across the main hall 

and down the narrow passageway to what had once been the kitchen for the old Keep. 

The roofless room was dim, the sky was bleached in yellow and red but the sun was still 

clinging to it's covers.  Glancing around, Simon looked to each of his friends as they walked into 

the oblong room with it's worn stone floor. 

Tyack looked like he was in a body-builders version of the ghost busters. The long black 

and orange tubes feeding down his back from the tanks and then swung up at his right side.  His 

flare guard was up and Simon saw the light blue eyes looking at him.  Simon knew Tyack was 

concerned, not only for his own safety but for Simon's too. 

Jory stood just inside the doorway. The bottle case in his left hand made him look like he 

had come here to have a party and his deep blue eyes looking like two black holes in his head. The 

flare guard covered his short blond hair that was sticking up at odd angles from his head, the young 

man having chosen not to bother with his hear before he left the house. 

Behind Jory, Merryn had stopped in the doorway. The tall figure stooped to avoid the low 

ceiling. The volunteer fire man was wearing his uniform and Simon thought he was probably the 

only one of them that looked like they cold survive. The thick black coat and fire proof trousers 

clung the broad torso and thick legs. The yellow helmet had it's visor down and with high-insight, 

Simon thought.  'Maybe he should have gone first.' 

The black pit in the floor was visible, even in the dim light of dawn and the cold air that 

whipped off the ocean gave him hope.  “Frogs are cold blooded.”  Said Simon.  “With any luck, 

they won't be in a state to fight back.” 

“So, what do we do?” Asked Tyack. 
 

“Probably just throw some cocktails down.” Answered Merryn.  “If we light a few and drop 

them, it should stop the little buggers coming up.” 

“Right,”  Said Simon.  “Jory, put he case on that boulder.” When Jory moved, Simon saw 

the dark stains on the wall and floor where he had been stood and for a second, he imagined the 

body of the woman laid there.



Hooking the torch onto the clip on the harness belt, Simon pulled a whiskey from the case 

and a lighter from his pocket.  He saw the others pulling bottles and lighters.  Quick sparks lit up 

small areas near each of them and then a bright yellow flame leapt into the air. 

Simon watched the wick of his bottle caught into yellow flame.  Stepping froward he 

dropped the whiskey bottle into the hole.  He could see dim flames along one wall from where a 

bottle had hit and smashed, his vanished into the darkness. 

Jory stepped up next to him and Simon saw the Bacrdi bottle fall, it's burning top like a 

rocket engine. The bottle didn't have time to reach floor, with a pop and a shattering glass sound, 

the tunnel had lit up with a flash. 

Simon froze, his body shivered and he could feel his heart quicken when the first croak 

resounded up from the burning shaft.  Quickly grabbing another bottle, Simon lit the wick and 

almost threw it down the glowing hole.  He saw it smash about half way up, there was a sickening 

croak and then an explosion. 

Flames shot up the funnel and burst out into the roofless room.  Simon saw the fear riddled 

faces of his friends cast in the flash of flame. The sound was soft, a thumping sound as if 

something soft had landed on the stones. 

Simon had turned around to pick up another bottle when Jory cried out. 
 

The room lit with a blue flame and Simon quickly slammed down the flare guard over his 

face.  Merryn had lit his torch and was walking toward the hole.  Jory was fumbling with his torch 

and Simon saw the blond man hobbling slightly on his right leg. 

Simon dropped another burning bottle and then Tyack's torch spat to life next to him. The 

small green and black frog sat next to the hole, it's yellow eyes half closed against the glare and its 

mouth open showing the pink folded tongue and sharp white teeth.  Simon stepped back, his heart 

thundering in his chest and he felt the sweat starting to drip down is back. 

Tyack's torch brightened, the long flame hit the frog and there was a sickening pop when the 

frog burst in a ball of flame.  Simon tasted the bile in the back of his throat but forced it back down. 

Pulling his torch form his belt he lit the flame with his lighter. 

He heard Merryn yelp. The deep sound more akin to a dog's bark than a humans cry of 

anguish.  Frogs leapt from the burning hole, landing on the stone floor.  Simon felt the tongue land 

hard on his overalls. Turning quickly, he pointed the torch at the fat creature who's long pink 

tongue was attached to him, there was another pop, a burst of flame and the tongue fell lip onto his 

leg. 
 

The group were moving around the room, Simon hoping the action would stop any frog 

from attacking one of them in great numbers.  Flames spat white light around the stone room and 

the occasional 'pop' was followed by a flash of light as the frogs exploded.



Simon heard Jory yell. Two frogs had latched onto his coat and were tearing the plastic 

material apart.  Turning his torch onto one of the frogs, it hopped. 

The frog hit Jory's visor and fell to the floor.  Simon heard Merryn hollar and turning, he 

saw a frog hanging off the LPG cylinder on the man's back and another sat on his helmet. Turning 

his torch on a frog sat on the boulder he watched it exploded in flames. 

Glancing over to Tyack, Simon saw the man had pinned himself into the corner and was 

aiming at anything that hopped towards him.  Tongues hung like tassels off the broad man's 

overalls, each one a frog that had been ignited. 

Jory screamed. 
 

Simon span around and saw the young police man reaching out for him.  His clothes were 

ripped and blood poured from his legs and stomach. The glowing hole was only a foot step behind 

the tall man.  Simon reached out, a frogs tongue struck the back of Jory's leg, slicing away at the 

calf muscle. 

Simon cried out when Jory buckled, blood running from his eviscerated calf.  He heard Jory 

scream and then the sound of bone cracking against stone.  Simon stepped froward and reached out, 

gripping Jory's hand. Waving the torch around he tried to fend off attacks but as more and more 

frogs spilled from the hole like a fountain of green, he felt Jory slipping. The man's legs and lower 

torso were hanging down the hole. 

Simon yelped as his trousers ripped. A tongue hit the flare guard and glancing down he saw 
 

a frog hand handed on Jory's back and was attacking the base of the man's skull.  Bile rose in his gut 

when Simon watched the frogs tongue smash through into Jory's brain.  He could feel the tongues 

attacking him but he was frozen by the horror of watching his friend being devoted. The body 

started to shake and slip from Simon's grasp. 

The loud 'pop' that resounded over the marshes was followed by the large plump of smoke 

and a bright flash from the base and Simon felt Jory slide out of his hand.



Chapter Fifty-Three: Tues 21st Oct – 11 am. 
 

The helicopter was burning furiously and Joshua was stood waiting for Philip who had gone 

inside before the stream of petrol had been ignited.  Looking over, he saw Lonny and Perry walking 

toward the gates. 

'At least they'll be out of the way.' Thought Joshua.  He felt his stomach shudder when he 

heard the first croak coming from the marshes.  'They're coming.'  He thought. 

They had parked up and Perry had helped him on with the harness and cylinders. After 

making their way to over the car park it had been decided that Philip was going down to the stores 

before the helicopter was blown up.  Joshua had not been happy with this idea but there was really 

nothing else they could do. 

“Come on, Philip.”  Said Joshua. The flames off the helicopter lit concrete car park in red 

and yellows.  Deep shadows danced along the flat grey walls and when he looked up he was Perry 

and Lonny walking up to the Firebird.  'He's safe.'  Joshua thought. 

He hoped it would work, the plan was simple in it's design.  Get all the frogs to gather at the 

base and then blow them all to kingdom come, but Joshua knew there was so much that could go 

wrong.  His torch burnt gently in his hand and he hoped it did not go out.  Not having the use of his 

left hand he was unable to light it for himself, so with Perry and Lonny gone, he hoped it stayed lit. 

The sounds of the croaks were getting closer, the marsh seemed alive with the sounds.  'Shit, 

there must be thousands of them.'  Thought Joshua, his stomach churning as he waited. 

The heavy cylinders pulled on his shoulders and caused his arm to ache.  His leg was 

throbbing and he had to lay back against the cold wall to wait for the coming onslaught.  'Maybe I 

should have asked the boys to stay?'  He wondered.  'Three against thousands is better odds than 

one.' 
 

Glancing over to the car he saw Perry and Lonny running back toward him.  “What the fuck 

are they doing?”  He asked himself . The boys looked panicked and Joshua could here them trying 

to shout something. 

“Get back to the car!  For fuck sake, get back to the car!”  Shouted Joshua. 

“Frogs!  Frogs!”  Perry bellowed.  “The frogs are at the car!” 

His brothers long brown hair was flowing behind him and his jacket was blowing open. 

Lonny's green eyes were wide and terrified. As the boys came to a stop in front of Joshua, their 

breathing laboured, sweat running down their faces Joshua glanced up and saw small green dots 

jumping over the Firebird. 

'Great, I need a new paint job.'  He thought. The concrete resounded with soft thwacks as 

the amphibians hopped across the car park. Their large yellow eyes wide and Joshua knew that the 

black slit pupils were fixed on him and his companions.



“Back's against the wall.”  Ordered Joshua.  “Light your torches, anything hops close 

enough, fry it.” 

Joshua lit the young men's torches from his own and they all stood waiting. The frogs were 

hopping closer, their mouths open to reveal long pink tongues folded ready.  Joshua dropped his 

flare guard and the others followed suit. Turning his novel up, the bright blue flame shot out of the 

end. 
 

The small frog struck out, it's tongue landing with a wet whack on Joshua's jeans. Turning 

his flame on the frog the wet 'pop' and following flash of flame smelt of ammonia, making his 

stomach churn. 

A few moments later, the area was full of small explosions as more and more of the frogs 

were exploded in a flash of flame. The car park was still full of them and in a moment of horror, 

Joshua realised that no matter how many they killed, more would take their place. 

Perry screamed as his trousers ripped and Lonny was already bleeding where a frog had 

ripped away skin from his stomach before he had flamed it. 

“We have to get inside,”  Said Joshua.  “Come on, inside!”  Motioning Perry and Lonny to 

go in first, Joshua waved the bright blue flame in front of him as he backed into the door way.  He 

felt he rim of the door catch on his heel and then started to fall backwards. The flame arching 

upwards as he toppled back.  Joshua would have sworn the frogs just sat there and waited for him to 

fall.  'If I hit the deck, we're all fucked.'  He thought, reaching out his broken arm to try and catch 

the door frame.  His chest stung from the pain being pulsed through his arm and then he felt the 

hands. Four hands caught his back and helped him through the doorway. 

A frog hopped, a large green frog with pulsating black scratch marks.  It's mouth was open 

showing the four small teeth.  Raising his torch he watched the frog land with it's mouth around the 

flame.  Seconds later the amphibian burst, raining cold green flesh down on Joshua.



Chapter Fifty-Three: Tues 21st Oct – 12 am. 
 

Joshua ran down the stairs with Perry and Lonny behind him. The metal twanged and 

groaned as they made for the lower level.  He heard the frogs beating at the steel door.  Every thud 

that resounded along the corridors was another amphibian that had thrown it's self at the cold steel 

to try and gain entry. 

“What the hell's going on?” Asked Philip meeting Joshua at the door. 
 

“Frogs, they're attacking the base.”  Said Joshua.  His chest stung and his lungs felt as if they 

were burning. 

“How are we going to get out of here?” Asked Perry. 

“We're not.”  Said Lonny. 

Joshua felt a shudder when the words reached him.  Philip had known that this was a one 

way trip but now there was the four of them and Joshua was not willing to let Perry and Lonny die. 

“There must be another way out of here?” Asked Joshua.  “Christ, it's an RAF base, it's not like 

they'll only be one door, come on think.” 

“I've only ever used the one door.”  Said Philip.  “It's not like we're given a guided tour of 

these places you know.” 

The banging continued, the steel clangs resounded around the complex.  Joshua knew that at 

any minute the door could give and he frogs would be inside the base.  'And once that happens,'  he 

thought.  'It's over.' 

Glancing over Philip's shoulder he saw the door leading to the stores.  His leg was throbbing 

and he felt light headed as he walked toward the dim room, the smell of fuel hung in the air. 

Looking around at the barrels that were piled around the room, Joshua turned and looked at the base 

plan on the wall just inside the door. 

“How did they get these barrels in here?” Asked Perry. 

“I don't know.”  Said Philip.  “In the lift I suppose.” 

“No, here.”  Joshua said, stabbing a finger onto the map.  “There's a corridor at the back, it 

leads to a hatch in the car park.”  Joshua explained as he turned and looked towards the back of the 

room.  “It must be back there somewhere.” 

“So what?” Asked Lonny.  “We wait for the frogs to get here and then blow the place and 

hope we get out in time?” 

For a moment Joshua stood and looked around the room.  He had the horrific feeling that 

one of them was still going to die, having to wait in the room for the frogs and then blow the 

Kerosene but he was not willing to leave it like that.  “What about the helicopter?”  He asked. 

“What about it?” Asked Philip. 
 

The scream given off by the steel door filled the complex. The loud sound of metal buckling



and wrenching sent a bolt of fear up Joshua.  'Shit, they're getting in.'  he thought.  “No, the way we 

blew the copter, can't we blow this place the same way?” 

“It would take too long to run the kerosene.”  Explained Philip. 

“But what about lighting a barrel?” Asked Perry. 

Joshua looked at his brother. The brown eyes were wide and full of hope that for once, he 

had made a good suggestion. 

“We could use a barrel like a one of the bottles, light it and push it back.”  Perry explained. 

Joshua felt his heart skip, his stomach felt like it was full of butterflies.  If to could work, it 

would be a way for all four of them to escape. 
 

“We don't have anything to light the barrel with.”  Said Philip. 
 

The sound of the door slamming back echoed down the stairs and resounded around the 

room. The deep croaks and thwacking sounds that followed it send a wave a bile up Joshua's throat. 

“And we've run out of time.”  Said Philip.  “You three, get out of here.  Go!” 
 

Joshua ushered Perry and Lonny towards the corridor at the back of the room. The floor was 

soaked in kerosene and splashed as he walked across the room.  Both of the young men were 

voicing disapproval at the plan to leave Philip to die and Joshua didn't much like it either. 

“Fuck this.”  Said Perry.  “I'm not leaving him.” 

Joshua reached out and grabbed Perry's shirt as his brother pulled away from him. The 

material ripped and buttons fire off in all directions, clinking off the metal barrels  that littered the 

room.  “Don't even bother, Perry.  He knows what he's doing.”  Said Joshua. 

“You're going to leave him to die, it's not right.” Argued Perry. 
 

“No, it's not.”  Said Joshua, in full agreement.  “But there's nothing we can do about it.” 

The sound of the Lonny's tanks hitting the floor made both men jump.  Joshua looked over 

and was about to grab Lonny and pull him along too but when he turned he saw Lonny pulling off 

his shirt and ripping it in half.  “What the hell are you doing?” Asked Joshua. 

“Fuse.” Answered Lonny. 
 

“What?” Asked Joshua, still confused.  His leg was throbbing and is arm felt like it was 

going to fall off.  He saw the sweat running down Lonny's the broad muscular body, the skin 

shimmering and the muscles bulging with every rip. 

“We need a fuse, to light the barrel.”  He said, ripping his shirt again. 

“Philip, Philip get here!”  Perry called back to the man stood by the door. 

Joshua watched as Lonny twisted his shirt strands together and Perry walked over to a barrel 

and pulled the cap off. Philip was slowly walking backwards and when Lonny stuffed the twisted 

wick, made from his shirt, into the hole in the top of the barrel, Joshua suddenly understood. 

“Philip, get your arse over here!”  Joshua called to the airman.



“What are you doing?”  Philip asked. 
 

“We're all getting out of here.”  Explained Perry. 
 

Joshua could hear the frogs getting closer, the well was echoing with the sounds of them 

hopping down the metal rungs.  Looking around he saw the doorway at the rear of the room. The 

large steel door was locked across like a ships bulkhead door.   “Philip, open that door.”   Ordered 

Joshua while Perry and Lonny moved the barrel closer towards a stack. 

Joshua heard Philip run over the door and the metal bars soon screeched against the force 

the young airman was applying to the wheel shaped handle. Walking back across the room, Joshua 

slammed the door to the store room shut.  'Should buy us a few minutes.'  He thought. 

When Joshua turned back to the room he heard the first thud on the door from the other side. 

“We're ready.”  Said Perry running over to meet Joshua. 

“Come on then.”  Said Joshua.  “Let's get out of here.” 
 

Joshua ushered the two young men toward the door at the back of the store room. The smell 

of the marsh was floating in from the corridor beyond and as Joshua  stepped in behind his brother 

he looked to Philip. 

“I'll give you two minuets and then light it and follow.”  Said Philip. 
 

“You be sure to follow us.”  Said Joshua, laying a hand on Philip’s shoulder.  “No heroics.” 

“No heroics, I promise.” Agreed Philip.  “I'm gonna light it and run.” 

Joshua hobbled down the dark corridor. The loud thuds slamming off the door the frogs 
 

were attacking forced him to move quicker.  He could smell the kerosene and the methane mixing in 

the darkness of the sloping tunnel.  His legs hurt and his throat was dry.  He heard the footfalls of 

his two companions but neither of them spoke. The smell of sweat drifted back from time to time 

with t cool breeze. 

“Found it.”  Said Lonny from the font.  “It's jammed.” 
 

Joshua squeezed past Perry and when he looked up, he saw the square steel door above his 

head. The bars that held it locked had rusted to the main frame and he knew he could not moved it. 

“Come on, all of us together.”  He said and, raising his right hand, he gripped the ring.  He 

felt Perry up against him and saw Lonny brace himself against the wall when he raised his own 

hands and gripped the wheel. 

“Three, two , one.”  Joshua counted down and then they all heaved. The wheel didn't move. 

Joshua's arm was aching and he saw the sweat running down Lonny's heaving chest as he tried 

again to push the ring around. 

'Shit, it's not moving.  Holy shit it's not opening.' Thought Joshua. The realisation that they 

were trapped dawned and he felt his heart race in his chest. 'We're all going to die down here.'  He 

thought.  'Either the frogs will come or when that barrel blows we'll go with it.'



“Sorry Perry.”  Joshua said when another attempt failed and the door remained locked. 

Joshua wanted to sink to the floor, putting his arms around Perry and Lonny he pulled the 

close to him as if trying to protect them from what was to come. As the smell of burning cotton 

filled the air he thought of Tara.  Her long brown hair falling down her back and the smile she had 

given him the first day they had met.  'I'm sorry Tara, I am so sorry.'  Joshua thought as a loud clang 

echoed up the passageway. 

Joshua heard footsteps running up the corridor towards them and heavy breathing. 

“What's going on, why haven't you got out?” Asked Philip. 

“We can't.”  Said Joshua.  “The door won't open.” 

“Come here.”  Said Philip. 

Joshua felt the man step past him and reach up. The smell of fresh sweat once again filled 

the air and Philip groaned while he tried to turn the wheel. 

“You two.”  Said Philip.  “Get up here.” 
 

Perry and Lonny stood up and Joshua joined them, knowing he couldn't do much but the fact 

that Philip was going to try gave him conflicting feelings.  'Why bother.'  Joshua thought, along 

with.  'I don't want to die down here.' 
 

Joshua watched Philip tell Perry and Lonny to take hold of the ring at points and after three, 

pull.  Joshua gripped the ring above him and when Philip hit one, he pulled.  He heard the groans 

coming from his three companions and above that, something was thudding against metel door that 

lead from the stores to the passageway. 

“Come on, heave!”  Called Philip.  “That other door won't lock form the outside, they'll get 

through, so fucking heave!” 

The metal screeched above Joshua's head and he could feel bits falling onto him. The sweat 

was running down his face and he had to blink to clear his eyes. The smell of ammonia was 

seeping into the corridor and making his cough.  Pulling on the ring again he felt it give. 

The feeling the swept over Joshua as the metal bars retracted was so strong he laughed.  His 

chest was burning and his right arm was throbbing with pain worse than his left had ever done.  He 

could hear the pounding on the other door and then a metallic squeal  Dim light filled the area 

around them and fresh air drove against him, sending a shiver down his spine. 

“Go, pull us up.”  Said Joshua. 
 

Philip jumped and pulled himself out of the hole, followed swiftly by Lonny.  Joshua 

glanced at Perry who crouched and rapped his arms around his legs.  Before Joshua could ask what 

Perry was doing he felt the hands under his armpits and then he was being lifted out of the hole. 

The dim light that covered the area was from the sky.  Dark clouds had drifted over the 

island while they had been inside.  Large black thunder clouds and Joshua could feel the static in



the air. 
 

 
 
 
Perry screamed.  Joshua spun around and saw his brother jumping at the hole. The smell of

 

ammonia was cloying as it flowed form the hole.  Joshua yelled when Perry's hands slipped off the 

grass around the opening and he fell back into the dark hole. The sounds of the cylinders slamming 

hard below Perry echoed loudly and soft slaps were accompanied by Perry's screams. 

“Get him out of there!”  Screamed Joshua.  His heart was thundering and he felt his bladder 

relaxing.  'I've killed him, I've killed him.'  Thought Joshua. He knew his brother was being attacked 

by the frogs.  'I brought him along and now I've killed him.' 

Joshua watched as Philip dropped to the floor and lent into the dark hole.  Joshua could here 

Philip calling for Perry to get hold of his hands. The screams filled the air.  Joshua fell toward the 

opening in the floor, his mind span with images of Perry laying on the floor with no skin left. 

Philip shouted at Lonny to help and Lonny feel to the floor.  Seconds later they were pulling 
 

Perry out of the hole. 
 

“Josh, close the fucking thing!”  Philip called as he dragged a bloody Perry along the grass 

and away from the hole. 

Joshua could not look away.  His brother was laying on the grass, skin missing from most of 

his body, his clothes ripped to nothing.  His left calf had been almost totally ripped away and his 

ribs were visible through his the wounds on his chest. 

“Close that fukcing...!” 
 

Philips shout fell to silence when the whoosh of flame erupted from the hole and rocketed 

into the sky.  Joshua fell across the grass and pulled himself to his riven brother.  Looking down, 

Joshua saw the cheek muscles moving when Perry tried to speak. 

He felt the tears falling down his face when he pulled Perry into his arms. “Don't try and 

speak, please Perry, just relax, please.” 

Joshua held onto Perry, blood poured form the young man's body.  Joshua heard Philip 

saying something but the world receded, all that mattered to Joshua was in his arms, dying. The 

sound of the base exploding in flames did not even make Joshua turn around and Joshua only let go 

of Perry when the ambulance arrived.



Chapter Fifty-Four: Mon 5th Jan – 12 am. 
 

Joshua stood at the harbour, Tara's hand warm in his as he watched the passengers 

disembarking the ferry form the mainland.  Gizmo was sat beside him on the tarmac. The sea was 

lapping at the harbour and Joshua heard the gulls calling high above. The smell of salt air filled his 

nostrils and as a couple with three children walked past he heard the woman ask. 

“So, is it safe here now?” 

“Yes dear.”  Said the man. 

Joshua smiled and looked to his brother who was sat in a wheel chair. The loose trousers 

and shirt covering the still mending wounds that covered his body.  “You two okay?” Asked 

Joshua. 

“Yeah, I'm good.”  Said Perry.  “Just a little ass ache.” 
 

“Would be better if he lost weight.” Answered Lonny.  “It's not easy pushing a whale 

around.” 

“Up yours.”  Said Perry. 
 

Joshua heard the boys laughing and as he joined them Tara tugged his hand. 

“There he is.”  She said. 

Joshua followed her dainty hand when it pointed down the street to the ferry port.  Joshua 

saw the young man walking up the street.  His grey coat pulled against the cold and a burgen sack 

slung over his shoulder. The cap he wore only covered half his head and the blond hair stuck up 

from the other side, spiked. 

“Philip!”  Joshua called over. 
 

Philip jogged up to meet him and Joshua noticed that the man had broadened slightly. The 

smell of salt irradiated from the tall, pale hazel eyed man and when they walked back up the road, 

Joshua watched Philip pulling two wrapped boxes from the top of his bag. 

“These are for you two.”  Said Philip, handing Lonny and Perry a box each.  “Hope you like 

them.  So,”  Philip continued, looking over to Joshua.  “Have things' got back to normal?” 

“In a way.” Answered Joshua.  “We have a new Chief Inspector and I'm now a Detective 
 

Chief Inspector.” 
 

“Good for you.”  Said Philip.  “What about the marsh?  I still can't believe there was so 

much kerosene already in there.” 

“Yeah.”  Said Joshua remembering how the marsh had brunt for two days and two nights, 

the entire place soaked with the kerosene the frogs had syphoned off. 

“It's regrowing.” Answered Tara.  “The birds are back in it now and there are loads of 

bugs.”  She explained.  “We haven't seen a frog in ages. We think they're all gone now.” 

“We can hope.”  Said Perry.



Joshua smiled as they walked on, he was glad Philip had been able to come to the wedding. 

It seemed right him being there.  'He did save my brothers life,'  Joshua thought. 

“Oh, what's this?” Asked Philip. 
 

“It's the memorial.”  Said Joshua.  “It was erected to honour everyone who died last year.” 

He explained as they looked up at the tall silver column topped with a mess of long thin grass made 

of copper and a brass plaque carved with a list of names, that stood at the intersection of the harbour 

road and main road. 

“I'm just glad none of you are on it.”  Said Tara. 
 

“Me too.” Agreed Joshua, giving Tara's hand a gentle squeeze as they walked over to the 

police station and his new land rover defender. 

The car headed down the street and toward Nymvale. The sun was low in the sky and the 

Raven's circled above the marsh. The purple and green grasses were reaching up to the sky and 

waving in the wind, large patches were still dead but slowly, life was returning. 
 
 

In Honour Of Those Brave Souls: 
 
 
 

Mr. Wallace, Francis. 

Mr. Dickson, Thomas. 

Mr. Ranger, David. 

Miss. Chesterton, Mysha. 

Mr. Padbury, Alexander. 

Ft Lt. Sullivan, Marcus. 

Miss. Reeves, Sybil. 

Mr. Monmath, Taylor. 

Mr. Kipps, Laurence. 

Mr. Stokes, Harry. 

Mrs. Selby, Paula. 

Mrs. Throp, Julie. 

Mr. Fletcher, Vivian. 

Mr. Chaplet, Nicholas. 

Mr. Foreman, Peter. 

Mr. Brown, Martin. 

Mr. Smith, Jeremy. 

Mr. Yates, Maximilian. 
 

Mr. Noble, Kalvin.



Mr. Benton, Toby. 
 

Mr. McCrimmon, Graham. 
 

Mr. Grant, Paul. Mr. 

Tyler, George. D.C.I. 

Foxly, Kevin. Mr. 

Bradshaw, Tony. 

P.C. Manning, Christopher. 
 

P.C. Dantwild, Jory. 
 
 
 

May They Never Be Forgotten. 
 
 
 
THE END. 
 
If you enjoyed reading my book please send me a quick message via the Feedback link on my 
obooko.com download page. I will be delighted to hear from you. 


